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ABSTRACr 

The importance of the writings of the contemporary Dutch architect Aldo 
van Eyck lies in their demonstration of the betrayal of modernism by 
mainstream modern architecture., and in their introduction of a sensibility 
out of other modernist arts to make possible an architecture satisfying 
essential human needs in the contemporary context. While commentators 
are heralding an architectural 'post-modernism'. his writing raises the 
question of whether modernism as developed in other fields has ever 
entered architecture. 

This study discusses Van Eyck's critique of modern architecture; it 
investigates his alternative nx)dernist sensibilityl maps it against 
developments in other arts, and traces its introduction into architecture. 

Van Eyck's understanding of the human function of architecture is RDst 
clearly presented through his studies of 'primitive' cultures. On this 
basis he has criticized both modern architecture and reactions against it, 
as based on partial understandings of human needs. He demands an 
appproach which reconciles these divided aspects and finds this in 
modernism. Out of his understanding of modern art, in particular the 
concept of 'simultaneity', he has developed concepts and techniques for 
the introduction of a modernist sensibility into architecture, and these 
are exemplified in his own design work. 

Van Eyck's essential contribution should be seen as the illumination of a 
'logic of the imagination' capable of grasping complex hurmn realities., 
and the development of tools for its realization in architecture. He 
shows the possibility of an architecture rooted in particular concrete 
experience while having general human validity, delighting in a 
kaleidoscope of changing relationships while establishing coherent 
environmental structure; an architecture which supports man's emotional 
attachment to the environment by being ordered according to the structure 
of the mind itself. 
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NOTE ON ABBREVIATIONS AND TRANSLATIONS 

The following abbreviations are used throughout this text for collections 

of writings by Van Eyck: 

rv"N A-I 

%-Awld The Child, the City and the Artist' (unpublished) 

VIA - in VIA 1. Ecology in Design. Graduate School of Fine Arts, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 1968, pp 90-129,134-35 

Forum 1967x - in Forum vol 17 (1963), extra nqnber produced in 1967 

Where translations are ny own, the original language text is included as 

a note. All other translations are from publications cited unless 

otherwise indicated. Languages are indicated by abbreviations as 

fol laws: 

d- Dutch, e- English, f- French, g- Germn, i- Italian 
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INTRODUCTION 

The writing and building of the contemporary Ditch architect Aldo van Eyck 

have introduced a mdernist sensibility into architecture, which has 

otherwise been rermrkably unresponsive to fundamntal twentieth century 

developments in other fields. He has thus demonstrated how human waning 

rray be established in architecture despite the relativity of the twentieth 

century context. 

The dramtic changes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

which broke down traditional values and established the relativity of the 

contemporary context have becom corrmnplaces of cultural seisrmgraphy - 

rapid industrialization and urbanization, diminishing stability of social 

institutions, loss of faith and progress and the power of humn reason, 

cultural relativity developing out of increased awareness of other 

cultures, increasing euphasis on 'unconscious' and 'primitive' aspects of 

rmn, breakdown of scientific absolutes through the developrrent of non- 

Euclidean geomtries, Einstein's relativity theories, quantum mchanics 

and so on. The associated changes in the arts - in human sensibility - 

are variously considered as cause or consequence of som of these 

developments, though the establishment of causal links here seems as 

irrelevant as it is impossible. Whatever perspective is adopted, there 

is widespread agreement ayrr)ng both contemporary artists and recent 

comentators about the drarmtic natiire of the changes. The French poet 

and essayist Charles Pe"'guy wrote in 1913 - (after Shattuck 1968, p 1) 

The world has changed less since Jesus Christ than it has in the last 
thirty years. 
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Sow writers even effphasized the cataclysmic nature of the change by 

giving it a particular date. DH Lawrence wrote in 1923 - (after 

Bradbury and McFarlane 1976, p 33) 

It was in 1915 the old world ended. 

and Virginia Woolf in 1924 - (ibid) 

On or about Deceffber 1910 humn nature changed .-- 

Architecture too was radically transformed in this period, and it is 

perhaps natural to argue that the changes ran substantially parallel, as 

did Giedion for example, in his 'Space, Tim and Architecture' (1941). 

However Aldo van Eyck argues that mdern architects have betrayed 

mdernism, and that architecture has ffuch to learn from. early twentieth 

century developwnts in other fields. 

Aldo van Eyck 

Since the second world war Aldo van Eyck has earned widespread respect 

(and a highly controversial reputation) for his contributions to a variety 

of architectural fields: for the remrkably consistent and outstanding 

quality of his relatively small output of buildings, for his key role in 

Team Ten and the dissolution of the 'Congres International d'Architecture 

Moderne' (CIAM), for the bewitchingly evocative quality of his fragrmntary 
I 

writings, nx)re locally as the central figure in the editorial group of the 

Dutch uagazine Forum from 1959 to 1964 and a vigorous participant in 

national architectural controversies, 
1 

mre recentlY for his 

extraordinarily outspoken and energetic worldwide campaign against 'post- 

ffn&rnism'. 
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Van Eyck's first works to receive wider attention were children's 

playgrounds, designed while effployed by the public works departmnt of 

Affsterdam council (1946-51) and later as an outside consultant. For these 

projects a great assortrmnt of sites throughout the city was taken over 

(in all some seven hundred, though rmny have since mde way for other 

housing blocks. Van Eyck used a lirrdted palette of simple elerrents to 

create a wide variety of places for children in the city. Awng his early 

buildings were a series of three schools (with HPD van Ginkel 1955-56), 

built as part ofa new village plan in Nagele (North-east Polder), each 

'being composed as a subtle grouping of standard classroom units around 

shared indoor and outdoor spaces. But it was the Amsterdam Orphanage 

(1955-60) which first established Van Eyck as an internationally 

significant architect. Despite its widespread publication, however, very 

few contemporary conwentators ventured to add their own words to Van 

Eyck's own impressive account of the building. John Weeks, one of those 

few, described the. architect's presentation of the Orphanage at a meting 

in Otterlo's Kroller-Willer Museum in 1959 - (Weeks 1960, p 180) 

At Otterlo Van Eyck described his building, its aesthetic and its 
place in his philosophy during one of the seminars at the Kroller 
Museum (sic). This was a trewndous perfornance. Passionate, 
sincere, witty and ham by turn, he paced up and down in front of his 
screens, wild haired and wild eyed, speaking fluently in English or 
French according to which language ffost suited him at the mDineent, 
describing the aln-ost indescribable process of his thoughts. His 
concern with every part of his building was intense; it was clear 
that he had accepted no solution to a problem as ready-mde, but had 
created out of his own analysis his own solution to the needs of each 
situation. 

N 

The international attention and respect was rmintained by the consistent 

quality of his later buildings, especially the Sonsbeek Sculpture 

Pavilion, Arnhem (1966, since demolished) and the Pastoor van Ars Church, 

The Hague (1964-69), but has been given new stimulus by the Hubertus House 

for unmrried wthers and their children, in Amterdam (1973-80). At the 
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Sam im, Van Eyck has been in partnership with Theo Bosch since 1971P 

and the office has designed a nunber of inner city housing infil schems 

in Affsterdam (Jordaan, Nieuwffarktbuurt) and Zwolle, which have at least 

been of considerable local importance. 

Van Eyck's involvement with CIAM began with the f irst post-war meeting of 

mdern architects at Bridgwater in 1947 (CLA31 6), where he asked - 

(Giedion ed, 1951, p 37) 

rL^*-. -#%I-s CIMI desire to direct the purely mechanistic improvemnt of the 
humn environwnt or does CIAM, desire to transform this attitude -? 

He seemed optinistic about the answer - (ibid) 

A new consciousness is already transforming rmn's mind 
CIAM is first and foremost an affirmtion of this new consciousness. 

Even at Sigtuna in 1952 he hopefully adopted the sarre optirrdstic tone - 

(Forum 1959, p 215, f; trans CCA p 292) 

CIAM is the af fi rrmtion in archi tectura 1 terrm of a new concept of 
time. 

However an underlying argument in his writing saw CIAM from the start as 

an institutionalization of an imaginative idea into a set of rigid 

principles,. representing a narrowly rational approacb to mdern 

architecture and urban planning. At the 1953 meting (CIAM 9) in Aix-en- 

Provence, Van Eyck met Alison and Peter Smithson and other like-minded 

younger participants and a group began to form which soon took the naw 

'Team 10' (the team to prepare for CIAM 10 at Dubrovnik, 1956). The 

opposition of this group within CIAM led to its effective dissolution by 

1959 when Team 10 organized a meting in Otterlo, while Team 10 itself 

remained a small and rather loose grouping of young architects who rret 

once or twice a year to discuss each other's work (and continued to meet 

occasionally until recently). 
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In parallel to this international grouping, Van Eyck was also the leading 

wnber of a group 
2 

which edited the Dutch magazine 'Forum' from 1959 to 

1964. The international and national groupings differ somwhat in tone,, 

with Forum less impressed, for exajrple, with the possibilities of urban 

structuring by large scale urban n-otorway systems, and giving mre weight 

to Van Eyck's 'anthropological' contribution, adding up to a preliffinary 

impression, at least, of a more substantial break with CIMI. Sow 

writerS3 have viewed Van Eyck (and Forum) as the focus of a new 'school' 

of Dutch architecture, but while his younger Forum colleague Herman 

Hertzberger and sowe of their pupils 
4 have been deeply influenced by Van 

Eyck it is hardly convincing to characterize somone who has so 

consistently extended the boundaries of his own imaginative territory as 

leader of anything so static as a coherent school. 

Van Eyck's Writings 

Van Eyck's writing consists of: an assembly of quotations with linking 

text tracing the developmnt of CIAM and Team 10, a long piece on the 

problem of articulating and ordering large urban configurations, tributes 

to the work of friends and colleagues, pieces intended to throw light on 

ideas associated with particular designs, accounts of the place of 

architecture in the life of certain 'primitive' peoples, critiques 

of mDdern and post-nodernist architecture, as well as numerous shorter 

pieces. In addition, a nunber of essays were collected together with his 

study of Dogon architecture in VIA 1- student publication of the 

Graduate School of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania (1968). A mDre 

extensive book under the title 'The Child, the City and the Artist' (CCA), 
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funded by the Rockefeller Foundation and written under the auspices of 

Professor Ian McIlarg (also of the University of Pennsylvania, where Van 

Eyck has held one of his ffany international teaching appointmnts), never 

progressed beyond a fragwntary collection of essays and only exists as a 

few duplicated typescripts - riany of the essays are reworked versions or 

free translations (by Van Eyck himself) of previously published material. 

In this, the collection is typical of Van Eyck's writing as a whole, which 

often includes not only a collage of quotations from favourite artists but 

also phrases or lengthy 'quotations' from his own earlier pieces, often 

reworked for their new context; certain pieces have reappeared 

innumerable times in various combinations in different publications. 

Van Eyck writes sow pieces in Dutch and sow in English. When a 

translation is required he does not sit down with original text and 

dictionary to make a mchanical 'conversion', so much as rewrite the 

article in the perspective of the required language. Having been 

schooled entirely in England, and thoroughly inmrsed in English poetry of 

all periods, he has excellent expressive control of written and spoken 

English, and the 'peculiarities' of his English are rminly a consequence 

of his poetic approach to language, which closely parallels that expressed 

by critic and poet Donald Davie - (Davie 1955, p 200) 

When a poet retains syntactical forms acceptable to the gramnRrian 
this is mrely a convention which he chooses to observe. 

He therefore stretches the language and concentrates nultiple wtaphor and 

association into his own dense and playful poetic language, usually to 

great effect. Hence his repeated complaints about editors and 

translators who insist on 'correcting' his language, as for example - 

(in Arcbitectural Design 7 1981, supp p 14) 
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The RIBA Journal, probably on the assumption that English belongs to 
the English rather than to whoever uses or misuses it, tampered with 
the original text, anie-nding it in many places and even deleting 
essential bits. What happened you can guess: incorrect (? ) good 
English became correct, bad English. 

Sometirres it is true that he fails to pull off the desired effect and 

occasionally sinply rrakes an error, as for example in his consistent use 

of 'precludes' to man approxinately 'implicitly includes' (see note 

chapter 9), and 'prone' to n-ean, apparently, 'disinclined' - (Forum 1962, 

88 5) 

I am prone to speak of a city --. as an organism, since this 
suggests quite predictable 'natural' change and growth according to 
fixed inherent impulses and external forces. The 'organic' image of 
a city is therefore as false and misleading as the mechanical one - 

Yet although he repeatedly confuses the spelling of the verbs 'affect' and 

'effect' throughout 'The Child, the City and the Artist', he is none the 

less capable of suddenly coming out with - (CCA p 48) 

They (mDdern architects) are attracted to the dress but not the body 
of a great idea; they are warry (sic) of the nagician because he 
actually effects transfornation but are attracted to the juggler 
because he merely affects it. 

It is easy to see Van Eyck's writings as no mre than a series of diverse, 

highly evocative f ragments; but it is argued here that they present a 

characteristic and coherent way of thinking about architecture. This way 

of thinking is not built up piece by piece as an additive or sequential 

argumnt. On the contrary, the poetic density of each piece contains the 

whole story, viewed each time in a different perspective. The nuin 

dimnsions of Van Eyck's central story are already present before 1950, 

and are rooted in a conflict between, on the one hand, expectations raised 

by his liberating early contact with mdern art in Zurich and Paris during 

and immediately after the war and, on the other, his disillusioning first 

acquaintance with mcodern architecture as a linited dogffR within the butch 
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CIAM group (De 8 en Opbouw) from 1946 onwards, and later within CIAM 

itself. Van Eyck's argumnt does undergo changes of eaphasis, such as 

his recent stress on positive tendencies in mDdern architecture in order 

to indicate an alternative tradition to post-modernism. This arises 

partly out of bis provocative and controversial cast of ffdnd, seeking to 

shake up fashionable certainties, and sorre commentators see it simply as 

an atteffpt to keep one step ahead of critics and followers. Thus 

Barbieri has written of Van Eyck's recent work - (Barbieri 1980 pp 33) 

With a smile on his face, he himself enjoyed the confusion sown by 
his work and he was already engaged in thinking up the next move in 
order to keep the distance between him and his pursuers constant. 
The ganE between this architect and his critics or admLrers has 
already been in progress for thirty years and it does not look as if 
he has any intention of bringing that exciting contest to a close. 

Afore fundamentally, however, Van Eyck's whole argumnt is concerned with 

keeping the imagination active., avoiding over-sirrplification, one- 

sidedness, or the consolation of rigid 'theory', so that to counter these 

tendencies in contemporary debates and especially to avoid himself being 

rigidly pinned-down, whether by critics or adffirers, are essential 

elewnts of his approach. The stability of the way of thinking at the 

centre of all Van Eyck's writings, together with his repeated re-use of 

elewnts frorn previous writing, and the way the whole story is present in 

every fragment, contradict any impression of development through time, and 

suggest instead a series of glinpses of a single dynamic idea. 

Van Eyck's buildings, on the other, hand, do show a degree of development, 

hit this cannot be viewed as the progressive developnent of a forrml style 

(except in the urban housing schemes of the Van Eyck and Bosch office). 

This development, beyond the level of particular 'techniques' for 

realizing his particular intentions, is a gDvement away from the 
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restrictions of modern architecture, to permit the fuller realization of 

his own way of thinking, especially in the recent Mothers' Home. The 

lack of a coherent developwnt at the level of a formal style does not 

mean that Van Eyck's buildings have purely individual significance; there 

is rather a coherence in term of the way of thinking from which they 

arise, and which they in turn illuninate. Although Van Eyck's central 

achievement ffay be the realization of his intentions in a series of 

exceptional buildings, his writings offer an essential source of 

understanding about these intentions and thereby offer access to a way of 

thinking about architecture in general - one with potential to establish 

an architecture in tune with other modernist arts. They are thus 

directed at a wre valuable level of 'influence' than the formal imitation 

to which architects seem inevitably prone. Van Eyck himself wrote in 

'The Child, the City and the Artist' - (CCA p 158) 

I am ... prin-arily concerned with the validity of the idea; the 
form is the business of each individual architect. 

and introduced this collection of essays by identifying the purpose of his 

writing and simultaneously challenging any mchanical conception of 

influence - (CCA p 5) 

These essays were conceived as an appeal to imagination, since 
imagination today has gone into hiding. Their only object is to 
establish through evocation the kind of clirrate congenial to it. 
That they will fail to effect (sic) those who 'notify' what they see 
through a keyhole is obvious. They are meant for those who desire 
to get closer to the things already close to thetn. I carry no keys 
that can open locked doors - those that are ajar will take care of 
themselves with or without my help. 

Elsewhere (Forum 1959, p 321) Van Eyck refers to the way his own "windaw" 

was Ilf irst opened" through his contact with mcdern art, and it is 

mdernism which is the basis of the 'idea' or 'way of thinking' presented 

in his writing. 
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The Modernist Sensibility 

The precise nature of the mdernist sensibility is not easily put into 

words, as Bullock argues - (Bullock 1976, p 69) 

Any attempt to put that change of consciousness and feeling into a 
single form of words seem to me inadequate. It is as full of 
cross-currents., shifting mDods: and contradictions as any other great 
cultural shifts, those complex movements which for convenience's sake 
we label the Renaissance, the Enlightenment or the Roffantic mDveaent. 

But if the term 'modernist sensibility, 6 is to be used at all, some 

attempt must be made to establish the tendencies it covers. 

Whether it is viewed as having destroyed the system of absolutes which 

provided a basis for values and for maning up to the nineteentb century, 

or as a response to this destruction, it is clear that the mDdernist 

sensibility in the arts is characterized by a rejection of absolutes in 

its approach to conposition. Developuents around the turn of the century 

saw a breakdown of tonality in iiusic, conventional verse form in poetry, 

narrative form in the novel, linear perspective in painting. Two rrain 

directions can be distinguished in this breakdown; either the traditional 

formal systems were distorted - relativized - by the inclusion of 

contingent eleffents, or a looser form of order was created in which 

suggestions of orders can be found. T8 Eliot discussed these two 

approaches to poetry in his 'Reflections on Vers Libre' (1917) - (Eliot 

1975, p 33) 
S 

The most interesting verse which has yet been writ 
has been done either by taking a very simple form, 
pentaneter, and constantly withdrawing from it, or 
all, and constantly approximating to a very simple 
contrast between fixity and flux, this unperceived 
nx)notony, which is the very life of verse. 

ten in our language 
like the iambic 
taking no form at 
one. It is this 
evasion of 

ty and The coexistence of contrary elerrents - form and formlessness, f ixi 
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f lux - inplicit in this relative approach to order, is typical of 

wdernism, and creates the difficulty that any attempt to pin down its 

essential nature dissolves into contradiction and paradox. However this 

should not be taken to imply that modernism has no coherence; it rather 

indicates perhaps its single most inportant tendency - the juxtaposition, 

superinposition or even reconciliation of contraries. This explains the 

difficulty of pinning it down in terms of characteristic nineteenth 

century distinctions - roffantic or classic, objective or subjective, 

rational or irrational. The detached viewpoint of objectivity is 

dependent on an absolute framework of descriptive concepts, so that 

modernism was forced by the breakdown of these absolutes to begin from the 

perspective of individual consciousness. In this sense wdernism might 

be thought to be 'wrely subjective' or totally relative, but modernist 

artists were rarely satisfied with the limLted particular perspective or 

an observation of the mItitude of possible perspectives, and sought wider 

form of validity, inclusive form of order, complex condensations of 

perspectives, in the atteupt to establish sow degree of hurran ffeaning in 

a relativistic context. This project involved the developuent of a new 

understanding of space, and especially of time, which are central elements 

in Aldo van Eyck's mdernist sensibility. It was perhaps Jams Joyce who 

made the rmst significant single contribution to these new concepts, but 

they are also absolutely central to an understanding of, for example, the 

painting of Cubists, Futurists and Orphists, and in film, of the mdium 
N 

itself - 

The new interest in tim is as different as could be irmgined from the 

nineteenth century obsession with linear development and progress, and can 
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be provisionally illustrated by a brief comparison of James Joyce's 

approach in 'Ulysses' (1922) and 'Finnegans Wake' (1939) with the 

conventional narrative time of the nineteenth century novel. Whereas the 

latter is concerned with causal chains of events and the development of 

character through linear time, Joyce's time is fragmented by the mingling 

of present experience, dream, fantasy, hopes and memries - all of which 

become equivalent in the perspective of consciousness. This invites 

conparison with the film's characteristic juxtaposition of tims through 

flashbacks, visions of the future, present events, real or imgined. In 

'Ulysses' the day's events in contemporary Dublin are seen through the 

consciousness of the various characters and presented through a variety of 

writing styles, thus creating a multiple layering of impressions, the 

whole being held together by the limitation to a single day and the 

structuring force of the complex parallel with Homr's 'Odyssey'. The 

condensation of the past into simultaneous presence implies not only a 

changed approach to the tim of individual consciousness but also to 

cultural time, the past being no longer distant and inaccessible but 

instead brought into the fram of the present. This makes possible the 

mythical parallel of 'Ulysses', but is mre fully developed in Tinnegans 

Wake 1 4, Here so irany layers of mythical and historical association are 

drawn together through tim and space that the English language can no 

longer contain the density of imaning and Joyce creates his own dreamlike 

extension of it, whereby each word, calls up miltiple associations, often 

in other languages. 

The conplex sensibility and new approach to time of mDdernism seem hardly 

to have entered audern architecture, which renained tied to an 
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anachronistic faith in technology and huffan reason to achieve continuous 

progress through linear time. To argue that it is anachronistic or a 

betrayal of some imagined 'spirit of the age' would not in itself be 

sufficient to condem mxIern architecture - this is after all a style of 

argument which could be used to advocate any kind of fashionable horror. 

Van Eyck's argurmnt., however, is based on the loss in humin terms 

associated with this particular anachronism. The functionalist 

conceptual framework of modern architecture contains the dual danger of a 

lapse into ffechanical 'problen-r-solving', whether at a social, economic or 

structural level, or else of a contrary reaction towards an abstract play 

with forms. Van Eyck, on the other hand, demonstrates the potential of a 

modernist sensibility to establish architecture as sowthing with humn 

value beyond mechanical functioning. 

The arguffent presented here is strikingly contradicted by the Afferican 

architect Peter Eisenman, though he too argues that architecture has 

failed to grasp the nudernist sensibility - (Eisenffan 1976, no page nos) 

Sometime in the nineteenth century there 
within Western consciousness: one which 
shif t from hununism to nudernism. But, 
architecture, in its dogged adherence to 
not participate in or understand the fum 
change. 

was ... a crucial shift 
can be characterized as a 
for the mst part, 
principles of function, did 

damental aspects of that 

Excluding any argument about the interpretation given to the word 

'hurmnism'. this appears to be entirely in agreeffent with the arguffent 

presented above. However Eisenman very specifically and repeatedly 

associates Van Eyck's name with this failure to appreciate mdernism. 

When writing about Van Eyck and his colleague Herman Hertzberger (Eisenman 

1977, p 20) , for exajnple, 
7 he refers to their "latter-day humnism" and 
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to "their implicit denial of a new consciousness which has existed in mDst 

disciplines since the nineteenth century and which, since the events of 

1945,, has seemed to preclude in architecture especially the continuation 

of a progressivist view of mn and his technology" - (He also sees them in a 

narrowly American perspective as working with the ideas of Louis KahnB) - 

The difficulty here appears to arise out of a different understanding of 

modernism. Eisenman's 'nx)dernism' is characterized by "abstraction, 

atonality, atemporality". which he associates with Mondrian, Sch6nberg, 

Joyce among others, and sees as syffptoras which "suggest a displacement of 

rmn away from the centre of his world" (Eisenmn 1976). The difference 

between Eisenman and Van Eyck thus resolves into this: that while the 

former seeks to root architecture in a "sensibility based on the 

fundamental displacement of rran" (ibid), the latter sees the role of 

architecture precisely as the creation of a place for man. The 

difficulty however remains that they appear to base their contrasting 

approaches in the saw mdernist art, even listing the saw artists as 

precedent. In the perspective of this study, however, Eisenmn's 

'mDdernism' seem too unequivocal, no longer poised between rigid maning 

and waninglessness, trying to re-establish hurran waning without relying 

on absolutes, but rather ruling out absolutely the possibility of such 

waning, in a way which has more in common with post-modernist tendencies 

in the other arts (as will become apparent in later chapters). This does 

not necessarily contradict Eisenman's argiuneent that Van Eyck's approach is 

'anachronistic', but would deny him his appropriation of the whole of 

modernism as precedent. 
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LPerspective on Van Eyck's Writings 

Van Eyck's writings have received rermrkably little serious critical 

attention, perhaps because of their apparently incidental interest, but 

perhaps also because of the special difficulties they present. Since Van 

Eyck proposes a fundamental revision of ways of thinking, the critic must 

steer between, on the one hand, the importation of alien standards which 

limit the possibility of understanding and, on the other hand, a 

submergence in the proposed way of thinking which limits the possibility 

of critical'argument. His writings resist criticism of their degree of 

internal consistency, since paradox is essential to their mthod, seeking 

to break through conventional conceptual structures. Equally, although 

Van Eyck rmkes use of the writings of rrany artists and thinkers, the 

validity of his argument hardly relies on a precise faithfulness to their 

original intentions, since quotations are used mDre as evocative imges 

than as stages in a wider argumnt; indeed the imaginative transformtion 

of source rmterial in its new context is essential to his 'collage' 

rrethod. Fijrthermore Van Eyck freely admits to not being inclined to sit 

down and read a work of philosophy from cover to cover, and this even 

applies to 'Ulysses' and Tinnegans Wake', despite his great respect for 

Joyce. He is far mre likely to be struck by the condensed imge in a 

short passage, a poem or a painting, and is suspicious of the stasis 

implied by 'theory' or 'philosophy". Hence his statewnt - (CCA p 155) 

If I were asked whether I have a personal philosophy I would be very 
quick in answering: No - for I believe that a frarre of nTLnd is 
developing which by its very nature is not inclined to speculate on 
the ultimte principles of knowledge and existence, but which finds 

appeasement within itself because it constitutes a climate in which a 
kind of gratifying perplexity represents unanswered mystery ..... 
It is difficult to verbalize an attitude, for ... this 'attitude' 

as such transcends the need for philosophy. 
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The nature of his writing as a dense network of ideas, with complex 
interrelations, resists a sharp isolation of particular elenents as theffes 

or chapters, or the establishment of simple cause-effect relations in a 

single sequential arguffent. It was perhaps inevitable, therefore, that 

'The Child, the City and the Artist' never became a coherent book, and 

failed to progress beyond a loose collection of essays. Nevertheless, 

despite all this, it will be argued that Van Eyck's writings contain a 

consistent and precise argument. 

The particular difficulties of his writing are perhaps no wre than an 

extension of the difficulties which surround 'architectural theory' in 

general, as discussed by rmny c(-)mmntators. 
9 

It is a field with no 

coherent framework of concepts, which tends to rely on the findings of 

other disciplines - whether social sciences, art criticism or technical 

subjects. This would perhaps be no great handicap if the goal of 

architecture was readily defined. If the consensus is that architecture 

is some conglon-erate of 'artistic' and 'functional' aspects, however, it 

is not surprising that it becomes a fundamentally displaced activity in a 

society which splits these 'aspects' so widely apart. The difficulty as 

well as the wider significance of architectural theory is therefore that 

it is faced with wide conceptual gulfs to overcome, unless it succumbs to 

the temptation to simplify these problems by exclusion and see 

architecture as directed to a limited interpretation of 'efficient 

functioning' or else as an autonomDus artistic activity, neither of which 

is acceptable to Van Eyck. 

The intention of this study is to investigate the writings of Aldo -van 
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Eyck as the introduction of a wider modernist sensibility into 

architecture, without any claim that it thereby exhausts the mny 

perspectives which such dense material makes possible. 

The first chapter investigates Van Eyck's complex understanding of the 

humn function of architecture, as expressed in his writings about so- 

called 'primitive cultures', where he believes this f unction is 

successfully fulfilled, though he appreciates the special difficulties and 

advantages of the contemporary context. On this basis it is possible to 

appreciate his critique of mcdern architecture, which is shown (chapter X's- 

two) to constitute a fundamental critique of the ffentality which lies 

behind it, and thus to rehearse debates central to nineteenth and 

twentieth century thought. Van Eyck- is equally critical of reactions 

against nx)dern architecture, which he sees as based on equally partial 

views of huffan needs. The way of thinking he develops to reconcile these 

partial views (chapter three) also permits a napping of his approach 

within ffodernism as a whole, and distinguishes his position especially 

strongly from mch 'post-uAernism'. The ffain elements of Van Eyck's 

modernist sensibility are discussed in chapter four, and following 

chapters (f ive to nine) show how he develops this uAernist sensibility 

into an approach to architecture based in concrete experience and with the 

aim of satisfying fundamental human needs; his approach is illustrated 

with examples from his own builditigs. The final chapter investigates the 

wider implications of this approach and its 'tools of another logic', 

which provide a basis for huffan maning in a relativistic context. 



CHAPTER ONE 'BUILT HOMEODMING' - THE liUMAlT FUNCTION OF ARCHITEC= 

Aldo van Eyck believes that architecture has an important hurmn function: 

to support the affinity between ffan and environment and between individual 

and collective. It is on this basis that he criticizes contemporary 

architecture. 

He persistently argues the need for this affinity, which he refers to as 

'homecoming' - (Forum 1967x, p 52, dated 1960; OCA p 59; VIA p 92) 

Since I like to identify architecture with what it can effect in 
human terms, I like to think of it as the constructed counterform of 
perpetual homecoming. 

and - (Forum 1967x, p 51, dated 1963) 

Architecture need do no rmre than assist ffan's hormconing. 

This second declaration iffplies two inportant considerations: firstly 

that Van Eyck subordinates all other 'functions' of architecture to this 

aspect, and secondly that he mkes no utopian claims for architecture; 

that it cannot be expected to go beyond 'assisting' horreconning. 

In his presentation to the Otterlo ffeeting in 1959 he explicitly 

demnstrated that his denand for 'hon-econfLng' should be understood to 

apply beyond the level of the individual house, to apply to a hurran need 

at the level of the city - (Forum 1960/61, p 238; CCA p 67) 

The job of the planner is to provide built homecoming for all, to 

sustain a feeling of belonging. 

In the Forum n-agazine which traces 'The Story of Another Idea' developing 

through CIAM history, Van Eyck quotes Peter Smithson - (Forum 1959, p 199) 

Feeling that you are somebody living somewhere. 

18 
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He thus illustrates the continuous preoccupation amDng his Team 10 

colleagues with the issue of 'built homecoming', which is rranifested, 

above all, in their concern for comprehensible environmental structures 

supporting the inhabitant's own feeling of identity. Van Eyck echoes 

Smithson's words when he claim - (VIA p 126; ef OCA p 15) 

To help initiate 'somewhere' is the architect's task. 

It is this 'built homecoffdng', this 'sornewhere'. which Van Eyck finds 

lacking in contemporary architecture and urbanism. Instead, he argues.. 

they have created "planned wasteland" (Forum 1962, p 82; OCA p 72); he 

claiffs that, in the zeal to satisfy rmterial needs, the psychological 

needs have been forgotten (VIA p 127; ef OCA p 74) 

Instead of the inconvenience of filth and confusion, we have now got 
the boredom of hygiene. The nRterial slum has gone - in Holland for 
example it has - but what has replaced it? Just mile upon mile of 
organized nowhere, and nobody feeling he is 'somebody living 
somewhere'. No microbes left - yet each citizen a disinfected pawn 
on a chessboard. No chessmen - hence no challenge, no duel, and no 
dialogue. The slum has gone - Behold the slum edging into the 
spirit. 

It is the intention of this chapter to investigate Van Eyck's conception 

of architecture's human function which becomes the basis for his critique 

of modern architecture and for his own contribution to an alternative. 

This conception of architecture's humn function can best be traced 

through his writing about what he calls 'archaic cultures' (in order to 

avoid the derogatory inplication of lprimitive'). He has studied a 

nunber of such cultures, where he believes this function has been 

effectively fulfilled - mst notably the Dogon of Mali and the Pueblo 

Indians of the southwestern United States. 
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It should be emphasized that for Van Eyck himself the significance of 

these cultures goes far beyond their illustration of an architectural 

conception, -and that they nust have contributed substantially to the 

development of his own sensitivity for architecture's hurmn function. 

This interest in other cultures should not be taken as an indication of 

nostalgia. Despite the association of the Forum grcup with the idea of 

the 'noble savage' in the recent writings of Dutch critics (eg Prak 1981 p 
Van Dijk 1979), he does not seek to return to a lost simplicity. His 

image of man explicitly contradicts the idealization of 'primitiveness' or 

any desire for individual submrgence in the collective, in nature, or in 

cosy enclosure. 

Although Van Eyck has discussed the corrplexity of the contempor-ary 

situation and the difficulties it offers to architecture, fie does not 

accept this as sufficient justification for mDdern architecture's failure, 

which he sees as a fundawntal failure of irmgination. 

Architecture in 'Archaic' Cultures 

Van Eyck considers it an essential humn gif t to be able to create good 

environmnts in which to live, as shown by his presentation to the 1976 

Venice Biennale : (Raggi ed, 1978, p 86; trans AvE unpublished) 

It is in the nature of people to deal with environffent - hence also 
to build the enclosures they need - adequately and often beautifully; 
the way they are also given to communicate adequately and often 
beautifully through language - that other gift. 

He sees contemporary ran as a sad and puzzling exception to a general 

rule, in that he appears to have lost this capacity - (Forum 1959, p i99; 

I 
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tmns OCA p 270) 

One asks oneself how it becam possible that mn today is no longer 
able to create the very thing the great gift of consciousness should 
enable him to create: an environimnt in which he is able to live 
with dignity and assure survival without losing his identity. 

It is therefore not surprising to find Van Eyck looking to other cultures 

to throw light on contemporary problems. Within these cultures he f inds 

two dif ferent kinds of achieverrent - individual/rronurmntal and 

collective/vernacular. (Forum 1962, p 80; OCA p 169) 

In both cases ... art of the highest order ensued; in both cases, 
also, building, village and city forms were evolved which possess 
much that is of intransient value. 

He appears to consider the presence of both aspects as a precondition for 

the developrrent of successful cities - (Forum 1962, p 80; CCA p 171) 

So far ... collective and individual concept existed side by side. 
Had this not been so, cities could not have come into existence. 

He therefore regrets the tendency for architects to undervalue the 

collective achievements of the past - (Forum 1962, p 79; CCA pp 163-64) 

So little attention is accorded to the creative potential of the 
countless millions and what they made for themselves through the ages 
in humble nultiplicity -.. one still esteem almost exclusively the 
less ephemeral more enduring accomplishuent of exceptionally endowed 
individuals. 

This he considers especially regretable since the contemporary architect 

is concerned with "mking a habitable place for all citizens" (Forum 1962, 

p 79; CCA p 163), just that aspect previously satisfied by the collective 

vernacular, and having little in common with the monumental achievements 

of individual architects of the past'. Coupared with these architects,, he 

argues - (Forum 1962, p 80; CCA p 165) 

Our prirrary task is a different one, different in that it concerns - 
at last - the immediate environment of each min and all wn. 

Van Eyck therefore sum up the unprecedented difficulty of the 
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contemporary situation in this way - (Forum 1962, p 79; OCA 163) 

When I say 'go build the counterform of huffan association for each and for all', I know this opens the door onto a terrifying paradox, for those who are to live there no longer build it themselves and we who must do so are not yet able to. 

The argumnt presented here may be seen as a justification for Van Eyck's 

writings about the architecture of 'archaic cultures' - an effort to 

interest fellow architects in an important precedent. It was no such 

line of reasoning, however, which led to his own interest. 

This interest was first awakened by photographs of Dogon msks and ritual 

objects in the Surrealist aagazine 'Minotaure', which he purchased during 

the war in Zurich, where he was a student. The magazine included a 

report (Griaule et al, 1933) of the first visit rmde by anthropologist 

Marcel Griaule to the Dogon people in the southwestern Sahara. Van Eyck 

recalls that he at once determined to visit the people who had created 

these beautiful things. And it would not have been surprising if he had 

continued mrely to be entranced by the visual qualities - the report of 

his first African visits, to Saharan villages in 1951 and 1952, shows that 

it was the timeless quality and intensity of enclosure which impressed 

here - (Forum 1953, p 30; trans VIA p 96) 

It cannot have been so very different in Ur 5000 years ago; the same 
laboriously fashioned bricks of sandy mud, then as now; the sarm sun 
weakly bonding and then hastily disintegrating them; the same spaces 
around a courtyard; the sam)enclosure; the saw sudden transition 
from light into darkness, the same coolness after heat; the same 
starry nights, the sam fears perhaps; the sanL- sleep. 

Writing about these sam visits a decade later, he has testified to his 

intense affinity for a quality of enclosure he found to be nissing from 

the contemporary environment - (VIA p 96) 
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Meanwhile I still incline towards the immutable. Nor has ny affection for those silent desert villages diffinished. It is a spleen from which nothing can estrange me; some kind of affinity I have no wish to define, though I do wish sorrething of their 
gentleness would enter our own sad environments. 

In the meantime, however, his interest in the Dogon had led him through 

the anthropological writings of the Griaules (Griaule 1948,1954, Calame- 

Griaule 1955) to take an interest not only in seductive spatial effects or 

sculptural qualities, but also in the significance of Dogon architecture 

in relation to their poetic cosmlogy. This relation is illustrated by a 

quotation from Calane-Griaule which Van Eyck includes in his own Dogon 

writings - (Forum 1967x, supp p 7) 

We have seen that the hurran individual is the foundation of the house 
which he inhabits, and that this house is the representation on earth 
of the arch-redeemer. The cosmDs is projected at huffan scale, the 
system being essentially a 'huffanism'. 

A stroke of luck drew Van Eyck deeper into the psychological function of 

Dogon architecture. His eventual visit to their villages in 1959/60 

coincided with the presence of Paul Parin and Fritz Morgenthaler, 

preparing a psychoanalytic/anthropological study of the Dogon (Parin, 

Morgenthaler, Parin-Matthey; in Gernun 1963, in French 1966). This 

chance led to Van Eyck's own Dogon writings, in collaboration with Parin 

and Morgenthaler, in which the psychological significance of Dogon 

architecture is investigated beyond the profound cham of its forms. it 
N 

is these writings which throw most light on what Van Eyck mans by 'built 

homecoffing', and the extent to which this goes beyond the provision of a 

personal refuge in the environmnt. 

For the individual Dogon, the whole village and the people inhabiting it 
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are identified, together with his own house, in a 'Sveb of emotional 

affinity" (Forum 1967x, supp p 8; VIA p 121). Van Eyck illustrates this 

with reference to an account by Fritz Morgenthaler of what happened when a 

Dogon, named Dommo, offered to show him his house. DomffD took him on a 

detour of one hour through the whole village, taking in the houses of his 

faffdly and the rmin landmarks of the village., explaining the significance 

of each place. Only then did they enter his own house, which proved to 

be back at their starting point. According to Morgenthaler - (VIA p 121) 

Donmis wish to show 
place of the elders, 
then to the place of 
dwelling. To each 
part of his sense of 
house is never sold, 

m his house took us in turn to the counci 1 
to the village chief's place, to the priest's, 
the family elder, and just at last to his own 

Df these places he is bound by a quite definite 
'being home'. So it is in this culture that a 
for one calls a house the people living there. 

But it is not only house and village which are identified emotionally with 

each other and their inhabitants. Van Eyck refers to studies by the 

Griaules, showing that all elements of the Dogon environment are tied 

together in a conplex. of mtual identifications, throughout the range of 

scale from everyday artifact to universe. The basket, for exanple, is. 

given the form of the Dogon cosws, and so is the granary - (Forum 1967x, 

supp p 7; cf VIA p 102) 

There is no limit to what the Dogon basket can hold, for with its 
circular rim and square base, it is at once basket and granary; at 
once sun, firffamnt and cosmic system; at once millet and the forces 
which cause millet to grow. 

FurthermDre, the parts of house and village are identified with parts of 

the humn body, and both house and village are identified, at the same 

time, with the form of the cosmos - (Forum 1967x, supp p 9) 

The house is built in the imge of rmn: the actual place where the 
cooking is done represents its respiratory organ and is always 
situated where a fruit of the nono plant .. - is walled in during 
the building process, whilst the kitchen itself is the head. The 

entrance represents the vulva. 
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and -(ibid) 

(The village) is likewise the projection of the universe in hurran 
form - ie a nale figure lying on his back in north-south direction. 
Sm: Lthy and Togu Na are his head; the two menstruation houses 
situated outside the village are his hands; the main altars are his 
feet whilst the various Ginna, around the village centre are his chest 
and stomach. 

Thus,, on the basis of his reading of the Griaules' work, Van Eyck argues - 

(VIA p 109) 

I am not exaggerating when I say that all the material objects from 
the smallest to the largest which support daily life are charged with 
extra meaning and are identified in stages with the totality of 
creation. A sequential pattern of identification expanding and 
finally corresponding with the universal order. 

Broadly similar patterns of culture are found in other relatively stable 

cultures, and their success in accommdating nun is perhaps explained by 

the slow development which has allowed them to include a great breadth of 

human experience in their all-encompassing framework. In any case it is 

the completeness of their response to uultiple aspects of rran which 

impresses Van Eyck - (CCA p 251) 

What autarchies have in common ... is that they rely on an all- 
pervading framework which embraces every aspect of existence, 
material, emotional and transcendental, and suffuses all chambers of 
the mind and heart. Such frameworks are so intricate and self- 
contained, so complete, that they tend to resist the escape - 
insubordination - of any particular aspect or emotion. 

Hawever, it is never possible for a collective framework to coincide 

perfectly with the needs of the individual, as Van Eyck has recognized. 

It is their ability to respond to this problem which particularly 

impresses him in the case of the Dogon culture, as well as that of the 

Pueblo Indians whom he visited two years later (see Forum no 3,1962). 

Not only are their cultural framworks unusually complete, but they are 

not rigidly applied; they contain a flexibility which accomrmdates . 
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individual deviation, thus releasing the pressure on both individual and 

society which mental conflict would foster. The result, Van Eyck claims, 

is an unusual degree of mntal relaxation in these societies. He 

therefore concludes that a collective framework which supports a 

meaningful environment, without oppressing individual freedom, is both 

possible and highly desirable. 

But Van Eyck draws a more general conclusion from his knowledge of archaic 

cultures, which helps to explain the range of considerations included in 

his 'built homecoming' - (Forum 1967x, supp p 7; cf VIA p 102) 

In order to be at hom:! in the universe ffan tends to fashion it in his 
own image, acconrrdate it to his own dimension. Constructed 
enclosure as such was indeed seldom sufficient, for there was always 
the lin-dtless exterior beyond - the incomprehensible, intangible and 
unpredictable - harassing his right composure ... So his cities, 
villages and houses - even his baskets - were persuaded by mans of 
symbolic form and complex ritual to contain within their measurable 
confines that which exists beyond and is immeasurable: to represent 
it symbolically. The artifact - whether smll or large, basket or 
city - was identified with the universe or the power or deity 
representing the cosmic order. It thus became a 'habitable' place, 
comprehensible from corner to corner, familiar and tangible. 

It can be seen that Van Eyck- considers being 'at home' to require far mDre 

than the provision of a sheltered enclosure. Hle requires the particular 

environrmnt of everyday life to be related to a structured universe - an 

image of environment in general - and the place of the individual to be 

related to a collective framework. In this way the otherwise 

insignif icant particular and individual gain maning beyond their limited 

scope, and the otherwise incomprehensible general and collective are given 

form at a tangible, everyday scale. 

Van Eyck's conception of architecture's role thus displays essential 

similarities with that of his friend (and Team 10 colleague) John Voelcker 
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- (Voelcker 1954, p 15) 

Architecture, perhaps to a more tangible extent than any other art, 
reflects and expresses ideas about space and time. Good 
architecture expresses in microcosm but with precision the obtaining 
concepts of the universe. Such expression is neither idle nor 
arbitrary for it is only through coswlogy that a sense of physical 
and social location in time and space can be communicated. This 
sense of location, however changeful or however pernanent, is 
essential to the health and life of human communities. 

Voelcker also pointed to the importance of this understanding to the 

practice of architectural design - (ibid, p 16) 

A building, like any other ffan-made object, can make the universe 
wre intelligible to those who experience the mDdulations of its form 
and volume. An architect who builds with this intention fashions 
the parts of his building not only as mechanical components of 
construction, but also as clear signs in a language of form. 

Architecture Today 

While rmny might agree with Van Eyck's analysis of the hunan function of 

architecture, the question remins of its applicability to a contemporary 

context. 

The discussion here of his interest in archaic cultures is in danger of 

giving a one-sided view of his position,, which might appear unrealistic, 

nostalgic, idealistic. The ideal implied rray appear to have little room 

for individuality, despite his assurances. But Van Eyck's position 

should not be so casually rejected. For as well as the side of his 

approach summed up in the word 'hoffecoming', he has another, implied in 

his use of the word 'kaleidoscopic'. He also relishes spontaneity, 

plurality,, changep individual freedom, controversy, relativity, and 

therefore has no desire to return to some lost ideal of absolute values. 
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Indeed it might be fruitful to view the driving force of his whole work as 

a straining to draw together the two sides represented in the words 

'homecoming' and 'kaleidoscopic' - security and freedom, continuity and 

change. This further suggests the lasting value of his work: 

demonstrating not only how two sides of Aldo van Eyck can be brought 

together., but more important how two aspects of the nature of min might be 

reconciled, how waning ffay be established in a relativistic context. 

His Dogon study is accompanied by a discussion (VIA p 121) of the 

differences in contemporary needs and circumstances. Although the Dogon 

are at how throughout their own region, they are immediately lost outside 

it, and their houses cannot be bought or sold because of their close 

identification with the inhabitants. In the contemporary context a 'web 

of emDtional place-af f inity' cannot have these lirdtations, as Van Eyck 

accepts. 

But the crucial question facing the contemporary architect wishing to take 

up the lesson of Van Eyck's Dogon studies, is the absence of a cultural 

f raffework on which to base his architectural rrdcrocosm. Van Eyck has 

sometimes seemed to hope for the developnent of the flexible cultural 

framework which his acquaintance with the Dogon had shown him to be 

theoretically possible - (VIA p 121) 

I can visualize a culture whicfi is not negatively indeterminate but 
positively so., because it strives prirmrily to stimulate the personal 
self-realization of the individual according to his own personal 
idea. This in turn would provide the true ingredient that goes to 
the fulfilment of the multicoloured entity that society - hence also 
the city - should be. The houselike city with citylike houses - 
(buildings), gratifyingly comprehensible and chaotic; homogeneous 

and kaleidoscopic at the same time. 
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He does not, however, underestimate the difficulty of the -architect's task 
in the absence of a clearly structured universe or society, and therefore 

asks - (Forum 1962, p 79; OCA p 163) 

If society has no form, can architecture build the counterform? 
Similarly, in 'The Idea of a Town'. first published in Forum (Rykwert 

1963) and introduced by Van Eyck,, Joseph Rykwert compares the contemporary 

situation with that of the Rormns - (Forum 1963, p 143) 

The whole universe and its rmaning could be spelt out of his civic institutions, so he mpas at hom. in it. We have lost all the beautiful certainty about the way the world works - we are not even 
sure if it is expanding or contracting, whether it was produced by a 
catastrcphe or is continuously renewing itself. 

Van Eyck considers the problem facing the contemporary architect in this 

situation - (CCA p 173) 

Can the architect-urbanist possibly supplement the lack of a 
comprehensible social form, the lack of a collective concept or 
vernacular; the lack of direct creative participation on the part of 
the multitudes? Can he do, in short, what he was never asked to do 
before, but is now left to do? 

His answer is given in the form of two sets of questions. Firstly - (CCA 

173) 

Should he participate in society's behaviour to the extent that he 
answers its deffands regardless of the nature of the dermnd? Will 
what he offers then be a contribution that has value beyond the 
incidental? 

His answer to these questions is perfectly clear elsewhere in his writing 

- in the text 'The Fake Client and the Great Word NO' (Forum 1962, 

pp 79-80; VIA pp 128-29; CCA pp 162-65). A second set of questions is 

used to present his preferred strategy - (CCA p 173) 

Should he indulge in disengaged participation and work relying on his 
human insight, power of concept, craft ability and society's ultimate 
capacity to respond to a sound and radical proposal based, as far as 
possible, on the body of human experience gathered in the interior of 
the mind, regardless of whether the citizens at large are at present 

able to participate creatively? 
I 
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Van Eyck thus reveals, in the words "the body of human experience gathered 

in the interior of the mind", how his 'built hoffeconing' is to be 

established despite the contemporary lack of a coherent cultural 

framework. The implication is that this lack nay be overcom by ma-ans of 

mdern ran's unique access to knowledge of other cultures - past and 

present. He doesn't propose a raiding of other architectures for purely 

formal qualities but rather a gathering together from other cultures of 

what they each reveal about how to give a place to various aspects of 

human experience. 



CHAPTER TWO CRITIQUE OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE 

Aldo van Eyck considers the approach of mdern architecture, with very 
limited exceptions, to have been. fundamentally unsuited to the 

establishment of 'somewhere', of 'built homeconaLng'. 

Critique of the ArchitecturalApproach 

Van Eyck argues that mDdern architecture is based on a very narrow 

interpretation of 'function'. which fails to go beyond the mst elementary 

needs - (in Giedion ed, 1951, p 37) 

The mDre tangible functions - those implied by the word 
'functionalism' - are only relevant in so far as they help to adjust 
man's environment mpre accurately to his elementary requirements. 
But this, after all, is no wre than a necessary prelininary. 

He sees this narrowness as synptomtic of a mntality incapable of taking 

account of elusive aspects which are essential to the human f unctioff of 

architecture; aspects which fall through "the coarse msh of analytic 

thinking" (CCA p 61) and are considered 'imponderable'. The complexity 

of human needs is thus drastically oversimplified - (CCA p 48) 

9a architects still remain antagonistic to imagination and those 
regions of reality that lie beyond the scope of the limited senses 
and thus elude the coarse rmsh of rational estimation. The 
imponderable is taken for quicksand so they step onto hard rock - 
what they take for hard rock at least - but fail to understand why 
such hard rock gives way as it always does. 

He argues that this "pseudo-scientific approach", concentrating on hard, 

preferably quantifiable aspects of function will lead to an increasingly 

sterile and inadequate environment - (CCA pp 178-79) 

31 
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As long as the imponderable is approached as a negative because it 
eludes definition and fixation on the drawing board or does not rest comfortably within the lirdtations of the urbanist's wral outfit, 
all that will result is that our stricken cities, deplorably 
inadequate as they are today, will be rendered even rmre deplorable 
with far rmre putrefaction hiding behind their sffDoth surfaces and between their efficient mechanism than was ever there before the 
urban sPring-cleaning commenced. 

and - (VI, A. pp 127-28; cf OCA p 74) 

There is no room for the imponderable, for the things that escape the limitations of the architect's (and planner's) ameliorative thinking 
- no place where it can nestle ..... We have only to take a look 
at one of the new towns, or a recent housing development, to 
recognize to what extent the spirit has gone into hiding. 
Architects left no cracks or crevices this time. They flattened the 
womb, expelled all sense of place, wary as they are of the 'wrong' 
occasion, the spontaneous act, the unpremeditated event, unscheduled 
gaiety or violence, unpredictable danger round the corner. They 
made a flat surface of everything so that no microbes could survive 
the civic vacuum cleaner; turned a building into an additive 
sequence of pretty surfaces --- with nothing but emptiness on both 
sides. To think that such architects are given to talking devotedly 
about space whilst they are actually ermsculating it into a void. 

He shows that the functions which are registered by this ffentality are 

fitted together mchanically into a sinple-ffinded vision of urban order. 

The new towns show, he claim, that - (CCA p 163) 

Architects and urbanists have become true specialists in the art of 
organizing the magre. 

and - (Forum 1962, p 82; cf OCA p 72) 

Those urban functions, which were not forgotten, were 
compartmentalized. The actual building elements were subsequently 
arranged academically, according to a trivial infil habit, and the 
open space between them so casually articulated and devoid of every 
civic meaning, that they loom up like oversized objects, pitilessly 
hard and angular, in a void ... Within the tyrannical periphery of 
such objects there is no roorn for emotion, nor is there any in the 

resulting emptiness between these objects. Emptines has no room for 

anything but imre errptiness. All urban ingredients curdle, all 

urban colours clash. Just planned wasteland. 

He argues that urbanists have failed to appreciate the necessarily complex 

and chaotic nature of urban life, and that in turning the city into a 
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smooth-running machine the life is squeezed out of it - (OCA p 179) 
Mistaking the fundamental chaotic reality of city life for confusion - also present of course, attempts are made, relying on a false 
concept of order, not merely to counteract the negative qualities confusion implies, but along with it all the positive qualities inherent in the fundamentally chaotic, for the latter goes hand in hand with fundamental order. 

The Charte d'Athenes is specifically criticized by Van Eyck as a 
breathtaking example of 'the coarse mesh of analytic thinking' applied to 

urbanism. The document, set out by Le Corbusier (1941) following the 

CIAM meeting of 1933 and adopted as the basis for CIANI urbanism, was a 

favourite target of Team 10 criticism. It reduces urban activities to 

four functions (the 'four keys' - habitation, loisirs, travail, 

circulation) - and asks for each function to be assigned an area of the 

city suited to its needs. In this way 'urban chaos' is supposedly 

eliffinated. This approach to planning is based on the very similar 

proposals contained in the 'La Sarraz declaration' which resulted from the 

first meting of CIAM in 1928. The definition of the 'four keys' and 

their organization into zones remained the basis for CIAM urbanism right 

up to the beginnings of its Tearn 10 period. 

Van Eyck is scornful of the Charte d'Athenes approach - (CCA p 144) 

The four keys were promoted and becam four absolutes. They were 
mchanically interrelated and subsequently hallowed with the ffagic 

wand of technological progress. 

He demnstrates the inadequacy of this approach by examining the 

corrplexity of huffan mDvenents in the city, when these are viewed in terns 

of everyday hun-an experience. He sees the abstract notion of 

'circulation' as a darraging over-simplification going, comi ng, 

entering, leaving, bringing, fetching, taking, etc" (CCA p 145). This 
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reduction leads to the Provision of - "a system of channels for mbile 

mechanism, laid out according to statistics 'to get you there and back' as 

if there is nothing in the going worthwhile" (OCA p 146). 

Van Eyck links the analytic approach of mdern architecture to a "myth of 

progress" and an over-valuation of technology as an end in itself - (Forum 

1959, p 205; trans OCA p 278) 

This highly analytical and ffechanically rational approach went hand- 
in-hand with a certain kind of social consciousness. An unbounded 
belief in the promise of mterial progress; a naive trust in the 
constructive abilities of technology, along with an equally naive 
distrust in the constructive possibilities of art. 

He argues that this faith in progress is based on a mechanical and 

abstract linear conception of the time dimension -a view of time 

inconsistent with 'horreconing' - (CCA p 159) 

What is diffensionless and utterly abstract excludes ffan and can never 
sustain his perpetual hoffecordng. 

A comparison with the ritualized time conception of archaic cultures 

supports this argument. 'Progress' establishes the future goal as the 

justification for the present and thus allows the significance of present 

experience to drain away into the future; all that can be hoped of the 

present is that it passes on to the next moment as soon as possible. 

Ritualized time, on the other hand, establishes significance in present 

time by seeing it as a repetition of mythical time (see Eliade 1959, 

1971), so that the act of building, for example, is seen as a repetition 

of the cosmogony. 

Associated with modern architecture's attitude to naterial progress is the 

technology which is to mke it possible. Van Eyck does not oppose the 

use of advanced technology, but is concerned that mdern architects have 
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valued it above the hurran needs it should be serving - (OCA p 195) 

This era's specific technological mans should be acccMmDdated to the 
essential requirewnts of architecture. There can be interaction, 
of course, but on no account should architecture accomaDdate itself 
to this era's technological n*eans for the sake of the latter. 

and - (CCA p 161) 

The technological potential of this clever age of ours is indeed 
unrival led ... Other cultures certainly have made nDre of the 
technological potential they possessed; means and effect were almost 
invariably better integrated. Their skill was directed accurately 
towards the things people needed and desired. What they mide was 
not rocketed into space but ensured survival agDinst great 
environmental odds; it was certainly never allowed to threaten it., 
nor was it impersonal ... A lot could be made of this vast 
technological potential if it were only personalized and 
imaginatively canalized. 

He therefore ridicules the compulsion to express technical means which has 

obsessed soffe mDdern architects - (VIA p 128; cf CCA pp 75-76) 

Why should buildings look like corpses with the bones sticking out 
and their skin taught and repulsive ..... skeletons become 
exposed when they no longer serve their purpose, when they no longer 
support, enclose,, and protect anything I dislike 
overdemonstrative construction or overemphasized physical presence of 
elements visible but inaccessible Just as a skeleton is not 
a person until it has one in and around it, alive, so a building is 
not a building, a place not a place, until it has people in and 
around it, experiencing its positive meaning potential .... 
Construction, fom and materials ... should ... never be self- 
assertive, never ward you off by the arrogance of their corporal 
presence. 

At the same time, the form of this criticism implies that, for Van Eyck, a 

building is experienced to som degree anthropomrphically, as a body, 

through empathy and identification with it. 

Critique of the Mentality 

The various aspects of Van Eyck's critique, discussed here, can be seen as 

a coment on the rrentality which lies behind all of them. 
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Like any other architecture, the one he criticizes enbodies a value- 

system, an irnage of man and his place in space and time. His arguaent is 

that modern architecture is based on a false image of rmn and his relation 

with the environment, and that it can therefore never provide 'built 

homecorrdng'. He associates this false irmge with a general tendency in 

western thought up to the twentieth century to become trapped in what he 

calls the 'Tuclidean groove" (Newmn ed, p 26) of mchanist thinking and 

strict deterffinism. 

It is therefore not surprising, investigating aspects of his critique, to 

discover that they constitute arMimnts about the negative impact on 

architecture of the penetration of key I)aradigms from other fields. Any 

discussion of this critique thus rehearses debates central to nineteenth 

and twentieth century thought. 

The creation of a city as a smooth-running machine, with communication 

channels sized in proportion to estimated f low-rates, inplies a focus on 

man through his behaviour rather than experience. Indeed the planner 

appears to adopt the perspective of a visiting spacen-an miles above the 

city, adffiring the clarity of its zoning and smothness of its flows, 

rather than that of an inhabitant going about his everyday life. There 

is hardly reason to expect a city designed from this point of view to 

provide worthwhile experience. The logical consequence of the 

behaviourist perspective is the rewriting of all statements about 

experience in terms of a strict working of cause and effect on behaviour, 

a physical stimulus acting mechanically on an organism, excluding such 

elements as irragination, spontaneity, belief, feeling, purpose, attitude, 
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choice. A city designed on this basis is unlikely to satisfy these human 

demands. The detached viewpoint adcpted in this approach to architecture 

rests on the assuiTption that the only way to go beyond mrely personal 

significance is to distance the observer from the observed. The distance 

thus created between subject and object, man and nature, by the paradigm 

of scientific objectivity, can hardly be expected to stimilate an affinity 

beetween ffan and the environment created as the counterf orm of 

this ffentality. It can also be argued that it is this distance which 

opens up the possibility of exploitative attitudes towards nature. 

Van Eyck repeatedly criticizes the abstraction of mdern architecture. 

lt is often assumd that to go beyond circumstantial significance, it is 

necessary to abstract a problem from the complexities of its temporal 

context. But when this approach is applied to architecture, the 

resulting 'solution' is unlikely to satisfy the 'imponderable' human needs 

implied in 'built horriecoming'. The additive assembly of such partial 

solutions, in the hope of creating a city, could only be effective if a 

genuine urban totality was no rmre than a sum of its parts. 

The rise of this 'nechanistic world view', has been traced, from 

Pythagoras to Newton, by Dijksterhuis (1961). He points to the debate 

which has arisen out of its spread into all fields - (pp 3-4) 

That the adoption of the mchanistic view has had profound and far- 

reaching consequences for the whole of society is a historical fact 

which gives rise to the wst divergent opinions. Some coamnd it as 

a symptom of the gradual clarification of hurmn thought ... others 
though recognizing the outstanding importance it has had for the 

progress of our theoretical understanding and our practical control 

of nature, regard it as nothing short of disastrous in its general 
influence on philosophical and scientific thought as well as on 

society ..... They are inclined to look upon the domination of 
the mind by the rrechanistic conception as one of the rrain causes of 
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the spiritual chaos into which the twentieth century has, in spite of 
all its technological progress, fallen. 

It is the intention of the following paragraphs to illustrate the breadth 

of this debate, in order to show that Van Eyck is participating in 

something broadly intellectual and not exclusively architectural. 

Poole's 'Towards Deep Subjectivity' (1972) includes a criticism of those 

same tendencies which Van Eyck calls the 'Euclidean groove'. He refers 

to "our paradigm of objectivity in the sciences" (1972, p 50) vbich "we 

might call rraterialist-deterudnist-behaviourist-positivist" and sees it 

hovering "beehind contemporary objectivity in the universities and 

politics". He traces its origins to the penetration of ways of thinking 

from eighteenth century physics into biology and psychology and thence 

into the whole of society. It was the great success of Newtonian 

mechanics which made sweeping industrialization possible and thus took a 

hold on the imagination of a whole civilization, but the results become 

mre doubtful as 'mchanist thinking' spreads out from physics into the 

study of rran and society, even into the practice of politics and art. 

For, as Poole argues - (1972, p 46) 

In ffathemtics, biology, chemistry, there are facts. It is 
therefore evident to objectivity that all humn ratiocination which 
claims to be objective should adopt the impersonal stance of the 

scientist. 

Psychology is a field in which this attitude has been especially damaging. 

The Encyclopedia Britannica numbers amng sources of Behaviourist 

psychology the penetration into biology of "the rrechanical world-view 

which domLnated eighteenth and nineteenth century physical science" - 
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Poole quotes (p 51) the founder of behaviourism, JB Watson himelf, who 

argued that psychology should becorre "a purely objective, experirrental 

branch of natural science". The behaviourist approaches the mind through 

hurmn behaviour alone and has no time for the contents of consciou: sness. 

He relies heavily on the notion of the conditioned reflex, based on 

experimnts in which the subject is trained to respond in an autoffatic way 

to a particular stimulus, arguing that this is the mechanism through which 

all learning takes place, following the example of Pavlov's dogs and BF 

Skinner's rats. Poole goes on to discuss (pp 53-55) the work of HJ 

Eysenck as a striking application of the "early twentieth century 

behaviourist paradigm of objectivity". Eysenck's goal is to quantify 

hurmn personality, to be 'objective' about the study of hun-an subjective 

experience itself. Poole points to the underlying ffechanist 

assufrptions - (ibid) 

The human being is a machine like any other ffachine in a universe 
governed exclusively by mechanical and physiological laws --- It is 

assumed that the whole is not greater than the sum of the parts, and 
that a complete explanation of the working parts will exhaust all the 

active possibilities of the physiological machine under discussion. 

The 'mechanical approach' has been applied just as rigorously to thinking 

about society. Jeremy Bentham sought to establish an objective strictly 

ffathen-atical n-easure of political systems. He "wished the language of 

politics and mc)rality to be as rigorously scientific as was nRthematics" 

(Bronowski and Mazlish 1970, p 494) and "taught ffen to govern by the 

simple rule of the 'greatest happiness of the greatest number' which, in 

practice, could be discovered by a 'felicific calculus"' (ibid). 

According to JS Mill, be used a 'method of detail', "treating wholes by 

resolving them into their parts, abstractions by resolving them into 
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things, classes and generalities by distinguishing them into the 

individuals of which they are rmde up and breaking down every question 
into pieces before attenpting to solve it"(Passmore 1968, p 15). Auguste 

Conte applied this sam 'scientific' attitude in the creation of his 

'Positivism'. He rejected introspection as a basis for knowledge and 

thus rejected psychology itself. He saw society as an ordered orgLnism 

ruled by definable laws and moved by reason in a historical progression 

towards scientific perfection. Isaiah Berlin (in Gardner ed, 1974, 

p 168) points to the ideas of Comte (presurrably one of his "science- 

worshipping visionaries") as the culuination of the belief in "the 

possibility of happiness as the product of rational organization". In 

Conte's "bureaucratic fantasies". he continues, we find a "fanatically 

tidy world of hurmn beings joyfully engaged in fulfilling their functions, 

each within his own rigorously defined province, in the rationally 

ordered, totally unalterable hierarchy of the perfect society". 

Mechanist thinking also had an impact in the arts, so that sorm artists 

also aspired to the objectivity of the sciences. In particular the ideal 

of objectivity had a powerful impact on the literature of the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries, as Edmund Wilson observes - (1931, pp 10-11) 

In the literature of the so-called Classical period, Descartes and 
Newton were influences as important as those of the classics 
themselves. The poets, like the astrononers and nathenaticians, had 
come to regard the universe as a machine, obeying logical laws and 
susceptible of reasonable explanation ..... The theorem of the 
physicist were matched by the geometrical plays of Racine and the 
balanced couplets of Pope. 

In the nineteenth century, Taine studied literature 'scientifically', just 

as others did rran and society. 

forces, as deterrrdned by history. 

He saw literature as a product of social 

In the introduction to his 'English 
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Literature' (1864) he asked - (af ter Ellffann and Feidelson eds, 1965, 

pp 254-64) 

Given a literature, a philosophy, a society, an art, a certain group 
of arts, what is the moral state of things which produced it? And 
what are the conditions of race, epoch, and environment the best 
adapted to produce this wral state? There is a distinct mral 
state for each of these formations and for each of their branches; 

a***. each has its own law. 

Despite the natural reluctance of artists to see the products of their 

imaginative labour as so thoroughly determined from without, rmny were 

influenced by this approach. Thus McFarlane argues - (McFarlane 1976, 

p 75) 

A belief that totality of detail must betray something of the 
essential nature of existence, that an object asserts its own 
importance, is self-insistent, that it mist ever be part of the 
author's intent to invest it with significance, sustained Mny forms 
of cultural and intellectual endeavour. The tradition of thought 
represented by this - Positivist, analytical, objective, Wneralized, 
logical, absolutist, impersonal, determinist, intellectual, 
mechanistic - also in large measure fed the aspirations of literary 
naturalism. 

This naturalism minimizes the role of the imagination and of free choice, 

its characters tend to be determined by forces acting on them. SeyuDur- 

Smith (1973, p x) shows that "naturalist fiction is guided, or thinks it 

is guided by the principles of scientific determinism". Emile Zola's 

project for naturalist fiction was to apply a scientific uethod of 

observation and record the complex detail of causes. He had great faith 

in science, and yet SeymDuy-Smdth shows that his own novels are far from a 

mere reporting of objective observations and serve rather to demnstrate 

"that literature can never become , ---, cience"(ibid, p 400). The ideas of 

naturalism had value in as nuch as they nade readers accept a move away 

from insipid ronantic fiction, but while these ideas were not taken 

literally by novelists of the stature of Zola himself, they led to a body 
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of fiction which was eventually "regarded by the public as being as 
rmnotonous as it actually was". (ibids p 401) 

Van Eyck is not alone in criticizing the alienating inpact of the 

ffechanist tendency in modern architecture. His contribution is to have 

demonstrated how twentieth century developrmnts in other fields offer a 

way out of this 'Euclidean groove', and how the difficulties of a 

supposedly 'objective' approach rmy be avoided, without resorting to the 

fferely personal or circuustantial. 

Modern Architecture and Modernism 

Van Eyck accounts for mdern architecture's failure in term of its 

neglect of mc>dernist developmnts in other fields - both his critique and 

his proposed remedy are thus linked to develcpmnts outside architecture. 

His somwhat startling thesis is that there has hardly been a genuinely 

lmdern' architecture, which could be set alongside the achieverrents of 

twentieth century artists and scientists. Thus, at CIAM's 1959 Otterlo 

ireeting he argued - (CCA p 61) 

Far from expanding reality as the others have done, architects have 
too often contracted reality, sidetracked the issue of contemporary 
creativity In the light of what the others have ffanaged to 
evolve -a relaxed relative concept of reality - %bat architects and 
urbanists have done amounts, to treason. 

Since 1959 aDdern architecture has been widely questioned. Despite the 

two decades of discussion . Van Eyck has seen no reason to change his basic 

argurrent - (Lotus 28 1981, p 17) 

The dilemrm of the aWern mverwnt in architecture is that it rdssed 
the boat by sidestepping the philoscphical iriplications of %6at came 
to light around the turn of the century and since, through the 
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astounding intelligence, artistry and perseverance Of a SIM11 number of artists and scientists in every medium and field. 

He does not claim that all ffudern architects betrayed rrodernism and has 

always made exceptions to this criticism, in particular Le Corbusier. 

His recent critique of so-called 'Post-n-odernism' in architecture has led 

him to give greater effphasis to the few successes of mDdern architecture, 

in order to indicate an alternative tradition. The list of exceptions is 

consequently given nDre care - (Lotus 28 1981p p 17) 

What (twentieth century artists and scientists) discovered, 
unfortunately hardly penetrated the ffinds of architects. 
Peripherally, perhaps, in the guise of forrml abstraction. There 
are, of course., a few exceptions like Aalto, Rietveld, Duiloear., vd Vlijgt, and Le- Corbusier. 

However., as Van Eyck emphasizes, it is not sufficient in architecture for 

there to be a small number of examples of great quality. Architecture is 

different from the other arts in this respect - (Forum 1960161, pp 237-38; 

OCA p 61) 

Nobody is forced to look at a bad painting, read a bad poem or listen 
to bad music. 

and - (CCA p 77) 

It is indeed tragic that architecture, this century, should be the 
first to have becorre academic again. The effect of architecture on 
human existence depends on both quality and quantity. The effect of 
the other arts, on quality alone - the quantity of Ybat has no 
quality is harmless. Van Eyck accuses mDdern architects of a failure 
to be artists -a failure of the imagination - (CCA p 61, dated 1959) 
The wonderful thing about architecture is that it's an art - just 
that. The terrible thing about architects today is that they're not 
artists. 

It is only art, he argues, that can give form to the 'imponderable 

qualities excluded by crude analytic thinking'. The concrete huffan 

qualities may appear imponderable and abstract to the mcLern urbanist, but 

ý (OCA p 303) 
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The whole thing is based on false premises - an artificial paradox born from one-track mchanical thinking. It is the function of art, hence of architecture, to make the imponderable tangible, to mnifest 
its concrete reality. 

He sees this "mechanical interrelation of elements arrived at by a process 

of analysis" as a retreat from the necessary creative leap, and believes 

that this machinery of design is no substitute for the imagination - (OCA 

p 180,1959; cf Newnan ed, 1961, pp 216-17) 

It is the mDment of realization that counts in the art process ... 
and it does not simply follow the rwHent we have done our homework 
assiduously! The process is by no mans as nL-chanical as that - We 
may have to start that way, but we shall not encounter %hat we are 
really after anywhere along the route. Sooner or later we shall 
have to risk it. That is the monent of realization; the jump, the 
risky jump. The known on this side and the unknown on the other; 
the gap in between The 'art' is in the jumping, how you 
take off, when and where. Without the jump there will be no 
architecture - good or less good; just bqildings and cities - bad or 
worse. 

But modern architects were closely associated with modern artists, so how 

does Van Eyck explain the failure of these ideas to enter architecture? 
I 

He argues that architecture, like the rest of society, only made 

superficial use of the discoveries of twentieth century art and science, 

in order to give a pretence of mdernity - (Newrran ed, 1959, p 26) 

Society still rmves along in the old groove, mking only sly use of 

what these mn discovered; worse still applying it on a purely 
technical, mchanical and decorative level, not the essence but wbat 

was gleaned from it in order to give the pretence of mving wre 

effectively ... do we know that architecture has been doing the 

saffe for the last thirty years? 

I 

Architects failed, he argues, because they soon retreated from irraginative 

search into the institutionalized security of a forml style. The new 

sensibility thus hardened into a "set of rigid principles" (OCA p 47) -a 

sterile dogffa: (Newffan ed, 1959, p 27; CCA p 166) 

The language architects evolved ... after the great pioneering 

period was over, coincide; s only with itself and is therefore 
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essentially sterile and acadernic - literally abstract. 

This tendency was especially strong within CIAM, and it is against this 

institution that he directs ffuch criticism. In his account of CIAM 

history (Forum no 7, 1959; trans CCA pp 270-312) he quotes his Team 10 

colleague Peter Srrdthson - (Forum 1959, p 200; OCA p 272) 

CIAM was founded when the creative period was virtually over. 

Like mny others rewriting the history of particular mvements, Aldo van 

Eyck has chosen to establish a register of heroes and villains, and to 

point to a particular moment when a wrong turning was taken. Thus he 

argues that CIAM's crucial choice followed a wrong turning taken by the 

Bauhaus - (Forum 1959, p 201; trans CCA p 275) 

CIAM ... adhered to Gropius, persevering art pedagogue rather than 
artist, preferring to listen to the Bauhaus doctrine - diluted and 
rationalized Van Doesburg - rather than to Van Doesburg himself. 
That CIAM should have chosen Bauhaus instead of De Stijl and what it 
really stood for, is significant indeed. CIAM wagered on dog= 
instead of on constituent idea; on rmterial progress instead of on 
relativity; on the international instead of on the universal; on 
technology rather than on art; on Moholy Nagy instead of on 
Mondriaan. 

Van Eyck does not regret architecture's failure to become 'wdern' because 

of soffe abstract comn-dtmnt to a 'spirit of the age', but for two 

substantial reasons. Firstly, modernism of fers an image of nan mDre 

complete than that of the 'Euclidean groove' and is thus better equipped 

to satisfy essential hurran needs,, and secondly, it offers a way of 

thinking peculiarly relevant to contemporary problems - (Newnan ed,, 1961 t 

pp 26-27; OCA p 62) 

What is wonderful about this non-Euclidean idea - this other vision - 

is that it is contemporary to all our difficulties social and 

political, econoffic and spiritual. What is tragic is that we failed 

to see that it alone can solve them. Each period requires a, 

constituent language - an instrument with vhich to tackle the huiran 
I 
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problem posed by the period, as well as those which from period to 
period renain the same, ie those posed by ffan - by all of us as 
primordial beings. 

An example of modernism's contempc)rary relevance is that it is 

particularly well-equipped to grasp the kaleidoscopic nature of the 

contemporary city - characterized by rapid change and mDvemnt and by the 

complexity of its structure. Much mDdern art responds to these qualities 

and is concerned with developing types of order v; hich are capable of 

including such complexity and dynamism. 

Modernism and Modernity 

It is important, to exphasize the distinction between ideas which happen to 

be contemporary - associated with modernity - and those výhich are part of 

the wdernist sensibility. Modern architecture seems to have worked with 

the forffer at the expense of the latter, so that just those features of 

twentieth century life mDst representative of nDdern architecture - its 

faith in progress and technology - were those mist widely questioned in 

other arts. Thus Bradbury and McFarlane - (1976, p 49) 

It is perhaps --- characteristic that Modernist writers tend to 

suppress certain features of modern sensibility - some of its 

optiffism in history, science, evolution and progressive reason - 
while choosing to release others. 

The fact that rmdern architecture established itself as a stable 'style' 

is another aspect not generally accepted as an element of n-odernism. As 

Bradbury and McFarlane write - (1976, p 29) 

(The Modernist) is perpetually engaged in a profound and ceaseless 
journey through the neans and integrity of art. In this sense 

Modernism is less a style than a search for a style. 

and Irving Howe - (1967, p 13) 
, 
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Modernism does not establish a prevalent style of its own; or if it does, it denies itself, thereby ceasing to be wdern. 

Modernism into Architecture 

Van Eyck's writing is intended to contribute to the develcpffent of a 

modern architecture which establishes built homecoming, by introducing 

modernism from other fields and awakening the imagination to appreciate 

and realize it. 

He refers to those who developed this new sensibility as 'the great gang' 

in summrizing his intention - (OCA p 20) 

I desire to refer the architect reader to the great gang and the 
nature of the riot they started, to what they rfade, wrote and thought, and should he have done so, to do so apLin, to never stop 
doing so - for the adracle they brought about has still affected no 
wre than the perphery of architecture. 

In contrast with the detached, abstract approach of mdern architecture, 

he directs his attention to mdern art's penetration of the interior of 

consciousness. The proposed involvement in nun's inner world implies a 

fundauental change in the 'location' of architecture. It can no longer 

be concerned uerely with the creation of abstract ideal spaces, but nust 

enter the concrete temporal world. 

pp 47-48) 

Hence Van Eyck's claim that - (CCA 

Architects ... are still altogether unaware of the profounder 
implications of relativity which alone can impart full and lasting 
content to a revaluation of space and time in term of architecture: 
I rman those implications that have extended the horizon of mn's 
inner world. 
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In the perspective of experience, time becomes inseparable from space. 

While behaviour is a pattern in space, experience is a pattern in time. 

Van Eyck illustrates his awareness of the significance of tim in 1951, 

when he somewhat optimistically associated "une nouvelle conception du 

tenps dans Varchitecture" (Forum 1959, p 215) with the name of CIAM. In 

1956 he asked - (Forum 1959, p 232) 

Open the concept of time and you will discover its different 
applications from the tea: -cup to the city. 

By introducing a nx)dernist sensibility into mdern architecture, Aldo van 

Eyck sees the opportunity to Rchieve "a kind of planning conceived as the 

built counterform of a ffore complete and complex hunRn reality than that 

which, apart from a few obvi-ous and som-, less obvious emceptions, today 

finds a questionable harbour in the hollow spaces the modern habitat 

provides"(CCA pp 68-69, dated 1959). 



CHAPTER THREE TOWARDS A REODNCILIATION OF 0ONFLICTING HUNIAN DEjjANDS 

AffDng those who criticize mDdern architecture's alienating impact, there 

is a tendency to advocate a simple reversal of its supposed errors. 

Criticism of an architecture based exclusively on openness is thus 

associated with advocacy of one based equally exclusively on enclosure; 

an 'objective', 'functional' approach is countered by nere persDnal 

expression; blind faith in technology mkes way for a return to nature. 

Van Eyck proposes no such reactionR; indeed he is as critical of them as 

he is of mcdern architecture itself. lie argues that such svings of 

fashion between opposing poles serve only to reinforce the false dualities 

which lead to the original one-sidedness, whereby an absurd 'choice' is 

apparently required between, for example, man as an essentially collective 

or an essentially individual being, or architectural space as essentially 

concerned with either openness or enclosure. He believes that such 

dualities are guilty of creating conflict- "psychic strain"- and refers 

to "the terrifying polarities that hitherto harass nan's right composure" 

(Forum 1962., pp 82-83; OCA p 73) 

It is the intention of this chapter to trace Aldo van Eyck's project to 

create the basis for an architecture "congenial to rran in equipoise" (OCA 

p 81) which rdtigates conflict by reconciling apparent cpposites. 

Central to this project is his concept 'twinphenomna', representing the 

paired hurmn realities (from individual-collective to opennessý-enclosure) 

49 
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which have been split apart to create dualities. Thus he writes - (OCA 

pp 76-77) 

Wisdom forbids oscillating between extremes; confounds such 
simplistic reactions. It ePitomizes addiction to false alternatives 
instead of dedication to twinphenomena for the sake of the final 
subject of architecture - nan. 

Throughout history and across culture, there has been nuch speculation 

about the relation of opposites, closely connected with speculation abcut 

the dimension. of time - This chapter therefore compares Van Eyck's 

approach to these questions with key historical approaches and shows that 

he is participating in a wider modernist project to attempt a 

reconciliation of apparently opposing tendencies. Som comffentators view 

mc)dernism as a reconciliation of broadly 'ron-antic' and 'classical' 

tendencies, which characterized swings of action and reaction in previous 

centuries. 

However mdernism also illustrates the difficulty of ffaintaining 

relativity, of resisting easy absolutes, and so-called 'post- nDderni sm' 

ran be seen as an abdication of the difficult mdernist reconciliation, 

and of the project to establish hunan maning in a relativistic context. 

In this light it is not cliff icult to understand Van Eyck's consistent and 

determined criticism of post-rmdernism and his enthusiastic advocacy of 

mDdernism. 
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Critique of_Reactions 

Since Van Eyck's critique of nr)dern ardiftecture is based on the 

partiality of its image of human needs A7 reactions in which the omitted 

aspects return, and are equally overeffphasized, have an absolute 

inevitability for him. And he is equally critical of their one-sidedness 

- (Newrran ed , 1961, p 27) 

We simply cannot breathe only one way - we can hold our breath for 
only a very short time. Modern architecture has been trying hard to 
breathe only out without breathing in - and that is just as stifling 
a thing to do as the opposite - at any rate the result is the saffe - 

He gives the label 'sentimental naturalism" to nRny aspects of these 

reactions and, in a ffanner calculated to cause considerable discomfort to 

architects of both camps, repeatedly bundles them together as inescapably 

(if unwittingly) coupled - (CCA p 113) 

Grovelling naturalism - the inevitable counterpart and ally of 
mechanical rationalism. 

But this is not mrely provocation, since the two are indeed allies in the 

reinforcement of polar concepts. 

The polarization of positions takes place on such a range of issues that 

it would be a mistake to take Van Eyck's labels - 'naturalism' and 

trationalism' - too literally, as representing two fixed and mitually 

exclusive approaches. Detailed investigation would doubtless reveal the 

most unlikely combinations, but the basic analysis of the impact of swings 

of action and reaction renains valid. 

Van Eyck is particularly concerned with the view of the time dimension 

which these swings reinforce, "oscillating perpetually between redeaption 

and damnation" (CCA p 151). Both 'progressive' views of time - 
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exaggerated faith in the future associated with a dismissive attitude to 
the past, and regressive ones - sentiffentality about the Past associated 

with doomishness about the future, are based, according to Van Eyck, on 
the saffe closed rrechanical concept of the tirre dirrension, and both 

distance past and future from present experience. It should be added 
that this idealization of either past or future also inevitably soaks 

significance from the present. 

Van Eyck's wre recent criticism of 'post- mDdernist' ardAtecture 

continues to attack the mchanical tim view (in both CIMI and 'post- 

mDdernist' gui ses)and the associated ,::; wings of fashion - (Lotus 28 1981 

p 17) 

Both then and now the sarre rrechanical notion of tim prevails, hence 
the awkward posturing vis a vis the past. It is still history out 
or history in. In the locally limited minds of architects this 
usually means in or out of Rome and yes or no to classicism 
alternating every 20 years or so. Why are architects, of all 
people, always changing between false alternatives, always tending 
towards either-or instead of and-and? 

It is, of course, not only in architecture that this mchanism of action 

and reaction is to be found, so that 'sentimntal naturalism' is as 

familiar a part of cultural history as 'weak ffechanical thinking'. Thus 

a parallel can be drawn with the reaction of the English ronantic poets, 

f rom the late eighteenth century onwards, against the fragmented view of 

nature which the intellect had created and against the cutting off of the 

senses and of emotions f rom the image of min. They protested the priffacy 

of nature's 'presence' over nan's disection of it, of intuition over 

reason, of individual freedom over collective order, of the organic 

apinst the mchanical. In this way, these and related poles were 
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reinforced and the battle-lines drawn up which continued to dominate 

debate in rmny fields into the twentieth century. 

Locating the 'IShifting Centre of Man" 

At the Otterlo meeting in 1959, Van Eyck presented a diagram (with 

accoripanying text) which has since appeared in various publications, with 

various ninor changes, under the title: 'The Otterlo circles" (Newnan ed, 

1961., p 27; Forum 1967x 
.p 52; VIA p 95; OCA pp 166-8; Raggi ed, 1978, 

p 92 ). This Presentation constituted a call to architects to be prepared 

to learn from a wide range of precedents - whether vernacular, classical 

or mDdern - and not to close their ffinds to particular classes of 

architectural achievement. He challenged his contemporaries to reconcile 

the lessons of these diverse precedents in order to arrive at an 

architecture based on a wre inclusive image of mn and satisfying a 

broader spectrum of hunun needs. Thus - (VIA p 950 1959) 

Is architecture going to reconcile basic values? 

and - (ibid) 

Get close to the shifting centre of mn and build! 

The intention in discussing the Otterlo circles here, is to show the 

extent of Van Eyck's commitrrent to ýn inclusive inage of rran and his 

relation to the environffent, and to show the value of his Otterlo 

presentation in demonstrating the partiality of alternative approaches. 

Just as Van Eyck observes a one-sidedness in contemporary architectures, 

he also finds this to be a general cultural problem throughout history, 
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The three little imges united in the first circle hide no real 
conflict; nor are their properties incompatible. They reflect 
different, equally valid, aspects of our humn mke-up. If they are 
allowed to interact; if their properties are brought together, it 
should not be difficult t2 resist the lure of eclecticism., 
regionalism and nDdernism - three kinds of short-sightedness VAch 
continually alternate. The three inages do not exclude others 
equally essential. No limitation is iirplied. 
The great temple represents an order that rests within itself, one 
that is valid whenever Nve deal with the singular or with limited 
nunher. 
Theo van Doesburg's drawing (a 1911 cubist painting or Duiker's 
sanatorium would be equally appropriate) represents plurality and 
relativity. 
The one stands for classical harmony, the other for what I c-ill 
harmny in motion 
The third inuge, an Indian pueblo, represents v0hat I call the 

vernacular of the heart - the extension of collective behaviour into 
built form. 

(Quotation and illustration from: Forum 1967x, p 52) 
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and regrets its negative hurran consequences - (Newrmn ed , 1961, p 27) 

In each culture there are things universally valid which for sorre 
reason or other - climate, tradition, taboos - are emphasized whilst 
others are subdued. Man suffers in many ways from these 
restrictions; from what is overemphasized at the cost of what is 
omitted and often forgotten. 

It is because he believes that most cultures reveal aspects of lasting 

human value that he proposes, in his Otterlo circles, a bringing together 

of qualities from different cultures to achieve a nDre inclusive hunRn 

picture (see illustration and associated quotation., p 54 ). 

Taking the second circle first: Van Eyck here sets out to remind the 

architect of the mn whom architecture is to serve - both individual and 

collective. This implies a critique of both individualist and 

collectivist tendencies - (Newman ed, 1961, p 27) 

000 by "for us" I mean each Ymn and all men; one rmn and another 
man, the individual and society (a dual phenomenon3 that cannot be 
split into conflicting polarities - hence the second circle) 

It is the first circle, however, which is of imediate concern here. Van 

Eyck emphasizes that the three images in the first circle "do not exclude 

others equally essential" and that they were more or less randomly chosen 

precedents (interview 8/3/79). If the aim is nerely to point to some 

valuable precedents then there are of course an infinite number of other 

possibilities. Van Eyck himself points, by way of a further example, to 

the baroque. Yet it seems that'the three presented here do constitute 

tbree basic architectural orientations, which are often one-sidedly 

emphasized, but which are all essential to an inclusive picture of man's 

relation with the environment. 

The three imges will first be, discussed as the basis for a critique of 
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familiar one-sided approaches - without implying that they are ever 
manifested in such single-minded form. The three tendencies will be 

referred to as 'romanticism', following Scully's definition (Scully 1961, 

p 14) as approaches which focus "with exaggerated emotional intensity on a 

single restricted aspect of human experience". 

The over-errphasis on Van Eyck's 'iumtability and rest' is a familiar 

tendency for which Scully's term (after Giedion) "rormntic classicism" 

could be borrowed. Such an architecture would seek to establish a static 

and perfect order by mans of closed and perfect geometrical figures, 

related by symmetry and orthogonal axis systems, without reference to 

'contingent' aspects such as the particular nature of the site, the scale 

of the hurmn body, the process of construction or texture of rmterials. 

This would fail to satisfy Van Eyck's demand for 'built homecomting', since 

its static order seeffs to threaten individual freedom, its one-sided 

valuation of generality and abstraction soaks significance out of the 

particularity and concreteness of everyday life. Neo-classicism often 

manifests such tendencies. 

The over-enphasis on Van Eyck's 'vernacular of the heart' is equal ly 

familiar, and Scully's term 'romantic naturalism' is appropriate here. 

Such an architecture, based on an idealization of the vernacular and 

primitive, would be, char-acterized by 'natural' forms, relatively 

'uncultured' materials, an enphasis on enclosure and a tendency to aerge 

with the landscape. Here the failure to satisfy real human demands 

arises out of the one-sided enphaSiS on stability and rootedness at the 

expense of space for freedom of action and aDvement. Aspects of this 

tendency are nunifested in the recent 'neo-- vernacular' in Britain, and 
I 
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I nieuwe truttigheid' in Holland. 

The over-effphasis on Van Eyck's 'change and rmverrent' characterizes a 

third familiar tendency, which might be called 'rorrantic futurism'. Here 

the demnd for freedom leads towards an idealization of rootlessness, 

flexibility, openness, dynamism, nobility. Any kind of stable 

architectural environffent is therefore seen as a liffitation - as 

illustrated by wre extrew 1960s rmnifestations such as Cedric Price's 

'Fun Palace' or Banham's essay 'A Hom is not a House' (in Jencks and 

Baird eds, 1969, pp 109-118). 

Perhaps mDre significant, and nearer Van Eyck's intention, the three 

images represent three essential aspects of rmn's relation with the 

environmnt - of his orientation in space and time. 

Thus "immutability and rest" and the Parthenon image, represent the demand 

for the particularity of the present to be related to timless values and 

an ordered cosmDs, as well as the lasting value of spatial order. 

The "vernacular of the heart" and the Indian pueblo image imply - despite 

the unfortunate sentimental ('romantic naturalist') overtones of Van 

Eyck's label - the demnd for the present to gain significance and 

stability through a relation witb the past, and the lasting value of 

spatial enclosure. 

"Change and movenient" and Van Doesburg Is drawing, represent the demand for 

the present to be experienced in the perspective of an open future, and 
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the lasting value of spatial openness. 

Van Eyck's argumnt that an architecture of lasting hurran value must be 

based on a reco, nciliation of the three aspects, receives unwitting support 

due to a problem with his own examples. Since they are all examples of 

lasting value, their significance naturally goes beyond their use as 

examples of partial aspects. Thus Scully, in his study of Greek temples 

(Scully 1962) has shown that these buildings do not merely represent an 

abstract geomtrical order, but have an important relation with the earth 

through the particularity of their location in the landscape. Similarly 

Van Eyck himself shows that Pueblo Indian culture is not closed to 

individual endeavour, and that Van Doesburg's dynaadsm and 

interpenetration is also part of a desire for order and harmny. 

Aldo van Eyck's Otterlo circles thus constitute a critique of 

architectures based on a partial image of mn and a challenge to achieve 

an architecure based on a more inclusive image. Since he argues that 

partial images arise out of a mistaken dualistic way of thinking, it is 

not surprising to find him contributing to an alternative developwnt, 

better suited to reconcile apparently conflicting hurran denunds. The 

basis of this alternative is his concept 'twinphenomenon'. 
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'Twin enomena'- 

A 'twinphenonenon' is a pair of concepts of which the two halves only have 

meaning in reciprocal relation, but have been split apart by dualistic 

thinldng, thus creating concepts with ffeaning in, at best, a limited 

quantitative sense. Such dualities are blamed by Van Eyck for the 

inhospitable nature of contemporary environnents - (Forum 1962, p 81; cf 

C 'A p 71) C 

I am again concerned with twinphenomena, with unity and diversity, 
part and whole, small and large, many and few, simplicity and 
complexity, change and constancy, order and chaos, individual and 
collective; with why they are ignobly halved and the halves hollowed 
out; why they are withheld from opening the windows of the mind! 
As abstract antonyn-E; the halves are rendered meaningless. As soon, 
however, as they are permitted to naterializc into house or city 
their emptiness materializes into cruelty ..... As conflicting 
polarities or false alternatives these abstract antonyms all carry 
the same luggage: loss of identity and its attribute nDnotony. 

Taking Van Eyck's first example - unity and diversity - to' illustrate the 

concept: it would be argued that unity can only have meaning in relation 

to diversity, and diversity only in relation to unity. Thus a collection 

of identical elements rranifests a hollow unity, while a collection of 

elements with nothing in conmn rmnife. sts a hollow diversity. 

Although the word 'twinphenomnon' does not appear in Van Eyck's published 

writing before 1961 (Architects' Yearbook 10), the concept is latent as 

the fundawntal basis of his thinking long before - Thus, in writing 

d 
about the Swiss painter Lohse in 1952 - (Forum 1952, p 186 , 

Man shudders, believing he nust forfeit the one in favour of the 

other: the particular for the general, the individual for the 

collective, rest for mDvewnt; but rest can also rrean rigidity, and 

moverrent ... need not ffean chaos. 

And in 1958 , he ref ers to 'ambivalent phenomena I when discussing the* 
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"splitting hobby" of contemporary architects, in an article praising 
Rietveld - (Forum 1958, p 110, d5) 

Only the uniformity of a mchanistic-causal way of thinking could have brought about the shattering of unity into false alternativest into frustrating polarities, coldly coupled: object-subject; individual-collective; whole-part; rrass-space; rifLnd-body; good- evi 1... They are ever ambivalent phenomena. 

At the Otterlo, neeting in 1959, he speaks of 'twin realities' - (Newrmn 

ed, 1961, p 33) 

I regard it as a principal basis to both architecture and urbanism in 
general that you can best provide for a basic reality by providing for the twin reality from which it was arbitrarily split. 

and 'dual phenomena I- (Newman ed, 1961 2p 27) 

You. can't just split dual phenomna into polarities and alternate 
your loyalty from one to another without causing despair. It is 
hard to avoid doing this entirely but we can at least avoid turning 
it into a human principle by splitting what is virtually unsplittable 
into a set of artificial absolutes. It is a devilish disease 
causing breaking point tension everywhere. 

'Twinphenoffena' is substituted in later versions of texts referring to 

'dual phenomena' (in Dutch - 'duofenomenen'), such as 'The Medecine of 

Reciprocity Tentatively Illustrated', about the Ansterdain Orphanage (Forum 

no 6/7,1961; re-edited for Architects' Yearbook 10,1961). 

'Twinphenorrena' has the advantage, as a label, of suggesting mDre 

graphically the degree of relation between the dual elements and, unlike 

'dual phenorrenal, exploits the force of a meffDrable new word to disturb 

accustomed patterns of thought. Since Van Eyck is here concerned to 

escape a "disease of the mind wbich, in our particular part of the world, 
N 

has 'been devoutly cultivated for 1962 years" (Forum 1962, p 81; CCA 

p 71) t it is not surprising that he considers it necessary to extend the 

possibilities of received language. 

The concept I twinphenorrenon' is established by Van Eyck is the hope of 
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repairing a fraguented picture of reality, which has negative hurran 
consequences. In order to understand his concept, it is therefore 

necessary to investigate his critique of this fragrrented picture and the 
way of thinking which has created it. 

In his first Forum article, based on a presentation to the CIAM neeting at 
Bridgwater (Sofferset, England 6) in 1947, Van Eyck wrote - (Forum 1949, 

p 115, d7) 

The triunph of conon sense 
8 has systermtically broken every relation, disturbed every balance. A wedge has been driven, with foolish tenacity, between nature and fmn. 

Van Eyck argues that it is this 'comrrr)n sense' which is responsible for 

creating darraging conceptual divisions. He claims that it diserrbodies 

reality in the process of analysis (OCA pp 179-80), that in its obsession 

with 'clarity' it cuts through complex patterns of relations, to establish 

a simple pattern of one-way causal connections between isolated absolutes 

- (OCA p 179) 

What is finally produced by this kind of mntal rrachinery tends to 
become abstract and academic because the data's real maaning is 
attenuated in the process so that the network of relationships 
arrived at often turns out to be no mre than an appealing 
masquerade., a pattern made up of phantom forms simulating clarity. 

This approach, which Van Eyck relates to as essential weakness of the 

intellect., is corrpletely out of tune with his view of the nature of 

reality, characterized by delicate balances, complex patterns of 

reciprocal relations, cyclical processess transformation. It is 

certainly an approach ill-equipped to come to grips with the complexities 

of the city, natural systems, or concrete human experience. Van Eyck is 

clear that contemporary nan's relation with the natural environnent is 

fundamentally disturbed as a consequence - (VIA p 125) 
I 
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Impervious to the spirit of ecology, society at large behaves with insanity instead of grace, like a half-wit with two left hands. A 
far cry indeed from the way the Dogon tend the natural morphology of 
their environment. 
"Everything functions, only man himself does not, " Arp once said. 
As it happens, our dealings with the landscapes of the world (and the 
mind) are such that, assessing the achievemnt of our civilization in 
terms of the ef fects - and there is every reason to do so - Arp is 
proved right. 
Disregard the delicate intricacies of the limitless microcosm; 
trespass into the limitless macrocosm and frighten the angels; mess 
up the Mississippi and the Mekong in between. 

Van Eyck argues that the problem at the root of this disturbance is the 

priffary duality established by the intellect between subject and object. 

As a result, distance is opened up between mn and environment, and he 

becomes a mre spectator - (NOS TV 1978, d9) 

You turn yourself away from something, from nature. Already there 
is a split between I- the subject, and nature - the object. And 
that's where the wretchedness began, at the nDment that nature was no 
longer 'Thou' ... became mere rraterial. 

This break makes possible the exploitation of nature by rran, and 

simultaneously alienates him from his environnent. Van Eyck thus sees 

the alienating impact of nx)dern architecture as the final triumph of the 

intellect and refers to "the tyranny of comron sense" and "the saffe 

attitude which, 300 years ago, found expression in Descartes' philosophy". 

Van Eyck's discussion of the alternative mentality, based on the subject- 

object twinphenomenon, which is needed to restore the relation between rran 

and environment, owes a debt to Martin Buber, as indicated by his 

reference to "I" and "Thou". In his book "I and Thou" (1923), Buber 

discussed two forms of relation, represented by I-Thou and I-It, 

corresponding respectively to Van Fyck's twinphenorrenon subject-object and 

duality subject-object. Ruber observes a steady breakdown of 'relation' 

through the history of the humn race - what he ref ers to as "a 

I 
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progressive increase in the It-world" (1970, p 87) - and believes that 
"the improveffent of the capacity for experience and use generally involves 

a decrease in rmn's power to relate" (ibid, p 91). However he does not 
believe that a restoration of relation depends upon a return, or a 
forgetting of this 'learned capacity'; this is illustrated in his example 

of the contemplation of a tree in various different ways, all of which can 
be included in the I-Thou relation , should that arise - (ibid, pp 57-58) 

Throughout all this (contemplation) the tree reffains my object and has its place and its time span, its kind and condition. But it can 
also happen, if will and grace are joined, that as I contemplate the 
tree I am. drawn into a relation, and the tree ceases to be an It. 
The power of exclusiveness has seized me. 
This does not require me to forego any of the modes of contemplation. 
There is nothing that I raist not see in order to see, and there is no 
knowledge that I must forget ..... Whatever belongs to the tree 
is included; its form and its ffechanics, its colours and its 
chemistry, its conversation with the clements and its conversation 
with the stars ... all this in its entirety ..... What I 
encounter is neither the soul of a tree, nor a dryad, but the tree 
itself. 

Similarly, Van Eyck seeks the restoration of subject-object as a 

twinphenomenon, but does not believe this implies a 'return to nature'. 

second twinphenomenon of great importance in Van Eyck's writing concerns 

the relation between individual and collective, and here too the writings 

of Buber are an important source. Van Eyck argues that the splitting-of 

this twinphenomnon has led to "frustration, isolation and despair" since 

the image of man as either individual or collective being is a grave 

limitation of reality - (CCA p 56; cf Forum 1959, p 249) 

It was Buber who said that individualism inplies part of rran whilst 

collectivism implies rran as a part. That's what he said, and he's 

up against the splitting of a twinphenomenon that cannot be split. 
To follow Buber further: individualism sees rmn in relation to 

himself; whilst collectivism fails to see nan at all. That, I 

think is incredibly true! For what is related only to itself or 

isn't related at all confounds relativity and freezes into an 

abstract absolute. And nothing appertaining to mn is either 

abstract or absolute. 
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He therefore demands that architecture provide the framework for 

association between one ffan and another, between individual and collective 

- (CCA p 63; ef Forum 1960 /61 p 237) 

It is up to architecture to provide a built framework - to set the 
stage as it were - for the twinphenomenon of the individual and the 
collective without resorting to arbitrary accentuation of either one 
at the expense of the other. 

The twinphenorrena subject-object and individual-collective parallel two 

elements of Buber's threefold I-Thou relation - (Buber 1970, pp 56-57) 

Three are the spheres in which the world of relation arises. The 
f irst: life with nature .. - The second: life with mn ... The third: life with spiritual beings. 

Van Eyck discusses Buber's third area of relation only briefly, when 

pointing to a group of twinphenoiTena which "since they constitute last 

issues, rmn has understandably found it particularly difficult to cope 

with: " - (CCA p 81) 

good-evil, (means-end), life-death, mortal i ty-inmrtal ity and finally 
the triPle phenonLnon - nan-nature-god. 

But although the dualities subject-object and individual-collective appear 

to have a uniquely direct relevance to the alienation of rran from his 

environmnt and from other ffen, the corresponding twinphenomena are for 

Van Eyck merely part of an interwoven fabric of others. He argues that 

the separation of twinphenomena one from another is as damaging as the 

splitting of the pairs themselves, - simply another aspect of the 

intellect's destruction of the complex of relations constituting the body 

of reality - (CCA p 80) 

I think it is true to say that twinphenomena are as inseparably 

linked as the twinaspects that belong to each of them are inseparably 

linked. As soon as you are concerned with one of these, you'll 

discover yourself concerned with all of them. They were all'halved 

and dissociated from each other by the saw mental rrachinery. It is 
I 
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in the nature of relativity that all twinphenomena should be inextricably interwoven. The whole fabric is distorted throughout if you damage one by splitting it into conflicting alternatives ... 
Van Eyck illustrates this inseparability by showing how the architect- 

urbanist, concerned with reconciling individual and collective, is 

immediately faced with relating parts of the city to the whole, with 

creating unity within diversity, with relating rmny and fewp large and 

small; and that these four twinphenoffena lead on to yet wre. 

Van Eyck goes on to show how all those polar concepts by which the 

environffent is described - openness-enclosure, large-smallp inside- 

outside, light-dark, moverrx-_nt-rest and so on - are also twinphenomena. 

He uses the full force of his eloquence to drive how the damaging hurran 

impact of environments based on the splitting of such aspects and refers 

to "psychic strain" (Forum 1962, p 83), the "terrifying' polarities" Ybich 

"hitherto harass man's right composure" (OCA p 73), the "devilish disease 

causing brealdng point tension everywhere" (Newffan ed, 1961, p 27). The 

reconciliation of these twinphenomena on the other hand, by mans of "the 

rMild gears of reciprocity "(Forum 1967x; CCA p 46), will make it possible, 

he believes, to create a "clifmte congenial to nan in equipoise" (CCA 

p 81 ). The force of this arguffent can be demnstrated by ffeans of 

exanples. A space which is srrall, without at the same time containing 

significance beyond the limitations of its dirrensions, will be stifling; 

a space which is large, without at the same time being articulated to 

contain the small, is merely overwbelnfLng, and makes one feel small. In 

both cases large and small preserve their quantitative waning, but their 

qualitative reaning - the ability of experience to grasp them - is lost. 

Sirrdlarly, mere enclosure stifles, wbile rrere openness awa-kens 

apprehensions The experience 9f one of these absolutes creates a feeling 
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of emptiness, a desire for its Opposite, an unease about the environment, 

and rwntal conflict - 'psychic strain'. Van Eyck illustrates this with 
the example of land and sea - (VIA p 92) 

Take of f your shoes and walk along the beach through the ocean's last 
thin sheet of water gliding landwards and seawards. You feel 
reconciled in a way you would not feel if there were a forced 
dialogue between you and either one or the other of these great 
phenon-ena. For here, inbetween land and ocean - in this inbetween 
realm, something happens to you that is quite different from the 
seaiTanls alternating nostalgia. No landward yearning from the sea, 
no seaward yearning from the land. No yearning for the alternative 
- no escape from one into the other. 

Van Eyck sees architecture as the establishment of places where such 

reconciliations of twinphenonena can take place, thus creating that 

'clirrate congenial to nELn in equipoise'. 

Finally, the 'twinphenorrena' concept has direct consequences in relation 

to the dimension of time. Van Eyck emphasizes that the establishment of 

twinphenomena. implies 'no yearning for the alternative', so that the 

associated time concept is f ree of any strong directional thrust, whether 

directed to the future or, nostalgically, to the past. The effphasis 

falls instead on the dimension of 'presence', within which the experience 

of 'relation' - the experience of an expanded present - is established. 

However Van Eyck shows that there is a further dimension to this time 

concept when he writes - (CCA p 141) 

The concept of twinphenomena - their ambivalent nultimeaning and 

complete reciprocal unity is by its very nature a cyclic concept 

*0**I am concerned with what I call cyclocosm and 

metamorphosis 

The waning of Icyclocosm and metamorphosis' is not explained, but among 

the pairs which Van Eyck nunbers an*ong his twinphenon-ena are a few %bich 

throw sow light on it, for example life-deathp sun-rain, night-day. The 

reconciliation achieved between these phenorrena is not a simultaneous one 
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- except in the special case of rainbow or twilight - but mc)re 
fundaffentally a harmonious pattern of cyclic recurrence. While sun alone 
burns, and rain alone drowns, the recurring pattern of the two elements 

supports life, rendering absurd any attitude %hich appreciates only the 

sun, and presumbly wastes mst of the year in waiting. Similarly growth 

and decay in nature are two rranifestations of life. Such twinphenonena 

indeed illustrate the foundation of nature in cyclic patterns of 

continuity and change, justifying Van Eyck's reference to I cyclocosm and 

wtamorphosis' , though no further application of such concepts is 

autonatically justified by this argunent. The essential point renuins 

that the twinphenomenon concept inplies a rrdld reconciliation of opposites 

in present experience and cyclic recurrence, rather than a mre dranatic 

directional progress. 

Precedent - West and East 

The relation of opposites has been a subject of considerable speculation 

in the west' since Heraclitus, and there is a tendency for particular 

attitudes to be associated with particular concepts of time - The 

intention of the discussion here is to place Van Eyck's approach to these 

aspects in a wider cultural context, and show how approaches can be 

divided roughly into those, on the, one hand, who ascribe to a concept of 

absolute unity and directional time, and those on the other hand, who 

(like Van Eyck) take a wre relative and anbivalent view. 

The Greek philosopher Heraclitusp is cited as a precedent by ffany later 

writers about opposites, and Van Eyck is no exception. He therefore 
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quotes Heraclitus as follows - (VIA p 127; cf OCA p 70) 

The way up and the way down are one and the saw. Men do-not understand how that which is torn in different directions 
corms into accord with itself ... as in the case of the bow and the lyre. 
You cannot step twice in the same river. 

These fragments illustrate the two central concerns of Heraclitus with 

change and with harmny through a meting of opposites - an example of the 

way these two concerns are often coupled. What they do not illustrate is 

the fixed law which Heraclitus established as the basis for change (see 

Sherover 1975). Two opposing and exaggerated tendencies thus appear 

within his writing, which are both out of sympathy with Van Eyck's 

approach and suggest his inappropriateness as a precedent: on the one 

hand an exaggerated enphasis on change, and movemnt, on the other a notion 

of an absolute stability. It is not far from here to Plato's view of the 

temporal world as an imperfect image of a perfect eternity -a view which 

abstracts significance from concrete temporal experience in a way 

diametrically opposed to Van Eyck's intentions. 

A precedent specifically rejected by Van Eyck is the philosophy of Hegel, 

in which opposites and change again play a vital role. Van Eyck writes - 

(OCA p 112) 

I am concerned with ambivalence not with equivalence. No Hegelian 

implications should be searched for therefore; on the contrary it 

should be understood that they are for once categoricaly absent. I 

am not concerned with the unity of opposites. 

In Hegel's dialectics contradictions are considered especially desirable 

since their initial isolation as thesis and antithesis permits their 

unification 'on a higher level' as synthesis, in Ybich the opposites lose 

their separate identity. This is indeed comparable with Van Eyck's 

picture of action and reaction being superseded by the reconciliation of 
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twinphenomena, but the valuation of the initial isolation as well as the 
absoluteness of the eventual unity are absent from his mre anbivalent 
conception. 

The view of history which arises out of the notion of a repeated synthesis 

of opposites is found in Marx, where a supposedly inexorable progressive 

annihilation of contradictions is to lead to a state free of all 

contradictions. History thus acquires a powerful directional thrust -a 

tendency criticized by Van Eyck as the 'myth of progress'. 

Van Eyck's repudiation of Hegel can be seen to distinguish his own 

approach from a whole group of precedents, in which a determined 

historical pattern is claimed to be in the process of development towards 

a perfect timeless condition in which all opposites achieve identity. 

Such doctrines nRy see this pattern in individual life, leading to 

redeaption or damation, or in the life of the hunRn race, leading from 

fall to millenium. The recurrent appeal of such myths is traced by Cohn 

in his study of revolutionary millenarianism - 'The Pursuit of the 

Millenium" (1957). 
, 

In contrast to such views Van Eyck repeatedly 

dewnstrates his respect for the Dogon image of paradise - (VIA p, 102; 

Forum 1967x, supp p 7) 

Dogon paradise ... resertbles the land of the living in everything 
except the fruits of the baobab tree, which are rmre lustrous so that 
those in paradise my recognize where they are! Everything prevails 

- not even the hardships of life on earth are rdtigated in Dogon 

after-life. They too prevail. Nothing is discontinued: in 

paradise the Dogon is satisfied as he was on earth! 

and - (VIA p 107; cf Forum 1967x, supp p 9) 

The ffdraculous vision of paradise to which I have already referred 

epitoffdzes the Dogon mind, and also reveals extraordinary nental 

relaxation. People able to reward a life of great hardship' with a 

vision of after-life so Iroderate mist in truth be essentially 
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satisfied with the reality they were born into. What masurable grandeur! What sanity! 

Van Eyck thus seeks to establish 'equipoise' in the present rather than 

perfection in the future. 

In his 'Open Society and its Enemies' (1945) and 'The Poverty of 

Historicism' (1945), Karl Popper presented a critique of %hat he called 

the 'historicist I tradition from Heraditus to Marx, and he too is 

concerned that the belief in laws of historical developnent carries the 

danger of draining the present of significance- (Popper, 1966, vol 2, 

p4) 

The prophets who prophesy the coming of the rrrillenium rray give 
expression to a deep--seated feeling of dissatisfaction; and their 
dreams may indeed give hope and encouragerrx-:, nt to Some who can hardly 
do without them. But we nust also realize that their influence is 
liable to prevent us from facing the daily tasks of sccýcial life. 

But his fears go further., in that he sees the danger of dreams of 

perfection leading to the absolute orders of totalitariarism. 

Whereas wstern thought up to the present century yields little precedent 

Comparable with the relativity of Van Eyck's approach, it is not difficult 

to find examples from the east, notably from Buddhism. This lends some 

support to Van Eyck's view of the splitting of twinphenomena as a 

relatively recent and local intellectual anomly - as %ben he 

provocatively refers to a "disease of the mind" cultivated "in our 

particular part of the world for the last 1962 years" (Forum 1962, p 81; 

CCA p 71 ) 

Thus ChristlTas flurrphries writes that, for the Buddhistv "opposing factors 

are autually complementary elements based on one identity" (Humphries 
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1967, p 122) and even uses the same irmge of 'breathing' as Van Eyck - 
(ibid, p 123) 

Nothing can be imnifested in the finite world without its opposite. Light iffplies darkness ... and breathing could not be sustained 
unless we breathed both in and out. 

And according to Alan Watts (1957), Mahayana Buddhism teaches a doctrine 

of relativity - (Watts, 1970, p 83) 

Nothing in the universe can stand by itself - no thing, no fact, no 
being, no event - and for this reason it is absurd to single anything 
out as the ideal to be grasped. For what is singled out exists only 
in relation to its own opposite, since M-lat is is defined by what is 
not, pleasure is defined by pain, life is defined by death, and 
motion is defined by stillness. 

The result is a rejection of progress through tim towards an ideal, and 

thus a time concept similar to that expressed by Van Eyck. Watts argues 

that it is aLyzurd to dc-afd ýAasis as the only alternati. vc to progress - 

(ibid, p 136) 

The only alternative to a life of constant progress is felt to be a 
mere existence, static and dead, so joyless and inane that one might 
as well commit suicide. The very notion of this 'only alternative' 
shows how firmly the mind is bound in a dualistic pattern, how hard 
it is to think in any other term than good or bad, or a muddy 
mixture of the two. 

On the contrary, argues Watts, again showing a parallel with Van Eyck, the 

achievement of this relativistic attitude is "a mntality which feels 

coffpletely at hoffe in the universe" (ibid, p 194). He also shows that 

the rmchanical inevitability of casuality loses its force within such a 

tiffe concept, and quotes a Zen text - (ibid, p 139) 

Trees give bodily form to the wind 
Waves give vital energy to the mDon 

However Van Eyck's chosen precedent comes from much closer at hand, namely 

from twntieth century developffents in art and science, which he sees as 

effbodying his desired 'reciprocity' and 'relativity'. This mdernism is, 
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of course, not sirqply a source of help in his personal project, but 
constitutes the force-field within which that project originated. 

Modernist Precedent 

Aldo van Eyck is not alone in seeing the reconciliation of supposed 

opposites and contradictory tendencies as an important element of 

nudernism. Thus Bradbury and McFarlane, having discussed the 

oscillations between rational /objective world views and 

irrational/subjective ones, which characterized previous centuries, write 

of modernism - (Bradbury and McFarlane 1976, p 48) 

It may help us to understand Modernism if we recognize that these 
spirits can cross and interfuse ..... Suppose then, that the 
period we are calling the Modern shows us not the mre rehabilitation 
of the irrational after a period of ordered Realism, or for that 
matter the reverse, a period of Classicism after a phase of 
Romanticism, but rather a compounding of all these potentials: the 
interpenetration, the reconciliation, the coalescence, the fusion, 
perhaps an appallingly explosive fusion of reason and unreason, 
intellect and emotion, subjective and objective. 

Similarly Edmund Wilson sees nx)dern literature as a n-eeting of 

contradictory tendencies. Having contrasted Symbolism's interest in the 

complexity of subjectivity with literary Naturalism's objective tracing of 

place and event, he writes - (Wilson 1976, p 27) 

The literary history of our, time is to a great extent that of the 
developni--nt of Synbolism and of its fusion or conflict with 
Naturalism. 

McFarlane's essay 'The Mind of Modernism' focuses on this dual nature of 

modern art. He discusses the 'mechanistic' and 'intuitive' as two world 

views "which the earlier nineteenth century had so productively kept 

separate" (McFarlane 1976, p 71) and shows how these two tendencies are 
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joined in rmdernism. Ile quotes Rilke - (ibidp p 72) 

Stretch you practised powers until they reach between two 
contradictions. 

and goes on to argue that: (ibid) 

The defining characteristic of Modernism was its insistence that the mind be subjected to this wholly new kind of stress. 

But this is by no mans to argue that all twentieth century art operates 

with notions about opposites and the tirm dimension comparable with those 

of Van Eyck. This section therefore aim to outline a rmp of nr)dernism 

with respect to Van Eyck's project of reconciliation, and thus to locate 

his approach. 

Frank Kermode's study 'The Sense of an Ending' is a useful reference here, 

since he distinguishes two tendencies in modernism parallel to those 

traced above between absolute and relative reconciliation of opposites. 

He sets out to coupare literacy fictions with apocalypse myths, based on 

the thesis that both illustrate mn's need for 'concord fictions' to give 

significance to the present with respect to origins and ends. He further 

shows that such fictions seek to achieve harmony between opposing elements 

- heaven and earth, continuity and ending, unity and rmltiplicity, mtter 

and spirit, good and evil. Thus, within apocalypse myths, this unity of 

opposites is essential to the perfect harmony which existed before time 

began and will return at the end of time. Kermode traces the process 

whereby such myths become 'relativized' through the impact of experience. 

When dates prophesied for the end of time repeatedly pass without 

incident, increasingly sophisticated adjustments must be made to the 

mytbs, leading ultimtely, according to Kermode, to the notion of an. end 

which is imnunent rather than inlrdnent -a sense of crisis which he finds 
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underlying much modern art. 

Although Kermode finds relativity to be characteristic of ffodernist 

fictions, he also observes some mdern artists (such as Wyndham Lewis) 

submitting to the seductions of a myth of perfect order, which he links 

with fascism. He argues that structure, order, pattern, form, nust leave 

scope for hunan freedom and contingency. To illustrate the importance of 

this 'relative' concord, Kermde refers to Iris Murdoch's distinction 

be, tween "crystalline form" and "shapeless quasi-documntary narrative". 

Like her he rejects the first because it limits the freedom of its 

characters, and the second because it is formless. KermDde quotes 

Murdoch as arguing that while pattern is necessary, "the truly imginative 

novelist has an unshakeable 'respect for the contingent'" so that, "we 

must not falsify (reality) with patterns too neat, too inclusive; there 

must be dissonance" (Kermc)de 1968, p 130). Kermode observes the 

necessary relativity of order and contingency, paradigm and reality, in 

the work of Jams Joyce. Thus in 'Ulysses', the Houeric myth gives 

structure to the fiction, but everyday contingency fills the structure, 

asserting humn freedom. 

Mapping modernism in these terms, Aldo van Eyck's relativity places him in 

a central position alongside James Joyce, with tendencies towards pure 

form - order as an absolute - on, one side, and tendencies towards pure 

contingency and formlessness on the other. 

This explains Van Eyck's praise of Van Doesburg, as having "two good 

sides" - as both de Stijl artist and Dadaist. According to Van Eyck, 

Van Doesburg realized that "order mans nothing unless it mkes chaos 
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possible" (NOS-TV 1978, d 10 ). Some modern art rmvemnts on the other 
hand - such as De Stijl and Cubism - were in danger of degenerating into 

pure formalism and a static view of tine, while Futurism, in its mDre 

extreme rran ifestat ions, allowed its enthusiasm for dynamism and 
fragmentation to lead it to a whole-hearted embracing of chaos. 

Modern art can also be plotted along an axis according to the duality 

subject-object, although , consistent with Van Eyck's argumnt about the 

inseparable fabric of twinphenomena, it is not entirely independent of the 

forrr. -contingency/order-chaos axis. 

Here too Van Eyck's twinphenomnon concept locates him centrally, and in 

this case other approaches based on ciffier subject or object as absolute 

are found on either side. Thtis novels which confine themselves to a 

description of the surface of reality are found on one side, whereas the 

stream of consciousness novel approaches a central position through its 

reconciliation of subject and object. Here outside events are traced 

through their presence in the consciousness of the characters. However 

this technique sometims iTanifests a tendency to fall away to one side by 

wallowing in the sensibilities of an isolated subjectivity. 

Edmund Wilson has discussed modern literature in terms of this same 

subject-object polarity. The 'Axel's Castle' of his title (Wilson 1931), 

represents the danger of isolation from conteq: )orary society which he 

finds inherent in Symbolism and therefore a potential snare for its 

modernist heirs. Axel is the archetypal Symbolist hero, the subject of a 

dramatic poem by Villiers de I'Isle Adam (1890), who renounces experience 

and finally chooses suicide rather than face the imperfect realization of 
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his dreams. Wilson, like Kermode, finds the reconciliation of his two 
poles in Jams Joyce's Ulysses, where the stream of consciousness is 

allowed to permeate the concrete substance of the everyday world, and the 
developed sensibility of Symbolism is successfully combined with the 

detailed observation of the everyday world typical of Literacy Naturalism. 

Thus Aldo van Eyck's relativity can be seen as part of a general mdernist 

tendency, although the ideal falls away reffarkably easily into absolutes 

and a one-sided image of nELn. 

Critique of Post-wdernism 

Since the Venice Biennale of 1976 (see Raggi ed, 1978) Van Eyck has 

directed considerable energy to vehement attacks on so-called 'post- 

modern' developments in architecture - (Architectural Design 7 1981, supp 

15) 

At no point in history - bar one horrifying, fortunately localized, 
exception - was there ever a constellation of notions concerning 
architecture so warped and awkward, so cribbed and stereotyped, so 
ill-behaved and wilfully uncongenial, so useless and unbecoming, so 
unreal without ever being surreal, as that which the Rats, Posts and 
other Pests ... have been construing. 

The intention of this section is to show the logic of his opposition in 

terffs of the ffap of mcdernism sketched out above, in order to complete the 

location of Van Eyck's approach in a general twentieth century context. 

The name 'POst-mDdern' has been most widely used (eg Hassan 1971, Fiedler 

1975) to describe som post-war developnents away from mDdernism in 

literature. These tendencies can be seen as the logical conclusi6n of 
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the deviations within modernism discussed above. Whereas the centre, 

represented by Van Eyck's position, is based on the desire (discussed by 

Kerrmde) to reconcile the need for waning with the contingency of 

reality, post-modernism is based on the belief that culture has 

irretrievably broken down. It therefore displays a fragmentation into 

contrasting tendencies - in particular between those who regret the loss 

of waning and those who rejoice in the resulting freedom. Thus Graff 

(1973) discusses the two min form as 'the austere' and 'the ecstatic'; 

the formr being typif ied by the 'literature of silence' from Beckett to 

Robbe-Grillet., in which the loss of a significant external reality leads 

to emptiness, whereas the ecstatic form views this loss as a liberation, 

and is typified by the 'happening', techniques of outrage, free 

improvization. 

Van Eyck wrote about post-mc)dern tendencies as 'an impertinent pose' in 

'The Child, the City and the Artist'. In words which suggest he is 

r eferring to such 'austere' developments as the 'theatre of the absurd' of 

Beckett, Ionesco, Albee, Pinter, he wrote of artists who have, "in 

principle relinquished all hope as such as imrrDral and identified 

themselves with the amorphousness and self-contained absurdity they have 

identified rran's existence with in general"(CCA pp 156-57). This had 

led, he argued, to "frameless mindlessness" in art, and a "silly paradox" 

- an attempt to coffminicate although "there is nothing to commiunicate and 

nobody to comrrunicate with". He also associates these tendencies with a 

directional tiffe concept, and characteristically throws together 

progressive and regressive versions - (ibid) 

There is so much doomLshness about the whole tendency that it sýmcks 

of redemption. 
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His chief concern with these early mnifestations of 'Post-nDdernism' was 
the threat he sensed to an architecture based on hurmn needs - (CCA p 157) 

I have referred to this impertinent reaction because it implies the annihilation of architecture; would at any rate render any architect desiring to translate this constructed attitude into built form a hypocrite, since the subject of architecture - its 'raison dletre' - is man. 

Since he first wrote about these developments in other arts, a post- 

modernist movement in architecture has been christened and thoroughly 

advertized (see for example: Jencks 1977, Stern 1977, Goldberger 1977). 

It cannot, of course., be autoffatically assumed that the historical fact of 

a particular labelling of certain architectural tendencies necessarily 

implies a direct theoretical paralicl with similarly named tendencies in 

literature. Tn this case., however, the label covers such a plurality of 

tendencies that any coherent theoretical discussion is mre or less 

impossible. It remains clear that post-mDdernism in architecture, as in 

literature, implies a break with the difficult nDdernist reconciliation 

sought by Van Eyck, and thus with the associated atterrpt to establish 

huffan waning in a relativistic context. 

Aldo van Eyck's rmin line of attack on wbat he refers to as 'RPP' ('Rats, 

Posts and other Pests') is to criticize their rejection of simple 

functional criteria- (Architectural Design 7,1981, supp p 15) 

Architecture does not ffean, nor has it 

rmny things - nor will it ever corre to 

mean, what people ... likd Tafuri - 
think it means Notions abo 
what is so nasty often even good 
about anything as substantial and down 

use and usefulness. 

ever rfeant - and it has rreant 
pass that it will one day 

. (et al) ... wish you to 
tit notions about ... that's 

ones originally, but seldom 
to earth as a building - its 

He similarly rejects the notion of architecture as an autonomous artistic 

activity, free from questions of hurmn use, seeing this as an over- 

reaction to modern architecture's "social sentimentality". He therefore 
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wrote to a-former Team 10 colleague 0M Ungers - 
The kind of autonomy architecture should claim and rraintain in order to survive as such - exist - cannot be dissociated from what a building is meant to fulfil in terms of usability and appreciation. 

The autonomy Van Eyck does accept is quite different, as he indicates 

elsewhere in his writing. It is what he calls "disengaged participation" 

- the freedom of the architect to work "relying on his human insight" 

rather than answering the dermnds of society "regardless of the nature of 

the demand" (OCA p 173). 

Another general line of his criticism attacks the tim concept on which 

post-mDdernism is based. Here he discovers a wre reaction to mDdern 

architecture's wholesale rejection of the past, replacing it with a 

plundering of the past for forms rather than for burran experience 

contained in form - (Lotus 28 1981, p 17) 

CIAM was traumatically afraid of the wicked past. RPP's equally 
traumtic infatuation with it is wrely the other side of the sarre 
false coin. Both then and now the same mchanical notion of time 
prevails, hence the awkward posturing vis"al vis the past. It is 
still history out or history in. 

and - (ibid, p 18) 

CIAM and RPP ... coincide in so far as they both stunble over the 
past -a love-hate complex can work out in several ways! History 

a. is not a warehouse for memories, but a gathering body of 
experience. 

Two other aspects of his criticism are directed to specific tendencies; 
N 

nawly so-called 'rationalism' and Venturi's 'complexity and 

contradiction', and here too the attack is based on their devaluation of 

architecture's hurmn function. Thus he observes in 'rationalists'. (eg 

Aldo Rossi), fascist tendencies towards absolute order, parallel to those 

observed by Kerwde in sow mc)dern literature. His attitude to Vehturi, 
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on the other hand, retains some ambivalence. He continues to concede the 

quality of Venturi's book 'Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture' 

(1966). This is hardly surprising when Van Eyck's fundamental desire for 

a relative order - an 'order which makes chaos possible' - can be set so 

comfortably alongside Venturi's fundamental "obligation toward the 

difficult whole" (Venturi 1966, pp 89-103). However he argues that 

Venturi and others have more recently neglected this obligation and, 

instead of accepting and then reconciling conflicts which arise, have 

started to cultivate conflict for its own sake. Since this is so 

diametrically opposed to his own intentions, the force of his criticism is 

perhaps not surprising - (Architectural Design 7,1981, stipp p 15) 

What really excites my anger rmre than their little flirtations with 
absurdity, irony, banality, incoherence, contradictions and ugliness 
is the wilful inclusion of eleffents that are intended to be 
disconcerting, intended to aggravate, to pester. Who could ever 
have thought that one day, buildings, counter to any conceivable kind 
of logic, would, instead of assisting people's homecoming by helping 
to ease inner stress, wilfully provoke it. 

Thus., in Van Eyck's view, post-nx)dernism is another exanple of a swing of 

fashion which fails because it is not based on a rigorous attenpt to 

fulfil the concrete hurmn function of architecture, because its view of 

time is mechanical and because it splits essential hurmn aspects into 

conflicting polarities. in criticizing this reaction against 

'functionalism'p he makes an appeal for a wre complete functionalism - 

(Lotus 28 1981, p 19) N 

What is needed is better functioning - on far mre levels this time. 

Just that - just better functionalism. 

This chapter has shown the extent of Van Eyck's expectations of this 

'better functionalism', that it nust reconcile all aspects of nan's 
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relation with the environment however apparently contradictory, that it 

must establish meaning but acknowledge relativity. He considers this to 

be made possible through the imaginative application of a modernist 

sensibility. 



CHAPTER FOUR A MODERNIST SENSIBILITY 

In modernism Van Eyck believes he has found the approach needed to 

establish an architecture fulfilling essential hurran needs in the 

contemporary context. He has insistently argued his belief that the 

liadted absolutes on which centuries of mechanistic thinking have been 

based, have at last been broken down in the twentieth century by a new 

wntality, developed by those artists, scientists and philosophers he 

refers to as "the gang" engaged in "the great riot" of nDdernism (Forum 

1959l p 322; OCA p 27) 

Science has cast its determinist patina aside. The tic-tac - 
metronomic contraption with god the father busy at the controls has 
run out of oil - is ready for the scrap-heap after a good 2,000 
years. From Cezanne and Seurat to Rimbaud and Bakunin. From 
Einstein and Bergson to Klee and Apollinaire. From Brancusi and 
Mondrian to Joyce and Schonberg - they among rmny others have left us 
with an expanded universe, have succeeded in detecting its rhythm, 
tracing its outline. 

He refers to the idea shared by all these thinkers as 'relativity'. and 

believes that it has broken down old barriers separating nRn from "an 

objective world exterior to the mLnd" (CCA p 45), so that all observations 

nust now be related to the observer - (OCA p 112) 

Einstein, de Broglie, Planck, Bohr, Heisenberg and- others have made 
it quite clear that, ultinately, we cannot ffeasure what cannot be 

related to ourselves. 

And he quotes f rom the physicist Werner Heisenberg to support this 

arguffent (CCA pp 43-44, g; trans PonLerans in Heisenberg 1958) 

The old division of the world into objective processes in space and 
tim and the mind in which these processes are mirrored - in other 
words the Cartesian difference between res cogitans and res extensa - 
is no longer a suitable starting point for our understanding of 
nx)dern science. Science, we find, is now focused on the neiwork of 
relationships between rmp and nature, on the frawwork which makes us 
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as living beings dependent parts of nature, and which we as human 
beings have simultaneously made the object of our thoughts and 
actions. Science no longer confronts nature as an objective 
observer, but sees itself as an actor in the interplay between aan 
and nature. 

Van Eyck thus sees mDdernism as offering a rmntality in which subject and 

object are reconciled, and all the concepts structuring reality are given 

a new waning as a result - (CCA p 46) 

I am concerned with the mutual concept which actually led not only to 
the revaluation of space, time, mtter and energy in the scientific 
world but simultaneously to an analogous revaluation of these and 
nany other hitherto isolated impregnable and antagonistic notions in 
the world of art and other creative fields. I therefore use the 
word 'relativity' to cover the totality of this mutual concept - call 
it attitude - ie beyond the Einsteinian connotation. 

In this reconstruction of concepts - replacing old absolutes - he sees a 

potential to re-establish hurmn waning in the environwnt. 

It is the intention of this chapter to investigate the validity of Van 

Eyck's perspective through a discussion of those twentieth century 

developuents which contributed to the breakdown of received 'absolute' 

concepts and the establishment of 'relative' alternatives; to show the 

faffdly background and crucial contacts out of which Van Eyck's mxIernist 

sensibility arose, and to sketch a broad outline of this sensibility. 

Modernism as Relativity N 

The twentieth century has seen dramatic and influential changes in 

fundanental concepts - space, tirre and causality - of the physical 

sciences. Two crucial elewnts of this developwnt were, at cosude 
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scale,, Einstein's relativity theories and, at atomic scale, quantum 

theory. 

In 1905 Einstein published his 'Special Theory of Relativity' based on the 

behaviour of system in uniform rmtion, and in 1916 the 'General Theory of 

Relativity' covering all moving systems. These theories show the 

breakdown of Newtonian tin-e and Euclidean space at the cosmic scale; tim 

and space are here no longer seen as the stable pre-existing container of 

the universe, but are defined by the relationship between objects in a 

four-dimensional field or continuum. 

The dirmnsion of time as previously understood becones problemtic because 

of the unusual nature of the speed of light. Velocities are normally 

measurable relative to one another, but however fast an observer tries to 

chase light, it continues to travel away at a constant 186,000 miles per 

second. Thus, even the relative tims of events around the universe 

depend on the observer's position. 

Einstein's concept of space made use of non-Euclidean geomtries developed 

in the nineteenth century. Euclidean geometry based its whole structure 

on a series of postulates, most of which can be proven. However the 

postulate that infinite parallel lines never join has always been 

problermtic (Singh 1970, p 131). Rierrann proposed that parallel lines 

eventually join, like ireridians on the surface of the earth, because space 

itself is curved -a hypothesis which Einstein found useful. During the 

eclipse of the sun in 1919 aspects of Einstein's theories were supported 

by a demnstration that light itself was deflected by the gravitational 

field of the sun. 
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The theory of causality was questioned, at the atomic scale, by the 

developwnt of quantum theory. According to Max Planck, the energy of a 

radiating atom is emitted in discrete bundles (or quanta) rather than 

continuously, and thus with a degree of unpredictability. At the atomic 

scale a simultaneous determination of position and velocity is impossible, 

and n7easuremnts can therefore only be made in terms of 

probability. In this way an element of uncertainty enters into 

investigations of causes and effects at atomic level. 

Such developments led scientists themselves - such as Planck, Heisenberg, 

de Broglie, Whitehead - to draw wider philoscphical conclusions. 

IleisenbK-, rg, for emample, in his book 'The Physicist's Conception of 

Nature' (1955), argued that developwnts in quantum ffechanics demanded a 

complete reassessment of man's understanding of nature., and especially of 

causality. The nRthermtician Whitehead even turned his full attention to 

philosophy, with a similar belief in the revolutionary mtaphysical 

potential of scientific developments - (Whitehead 1975, p 29) 

The progress of science has now reached a turning point. The stable 
foundations of physics have broken up ..... The old 
foundations of scientific thought are becoming unintelligible. 
Tim, space, rmtter, ether, electricity, irechanism, org"anism, 
configuration, structure, pattern, function, all require 
reinterpretation. 

There is thus plentiful evidence to support Van Eyck's attitude to mdern 
S 

science and its breaking down of fundanental absolutes. And other fields 

also illustrate the relativizing impact of a widening perspective; 

increasing contact with other cultures, for example, made it increasingly 

difficult to accept nineteenth century 'civilized values' as an absolute. 

It is also far from dif f icult to f ind exanples to support Van Eyck Is 
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picture of mDdern art breaking down conventions - indeed this is its nDst 
irirmdiately evident aspect: stretching and fragn*entation of verse form in 

poetry, disruption of rhythmic and harmonic convention in nusic, rejection 

of representation in painting. This breaking down of conventions which 
had cowe to seem stifling is perhaps strongest in Dada. 

But another elewnt can be found in mDdernism which is rather underplayed 

in Van Eyck's more optindstic visions of modernist breakthrough, although 

it also plays a role in his writing. Taking an alternative perspective 

on the early twentieth century, a less deliberate breakdown of social and 

cultural values was also taking place. Social institutions - n-arriage, 

class, fandly, church - which had given stability to nineteenth century 

society were progressively losing their meaning under the inflLience of 

rapid industrialization and urbanization. A response to this breakdown 

is therefore an important elen-ent in mdernism,, whether associated with a 

sense of cultural loss, or an ambivalent feeling of freedom. The sense 

of maninglessness is illustrated in Eliot's Waste Land but it is also 

apparent in Van Eyck's critique of ffudern architecture's 'planned 

wasteland'. 

A third and more optiniLstic elemnt in mDdernism is expressed in Van 

Eyck's claim that Ithe great gang' have succeeded in tracing the outline 

of an expanded universe. This suggests mdernism's project to establish 

new meaning, mnifested particularly strongly in Surrealism, taldng from 

more pessimistic tendencies their awareness of the need for neaning, and 

from Dada an irony and suspicion of rigid absolutes. Thus wdernism 

itself, as well as Van Eyck's own sensibility, can be seen 

to contain various combinations, of a sense of freedom from stifling 
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convention, a sense of cultural loss, and a project to reconstruct 

neaning. 

Foundation of Van Eyck's Modernist Sensibility 

Van Eyck's valuation of art arose naturally out of his family background, 

but his experience of modernism itself cam later, through crucial 

contacts with the critic Carola Giedion7Welcker and those mdern artists - 
I 

Tzara, Arp and Brancusi among them - who were her friends. It is the 

intention of this section to trace these crucial experiences which define 

the consistent mdernist sensibility he has brought to bear on 

architecture throughout his career. 

Aldo van Eyck was born in Driebergen, Holland, in 1918, son of the poet 

Pieter Nicolaas van Eyck. His family environn-ent was dominated by art 

and by literature in particular. His father had little interest in the 

twentieth century avant-garde; his work arose out of the Synbolist 

rwvemnt of the late nineteenth century. According to Wage (nd), PN van 

Eyck recognized Baudelaire as his naster and the French Syffbolists Moreas, 

De Regnier, Van Lerberghe and Sarmin, as kindred spirits. In his work he 

sought a unification of inner and outer worlds through a conception of 

b)eauty in the sensible world as a revelation of heaven. 

Aldo van Eyck euphasizes the distance which separated his father's pc)etic 

world from the avant-garde, explaining that 'modernism' was a world not 

opened to him until much later. On his father's bockshelves he later 

found a collection of poems including work by Van Ostaijen - the Flemish 
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avant garde poet (1896-1928) - but this was not typical of his father's 
library. Nevertheless Synbolism was an impcwtant influence on later 

modernist developments, such as Surrealism. The poet Apollonaire, a key 
f igure in the avant-garde, who himself coined the term 'Surrealism' and 
'Orphism', claimed the Symbolist Moreas as his nuster (Steegmuller 1963). 

A symbolist backg round is, at the least, an excellent foundation on which 
to build an understanding of the avant-garde in twentieth century art. 

Aldo van Eyck spent most of his childhood in England, where his father was 

London correspondent of a Dutch newspaper and., while at school, took an 

early interest in Engli., -. 3h poetry from the fifteenth century to Shelley and 

beyond. When his family returned to Holland in 1935 he began to study 

architecture, under some pressure from his father, who wished to direct 

his interest in art into a secure career. After an unhappy three years 

studying in The Hague, he was able to go to Zurich to continue his 

architectural training, and it was here that he nade his crucial contact 

with mdern art. 

Van Eyck claims that until after the completion of his studies in 1943 he 

had little awareness of mdern art although, through his interest in 

English literature, he knew something of Eliot and had heard of Joyce. 

He tells how he took little interest in mdern architecture despite the 

enthusiasm of good friend and fellow student Felix Schwarz for just those 

Dutch architects - Van de Vlugt and Duiker - who were later to so excite 

Van Eyck. 

Not long after the end of his studies, however, he wandered into a little 

exhibition in the Galerie HU Ga. sser (Nord-Sud) with work by Tanguy, Dali 
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and Ernst; entranced, he fell into conversation with the woman standing 

next to him - Carola Giedion-Welcker, art critic and wife of architectural 

historian Sigfried Giedion. He became a regular visitor to the Giedion 

house in Doldertal, Zurich, as was the sculptor, poet and painter Hans 

Arp, and as fmny artists, notably Jams Joyce, had been before him. For, 

as Van Eyck writes, Carola Giedion was not only a critic, but also a great 

f riend and inspiration to nudern artists - (Forum 1959, p 322) 

Her Doldertal house in Zurich has been a stronghold surely enough. 
A refuge for the noblemen of the spirit in an alien world. Joyce, 
that great nomad., would settle down in her garden tim and again and 
soothe his sad sad eyes. Ernst would arrive as if from nowhere 
without notice and usually utterly destitute. Schwitters, Van 
Doesburg, Le Corbusier, Leger, Tzara, Eluard and others, too ffany to 
mention, did the same. I never 'mt' anybody there -I just carre 
across them. 

Van Eyck has repeatedly 
I 

paid tribute to Carola Giedion-Welcker and her 

profound understanding of nx)dernism - (ibid) 
f 

Carola Giedion is one of the few who have never approached the 
contemporary transformation of the spirit from without. 

Ile argues that she understood "the story behind" all the mdern artists - 

"the one great story of which they all tell a part" (NOS 1978) and that 

she approached them not rrerely as a critic - (Forum 1959, p 322) 

She belongs to their spiritual family, and they to hers. She has 
loved and understood them as brothers. 

At her Doldertal house he ffet Hans Arp, but relatively few artists cane to 

Zurich during the war because of its rather isolated position. Joyce had 

died before Van Eyck's meeting with Carola Giedion so that he never had 

the opportunity to met him, though he says that "when you to talk to 

Carola Giedion, it's just as if you saw Joyce in front of you 11 .2 In 

this way Van Eyck feels that he carre to know Jarres Joyce closely, without 
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ever meeting him or even reading 'Finnegans Wake' from cover to cover. 

As soon as the war had ended in France, Van Eyck's imersion in mdernism 

was extended by the first of mny visits to artists in Paris - (Archithese 

5 1981, p 37) 

The war was hardly over - in France though not yet in Holland - when 
I was- able to go to Paris as a kind of envoy-carrier sent by CW and 
those around her. I had aessages with m for Giacommetti, Tzara, 
Leger, Braque, Pevsner, Vantongerloo, Nelly van Doesburg and for 
Brancusi, a weighty trunk full of roasted coffee beans, tobacco and 
Cognac I visited Constantin Brancusi rmny tirres af ter that 

Via Nelly van Doesburg he came to know another artist whose death had 

prevented a meeting - her husband Theo van Doesburg - and to admire his 

combination of the two worlds of De Stijl and Dada. 

Through the writings of Carola Giedion-Welcker it is possible to detect 

something of the enthusiasm for nDdernism which had so nuch inpact on Van 

Eyck. After her 1922 dissertation on 'Bayerische Rokokoplastik', (like 

her husband she was a student of Heinrich Wolfflin), all her writing is 

directed towards an understanding of the avant-ggrde in art, especially 

through investigation of such favourite artists as Joyce, Klee, Brancusi, 

the Dadaists and Surrealists. 

Her writing supports Van Eyck's contention that she was concerned with the 

'single ideal which united modern artists (together with scientists and 

philosophers) in a single movement for transformation - (Giedion-Welcker 

1961, p XXIV) 

A mc)mentous stage has been reached, not only in contemporary art, but 

also in our entire picture of the universe, where the static is being 

transformed into the dynamic and rratter into energy. 

-a trend she sees ffanifested in: (ibid) 

the early Cubists or Futurists splintering, opening and disciplining 

volume ... Brancusi, Arp, and their followers turning back to the 
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archetypal in form ... the sculptor enclosing space in an architectural or transparent frawwork. 

New ideas about space and time are an important part of the 'single idea' 

she sees uniting mc>dernism - as she wrote in a 1928 essay on Joyce's 

Ulysses - (Giedion-Welcker 1973, p 362 g3) 

Work on a transfornRtion of the space-time problem is a general 
phenomenon within mDdern art and science. 

Van Eyck specifically points to her understanding of tim - (Forum 1959 v 

322) 

Carola Giedion never envisages time as a straight line. Eternity is 
no arithm-tical process to her. She knows - as the artists she is 
concerned with most ... that change and pernanence are one in time 
and space. 

Like Van Eyck she criticizes 'narrow rationalism' (loosely associated in 

her writing with the name of Descartes) for creating split concepts, and 

writes of the damaging separation of art from life, rmn from nature, 

subject from object, space from time. It is the repair of these 

divisions which she sees as the common -goal of twentieth century art and 

science. She praises artists who have investigated irrational aspects of 

man in their desire to build a mre complete picture - (Giedion-Welcker, 

1938 in 1973, p 15, g4) 

Sculptors like Constantin Brancusi and Jean Arp, painters like 
1.0 Picasso and Joan Miro, and even wre complicated spirits like James 

Joyce - to select a few - gavd tangible form to myth, leEpnd, 
childhood, dream, as eternally active fundamentals., as irrational 
dominants of hunRn history. 

Whereas Carola Giedion had a clear vision of mdern art , which had great 

inpact on Van Eyck, she took little interest in modern architecture;. Le 

Corbusier, Alvar Aalto and Antonio Gaudi are the only architects discussed 
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in her writing with any enthusiasm. When the subject does arise, her 

writing seeffs to lack conviction and to have more in canmn with her 

husband's writing than with anything elsewhere in her own work - (Giedion- 

Welcker 1961, p XVIII) 

The comprehensive planning of a city supersedes representational pomp and Chaotic juxtaposition; and its master plan is the carefully 
calculated result of a detailed technical study of all the relevant biological, sociological and climatic conditions. 

It ffdght be irmgined that Van Eyck would have been introduced 

simultaneously to modern architecture by Sigfried Giedion. However he 

was absent, teaching at Harvard., during the war period, and Van Ecyk 

hardly mt him until later within CIANI. 

Although Van Eyck continued his contact with artists af ter his return to 

Holland in 1946 to begin his architectural career, the crucial contacts 

had already been mde. He specifically acknowledges this when he writes 

of Carola Giedion - (Archithese 5 1981 pp 36) 

She tuned nV strings - nor did they every require retuning. 

and - (Lotus 28 1981, p 17) 

I can safely say that I still know of nothing wre sustaining than to 
keep as close as I can to the great multicoloured idea she 
represented and interpreted so wonderfully - adding if I can 
soffething constituent. For no concerted body of ideas was ever so 
ffild, penetrating and generous; mDre suited to lift burdens, 
transcend barriers and nitigate stress than the one (the Great Gang 
she understood so well) brought about. 

Van Eyck's imffLersion in the experience of n-Ddernism lef t him with the 

mdernist sensibility which has been the consistent basis of his 

developing contribution to architecture -a contribution which was perhaps 

nude possible by the specific absence of architecture from this initial 

experience. 
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The remainder of this chapter sketches a broad outline of Van Eyck's 

MDdernist sensibility. 

The Importance of Imagination 

Imagination is the faculty at the centre of Van Eyck's mdernist 

sensibility, at the centre of his image of man. It is the imagination 

which he observes being stif led by a mechanist image of rran and by the 

associated environment, and the imgination to which he attributes the 

power for renewal. 

The intention of this section is to outline his argumnt, and show that it 

belongs to a roffantic tradition, which it gives a mdernist form. 

Van Eyck attributes rmny contemporary difficulties to the neglect of the 

irmgination. In his discussion of the mDdern city's failure to 

accommodate-the child, he writes - (CCA p 11) 

(The imagination's) neglect is the principle cause of spiritual 
disintegration, both in the individual and collective sphere. 
Imagination is the only comwn denominator of nRn and nature, the 
only faculty capable of distinguishing the essential from the 
arbitrary., the track from the side-track: the only faculty capable 
of registering mental transformation simultaneously and thus of 
signif icant prcphecy. If irragination is indeed the prim detector 

of change, art is the language of continuity: without them, at any 
rate, we shall never succeed in meting the child on its own terms, 
let alone in solving the complex problem its long neglect has lef t us 
with. 

Without imagination, he argues, "every attempt to solve the problems 

facing us today will fail, or at best prove superficially effective" (CCA 

p 12). For although the 'great gang' of nx)dern artists and scientists 

have developed a way of thinking, - "a new grammr" - with great potential, 
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it requires irmgination to appreciate and apply this - (CCA p 13) 

It is difficult to overestimate the importance of this gramirrar and all it stands for. And yet this great tool, most adequately suited to help society in overcordng the misfortunes it has inflicted upon itself and the receptive child, is still either shunned or iTdsused 
"*00 But to handle this tool to any advantage needs imagination, 
creative capacities, and practice ... artists - the entire list of them: painters, sculptors, architects, town-planners, industrial 
designers, craftsmen, graphic artists, photographers, cineasts, 
poets, musicians, actors, dancers. 

For while the intellect is blamed for having created dualistic concepts 

and a liffited irm9e of manj the imagination is not restricted by apparent 

contradictions and is therefore able to reconcile 'twinphenomena'. 

The contrast between imagination, as a positive force, and 'coffffon sense' 

or intellect, as a negative one, runs through the whole of Van Eyck's 

writing, although he somtines adadts the need for a partnership between 

the two, and refers to them as a twinphenomenon. The contrast is 

illustrated particularly clearly by his response, in 1950, to Affsterdam 

City Council's decision to paint over Karel Appel's nural Tragende 

Kinderen' (Questioning Children) in the canteen of the city hall. It was 

Van Eyck who composed the open letter of protest "Een appel aan de 

verbeelding" (An appeal to the imagination) , and here he leaves no doubt 

as to the power for transf orn-ation which he attributes to the imgination 

- (after Vinkenoog 1963, pp 65-67p d5) 

They say that we are a danger to the state. Well, they are right. 
He who chooses the wonder of reality rather than the banality of 
illusion; the natural rather, than the surrogate; healthy vitality 
rather than hesitant impotence; the passionate stroke rather than 
the repressed tic; the capriciousness of the growing thing rather 
than the fixity of the completed thing; the eleffentary rather than 
material perfection; he who uses his imaginaton for the regeneration 
of himself and of society; in short, he who has the courage and 
ability to be free, is a danger to the state. 

This is in direct contrast with his characterization of the ruling grey 

mentality of bureaucracy - (ibid, d6 ) 
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They are as receptive as gravel to the things which you have given an imaginative unity. They have lost a sense, they have a hornDne too few. Go from place to place in the world, and you will see that it 
is everywhere the same, that everywhere it is these people, to the detriment of society, who look for their last chance in politics, that universal spoil-heap of the unimaginative ..... They 
reproach the child for his childishness and man for his passion. While they feel so threatened by the cycle of naturej, that they 
construct their own cycle, a counter-cycle: the vicious circle. From fear of freedom, they cleave apart the people and their own 
regenerating power., knowing that the one irrevocably implies the 
other Yes, Karel, they are the heroes of a tcpsy-turvy 
world, those who destroy your work. 

He is similarly critical of the technocrat's lack of imagLnation - 

Technocratic eyes are always weak, whichever way they look, whether they squint or not, they see neither star nor cloud. 

Carola Giedion-lVelcker had very similar views, as shown by her praise 

(1945) of Jarry's rejection of artistic standards and absolutes which 

threatened to stifle the irmgination, in his "anarchistic revolt against 

rigid good taste" (in Giedion-Welcker 1973, p 180, g7)- 'She also 

contrasts irmgination and comon sense - (1960, in Giedion-Welcker 1973 p 

p 188, g8) 

When the Dadaists and Surrealists later contrasted an arid, narrow 
rationalism with the power of their spontaneous imagination, and 
protested against the predondnant bourgeois common sense, they were 
following the route of Jarry's solitary conquest. 

Van Eyck's writing is conceived as an appeal to the imagination, to awaken 

it so that architects grasp rmdernism's 'relativity', and establish 'built 

howcoming'. Ile introduces his collection of essays 'The Child, the City 

and the Artist' in this way - (CCA p 5) 

These essays are conceived as an appeal to the imagination, since 
imgination today has gone into hiding. Their only object is. to 
establish through evocation the kind of climate congenial to it. 

The first essay, which lends its title to the collection, is centred 
I 
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aroupd the theme of imagination. The twin role which this faculty is 

given in all Van Eyck's writing here becorms mre explicit in the twin 

embodimnts of child and artist. Thus the irmgination which mist be 

accommxIated in the city is here enbodied in the child, while the 

imagination which mist be stirred to accomplish the necessary 

transforffation of the city is enbodied in the artist. Van Eyck's call 

f or transformation is woven around these twin f igures - (OCA p 6) 

We cannot conceive of civilization today if we withdraw the child - 
ourselves - from its built counterform: the city. Nor can we come 
to terms. with the city if we sever ourselves from the potential which 
alone can bring them about: imagination. Nor, for that rratter, can 
we open the doors of imagination without shaking hands with the 
artist. 

Much of Van Eyck's work has been for children - the Amsterdam playgrounds, 

Nagele schools, Affsterdam Orphanage and Mothers' home - and he has always 

taken great care to accommodate their point of view, as his client for the 

Mothers' home has written - (Stichting Wonen, forthcoming, d9) 

I very much admire the w 
he drops to his knees if 
space, what it sees, how 
glazing bar spoiling the 
site, sitting in hat and 
carpenter at his side. 

ay he really 
he wants to 
it can look 
view. One 
coat in one 

thinks about the children, how 
know how a child experiences 
out of a window without a 
day I came across Van Eyck on 
of the baths, with a dazed 

In his writing, the child is seen as first victim of the city's failure to 

establish 'built homecoming' - (CCA p 15) 

It is with cities as it is with so riany things rran initiates into the 

collective sphere yet fails to cope with: they prevail regardless of 
their purpose with each citizen caught in their accelerating wtion; 
an onlooker instead of a participant, an isolated soul amid millions 
of isolated souls ..... The city's growing inpersonality is ... 
his doing and undoing. An impersonal city has no room for persons 
and is therefore not a city. If it has no room for persons, it has 

no room for children, no room for the child's particular rhythm. 
Now a city that has no room for that is a diabolical paradox - all 
the more diabolical since the neglect is not inflicted by the child 

upon itself* 

Van Eyck aims, by demnstrating týe failure of the city to accommodate the 
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child., to stimulate society to put its trust in the imagination - (OCA 

10) 

Yes, man still distrusts the imagination. Will his instinctive love 
of children help him to overcom this distrust? There is hope here. 

He is optimistic because he observes an increasing interest in education 

as self-realization of the child, rather than 'production of adults', and 

refers to the significance of Herbert Read's 'Education through Art' 

(1943) 10. Van Eyck sees the 'rediscovery' of the child as "a clear 

sign that the accent is shif ting from nun to life, from reason to 

imagination" (CCA p 12). 

The essay 'The Child, the City and the Artist' illustrates a pattern of 

reciprocal relationships typical of Van Eyck's writing, in which means and 

ends are viewed as mtually reinforcing -a pattern which udght be called 

a 'virtuous circle' in contrast with the 'vicious circles' he sees as the 

typical creation of the intellect. He suggests that the imagination 

deffands a rmre subtle kind of relation than direct cause and ef feet - (OCA 

12) 

Are not cause and ef feet obviously reciprocal with respect to such 
basic phenomena as childhood and the imagination. 

Like the replacenent of dualistic concepts with twinphenonena, this 

reciprocal relation indicates that the 'imponderables' of mn's nature 

denand, as Van Eyck suggests, another logic than the intellect's 'coarse 

mesh of analytic thought'. The contrast between the logic of the 

intellect and this 'other logic' is strildngly described by Robert Hisil 

(1880-1942) in his archetypal mDdernist novel 'The Man Without Qualities' 

- (Musil 1979, vol 3, p 225) 
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In every mind there is not only logical thought going on, with its 
austere and simple orderliness, which is a reflection of conditions in the external world; alongside it there is also affective thought 
going on, with a logic - if one can call it logic at all - of its 
own, which is appropriate to the peculiarities of the feelings, the 
passions, and the Mcods. The laws governing these two bear roughly the same relationship to each other as the laws of a timber-yard, 
where chunks of wood are hewn into rectangular shape and stacked 
ready for transport, bear to the dark interlacing laws of the forest 
with all their mysterious workings and rustlings. 

Much of Van Eyck's work can be seen as an investigation, through the 

irmgination, of the laws and tools of this 'other logic', as the basis for 

an architecture which accommodates 'imponderable' human needs. 

The great value attached by Van Eyck to the imagination shows his debt to 

a long tradition out of ronnnticism, but it will be argued that he gives 

it a specifically mDdernist form. 

An image of man centred on the imagination is the strongest element in a 

series of art 'movemnts' from RonRnticism, via Baudelaire and Symbolism 

to Dada and Surrealism as the briefest survey will indicate. Within this 

tradition, artist, child and primitive are all given special status. Van 

Eyck begins his discussion of child, city and artist with a quotation from 

Blake (CCA p 8) 

Expect poison from standing water. 

and goes on to use an expression from one of Blake's 'Songs of Innocence 

and Experience' - 'London' - to describe the barriers to transformtion - 

In search of those hidden elenentary forces without which society 
will never discard 'the rdnd-forged ffanacles' that obstruct its 
regeneration, mn has encountered the child. 

William Blake (1757-1827) was one of the first to attach special 

significance to the insights of childhood, to the child as a living aspect 
I 
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of every human personality. In his 'Songs of Innocence and Experience' 

he indicted society for erecting barriers to spontaneity and innocence, 

and projects experience as a deathly snare. 

Another major early f igure is this tradition, Samuel Taylor Coleridge 

(1772-1834) gave a new meaning to imagination - here it is no longer 

merely a faculty wbicb passively recalls images, but instead an active 

creative force, which breathes life into an otherwise cold world. 

he wrote, in his 'Dejection, an ode' (1802) - 

And would we aught behold, of higher worth, 
Than that inaninRte cold world allowed 
To the poor loveless ever-anxious crowd, 
Ah! from the soijI itself rmst issue forth 
A light, a glory, a fair luminous cloud 
Enveloping the earth. 

Thus 

For Coleridge the imagination was the ruling faculty in the rounded poetic 

personality. 

With Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867) the min stream of this tradition 

moves to France, which remained its ffain hom in the twentieth century. 

For Baudelaire, as for Coleridge, the imagination was the 'Queen of 

Faculties'. In his 'Salon of 18591 review, he discussed the disease of 

the unimaginative in similar terms to Van Eyck - (1972, p 299) 

Men in whom inuginatiOn is not active are easily recognizable by soffe 
nameless curse that dries up their work, like the fig-tree of the 

gospel. 

The value attached by Baudelaire to'imagination passed on to the Synbolist 

poets. Ellrfann and Feidelson write - (1965, p 7) 

Though not all romantics are symbolists, the symbolist is a kind of 

romantic, one who singles out and develops the ronRntic doctrine of 
the creative imagination. Whatever else he my affirm, the 

symbolist holds that hunRn activity constructs the world we perceive 

or at least meets it mDre than halfway, and does not merely reflect 
the given forffs of external objects ... he is a deliberate 

innovator, experimenting with a new human perspective. 
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The supreme twentieth century manifestations of this stream of thought are 

found in Dada and Surrealism. In 1917 children's drawings and African 

sculpture were exhibited alongside work of the Dadaists in Zurich. 

Tristan Tzara wrote a typical Dada rejection of all imposed standards, 

which threaten spontaneity, in his Dada Manifesto of 1918 - (Tzara 1977, 

13) 

Dada; acquaintance with all the mans hitherto rejected by the 
sexual prudishness of easy compromise and good mnners: Dada; 
abolition of logic, dance of those who are incapable of creation: 
Dada; every hierarchy and social equation established for values by 
our valets: Dada; every object, all objects, feelings and 
obscurities, every apparition and the precise shock of parallel 
lines, are the mans for battle of: Dada; the abolition of mmory: 
Dada; the abolition of archeology: Dada; the abolition of 
prophets: Dada; the abolition of the future: Dada; the absolute 
and indisputable belief in every god that is an immdiate product of 
spontqneity Liberty: DADA DADA DADA; - the roar of 
contorted pains, the interweaving of contraries and of all 
contradictions, freaks and irrelevancies: LIFE. 

f 

Dada's provocation of a complacent bourgeois culture turned, in 

Surrealism, into a release of the full power of the inagination with the 

goal of completely transforming reality, and achieving absolute freedcm. 

They too rejected all standards, conventions and rules used by society to 

stifle that power, and saw childhood as representative of the freedom from 

constraint they sought - Andre Breton wrote, in 1924 - (Breton 1972, 

pp 39-40) 

The mind which plunges into Surrealism relives with glowing 
excitement the best part of childhood It is perhaps 
childhood that comes closest'to one's "real life". 

_ 

and - (ibid, p 4) 

(The child's imagination) which knows no bounds is henceforth allowed 
to be exercised only in strict accordance with the laws of an 
arbitrary utility; it is incapable of assuming this inferior role 
for very long and, in the vicinity of the twentieth year, Epnerally 
prefers to abandon mn to his lusterless fate. 

Breton was highly critical of what he called the 'realistic attitude', of 
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corrm)n sense, and of the logic of the intellect - (ibid, p 9) 

We are still living under the reign of logic But this day 
and age logical mthods are applicable only to solving problems of 
secondary interest. 

These elements of Dada and Surrealism have themselves been influential in 

a number of more recent artistic and political developrrents - such as the 

work of the Cobra (Copenhagen-Brussels-Amsterdam) group of artists. This 

group, including such artists as Constant Nieuwenhuys, Karel Appel, Asger 

Jorn, Corneille and Lucebert, was active from 1948-51 and Aldo van Eyck 

hung their two key exhibitions, as well as being an editor of the seventh 

issue of their rmgazine. These artists sought an analgam of fantasy and 

reality through a form of spontaneous expression inspired by the painting 

of children and 'primitives', and rejected forml order in art and 

authority in society. Stokvis sees their work as "an enbodiaent of the 

romantic longing to restore the lost unity between art and society,, ffan 

and nature and ... between ffind and ffatter" (Stokvis 1980, p 253, 

d 11 ). Members of the group later took forward the Surrealist influence 

into the magazine 'Ll Internationale Situationiste' - an important eleffent 

in the 1968 Paris 'events', and similar influences were at work in the 

Dutch 'Provo' group. 

Aldo van Eyck's own position with respect to this tradition is 

specifically mdernist, firstly in 'that he seeks to penetrate beyond 

personal expression and individual subjectivity into a general 

understanding of the logic of human imaginative processes - via a nDre 

'rormntic' route towards a fmre 'classic' goal. In addition to this he 

is mdernist in proposing a confrontation of the everyday reality of. the 

contemporary city with the transforming power of the imagination. While 
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Romanticism tended to retreat with the imagination into a lonely natural 

environment, and Symbolism sheltered it in a workshcp of autononms poetic 

images, it was Surrealism -which brought it into an appreciation of the 

contemporary city. This typically modernist confrontation is also found 

in James Joyce's 'Ulysses', where the rmst banal elements of everyday 

Dublin take on a mythical significance. Carola Giedion-Welcker 

repeatedly demonstrated how her favourite artists were involved in the 

confrontation of art with "the comprehensiveness of everyday life" 

(Giedion-Welcker 1961, p IK). She wrote (in 1943) of Apollinaire that he 

used "fragrmnts and scraps. of daily life" (Giedion Welcker 1973, p 194, 

gý2) in his poetry and wrote of Paul Klee - (Giedion Welcker 1952, 

139) 

His rragic hands exploit the simplest and seemingly crudest of things, 
extracting from them incredibly delicate and unexpected effects. 
His art goes beyond conventional painting and the use. he nukes of 
everyday ffaterials is often mgically inspired. 

Van Eyck can thus be seen as participating in a modernist reconciliation 

of romantic tendencies with a desire for general validity and an 

acceptance of everyday reality. This bringing together of 'opposing' 

traditions in art is illustrated in his considered georretrical arrangenent 

of the Cobra exhibitions (1949 and 1951), of which Stokvis writes - (1980, 

p 130, d 13 ) 

Both the Amsterdam and Liege exhibitions, with their extremely taut 
composition, must have made an almDst too ordered, someybat enpty, 
impression; forming a remarkable contrast with the fervent 
sPOntaneity of Cobra. % 

In the same way Van Eyck always delighted in praising (and indeed 

consistently appreciated) 'unlikely' combinations of artists. He 

reports, with obvious pleasure, the characterization of himelf by the 

painter Lohse, based on his "simultaneous (and lasting) infatuation with 

both Mondrian and Mirb"" - (Archithese 5 1981, p 3714 ) 
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Aldo's half Dutch and half Spanish - that's why it is, you know. 

Though in fact his mother's ancestry was Portuguese.. not Spanish. 

Thus, although Van Eyck's starting-point is the rormntic valuation of the 

imagination, he brings together apparently contrasting approaches, as 

indicated by bis inclusion of 'ron-anticisni-classicism' among 

'twinphenorrena'. The presence of contrasting approaches, or even an 

aspiration to reconcile them, are of course no guarantee of the success or 

productiveness of their reconciliation, but the reminder of this chapter 

shows how Van Eyck's approach allows him to discover within nDdernism a 

set of relative concepts through which the reality of the irmgination 

becomes less 'Imponderable'. 

p 

Space and Tim in the Perspective of Experience 

Van Eyck has rejected the absolutes by mans of which the structure of 

objective reality is conceptualized, on the grounds that they give an 

inadequate picture of the reality of concrete experience, and that an 

environfrent based on such concepts is inhospitable, since it gives no 

place to that experience. He argues that mdernism's 'relativity' has 

brought forward new concepts based on a reconciliation of subject and 

object - (CCA p 45) 

Space, time, ffatter and energy are no longer impregnable absolutes 
mechanically related in an objective world exterior to the m: Lnd ... 
science has at last stripped them of the armour that safeguarded each 
from the other ... they are no longer alien notions alienated from 
the rrd nd - 

Van Eyck believes that these "four alien notions facing a mind excluded" 

have been transformed by mcdernism into "the continuum of a single 
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notion incorporating the mind" (OCA p 45). He calls this transformation 

of reality from an objective external world into a world related to the 

observer, 'interiorization, 15 
- (OCA p 46) 

The blending of the nind with what is still generally supposed to 
exists irrespective of it - an objective exterior world impervious to the inpulse of concept - has interiorized the latter. 

As he inplies here, two fundamentally opposed views of perception are at 

issue. In the first, perception is a passive collection of data from the 

external world by means of the senses. The alternative 'mcdernist' view 

sees perception as a creative process in which an image of the world is 

built up through an interaction of percept and concept, following 

Coleridge's rormntic theory. 

Van Eyck shows how the concepts of space and time are transformed by the 

process of 'interiorization'. The absolutes, Euclidean space and 

Newtonian time, are independent, qualitatively undifferentiated 

frameworks. In concrete experience, on the other hand, there is a 

concentrated simultaneous presence of near and far, past and future, 

brought together by memDry and anticipation - both space and tim become 

transparent. 'Interiorization' thus transforms the isolated and 

innaccessible concepts of space and tirre into a concept of 'presence', of 

Isimultaneity'. 

i 

This section traces Van Eyck's development of 'interiorized' space and 

time concepts, and compares them with the modernist minifestations on 

which they are based. 

Absolute Newtonian time is the basis for nuch contemporary thought, yet it 
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gives an inadequate picture of the human experience of time. Unlike 

Newtonian time, which is qualitatively undifferentiated, irreversible and 

homogeneous, experienced time is punctuated by significant events; 

periods may be felt to be flowing from or towards these events and can fly 

or drag by, past events enter present awareness, a moment can shrink to 

something infinitessimal or expand to contain vast spaces. 

Van Eyck argues that when time is considered as an objective absolute, 

exterior to the rdnd, the present morrent is reduced to a point on the line 

which represents the passing of Newtonian time. He characterizes this as 

follows - (CCA p 87) 

A time concept that ties awareness of the present to a location in 
time- wLthout temporal dirrunslon, shifting forward from instant to 
instant, severing what is from what was as the clock ticks away 
seconds. 

lie refers to this time concept as "hard", "closed", "sadly exteriorized" 

and believes the experience of it leads to a fragmented sense of identity, 

of "being and becoming" - (ibid) 

Awareness of the present - the now experience or sense of being and 
becondng is borne along, cut by the hard edge of each consecutive 
instant because time is still sadly exteriorized - still a closed 
concept. 

In this tim concept, the past is viewed nerely as that vbich is left 

behind, and memory as a data file which my be searched from time to time 

for informtion. It is a tim concept, according to Van Eyck, which 

it sustains not only a static notion of the past, hence of history and 

culture - but also of mewry" (ibid). 

The nature of present and past in Van Eyck's concept of 'interiorized 

timel is greatly different. The present is no longer a passing instant, 
I 
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isolated between past and future, but "a teq: )oral span experienced, 

shifting in the continuum of consciousness where past and future converge" 

(OCA p 87). He quotes at length from Ernst Cassirer's 'Essay on Man' 

(1944) in order to throw light on the role of wnDry and anticipation in 

his concept of time (OCA pp 92-94, from Cassirer 1962, pp 50-55). 

MemDry, in Cassirer's view is not the irere return of a latent rermant, 

from an earlier point in a serial order, but rather the creative rebirth 

of the past, focussed on the present. He ridicules researchers who have 

sought to wasure mmory by asking subjects to recall maningless words 

from a 'ffemrized' list. This f4culty does not interest Cassirer, since 

for him the, importance of w-mory lies in the neaning of what is recalled 

in the context of present experience; and in the imaginative element in 

reconstructing the past. In the same way, anticipationis not, for him, 

fferely the work of 'prudence', looking ahead to the results of present 

actions, but the imperative of life itself with the driving force of an 

'ideal'. 

Ernst Cassirer acknowledges a debt, in his writing about mmory, to the 

French philoscpher fienri Bergson (1859-1941) , and Van Eyck also quotes 

from him, as well as regularly giving him a place in his 'Great Gang'; 

was also a crucial influence on rrany wdern art movermnts. For this 

reason a short account will be giv'en of his approach to the problem of 

tim, which is at the centre of his writing. 

Bergson rejected both the Newtonian concept of time and clock tim as 

he 

intellectual abstractions which fail to correspond with concrete humn 
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experience, and believed that a whole series of philosophical problems 

arose from this failure of the intellect. He therefore proposed instead 

to base his investigations on "the immediate data of consciousness" - 

(Bergson 1910, p 139) 

If we wish to get rid of (the contradictions implied in the problems 
of causality, freedom, personality) we have only to go back to the 
real and concrete self and give up its symbolic substitute. 

According to Bergson, the intellect, in its attenpt to understand the flow 
I 

of experience, breaks it up into stable elements, nDments without 

duration, which it arrays along a straight line - an image of time he 

refers to as "time assiniLlated to space". He argues that this picture 

constitutes a serious misinterpretation of the flow of consciousness which 

consists of a complex layering and blending of nental states, with mmory 

and anticipation bringing past and future into the present. 

Bergson thus inaugurated a line of investigation of direct relevance to 

what Van Eyck refers to as 'interior izat ion', by showing the possibility 

of restructuring concepts based on the immediate data of consciousness and 

16 
the importance of the tim concept in this project. The fact that 

Bergson is given a regular place in Van Eyck's register of the 'great 

gang' uust owe a great deal to Carola Giedion-Welcker who wrote about his 

influence on art. She pointed, in particular, to the considerable 

influence of a series of lectures he gave to the College de France 

entitled 'The History of the Time Cbncept and the Cinen-atic Mechanism of 

Thought" (1900-1904). 

Many studies have traced the impact of Bergson's work (in parallel to 

similar work by William Jarres in Arrerica17) on irodern art, and he ms 

certainly an absolutely direct influence on Proust (Kumar 1962) and on the 
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Futurists (Chipp 1968); he even appears, as 'Bitchson', in Joyce's 

'Finnegans Wake'. But the significance Of new attitudes to tim as an 

element in modernism goes far beyond any arguments about the influence of 

one rran 1s ideas. Many of ffDdernism's key works were directly concerned 

with the development of ideas about time. Mendilow, writing on 'Time and 

the Novel' (1952), gives his first chapter the title 'The Tim Obsession 

of the Twentieth Century', and it is not difficult to make an inpressive 

list of modern works centred on this subject., apart from Bergson's 

philosophy - Einstein's theories of relativity, the novels of Joyce, 

Proust's 'A la Recherche du Teffps Perdu', Mann's 'Magic Mountain', the 

work of the Futurists, Van Doesburg, Klee, the poetry of Apollinaire. 

But it is the novel, previously doffinated by the chronological tirre of 

conventional narrative, which for this reason provides the clearest image 

of the change and the m), st obvious parallel to Van Eyck's 'interiorized' 

time. Modernist writers felt that conventional narrative gave an 

inadequate representation of tempc)ral experience, and recent studies 
18 

have traced the development of ideas about time in their novels, tending 

to concentrate on Marcel Proust, Virginia Woolf and Janes Joyce.. In 

their work places and occasions, objects and human interactions, are 

presented in a complex fraguented temporal structure; anticipation, 

memory and present experience are often given equal status. The stream 

of consciousness technique, as developed by these writers, attempts to 

trace the flow of memries, desires, impressions and dreams, as they arise 

in consciousness, blended and layered , rather than divided by the verb 

tenses of conventional narrative; objects and places take on meanings by 

association and tend to reappear through the tim of the novel. Van 

Eyck's concept of time, centred- in man's consciousness, can thus be seen 
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to be closely allied to central modernist developwnts. 

Just as Van Eyck rejects absDlute tim, he also rejects the concept of 

space as an absolute, external to hurmn consciousness. He therefore 

proposes a concept of space rooted in hunun experience - (VIA, p 91) 

Space and time must be 'opened' - interiorized so that they can be 
entered; persuaded to gather ffan into their ffeaning include him. 
What rmtters is not space but the INTERIOR of space and the INNER 
HORIZON of that interior. 

He argues that an architecture based on an absolute Euclidean space 

concept will not be equipped to establish a spatial quality congenial to 

man, that its spaces will be empty and inhospitable. 

Absolute Euclidean space is the basis for much contemporary thought, yet 

it gives an inadequate picture of mn's experience of space. It is 

qualitatively undifferentiated, uncentred and homogeneous, unlike the 

mental image of space built up through concrete experience which is 

articulated by significant places, routes and areas. 
19 A small space 

may be experienced as stiflingly srmll, while another of the same physical 

dinensions nuy be felt to contain vast spaces. 

Van Eyck's concept of space 'interiorized' is greatly different from the 

Euclidean conception. He has shown that, in ffan's experience, space is 

inseparable from time; that the action of ffemory and anticipation, by 
S 

bringing past and future occasions into present experience, simultaneously 

brings distant places into the experience of present place. Thus - (VIA 

p 91; cf CCA p 90) 

By virtue of what n-emory and anticipation signify, place acquires 
temporal meaning and occasion, spatial meaning. Thus space and time 

identified reciprocally (in the irrage of rran) emerge, humanized, as 

place and occasion. Placps remenbered and places anticipated 
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dovetail in the temporal span of the present. They constitute the 
real perspective of space. 

Van Eyck's concept therefore emphasizes the 'transparency' of both space 

and time, through which distant times and places are brought together in 

the frame of present experience, and the consciousness of places and 

occasions becomes a densely interrelated network of associations - (CCA 

91) 

In so far as real experience, simultaneous and consecutive, 
constitutes a network of emotional and intellectual associations, it 
links, through the interaction of rwmory., actuality and anticipation, 
places and occasions in time and space far beyond the scope of 
immediate visibility and sensory perception. 

Van Eyck includes 'space-time' among his twinphenomena in recognition of 

the blending of these diffensions in experience, Through the transparency 

of space-time, 'presence' and 'distance' take on new meaning; a powerful 

mffory or association can bring the rmst distant place or occasion into 

present experience, while something near at hand ffay remain 'distant' 

because it fails to arouse association. 

Van Eyck's approach to space goes counter to Bergson who established a 

dualistic opposition between dynamic f luid tim, accessible only to 

intuition, and stable homogenous space, accessible to the intellect. 

This aspect of Bergson's approach has been criticized by later writers, 

such as the French phenomenologist Minkowski in his 'Lived Time' (1933), 

Is 
who have developed his investigations to show that tiue experience also 

contains stable elements, and space experience also contains fluid 

elerrents. 

Again, modern artists developed new approaches to the dimensions of space, 

parallel to Van Eyck's linteriorized' concept. This can be demnstrated 
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representation of space. The Cubists, for example, rejected the 

f ran-ework of absolute three-dimnsional space and the single fixed 

viewpoint of linear perspective. This too is an aspect of mdern art 

emphasized by Carola Giedion-Welcker, as for example when she writes of 

Paul Klee - (1952, p 44) 

He sought a new dynamic of space, one that would go beyond the 
conventional static treatwnt whose perspective implied, to his way 
of thinking, the deadly finality of a fixation. 

But an observation of new approaches to narrative tim in the novel and 

pictorial space in painting, neglects the full impact of nTAernism's 

approach to these dimensions in the perspective of consciousness. The 

inseparability of space and time in this perspective led to a new space- 

tiffe conception throughout the various arts. 

Since Lessing's 'Laocoon' (1776) it has been conventional to divide arts 

into two groups: on the one hand 'time arts' - music., literature - based 

on consecutiveness, and on the other hand 'space arts' - painting, 

sculpture, architecture - concerned with instantaneous representation. 

This division is found right up to the twentieth century; Langer's 

'Feeling and Form' (1953), establishes a group of arts concerned with 

creating "the illusion of virtual space" as against, for example, music 

which is concerned with "the illusion of virtual time". Modern art, on 

the other hand, has tended to reject such divisions; Paul Klee wrote in 

1920 - (in Cbipp ed, 1968, p 184) 

In Lessing's Laocoon , on which we squandered much study time when we 
were young, much fuss was made about the difference between temporal 

and spatial art. Yet looking into the ffatter ffore closely we ýind 

that all this is but a scholastic delusion. For space, too, is a 
temporal concept. I 
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The dimension of time thus enters into modern painting, as in the work of 
Klee hiffself, or of the Futurists. The latter expressed their enthusiasm 

for movement in breathless rranifestos, such as the following, from 1910 - 
(in Chipp ed, 1968, p 289) 

All things move, all things run, all things are rapidly changing 
o*. a running horse has not four legs, but twenty, and their 
movewnts are triangular. All is conventional in art. Nothing is 
absolute in painting. What was truth for the painters of yesterday is but a falsehood today -o-o. Space no longer exists ..... 

The new conception of space and tim in the perspective of conscicusness 

which is at the centre of'Van Eyck's modernist sensibility and is found 

throughout nDdern art, is generally referred to as 'simultaneity'. This 

is not the sirmiltaneity of a conventional perspective representation - an 

instantaneous visual impression - but rather the simultaneity of images 

from memory, anticipation and association, which telescope the spare and 

time dimensions into present experience. AnDng the quotations from 

mDdern artists which Van Eyck uses to introduce the nessage of I the great 

riot'. it is therefore not surprising to find the following form 'The 

Exhibitors to the Public' (1912), a text by the Futurist painters 

discussing a painting by Boccioni - (AVE quotes in CCA pp 24-25, g; 

trans from Chipp ed, 1968, pp 294-98) 

The simultaneousness of states of mind in the work of art; that is 
the intoxicating aim of our art In painting a person on a 
balcony, seen from inside the room, we do not limit the scene to vhat 
the square frame of the window renders visible; but we try to render 
the sum total of the visual bensations which the person on the 
balcony has experienced; the sunbathed throng in the street, the 
double rown of houses which stretch to right and left, the beflowered 
balconies, etc. This implies the simultaneousness of the ambient, 
and therefore the dislocation and dismenbernent of objects, the 
scattering and fusion of details, free from accepted logic, and 
independent from one another. In order to make the spectator live 
in the centre of the picture ... the picture must be the synthesis 
of what one rewribers and of what one sees. 

Later in the sam text they wrote - (also quoted OCA p 25 9 g2O ) 
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Reality is ... no longer a world of objects in space, set over 
against the subject, but rather a complex interpenetration of inner 
and outer events. This complex can be made visible through the 
pictorial form of simultaneity, which transforms succession into 
juxtaposition, into superimposition and interpenetration. 

A concept of 'sirmltaneity' is also to be found at the centre of Cubism, 

in the writing of Apollinaire, in the painting of Delaunay, the novels of 

Jams Joyce; in film it is inherent in the medium itself. 

The film is particularly suited to the juxtaposition of inages whether 

present or past, dream or actuality, and Bergson even referred to 'the 

cinematographic mechanism of thought' in describing his concept of 'the 

sirniltanelty of st. ates of mind'. Tlauspr gave. the title 'The Film Age' to 

the chapter of his 'Social History of Art' (1951) dealing with the 

twentieth century. He sees the "simultaneity of the contents of 

consciousness" as "the new conception of time" in which "almost all the 

strands of the texture which form the stuf f of n-odern art converge" 

(Hauser nd, p 239). His own account of this conception is however 

strangely unsympathetic as, for instance, wben he contrasts, on the one 

hand, the "thoroughly subjective" nature of cinematic time with, on the 

other hand, "eupirical time" - "the chronological order of ordinary 

experience" or "real life" in which "events follow each other according to 

the law of progression which permLts neither interruptions and junps, nor 

repetitions and inversions, and cO'rresponds to a standard of time which is 

absolutely constant, that is undergoes no acceleration, retardation or 

stoppages of any kind" (ibid, p 241). Yet the essence of the mdernist 

tiffe sensibility is its denial that 'ordinary experience' follows the 

steady progression of linear tim, and its claim that present experience 

contains elements from past and future, that time may be experienced as 
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moving at different rates. 

'Simultaneity' receives a rwre sympathetic treatment in Spate's catalogue 

of that title (nd) and her later book 'Orphism' (1979). Her introduction 

to the concept is of a quality which justifies quotation in full - (Spate, 

nd, first page) 

In the years immediately before the First World War, artists and 
writers all over Europe attempted to express the real workings of 
consciousness. Turning their attention invards, they came to 
realize that the mind does not conceive the external world as an 
accumulation of unchanging objects seen from the single fixed 
position presupposed by Post-Renaissance art; they became aware that 
the mind does not move in single logical or chronological sequences, 
but that it is composed of an infinite number of inextricably fused 
and constantly changing movenents. 
In this inner consciousness there are no artifical divisions of time 
and space: the mind fuses near and far so that one can be 
simultaneously aware of a nearby object and a distant city; It fuses 
memories of the past and projection into the future so that they too 
exist simultaneously in the eternal present of the mind. 
Contemporaries called the expression of the conscicusness 
#simultaneity'. 

Van Eyck shows how the 'interior i zat ion' of reality, the image of reality 

built up in the mind, creates a dynamic picture in which remembered 

objects, places and occasions interact; remenbered occasions are 

associated with places other than the one where they took place; 

remembered places or objects nerge one with another. He therefore writes 

- (OCA p 99) 

Each place, each occasion, each object is as it were transformd by 

other places, other occasions' and other objects in our appreciation. 

This transforrmtion leads him to write that "a place ... is never the 

saze place - what Heraclitean fire! " (OCA p 97). and to refer to 'the 

kaleidoscope of the mind'. He further writes that "to interiorize is to 

render kaleidoscopic" (OCA p 156). Just as a kaleidoscope presents an 

ever-changing pattern of bright, colours, so the power of association 
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breaks down the straight line of absolute time and the rigid framework of 

absolute space into an every-dianging pattern of mermries and desires, and 

a dynamic mntal image is formed, coloured by emotional associations which 

give mermries their "undertones and extra tones" (OCA p 98). 

The same delight in this 'kaleidoscopic' quality can be found among modern 

artists. Gleizes and Metzinger, for exanple, wrote in 'Du Cubisffe' 

(1912), one of the most important early theoretical statements of Oibism - 

(in Chipp ed, pp 207-19) 

An object has not one absolute form; it has rrany; it has as nany as 
there are planes in the region of perception If so rmny 
eyes contemplate an object, there are so trany images of that object; 
if so rrany minds comprehend it,, there are so rmny essential images. 

However Van Eyck shows that the impact of simultaneity, of 'interiorized' 

space and time, goes beyond ffere excitenent or dynaffiLsm, to achieve a 

fundamental 'humanizing' of these dimensions, thereby creating the basis 

for 'built hoffecoming'. 

Simultaneity and 'Built Howcoffdng' 

This section investigates Van Eyck's belief that 'interiorized' space and 

time contain the pc)tential to establish 'built homecoming', and indicates 
N 

the modernist nature of this project, as well as som roots in a ronRntic 

tradition - 

'Interiorized' tiffe and space implies a changed view of other cultures, of 

a culture's pasts and of past cultures, since the directional progress of 

I 
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linear time is rejected in favour of a concept of transparency of time and 

space - the simultaneous presence of all tim and space. Van Eyck thus 

views these cultural dimensions as forming nRn's 'gathering body of 

experience' - (CCA p 150) 

It is because time interiorized is rendered transparent that it 
gathers the reality of the past into the temporal span of the 
present. The past is thereby no longer approached in terms of history, but in terms of 'gathering hurran experience'. the total body 
of which is continually rrodified kaleidoscopically and augmented as 
the past is extended into the future. 

He considers highly desirable the telescoping of this gathering body of 

experience into the present, giving depth to present experience - (OCA 

150-51 ) 

It is in the mind's interior that the total body of experience 
ultimately endures as the living reality of the past in the temporal 
span of the present ..... As one's awareness increases through 
the increasing body of human experience, gathering in the interior of 
the mind and telescoped into the temporal span of the present, time 
will be rendered continually more transparent - This nL-ans that the 
past inparts ever-increasing temporal profundity to the present as 
the body of human experience , which f inds a home in the interior of 
the mind, increases. 

In this way he takes up a preoccupation of Carola Giedion-Welcker, 

expressed in writing about her particular favourites. She quoted James 

Joyce, for exanple, as saying , in the dream language of Finnegans Wake , 

"Put allspace in a notshall" (Giedion-Welcker 1971, p 38), implying a 

concentration of elewnts from all space and all time, and showed how his 

project was based on the 'eternal, ideal history' of the eighteenth 

century historian Giambattista Vico, who aimed to bring together the 

history of all peoples and all times. She wrote of Paul Klee - (Giedion- 

Welcker 1952, p 105) 

Klee also takes up the problem of bringing the past to life. He 

projects its into the present, freeing it from the suffocatipg 
sedinent of centuries. He lets no chilling distance cut hinself off 
from the past -.. there is often in his work the palimpsest-like 
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suggestion of a face corrdng through f rom beneath as though from a buried and forgotten past. 

The concentrated and living presence of past and future in consciousness, 

associated with 'interiorized' space and tim., and with the concept of 

rran 1sI gathering body of experience is referred to by Van Eyck as 

'duration' - (CCA pp 87-88) 

I think. the temporal span experience ffan carries with him in time - his sense of duration - is sometimes appreciated as large and 
inclusive, sometimes as small and exclusive. It is when he 
experiences and partioipates fully, when his associative avareness 
charges and extends perception, rendering it transparent and profound 
through memory and anticipation, that he becones avare of duration, 
ie of temporal depth. The past a-nd the future are then contained in 
the span of the present. 

The sense of the present is thus enlarged by rremc)ry, anticipation and 

associaton, by the simultaneous presence of all tiffes and places in 

'interiorized' space and time, in contrast with the fleeting instant of 

linear time - (CCA p 89) 

Time from within is experienced as adld duration because the piercing 
thrust of each passing instant tinLe-fron? -without inflicts, is no 
longer felt. 

It is the sense of an enlarged present which Van Eyck sees as the basis 

for a sense of being at how in time and space - (CCA p 88) 

A sense of being present within the present; of being contained in 
its temporal span, ensues. Awareness of duration is as gratifying 
as awareness of the fleeting instant is oppressive. The forner 
opens time, renders it transparent, whilst the latter closes time, 
rendering it impenetrable, ie without dirrension. However as soon as 
rmn experiences duration he senses himself contained in time - 
included - and tirre contain6d in him. In coinciding with time, 
furthermore, he coincides with himself. There is then no difference 
between a sense of duration and a sense of being, nor for that MItter 
between these and a sense of the present, for the present is 
experienced as extending into the past and future; past and future 
are created in the present. This implies self-realization. Yes, 
nRn is at home in duration. But there is no room for him in closed 
time. In the abstraction of the consecutive instant mn loses his 
sense of dimension and hence his identity. 

Thus the experience of being related to all times and places through a 
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network of ffewries, desires, emotional and rwntal associations, leads to 

the sense of being at horre in tim and space. 

Association has the peculiar property that it can link objects, places or 

occasions, irrespective of time, space or any other barrier; it is a 

faculty without respect for narrow categories or hierarchies. As a 

result it is possible for association to build up the dense network of 

relations which constitute the sense of identity and of being at home,, and 

the denser the network of attachmnt, the stronger this sense. 

Ultirrately Van Eyck sees this as leading to a complete dissolution of 

barriers in experience between things, and to a reciprocal identification 

of subject and object - (CCA p 95) 

In so far as the network of emotional and intellectual association is 
opened up in the unity of time and space it will lift the barrier 
between one reality and another, whether external or, internal, 
between the maning of one thing and the waning of another thing ... 
and ultimately also break through the impregnable frontiers that hold 
each thing within the confines of its definition and dismntle the 
hitherto invincible hierarchy within which the self-contained 
identity of each object-category resisted the transformtive impact 
of the other ..... As all things pass through the continuum of 
mants mind - the continuum of interiorized reality - they n-erge, 
becon-e- pern-eable, and are recreated, transformed. 

Coupare this with Buber's description of the 'seamlessness' of relation, 

here with another person - (Buber 1970, p 59) 

He is no longer He or She .-. a dot on the world grid of space and 
time, nor a condition that can be experienced and described, a loose 
bundle of named qualities. Neighbourless and seamless, he is You 
and fills the firrament ... everything else lives in his light. 

N 
Similarly, Van Eyck's Team 10 colleague BakenR spoke of mc)ments of 

'relation' between ffen and things at CIAM's Hoddesdon meeting - (Bakenu 

1952, p 170; trans OCA p 228) 

There are moffents in our life in which the isolation of rren from 
things becomes destroyed: in that ffoment we discover the wonder of 
relationship between ffen and things. 
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But 'exteriorized' time and space, according to Van Eyck, provide no basis 

for transfornution or for this relation with things, no basis for identity 

or for attachment - (OCA p 89) 

In the void of exteriorized tim and space, 'things' are reciprocally 
exteriorized, become, mnacing hard-edged objects and lose their real 
identity. A world of 'its'. 

Van Eyck's project to establish this sense of being at home, and related, 

through the power of association, demonstrates his debt to surrealism. 

The similarity is apparent in the following account - (Short 1976, p 302) 

The Surrealist contention is that the world would cease to be a 
conglomeration of unrelated fragments in which nan feels himself to 
be alien and lost if the associative faculty of the rdnd could be 
restimulated and developed. This means regaining the use of powers 
we once possessed before they were errasculated by a ffaterialistic 
civilization; powers which children, primitive peoples and the 
insane seem to be the last amDng us to retain. 

Moments of everyday experience in which relation is established and 

consciousness expands to f ill all tirre and space, are also a key element 

in much modern art, rooted in romanticism. Thus Wordsworth, for example, 

wrote of 'spots of tim' which acquire extreme significance, and 

Baudelaire of 'surnaturalisme' - "a state of perception which intensifies 

the existence of things, makes them hyperbolically themselves 

accorqpanied by an expansion of tirre and space which allows things to break 

their bounds, to becoffe vibrant, resonant, and enlarges the poet's ability 

to spiritually encompass the worlId" (Scott 1976, p 210). Virginia Woolf 

wrote of similar 'morrents of being' and 'little daily miracles'. Carola 

Giedion-Welcker also discussed such mments, for instance in writing of a 

paintýng by De Chirico - (Giedion-Welcker 1973, p 134,21) 

In the still life of the 'Sacred Fish' (1916) a 'sanctification of 
reality' is accomplished, whereby the sacred shines forth out of the 

contingency of the profane, and comwnplace things confer that other 
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spiritual transparency which again and again leads to 'epiphanies' of 
the everyday in the poetic work of Jams Joyce. 

Of Jarry she wrote that, in his blend of the sublime and the absurd, both 

everyday things and natural phenoffena possess "ihre poetische Transparenz, 

ihre 'Epiphanie"' (ibid, p 186) 

Jarms Joyce developed his notion of the I epiphany of the everyday' in 

'Stephen Hero' (1904-6) - (Joyce 1977, pp 189-90) 

Consider the performnee of your niLnd when confronted with any 
object, hypothetically beautiful ..... First we recognize that 
the object is one integral thing, then we recognize that it is an 
organized coffposite structure, a thing in fact: finally, when the 
relation of the parts is exquisite, when the parts are adjusted to 
the special point, we recognize that it is that thing which it is. 
Its soul, its whatness, leaps to us from the vestrrent of its 
appearance. The soul of the commnest object, the structure of 
which is so adjusted, seems to us radiant. The object achieves its 
epiphany. 

f 

When Van Eyck sees the transformtion of all things "in the continuum of 

man's mind" and a sense of being at home as arising out of 

'interior izat ion f. he thus joins a long ronantic tradition, nanifested 

particularly strongly in mDdern art through the work of James Joyce and 

the Surrealists. It is therefore not surprizing to find him criticizing 

modern architects for "the' way they dreaded surrealism, especially, like a 

pcdsoncus snake" (Lotus 28 1981, p 18). He believes that modern 

architects fail to penetrate the interior of consciousness, because they 

have failed to appreciate the deeýer maning of mdernism - (CCA p 48) 

They are attracted to the dress but not to the body of a great idea; 
they are wary of the magician because he actually effects 
transformtion, but are attracted to the juggler because he merely 

affects it. They, f urtherwre, f lirt with some of the isms that 

seem to them coffprehensible exluding those that shed light on the 

realm of poetic association and the real perplexities of the And - 
the inner world* 
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Aldo van Eyck believes that 'interiorized' space and time of fer the basis 

for relation, for 'built homecoming'. He therefore directs his writing 

towards the introduction of these aspects into a mDdern architecture which 

had previously ipored them. The remining chapters of this study trace 

the architecural concepts developed by Van Eyck through this introduction 

of a mc)dernist space-tim sensibility into mDdern architecture, in order 

to establish 'built homecoming'. 

f 

s 



CHAPTER FIVE PLACE AND OCCASION; THE INBETWEEN REALM 

Van Eyck criticized nWern architecture for its abstract concepts of space 

and tim - (CCA p 47) 

Space and tim are still approacbed as absolutes exterior to ffan in 
the field of architecture. 

He believes it has created abstract spaces for ffere visual appreciation 

and perpetuated a clockwork linear view of time - (CCA p 90; ef VIA, p 91) 

I have come to regard architecture conceived prirrarily in terms of 
visual perception - chained to the sensory limitations of visibility 
- as abstract and arbitrary. Abstract because it negates the 
transparency of time and therefore still deals with it 
ffetronomically; arbitrary because it negates its ultiffate subject - 
rran - in remaining thus abstract. Architecture should therefore 
interiorize both space and time. To huffanize environaent can have 
no other waning. 

Vision, as Van Eyck suggests here,, is the mcost 'detached' sense, implying 

the viewpoint of a spectator contemplating an external reality abstracted 

from its temporal context. An architecture intended for detached visual 

contenplation, and thus abstracted from concrete experience, provides no 

basis for hunan relation. It is synptoffatic of this approach that 

architecture is so often characterized as a 'static' art of space, despite 

the mst obvious objection that it is not presented to the 'spectator' as 

a whole at one instant. It is hardly more appropriate to consider it an 

art of ordered succession, since the everyday use of a building rarely 

involves a strict sequential or4der'. Furthermore, since a building exists 

in time, it is rmdified by use and by weathering, a well as by the 

changing light and surroundings of changing seasons. While such aspects 

as the ageing of paint or the changing light of a gallery can be excluded 

from the artistie intentions of painting without great loss, when the 

teq)oral aspects are excluded from the art of architecture a wedge is 

122 
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driven between two aspects: on the one hand the limited faestbetic' 

intentions, existing outside tiffe and appreciated through detached 

contemplation, and on the other hand (merely) 'functional' aspects of the 

building's temporal existence, appreciated through the physical 

involvement of everyday use. 

Van Eyck's decisive contribution is to relocate the art of architecture in 

concrete - temporal experience, and see its role as the establishment of 

relation - 'built homeconfLng'. Architecture is therefore to be directed 

to the needs of the involved inhabitant rather than the detached 

spectator, by providing concrete places for concrete hunan occasions, and 

by stin-Ail. ating the power of association to build up a dense network of 

attachments. In this project Van Eyck therefore draws on the 

'interiorized' concepts of space and time, in the perspective of 

consciousness, which he developed out of mcdernism. His relocation of 

architecture in order to include the inhabitant rather than present itself 

to a spectator recalls a quotation he makes frorn Cezanne - (in 

Architectural Design 7 1981, supp p 16) 

Nature is on the inside. I do not see it according to its exterior 
envelope. I live it from the inside. I am immrsed in it. After 
all, the world is all around m- not in front of ne. 

The concept of 'place', and the associated approach to architecture 

through its role in concrete exp'erience, are of course not Lmique to Van 

Eyck, but were general phenomena of architectural debate throughout the 

1960s and 1970s, as a reaction to the 'open space' of wdern architecture 

and the 'placelessness' of the contemporary city. Van Eyck expressed 

this reaction at Otterlo in 1959 - (Forum 1960161, p 238; ef CCA p 68) 
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For thirty years architecture - not to mention urbanism - has been 
providing outside for ffan even inside ..... Architecture (sic 
urbanism) implies the creation of interior both outside and inside. 
For exterior is that which Precedes nRn-made environffent; that Vbich 
is counteracted by it; that which is persuaded to become 
comnensurate by being interiorized. 

His introduction of the concept 'place' at the saw 1959 meeting was 

highly influential, 1 though not absolutely decisive to the developirent 

of the 'place' debate. No atteript will be mde here to trace precise 

lines of influence but a brief outline will be sketched to indicate the 

breadth of the 'mvement'. 

Although discussions of the 'place' concept (Van de Ven 1977, Norbeig- 

Schulz 1971) have pointed to its origins in Aristotle's theory of space, 

its entry into recent architectural discussion owes more to contemporary 

philosophical developments. 
f 

In Suzanne Langer's 'Feeling and Form' (1953) . place was given a central 

role in architecture; she argued that an 'ethnic donuin' is the 'basic 

abstraction' of architecture, and referred to 'place' as "an ethnic donRin 

nude visible, tangible, sensible" (Langer 1953, p 95). In this sense, 

she argued, a nomadic camp is a place - an orgtnization in space - 

although its location is constantly changing. At about the saw time, a 

nunber of phenoffenologists were investigating spatial aspects of huran 

experience. Merleau-Ponty's 'Phenomnologie de la Perception' was 

published in 1945, Heidegger's 'Vortriage und Aufsaitze' in 1954,2 

Bachelard is 'La PcmAique de L'Espace' in 1958 and Bollnow's 'Mensch und 

Raum' in 1963. All of these works have entered into later architectural 

discussions of the place concept, as well as parallel discussions in 

geography (eg Relph 1976, Tuan 1977). In addition, architectural 
I 
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anthropologists have investigated the sense of place in other cultures 

(Rapoport 1969, Nitschke 1969). Kevin Lynch's studies of inhabitants' 

mental imges of American cities were published in his influential 'Irmge 

of the City' in 1960; he gives little indication of theoretical sources 

for his concrete experiential approach. His 'What Time is this Place' 

(1972) is a broad survey of the inpact of. places on the experience of 

time. It is Norberg Schulz however, in a series of publications since 

1971 (Norberg--Schulz 1971; 1976; 1979) . who has carried out the deepest 

investigation of the experience of place, developed out of 

phenormnological studies, notably those of Heidegger. 

Among practising architects, Charles Moore has written a number of 

articles and books around the subject of place (Lyndon, Moore, Quinn, vd 

Ryn 1962; Moore 1967; Moore et al 1974; Bloomer and Idoore 1977), and 

the first of these includes a quotation from Langer's 'Feeling and Form', 

as well as one from Van Eyck's Otterlo talk and a photo of his orphanage. 

By 1967 the place concept had taken root so widely that it was possible 

for John Donat to give his book (Donat ed, 1967), surveying contemporary 

architecture worldwide, the subtitle 'Place and Environnent'; he gives no 

indication of the concept's origin, though contributions are included by 

associates of both Charles Moore (Donlyn Lyndon) and Aldo van Eyck (Hernan 

, Hertzberger). 

Van Eyck's application of the place concept can thus be viewed as 

participating in a general debate, partly influenced by him and partly by 

other sources. It is the intention of this diapter to investigate the 

role of 'place' and 'occasion' in his writing, and to show the relativity 

he gives them by dermnstrating, the hurran need for both enclosure and 
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. V-- particularity on the one hand, and openness and generality on the other. 

Place and Occasion 

Van Eyck recognized place and occasion as the basic elements through which 

an image of space and time is constituted in consciousness, the 

fundamental particles of interiorized space and time, and thus the 

foundation for an architecture of 'built homecoming' - (Forum 1960., p 121; 

OCA p 51) 

Space has no room,, time not a mcoent for man. 
Ile is excluded. 
Tn order to 'include' him - help his horrecorrd. ng - he must be gathered 
into their meaning (man is the subject as well as the object of 
architecture). 
Whatever space and time man, place and occasion man ffore. 
For space in the image of man is place and 
time in the in-age of nun is occasion. 

Van Eyck's first step is to stimulate involverrent in particular places and 

occasions. The power of association is then stimulated to link 

remenbered places and occasions with a network of others, far and near, 

past and future, real and iffagined. In this way ffan is involved - given 

a foothold - in the totality of space and tim through the particular 

place and occasion. 

N 

The initial involvement is to be established through very concrete 

qualities,, through "the actual corporeal place reality of components, 

elermnts and objects which are physically tangible and accessible as such 

in that they have - or acquire -a direct hunan use"(VIA p 128; CCA p 78). 

Van Eyck goes on to give examples - (ibid) 
I 
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A wall, a seat., or sow steps on which to repose, talk, wait,, or watch; a table around which people gather for an occasion; a balustrade, wall or lamppost against which one can lean and smoke a pipe; a door which allows one to tarry with dignity. All these things are not spaces as such, but they constitute place in a direct physical sense. They are tangible points of focus from which space can be appreciated ..... They impart a sense of belonging, of being somewhere specifically. 

To further emphasize the importance of involvewnt to appreciation of 

space., Van Eyck gives an exaffple - (VIA p 128; cf OCA pp 78-79) 

Let us imagine for a moment a public space beautifully articulated 
with a single seat meaningfully situated under a tree. The sun is 
relentless. I am very tired and very surprised to encounter a place 
so well accommodated to my inclination and so apparently beautiful 
too. Now, what if I discover a warning - wet paint! - on the seat 
at the last moment? Or one that says: for whites only!? 
The space for me - hot, tired and perhaps black - is all at once no longer the place I thought it was. Is it still a beautiful space 
now that it is impossible for me to experience whether it really is? 
Certainly not, for the circumstance of the seat - the physical place focus - makes it inaccessible. 

Place No Absolute 

Place provides for particular humn occasions in a particular location. 

It establishes a stable, finite focus in infinite homogenous space; it 

implies warmth, closed of f from the vastness of open space and time. it 

thus satisfies a human demand for security. 

But Van Eyck is cormAtted to an inclusive image of man and is aware of the 
I 

one-sidedness of this image of place as an absolute, He therefore 

rejects the provision of particular at the expense of general 

significance, stability at the expense of mobility, enclosure at the 

expense of openness, security at the expense of freedom. His 'relative' 

image of place and occasion envisages them as the basic elements of a 

I 
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dynandc mental picture built up by mmory and anticipation - the same 

place experienced on different occasions, layered patterns of different 

places linked by similarities - and he emphasizes the relativity of 

openness and enclosure, implying the mutual dependence of freedom and 

security. He further rejects the idea that increased mobility in society 

must lead to a dirrinished attachrmnt to place. Such an idea, he argues, 

is based on the mechanical and false notion that place affinity is a 

"rigid quantum" which becones ever rrore thinly spread as wre places 

become known. On the contrary, confinement to one particular place rmy 

be experienced negatively and may also linit the ability to appreciate 

other places, while increased nubility may actually increase attachment to 

place. Van Eyck argues that the experience of particular place takes on 

increased depth f rom the variety of places and occasions linked to it 

through mewry and association. 

Van Eyck thus reacts to modern architecture's elevation of open space as 

an absolute, not by seeking to establish place as an alternative absolute, 

but by a relative approach, based on an inclusive imge of nan's demnds 

for security and freedan. 

Relativity of Space and Place, Openness and Enclosure 

N 

Van Eyck criticizes modern architecture's absolute rejection of enclosure 

- (OCA p 76) 

Desire to give expression to unlimited space, to express space as 

such as a new absolute -.. along with the desire to achieve spatial 

continuity through interpenetration of elenunts and elirninatipn of 

the essential difference between outside and inside, regardless of 
human experience, has turned architects against all that separates, 
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against all that closes off and encloses, and hence, ultimately, 
against man. 

But he goes to be equally critical of the swing of the pendulum of fashion 

which has established enclosure as a new absolute - (CCA pp 76-77) 

Recently a trend towards the opposite is notable, but equally 
nefarious ..... It epitomizes addiction to false alternatives 
instead of dedication to twinphenomena for the sake of the final 
subject of architecture - nnn. 

For Van Eyck, openness and enclosure constitute rmre than mrely two poles 

of spatial appreciation, but are two mtually dependent hurran aspects - 

(CCA p 77) 

There are two f undamental kinds of spatial sensation that are 
compatible with ffan's primordial nature. They must always be 
present somehow in what we make - both at once. That is why I have 
conjured the breathing image and keep asking: when is architecture 
going to breathe both in and out - ie just breathe. There is the 
spatial sensation which makes us envy birds in flight, there is also 
the kind that recalls the sheltered enclosure of our origin. 
Architecture will defeat its own end if it discards either the one or 
the other of these great hurmn aspects. To be Caliban it is 
necessary to be Ariel. 

Two Irrages of Man 

Modern architecture's one-sided emphasis on open space ffight be seen as a 

uere oversight, an incidental aspect, or a nerely formal preoccupation. 

However it must surely be accepted that the genuinely creative modern 

architects were led by an imge of rran rather than by nerely visual 

aspects, that they were celebrating an image of human freedom. Thus 

Norberg-Schulz argues that mdern architecture's 'open space' had -a very 

deliberate hunan meaning - (Norberg-Schulz 1975, p 351) 

We have repeatedly used the term 'open space' to indicate the imge 

of a lindtless and continuous environmnt where mn rmy act and 
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f ree ly move about - not for the sake of rmvement as such, but as an 
expressii)n of a new freedom of choice, that is the freedom to search 
and create one's own place. 

It seeffs equally certain that architects of the quality of Le Corbusier 

were aware of the exposure which is the other side of such absolute 

openness, of the extent of the deffands they vere making in denying the 

hurran desire for enclosure and security, but that they soffehow expected 

nan to find the strength to tolerate this new position. Scully wrote of 

Corbusier's High Court Building at Ch. andigargh, in his 'Modern 

Architecture' of 1961 - (Scully 1974, p 48) 

Men thus return to the earth as men ..... They appear to reject 
perfect protection and nDbility alike - so leave the cave, coffe off 
the road, forsake the river, and take a stand. This se-ems the 
fullest realization in architecture so far of the new humanity, self- 
governing and expecting no favors, which first began to be imagined 
two hundred years ago and sought its ancestry in Greece: "a shaft 

o*. inflexible and free". 

Yet Scully ffade a striking adjustffent to this heroic tone in a second 
I 

edition of the same book thirteen years later. He wrote - (Scully 1974, 

p 60) 

Events have forced us to take a humbler and perhaps mre analytic 
view of ourselves. 

Similarly, Van Eyck expects no sudden change in the nature of rran, and 

argues the need to accept a mDre inclusive picture, arguing "the 

unconditional frailty for which mn stands and therefore cannot negate 

without losing his hurran identity" (CCA p 252). It is on the ýasis of 
S 

this inclusive picture that he calls for the simultaneous provision of 

openness and enclosure. 
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Ariel and Caliban Again 

Van Eyck has recently returned to the therm of the relativity of openness 

and enclosure, in his writing about the Amsterdam Mothers' Home, under a 

the title 'Ariel and Caliban' (1981). He renains comnitted to both space 

and place, openness and enclosure - (in Stichting Wonen, forthcoming, 

d3) 

My affection for those closed spaces, cool and dark within rdld mud 
walls, which I entered in the Sahara, has always compleffented my 
passion for the fragile transparency of Duiker, Van der Vlugt and 
Rietveld and never contradicted it. 

But the stress now falls differently, and he seems to regret his former 

eiTphasis of place and enclosure in the face of their recent elevation as 
absolutes - (ibid, d4) 

I had certainly not foreseen the cosiness of all those places 
(str-aight from the rreagre to the cloying - ffust they be so one-track 
nrinded? ), but it shows how easily another magic word - 'place' - has 
been corrupted. 

He now goes out of his way to enphasize that absolute closed space is just 

as empty as absolute open space. Having seen place devalued -a concept 

he had done so much to promote - Van Eyck now stresses the importance of 

openness - (ibid, d5) 

Because construction in space necessarily implies mirking out, 
definition, creation of scale, enclosure, I have recently preferred 
to enphasize that which does not inevitably remin through this 
painstaking process - openness. Openness is a quality which needs 
our care, which we mist therefore take care to provide. 

But his increased awareness of the'danger of misrepresentation leads to an 

even wre concentrated simultaneous presentation of apparent opposites - 

openness and enclosure, space and place - and lends his writing a baroque 

density - (ibid, d 6) 
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When space disappears, only emptiness remains. And when that 
happens, interior quality is lost, and there can be no wre question 
of, enclosure. But if these qualities are lost, then nothing is left 
to 'open'. Can a building still be open - directed outyards - %hen 
space is excluded, when no interior is created, and thus no 
enclosure? 

Van Eyck has chosen to emphasize openness and space, or enclosure and 

place, at various tims and this has somtirms been taken as an indication 

of a one-sided or changing position. However it would be difficult to 

find anyone who has taken such a consistent and inclusive position on 

these fundamental issues over the last quarter century. His changes in 

effphasis should rather be interpreted as an atteffpt to counteract a 

perceived one-sidedness in the debate which he enters. 

There is, for example, a tendencY in Holland to asssociate the nams of 
I 

Van Eyck and his 'Forum' colleagues with the developwnt of the 'nieuwe 

truttigheid' -a cosy small-scale 'neo-vernacular' style - in recent Dutch 

housing. Van Eyck's recent eirphasis on 'openness' can be seen as an 

attenpt to counter both this association, and the contemporary one-sided 

effphasis on enclosure and place. 

It is true that, in the 1960s, he enphasized place and occasion, but this 

was in the context of an architectural world dominated by 'm)dern' open 

space. The most casual readin of his earlier writings is sufficient to 
Ng 

show the consistency of his basic position. Thus, in his Otterlo 

presentation in 1959, for example, Van Eyck said - (Newmn ed , 1961 tp 27; 

cf OCA p 67) 

We simply cannot breathe only one way - we can hold our breath for 

only a very short time. Modern architecture has been trying hard to 

breathe only out without breathing in - and that's just as stifling a 
thing to do as the opposite - at any rate the result is the same. 
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You can't open up unless you enclose. You can't split dual 
phenomna into polarities and alternate your loyalty from one to the 
other without causing despair. It is hard to avoid doing this 
entirely but we can at least avoid turning what is virtually 
unsplittable into a set of artificial absolutes. 

Van Eyck has thus consistently argued the relativity of space and place, 

openness and enclosure. An exaniple from his Amsterdam Orphanage will be 

taken to illustrate how he proposes to establish this relativity in 

architecture, before this chapter proceeds to investigate a particular 

type of place - 'the Inbetween Realm' - of crucial importance in his work. 

Orphanage - Reconciliation of Spatial Aspects 

Van Eyck himself uses a particular space in the AnBterdam orphanage - the 

department for 2-4 year olds - to illustrate the simultaneous provision of 

openness and enclosure 
7 (see plan, p 134). 

'Place' is established here by the basic enclosure and by the playground 

built within the space; in particular a brick 'play-house' is provided 

within the defined space, achieving a decisive reduction in scale. The 

defined space is opened up diagonally towards a defined outdoor play space 

or patio, and to the outside world beyond. A column placed centrally in 

the opening to the patio both draws attention outvards and naintains a 

degree of enclosure. 
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At the same tim, this space illustrates (see Van Eyck's sketches, P 135 ) 

the reconciliation of rest and mDveffent. Rest is adiieved through the 

centralized cupola and central axes. Movement is simultaneously 

introduced through a shifted centre and shifted sub-axes. The focus of 

the 'place' - the play-house - is thus shifted diagonally from the centre 

of the space; the sub-axes are established by the symetry of the opening 

out to the patio, and the symuetry of the kitchen element which overlooks 
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: t3. 

"Reconciliation of basic 'principles: centralized space; 
rest through axiality and symmetry; movement through 
shift of center and of axis (baroque) and spatial can. 
tinuify (De Stijl); opened and enclosed space. Why? 
Because not one but all these principles have basic 
human value! Synthetic revitalization at architectural 
hijtory--ol basic hunian heritage-is valid always. First 

sketch shows double reduction of dimension (]-+2-+3) 

under large cupola and shilt of place-center in relation 

A 4. ruimtelijke continuitel en 
door subassen 
near buiten gerich! e 
eandacht. 

space turned in on itself and 
strongly enclosed 

to given space-center. Second sketch shows central axis 
A and B as well as shilted 'sub-axii a and sub-axis b. 
A, rain the problem of place-center and space-center 
(a = symmetry ol sliding door exit to patio. b= sym- 
metry at open kitchen; A= entrance. center cupola, 
jandpit; B= recessed part, lanterns). This axis Aill 
(center-shilt) enhances liberating diagonal attention 
tram enclosed center towards outer world (main road), 
i. e., diagonal attention outwards at right angles to 

f4o 

diagonal movement of pavilioni. Third iketch shows 

contra-movement to cupoln through recesied 900r- Little 

circular house (no roof) placed excenitically under 

central circle of light holes in cupola. Tyranny of cupola 

center humanized. 

Amsterdam Orphanage 

1. ruirnte in tichzp! f 
betrokken en ste, * 
periferisch ornsloten. 

L 2. dwingende centr 
verzacht door excentriscse 
plelcken tevens dubbele 
maat verkleming 

N. 
3. verlegging van sandoc. 4 

2. oppressive centrality softened 
by eccentric places at the same 
tim as double scale reduction 

3. shift of attention 

4. spatial continuity and attention 
directed outwards by sub-axes 

"l +2+3+4 simultaneously" 

Van Eyck's sketches showing reconciliation of spatial aspects 
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the space. The diagonal movement, established in this way, supports the 
impression of openness by directing the attention outwards. 

Van Eyck claims that he has here reconciled enclosed , centralized space 
with dynamic ('baroque) space and continuous open (de Stijl') space. 
He is guided by his belief that the various approaches to space developed 

by different cultures correspond to essential aspects of the huffan nind, 

and that man is best served by bringing together these partial aspects. 

Inbetween Realm 

Just as the relativity of place in Van Eyck's writing and architecture 

provides simultaneously for apparently contradictory huffan, needs, so he 

proposes a particular kind of place for the reconciliation of 

contradicto* poles by bringing them into sinultaneous awareness - the 

'Inbetween Realm'. He is again concerned with 'simultaneity', with the 

extended sense of presence through a concentration of realities into 

awareness. 

A building necessarily articulates relationships between elenents of 

experience, mst obviously between house and street, inside and outside, 

private and public (and thus indivi'dual and collective). Two eleffentary 

approaches are found to this articulation, and both are rejected by Van 

Eyck. On the one hand there is the tendency to establish continuity 

between realities,. especially in modern architecture. Van Eyck shows, 

however, that the only result is to destroy distinctions, to allow one 

reality to dondnate the other - outdoor space penetrates the interior and 
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erodes it away, the public world penetrates the private and diffuses it. 

He thus refers to "the contemporary concept (call it sickness) of spatial 

continuity and the tendency to erase every articulation between spaces" 

(Forum 1960/61, p 238). 

He sees the apparent alternative, however, of a rigid separation and 

consequent abrupt transition between realities as equally damaging, since 

sharp breaks are created in the flow of experience. Aspects of 

experience are. thus divided into isolated compartments and the sense of 

presence ('duration') and identity is diminished - (CCA pp 88-89) 

On the razor-edge borderline, on the a-diffensional frontier between 
here an there; between one man and another; between this and the 
following moment; duration is reduced to a instant; the present has 
no temporal dimension., so that there is no sense of being. Time 
becomes a terrifying thing, ticking away life in the horror of the 
void into which space is also lost. On the narrow borderline space 
is annihilated because there is no place for occasion. 

This argumnt is illustrated with a discussion of the experience of 

passing through a door - (CCA p 67; cf Newnan ed, 1961, p 28) 

What is a door? A flat surface with hinges and a lock constituting 
a hard terrifying borderline? When you pass through a door like 
that are you not divided? Split into two - perhaps you no longer 
notice! Just think of it: a rectangle two inches thick and six 
feet high! What hair-raising poverty -a guillotine is kinder! Is 
that the reality of a door? Well, perhaps the greater reality of a 
door is the localized setting for a wonderful humn gesture: 
conscious entry and departure. 

This dividing of realities diminishes the interrelatedness of experience 

through tirm and space which is essential to Van Eyck's vision of 
N 

relation. It creates an unremitting desire for the ffdssing reality, as 

in his example of the sailor's "landward yearning from the sea" and 

11seaward yearning from the land" (Forum 1967x, p 52; CCA p 59). 

Van Eyck therefore seeks to extend the morrent of transition bet%een 

realities, in which both are simultaneously present in consciousness and 
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therefore. mntally linked. He discusses 'tarrying' as an activity 

through which contradictory desires - such as to leave or to stay - are 

permitted to coexist, without the tension of being torn between 

alternatives. The 'doorstep' thus becomes an important image in his 

work, as the place where inside and outside, the individual world of the 

house and the collective world of the city, are present together. This 

same simultaneous presence of alternatives accounts for the rragical appeal 

of twilight - "that wonderful period, sometimes long and sonetiffes short; 

when both day and night are simultaneously present and experienced as a 

twinphenorrenon in a temporal inbetween realm: twilight" (VIA p 94; 

OCA p 146). 

'The Inbetween Realm' is what Van Eyck calls the places in which divided 

aspects are brought together in simultaneous awareness - , 
(CCA p 88) 

In the Inbetween Realm the narrow borderline between what is here and 
what is there, is looped so as to embrace and reconcile both,, it 
allows wreover simultaneous awareness of both - opens the senses to 
both - But this would never be so if the Inbetween Realm did not 
also loop the narrow borderline betwieen what was and what will be 
into a temporal span appreciated as duration - opening time to the 
senses. 

Shattuck's account of the mcdern artists preoccupied with simultaneity 

(whom he groups together in a 'movement' of 'simultanism') shows how the 

inclusive state of mind implied in Van Eyck's 'inbetween realm' is 

essential to this new concept of time - (Shattuck 1968, p 349) 

Simultanism and all the related 'isms' ... carried the arts into 
the realm of all-at-once. The logic of simultanism, if it has a 
logic, does not discreetly tend toward a Hegelian resolution of 
cpposites. It requires that our ffinds entertain concurrently and 
without synthesis two or more contrary propositions ... Jarry's 
'Pataphysics' rests on the truth of contradictions and exceptions. A 
In the paintings of Delaunay's 'Les Fenetres, series we are 
simltaneously indoors and out of doors, inside an object and on all 
sides of it. Satie is simltaneously spoofing and in earnest. There 
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is no coirproudse; truth, logical truth in the works of art that have 
been considered here, consists in the conJunct occurence of 
contradictions. -. 00 Simultanism ... gave the illusion of 
great speed though always standing still. Speed represented its 
potential inclusiveness, its freedom from taboos of logic and polite 
style. Stillness represented its unity, its continuous present, its 
sole permnence. 

And Spate, writing about Leger's painting 'Le Fumur' (1911-12) suggests 

how a window can be an 'Inbetween Realm' - (Spate 1975, p 251) 

The use of the picture plane as a window looking out onto a cityscape 
was a fairly common nL-ans of representing simultaneity for it enabled 
the painter to fuse the near and far, the individual and the 
collective, the small and the vast, the detailed and the generalized. 

For Van Eyck, the significance of the 'inbetween' idea goes far beyond the 

creation of doorstep or window; in his architecture the threshold is so 

extended that the whole building becomes a series of intermediary places. 

Thus he writes - (CCA pp 66-67; Forum 1960/61, p 238) 

I am concerned with multiple inbetween realm - the extended 
borderline - which leads the trail in stages, helping to mitigate the 
anxiety abrupt transition causes. We must frame rmn's 
desire to tarry, making the places where he can do so. 

FurthermDre, he extends the principle into the construction of the 

building itself, the way mterials and elements are brought together, so 

that the fabric of the building becoffes an image of reconciliation and 

equipoise - (OCA pp 58-59) 

Things of a very different 
device. The same goes fo 
Awareness of the inbetweeý 
It will transform not only 
also how we should make it 
will be there in the body, 
make. 

nature nust 
r things of 
creeps into 
our idea as 
- including 
the members 

be fanAliarized by sow 
a different size ..... 
the technique of construction. 
to what we should mke, but 
our technical approach. it 
and the joints of whatever we 
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Orphanage - Inbetween Realm 

All these aspects of Van Eyck's 'inbetween realm' are illustrated in the 

Amsterdam Orphanage. 

It is not entirely accidental that this building should demnstrate this 

concept particularly effectively since, for its intended inhabitantsp both 

the demnd for a securely defined honýe, and the relationship with society 

as a whole, were particularly problernatic. 

The entry to the building from the city has therefore received particular 

attention here (see Van Eyck's sketches, pJ41 ), and takes place through 

a sequence of overlapping spaces, increasingly enclosed by building. 

From the inner court several doors give access to an 'internal street' 

which in turn gives access to spaces belonging to particular groups of 

children. Transitions between the various stages are articulated by 

slight changes in level or degree of enclosure, or mst characteristically 

by circular precast concrete doorstep elements. 

The whole building is a sequence of transitions and intermediary spaces, 

with the internal street filling a particularly important role as 

intermediary between the various groups of children and between outside 

and inside. The sequence is not an absolute hierarchy from public to 

private, since very deliberate views are offered out of all areas to the 

traffic outside. The building is also characterized by a particularly 

extended boundary between inside and outside spaces - there are roof ed 

spaces which are outside, paved spaces inside, enclosed spaces outsýde, 

open spaces inside. 
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t sketch JA0tVJ interpenetration ol central. ized spaces and articulation lArouth defired intermediary 
Places (doorstep conception), i. e., spatial continuity by 
meano ol articulation instead at by elimination at articu. lotion between spaces (a contemporary architectural sick. 
ness Ifom tchich De Stijl did no., sufcr). " 

.0 

schema ter verduidelijking van de 
opeenvolgende en in elkaar griipende Sketch explaining the successive and 
ruirriten en plekker) tussen stad en voor- interwoven spaces and places between 
deLl': partituur van het komen en gaan; city and entrance door: choreography voor aanbevolen ilzerolastiek van 

of coming and going 

Orphanage; Van Eyck's sketches showing sequences of inbetween places 

The concept of 'inbetween' is also to be found in the building fabric. 

Pierced precast concrete lintel units form a continuous band around the 

whole orphanage, as an intermediary between wall and roof - (Forum 

1960/61, p 238) 

All external and internal walls,, as well as all mjor elements built 
viithin their enclosure, terffinate at colum height. - The space 
between here and the roof is either occupied by the horizontal 
preca. st reinforced concrete architraves - intermediary elenents that 
bind and enclose, form an extension of the walls upwards, an 
extension of the roof downwards - or is filled with glass. 

Purtberwre these lintels ensure that no wall is every absolutely closed 

or absolutely open; the lintel provides both opening and enclosure. Van 

Eyck thus demonstrates in this building what he rreans when he writes - 
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(CCA p 111) 

I see no other hunELn point of departure than this: to dedicate our 
creative ability to the imaginative articulation of the inbetween 
realm by mans of construction. To my mind that is what 
architecture is - what environmental planning is in general. 

s 



CHAPTER SIK NUMBER AND SCALE 

Aldo van Eyck has shown consistent concern with the architectural problems 

arising out of ffag nitude and miltiplicity, and sees the failure to cow to 

terms with them as a crucial weakness of wdern architecture and urbanism 

- (Form 1961, p, 237) 

Failure to govern multiplicity creatively and huffanize number by 
means of articulation and configuration ... has led to the curse of nx)st new towns. 

and - (Forum 1962, p 84; OCA p 211) 

A city is not a city if it is just an agglorreration for a very large 
'population' -a maningless accretion of quantities with no real 
room for anything beyond were survival. 

The control of mgnitude and nultiplicity have a crucial role in his 

Project to establish 'built homecordng'. Attachffent to a particular 

place does not by itself constitute the relation of mn with environmnt 

as a whole, nor is the simultaneous awareness established at the 

'doorstep' alone sufficient to constitute the relation between individual 

and collective. 

It is not difficult to establish a feeling of involvement at the level of 

particular place, or at low levels of scale or multiplication; but unless 

involvement can overcome these limf tations, what is beyond remins a 

threat to a -generalized feeling of attachment to environffent, to the wider 

world beyond the doorstep of hom or village. This could be called the 

problem of limitation of the srmll, the few, the particular. On the 

other hand, open space, large scale or large number contain the 

stimulating qualities of the broad perspective, of freedom of choice; but 

143 
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these in their turn can only be valued when they become accessible through 

involvement. This could be called the problem of accessibility of the 

large,, the many, the general. 

Van Eyck's appreciation of these problem and their complex interactions, 

can be seen from such statements as this - (CCA pp 114-15) 

Something my be appreciated as too small because it is small in the 
wrong way or not small enough in the right way. There ffay be too 
few of them which may again imply too small in the wrong way or too 
mny which, once rwre, may imply too small in the wrong way. 
Similarly something may be too large because it is too large in the 
wrong way or not large enough in the right way, it nRy be too large 
because there are too few or too many of them in t he wrong way ... 

Van Eyck's writing demonstrates the potential of the concepts of 

simaltaneity and twinphenomena to overcome the limitation of the small or 

few at the same time as the inaccessibility of the large or rrany. The 

'openness' of defined place and the creation of 'intermediary places', 

already discussed, demonstrate Van Eyck's commitment to opening up 

particular place to realities beyond its imnediate boundaries. He 

considerably extends this tendency, however, by giving a wider maning to 

the concept 'inbetween realm'. He thus applies the concept not only to 

places for simultaneous awareness of adjacent realities - inside and 

outside, public and private, house and street - but also to places for 

simultaneous awareness as such; he requires architecture to provide 

inbetween realm for the reconciliation through simultaneous awareness -of 

the qualities of large and small, many and few, whole and part, general 

and particular, city and house. If this were achieved, the involvement 

established at the level of particular place would be extended beyond its 

implied limitation; and the richness of content of the city, the. large, 
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of multiplicity, would be hurranized so as no longer to threaten relation 

or identity. 

Van Eyck's approach is thus the same as the one he discovered in the 

writings of the Griaules about the Dogon people - (Forum 1967x, supp p 7; 

cf VIA p 102) 

In order to be at home in the universe ffan tends to fashion it in his 
own image, accommodate it to his own dimension. Constructed 
enclosure as such was hitherto seldom sufficient, for there was always the limitless exterior beyond - the incomprehensible, 
intangible and unpredictable - harrassing his right composure So his cities., villages and houses - even his baskets - were 
persuaded by means of symbolic form and complex ritual to contain 
within their measurable confines that which exists beyond and is 
irmm-asurable: to represent it syrrbolically. The artifact - whether 
small or large, basket or city - was identified with the universe or the power or deity representing the cosmic order. It thus became a 'habitable' place, comprehensible from corner to corner, familiar and tangible. 

By creating their everyday environment in the image of the cosmos - thus 

reconciling large with small, general with particular, whole with part - 

the Dogon bring their cosmos down to a tangible scale, while the rmaning 

of the everyday environmnt is extended beyond its temporal liffitation. 

This chapter traces the mans by which Van Eyck proposes to achieve this 

reconciliation in contemporary architecture, a reconciliation sum. mrized 

in the term 'right-size', which implies the simultaneous presence of 

cpposing qualities - (Forum 1962, p 81) 

What has 'right-size' is at the same tim both large and smll, few 
and ffany, near and far,, simple and complex, open and closed; will 
furthermore always be both part and whole and embrace both unity and 
diversity. 

Another key aspect of Van Eyck's 'built homecoming' can be seen to rest on 

a bringing together of apparently cpposing qualities, by the imagination, 
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into simultaneous awareness, and thus to arise directly out of his 

modernist sensibility. 

Configurative Discipline 

The problem of multiplicity arises very concretely in architecture and 

urbanism as soon as a basic unit, such as a dwelling,, is to be repeated. 

Two eleffentary approaches concentrate on either the identity of the 

individual unit or the identity of the totality, at the expense of the 

other, corresponding to the attitudes criticized by Van Eyck as one-sided 

individualism or collectivism. Thus collectivism leads to the expression 

of a total order and group identity, with individual dwellings reduced to 

monotonous repetition. Individualism, on the other hand, concentrates on 

the identity of the individual dwelling, creating an arbitrary diversity. 

Van Eyck demonstrates that this too leads ultimately to monotony, since 

the effect of repetition is to destroy the identity arbitrarily created. 

He refers to this phenomenon as '%vhat is but arbitrarily 'different' 

becoming the same through addition" (Forum 1962, p 83; OCA p 209) and to 

the result as "the amorphous and additive character of all new towns, 

their heterogenous mnotony" (Forum 1962 vp 82; OCA p 72). The saffe 

view was expressed by the Srrdthsons in their presentation to CIAM at Aix- 

en-Provence in 1953 - (Srnithsons'1970, p 40) 

Things should not be different without reason. 
Things of the saffe order should be alike as leaves. 
To construct an 'estate' where each house is different is not to 
'identify' but to destroy the possibility of them making greater 

sense together. 
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Van Eyck therefore demands an approach which respects the identity of both 

whole and part - (OCA p 115) 

When one deals with plurality one cannot disregard the singular nor can one deal with the singular and disregard the plural Since we are concerned with plurality today, we shall have to realize that 'right-size' can only be established in the light of a complex 
array of size and numerical questions which will exact no reply from 
architecture and urbanism as long as contrary aspects are not re- 
established as twinphenomena, thereby overcoming contrarity. 

In his longest single text, entitled 'Steps Towards a Configurative 

Discipline' (Forum no 3p 1962), Van Eyck proposed a design process through 

which dwelling units might be built up step by step into meaningful 

groupings, which at the same time support the identity of their components 

- (Forum 1962,. p 83; CCA p 209) 

It is now possible to invent new building types, which do not lose 
their specific identity when multiplied, but, on the contrary, 
actually acquire extended identity and varied meaning once they are 
configurated into a significant group ..... Each individual 
dwelling possesses the potential to develop, by mans of 
configurative multiplication, into a group (sub-cluster) in which the 
identity of each dwelling is not only maintained but extended in a 
qualitative dimension that is specifically relevant to the particular 
multiplicative stage to which it belongs. Whilst the resulting 
group is in turn fortified, in the next multiplicative stage, by a 
new identity which will again enrich that which precedes it. 

This proposal is based on a major thene of Team X discussion, as 

presented, for instance, by the Sffdthsons at Dubrovnik in 1956 - (after 

Van Eyck, Forum 1959, p 232; CCA p 308) 

To relate the parts of a c6mnmity into a total cluster, a new 
discipline must be developed. We mst find ways of weaving new 
units into the whole cluster so that they extend and renew the 

existing patterns. 

Similarly Van Eyck noted, at the same rreeting, a tendency to work not only 

additively in terms of the multiplication of single units, but also in 

terms of meaningful large-scale elements - (Forum 1959, p 232; CCA p 308) 
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There. is a tendency to change from small cellular units of cluster which are used additively, to the creation of a major structural element, increasing the scale in order to ffake it irore comprehensible. 

He later illustrated this tendency in a student project by Piet Blom 
(Forum 1959, pp 244-48) which formed the basis for his 'Kasbah' housing 

project in Hengelo (see Blom 1975). 

The Vehemence of Vast Plurality 

The numbers involved in the m3dern city are too large for this siffple 

'configurative process' to be sufficient, as Van Eyck admits - (Forum 

1962, p 86; OCA p 214) 

In city-scale clusters or entire cities ... the forces and 
movements which result from these forces - the vehemence of vast 
plurality - are so great that functional and emotional conflicts 
ensue with which even the sequential configurative process I have 
referred to cannot fully cope. 

Van Eyck expresses the threat posed by vast rmltiplicity to individual 

identity in the language he uses in discussing this problem - "the menace 

of quantity" (Forum 1959, p 228), "the quantitative aggression of the 

forces vast plurality entails" (Forum 1962, p 88), "the vehewnce of vast 

plurality" (Forum 1962, p 86). 

Just as he argues that multiplication destroys identity created in 

individual buildings, he further argues that the scale of the contemporary 

city is such as to destroy the identity of clusters established by the 

elementary 'configurative process' - (Forum 1962, p 86) 

The vastness of the urban areas covered and the numerical problems 
that go with it, can well cause the successful establishnrnt of 
identity during the initial stages of multiplicative configuration to 
be discontinued during the further ones, so that textural 
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inconprebensibility instead of structural comprebensibility will 
again result. 

In the face of this further problem, Van Eyck does not counsel defeatism, 

though it is an indication of the nature of the 'configurative discipline' 

text that his answer is not altogether clear. It is hard to avoid the 

conclusion that the lengthy development of a sequential argument is not 

Van Eyck' s ffost successful form. In this text of some seven or eight 

thousand words, the argument takes a somewhat f ragmentary course; a 

particular line of argument is followed, only to be countered by the 

discovery of yet further problems - such as the maintenance of urban 

identity through change. At the same- timp. it is Van Eyck's rmst 

characteristically Team 10 text, both in theffe and approach; the one 

which mDst invites the tracing of 'influences' from his colleagues, 

especially the Smithsons. It thus presents a quite different problem for 

the reader than his more personal pieces, of great ('simultaneous') poetic 

density. 

In order to face up to the further difficulties of vast plurality and 

urban change, the text follows a number of potential elaborations of the 

configurative discipline, of which two mjor directions will be discussed 

here. Firstly, whereas the elementary configurative process is based on 

the integration of smaller units into significant totalities, Van Eyck now 

introduces the possibility of "large identifying structures" or "new 

structural devices" (Forum 1962, p 87) , implying a reverse process of 

articulation of larger structures. Before discussing this aspect, 

however, the following section considers a second approach proposed by Van 
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Eyck to control vast Mltiplicity, namely the use of miltiple rhythm and 
the development of an "aesthetics of nwnber". 

Aesthetics. of Number 

The threat of vast multiplicity to identity can be compared to that of 

undifferentiated infinite space. In both cases the architect is faced 

with an undifferentiated mass which mist take on a structure of meaning to 

give a place to the individual. Quantity mist be converted into quality 

before the imagination can gra-sp it. Van Eyck believes that the 

articulation of nultiplicity requires the developmnt of a special 

conception of harmony - harmony in motion - beyond 'classical harmony', 

which had the capacity "to iffpart order within a single thing, to make it 

rest within itself" (Forum 1962, p 88; OCA p 216). 

At the CIAM meeting in Aix-en-Provence in 1953, Van Eyck cal led for the 

development of this 'aesthetics of number' - (Forum 1959, p 223; 

OCA p 298) 

In order that we may overcome the menace of quantity, now that we are 
faced with '11habitat pour le plus grand nombre', the aesthetics of 
number, the laws of what I should like to call 'Harmony in Motion' 
must be discovered. Projects should attempt to solve aesthetic 
problems that result through the standardization of constructional 
elements; through the repetition of similar and dissimilar dwellings 

within a larger housing unit; through the repetition or grouping of 
such housing units, similar or dissimilar; through the repetition of 

such housing groups, similar or dissimilar (them and its mutation 

and variation). 

Van Eyck first called for this 'aesthetics of number' in 1.952, writing 

about the Swiss painter RP Lohse (Forum 1952, p 186). He argued that 
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this painter (see illustration P152 ) evolves harmony in motion, 

demnstrating that MDtiop need not mean chaos, through a rhythmical 

structuring of repetitive elements. 

A number of aspects of Van Eyck's own work demonstrate his personal 

contribution to the aesthetics of number. His use of 'them and its 

mutation and variation' is illustrated in the Amsterdam Orphanage. Here 

the total complex is integrated through the use of a limited range of 

standard elements - column,. pierced lintel, dome - which are varied to 

provide an articulate and comprehensible whole. Thus the space under the 

lintels may be open, or filled with wind(m, glass block or brick wall, 

with or without a window opening; the lintel void rmy be gla7 x--d or open; 

and the column row may be outside, inside, or at the boundary between the 

two; the dome my be large or small, if small it my be closed or opened 

through a roof light., if large it my be high or low, and include a large 

or small circle of tiny rooflights. In this way coherence is achieved 

through extended repetition., and a wide range of specific conditions are 

created. 

The Nagele schools (1956) and Van Eyck's discussion of them (Architects' 

Yearbook 9,1960) give a further illustration. By the nature of the 

school Programe, Van Eyck (with his fellow designer, HPD van Ginkel) 

was dealing with a basically repetitive classroom unit. In his "desire 

to overcome the mechanical application of the unit idea", however, he 

investigated a technique for =king the larger number comprehensible by a 

series of overlaid rhythmical reductions to smaller numbers - (Architects' 

Yearbook 9,1960, p 142) 
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The classrooms, though still essentially repetitive .e9 have lost, 
I believe, their additive character ..... This has been done by 
associating the lower numbers according to the specific plastic 
quality inherent in each, ie one collective playground outside, two 
entrances, four square halls, six classrooms. Simultaneously: ' one 
collective multi-purpose room inside (counterpart of playground) 'ývl-th 
three classrooms, two square halls, and one entrance on each side. A simultaneous two and six part articulation was acquired through the 
introduction of one, two, three and four as aesthetic values in their 
own right. 

Although this account my hang rather too much on a simple school design 

of six classrooms, he nevertheless demonstrates a potential technique for 

controlling number in general, which he calls "differentiation and unity 

through rhythm and sub-rhythm" (in Smithson ed, 1974, p 83). He concludes 

- (Architects' Yearbook 9,1960, p 142) 

Rhythm, sequence and theme variations Tnist become part and parcel of 
architecture and planning. Quantity cannot be humnized without a 
sensitive articulation of nuntx--r. 

The use of rhythmical structures (together with the mention of harmony, 

theme and variation) suggest comparison with musical techniques, whereby 

an undifferentiated 'temporal mss' is given meaning and structure. The 

complex rhythmic overlay proposed recollects such modern works as 

Stravinksy's 'Rite of Spring' (1913). 

Conf igumtion as Multiple Integration and Articulation 

In elaborating the 'configurative discipline' to cope with vast urban 

multiplicity, Van Eyck introduces the sarm multi-rhythmic approach of his 

'harmony in motion' - (Forum 1962 p pp 92-93) 

A city should embrace a hierarchy of superimposed configurative 

systems multilaterally conceived ... The finer-grained systems - 
those which embrace the multiplied dwelling and its extension - 

should reflect the qualities of ascending repetitive configura. tive 

stages as has already been put forward. All systeffs should be 

familiarized one with the other in such a way that their combined 
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impact and interaction can be appreciated as a single complex system 
- polyphonal, multirhythmicl kaleidoscopic and Yet Perpetually and everywhere comprehensible. A single homongenous configuration 
composed of many sub-systems, each covering the the same overall area and equally valid, but each with a different grain, scale of rmvement and associatiork-potential ..... Structural qualities nust contain textural qualities and vice versa. 

In addition to this multiplicity of configurative systems, integrating 

units into meaningful totalities, Van Eyck simultaneously notes the 

importance of "new structural devices" (such as the Srrdthsons' 

'infrastructures' or Tange's 'megastructures') 
. elements at the scale of 

the whole city. He refers to the examples of Split, discussed by Bakerm 

in Forum 2.1962, and of the Piieblos, disciissed by Van Fyck himelf In 

Forum 3.1962, to show the value of such structures. In Split the 

remains of the colossal Roman palace of the emperor Diolectian have 

provided the framework for the development of the city "within them, 

against them, on them and between them" (Forum 1962 vp 93; OCA p 231 )., 

thus demonstrating "to what extent the exploitation of large given 

structural elements can help to identify a fairly snull habitat". The 

Pueblos of the American south west, on the other hand, illustrate the 

building up together of houses into a large collective structure. 

Van Eyck thus demands the creation of identity and control of multiplicity 

by working simultaneously up and down through scale levels, creating 

large-scale identity through the integration of smaller units and small- 

scale identity through the articulation of larger structures. 
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Large House - Suall 

The ultimate conclusion of Van Eyck's rejection of absolute scale and 
number is his mutual identification of house and city - (Forum 1967x, 

51) 

A house is a tiny city, a city is a huge house. 

U- Hu writes of this imge - (OCA pp 111-12) 

Now the large house - little city image is an inbetween realm image. 
Through multilateral identification it persuades the limited 
connotation that has settled on the idea 'house' to open up. Reciprocally it opens up the conceptual limitations that weigh heavily on the idea city. But it has more in store, for by 
identifying a human microcosm with a human macrocosm, it dethrones an 
array of absolutes, unrnasks the fraudulent countenance of construed 
polarities. 

He thus condenses into this image his whole concept of 'right-size', of 

the relativity of large and small, whole and part, many and few, house and 

city. The identification of house with city implies that the house must 

contain within its limited scope a dense bunch of meaningful places, while 

the city nust become tangible and comprehensible. 

Scale Reference 

Size and number man nothing without reference, to that all will 
agree. But there is little agreement as to the nature of this 

reference, beyond that it should accord with the rreasure of rmn! 
(CCA pp 113-14) % 

Up to this point, this chapter has considered Van Eyck's approach to the 

problems of number, of bringing together identifiable units into 

comprehensible totalities. However he also shows the potential of his 

concept 'right-size' in its application to problems of scale, of making 

comprehensible the size of a built space or rmss. The goal and the 
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approach remain the same - to articulate the large so that it becomes 

tangible throUgh a step by step reconciliation of scales one with another 
in simultaneous awareness. 

Van Eyck's approach to the reconciliation of large and small is best 

illustrated by his discussion of a number of very large buildings, without 

of course implying that its application is limited to such extrenp scales. 

In this discussion he contrasts the 'right-size' achieved by the Pantheon 

in Rom with the oppressive largeness of San Pietro's interior. The 

Pantheon, he writes, is characterized by an emphatic external mass which 

is carried into the appreciation of the interior - (CCA p 116) 

When one (enters) the dimensional impact of the interior space is 
overwhelming - and overwhelmingly beautiful. One remains aware of 
the exterior cylindrical imss, in fact it contributes towards one's 
overall size reference ..... The interior periphery is so 
miraculously articulated - drum, floor, and cupola with its central 
opening - that few such enormous spaces are so relaxed, so liberating 
and so imbued with power and grace ..... It has right-size, 
regardless of actual size - one feels both small and large in a 
pleasant way because ultimately the general impact is both small and 
large. 

In the case of San Pietro, he praises Bernini's piazza for its control of 

scale - (CCA pp 116-17). 

Standing under the colonade close to one of the enormous coluffns, 
this intermediary space imparts, as it curves away and appears again 
in quite another dimension as an exterior across the piazza, a 
feeling of right-size. N 

The vast curved colonade thus reconciles two scales in simultaneous 

awareness through the juxtaposition of comfortable proximity with 

impressiveness at distance. The cathedral itself, Van Eyck continues, 

has a limited exterior impact, so that no impression is carried into the 

interior. Whereas the interior of the Pantheon recalls its exterior 
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impact, the impression of the piazza is left outside San Pietro, and the 
interior is merely oppressive - (OCA p 117) 

I personally find the dimensional space impact of the interior 
confounding. Not only is the space impact of the piazza gone (in 
contrast with the rMss impact of the Pantheon) but there is no dimensional reference - not even Bernini's altar canopy helps, for both sizes are inaccessible. I always feel small in the wrong way because the interior does not feel large in the right way. 

He suggests that the combination of large interior space with large, 

articulated, exterior space may be the wrong approach and that such 

buildings should rather stand, like the Pantheon, in more or less 

undefined space or "be approached either via a smaller (space) or a 

multitude of small interior or exterior spaces and then open up like a 

great piazza - only covered" (CCA p 118). He sees sonv- French cathedrals 

as approximate examples of the latter, though they tend to allow a brief 

rest-space between the narrow mediaeval streets of the city and the large 

interior. 

Van Eyck takes the English cathedrals as another example of 'right-size'. 

He begins by admiring them as cities within the city - (CCA p 119) 

Situated as they are in a verduous surrounding, yet wonderfully 
anchored in the city ... their ingeniously articulated rmss, 
culminating in an immense central tower, can be seen from many miles 
away ..... The way the principle mss is immediately surrounded 
by chapter-house, cloisters and other episcopal buildings rrakes them 
into a world set within the world of the city but also within that of 
the entire bishopry. 

But it is the nature of the west facades which seem to be their rmin 

claim to 'right-size'. The articulation of this wall accomnodates the 

scale of the spaces on either side to that of the person passing through 

it. Referring to Wells, Van Eyck writes - (CCA p 119) 

The articulation of its west facade is astoundingly effective; it 

responds as do Peterborough, Exeterl Litchfield and Ralisbury tq the 

rjecessity of articulating horizontally and vertically at the same 
time. In fact the specific verticality of all these cathedrals is 
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effected by their simultaneous horizontal stratification. it is this which, along with the quality of the exterior space, produces the right mass impact and imparts a feeling of right-size in each case attuning them - this is the great thing - to the approaching and leaving church-goer. They feel both small and large in the right way. 

Finally, Palladio's San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice is an example of 
I right-size' to which Van Eyck often returns. He especially delights in 

the fact that just those features of the facade which he finds so 

successful, are often considered as 'faults' by academics. He writes of 

this facade - (unpublished) 

It possesses a certain multidimensionality which renders it both 
grand and gentle. By orchestrating three orders -, r) different in 
size, kind, and m-aning, dimensional extremes are brought together 
and intrinsic conflict is resolved instead of avoided. 

He admires the devices through which the orders are accon=Aated one to 

another and to the person entering. The small order is accommodated to 

humn scale at the entrance by the inward extension of the lowest mulding 

of its base., which also uerges with the base of the largest order - (ibid) 

The flat pilasters of the smallest order, intriguingly nestled, rise 
from entry level and have a very touching detail at their base, where 
the mouldings merge into those at the ba,,.:; e of the pilasters under the 
giant columns. Delicately, but oh so effective, one thin moulding 
is drawn - glides - inwards into the depth of the doorway. Thus 
S Giorgio's great facade, magnificent from across the water, adjusts 
itself gently to the physical dimension of those entering its 
interior. 

At the same time., there is an implied extension of the small order as a 

broad borizontal temple front across the whole facade and the larger 

order, on high pedestals, appears to rise out of this. The Juxtaposition 

is mediated by the raising of aediculae in the outer bays onto pedestals 

of the sam height as the large order, but within the bays of the small 

order, and set back in the same plane - (ibid) 

The broad borizontality of the suggested temple front, as it were 

passing through the verticality of the great pseudo portico, the 
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vertical shift by lifting the large columns onto high pedestals 
whilst placing the little aediculae on pedestals equally high, but 
set back a little - these are the interdependent devices - faults! - 
which were employed to achieve the articulation of attitude and the 
juxtaposition of very divergent dimensions I find so successful - and 
relevant today. 

Right-Size 

In introducing this chapter, two reciprocal processes in the establishment 

of built homecoming were discussed. On the one hand, making the large, 

the many, the general, coffprehensible; on the other hand, extending the 

meaning of the small, the few, the particular, beyond its limited scope. 

Van Eyck's concept of 'right-size' covers both these aspects. This 

chapter has shown how Van Eyck proposes to achieve a reconciliation of 

large and small., many and few, part and whole, in architecture,, but the 

problem of controlling large scale and number has tended to predominate. 

The following two chapters, on the other hand, illustrate the reciprocal 

element of his 'right-size' - his demand to extend the waning of the 

particular - by introducing his concept 'multimeaning'. 

This second element could be compared with the advice of a Zen treatise on 

garden design - (after Itoh 1973, p 73) 

Thirty thousand leagues should be compressed into a single foot, 



CHAPTER SEVEN 'MULTIMEANING' - NATURAL CYCLES 

Van Eyck asks that architecture take account of changes of seasons, of day 

and night, of youth and old age. This apparently siffple request 

typically includes such a complex of intentions that it simultaneously 

embodies the totality of his approach. It is an example of his 

development of a theffe out of his nx)dernist tim sensibility to illustrate 

the abstraction of minstream mdern architecture and to contribute to an 

alternative development supporting 'built homecoming'. 

He argues that nrdern architects and planners do not conceive their 

designs in relation to natural cycles - (OCA p 136) 

I wish to contend that neither buildings nor cities are really 
conceived in terms of the day and night cycle, but merely in abstract 
visibility - in abstract light taken for granted. 

In contrast to this, he proposes that places should exploit changing 

seasons and other cycles in order to nultiply their layers of ffeaning 

through their changing functional and experience potential. Built 

homecoming is thereby supported by an intensification of content in 

experience of particular place and occasion, and a reciprocal extension of 

association and structure in the time dimension. 

Precedent 

Van Eyck explains that 'primitive' cultures fail to offer precedent for 

effective exploitation of the potential of natural cycles since, fQr tbem, 

nature is the adversary in a fight for survival - (CCA p 132) 

160 
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The natural cycles, the elements and environmental phenomena 
challenged man's spiritual and physical adaptabiity - there was no 
question of desiring supremacy, it was a struggle for physical 
survival. 

There was therefore no space in which to explore the positive qualities of 

the elements - (CCA p 133) 

Since it was always, first and foremost, a question of survival, it 
was hardly possible to exploit ... in the house, village and city 
forms evolved, the inherent possibilities the natural cycles - day 
and night and the seasons - or the natural elements could have 
offered in terms of immediate human satisfaction ie beyond stringent 
necessity. 

Nevertheless nature was present in the built forms, since it played a 

large part in defining them, so that relation with these forffs implied 

relation beyond tbe particular - (MA p 133) 

At least the natural cycles and elements still played a large part in 
conditioning the form of what was hillt. They were, as it were, 
reflected in it and sometimes the form evolved was even Identified 
with the cosmic order as such. 

The present situation is in many ways the reverse of this. Technology 

has attained the potential to guarantee survival against almost all 

natural conditions. Yet architecture, according to Van Eyck, has failed 

to exploit the positive potential of this achievement - (CCA pp 133-34) 

Now the that burden of inevitability is lifted, man discovers himself 
unable to fly ..... Now that he can survive - at last - not 
because but inspite of the natural cycles and elements, he has become 
impervious to their bounteous meaning, insensitive to the qualities 
they bold in store and are there within reach as never before. 

A negative consequence of the freedom from natural constraints, which 

technology has made possible, is that nature is no longer reflected in 

built form unless architects intentionally include It. Rit Van Fyck 

shows that there is even a modern tendency to deliberately exclude -natural 

elements, a "striving to level the varied properties that belong to 

existence, and hence also to natural phenomena" (OCA pp 137-38). 
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This levelling can be seen as a logical consequence of the 'clockwork time 

view' and 'myth of progress' attributed to modern architecture by Van 

Eyck. This view implies that time is moving steadily from or towards 

utopian perfection. Within such a perspective it can be appreciated that 

the architect nAght wish his work to anticipate the perfection which is to 

corre about at the end of time, or was lef t behind before tirre began - 

Architecture would then aim to pare away accidental time-bound qualities 

in order to realize an image of an ideal order. Many tendencies within 

modern architecture indeed seem to ref lect such intentions - the emphasis 

on clean., smooth surfaces and pure geometrical forms, perpetually flooded 

with light, leaving no dark corners. The 'population' in this 

perspective becoffe actors in a utopian drama, idealized workers and 

idealized families, and individuality becomes associated with 

imperfection. 

Modern architecture does not, of course, entirely exclude the dimension of 

time, and the movement of the observer appreciating the aesthetic effects 

plays an important part. Le- Corbusier's Villa Savoie (1929-31) 

illustrates how the routes created for this movement may be used to 

'disrupt' the ideal order. There remains a contrast between such a 

moving observer and an involved inhabitant, between the abstract tirre of 

an observer's mDvement and the concrete time of an inhabitant's 

experience. - % 
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Architecture into Concrete Tenporality 

Architecture conceived in 'abstract visibility' runs into inevitable 

difficulties when realized in concrete time. It will, for instance, be 

subject to weathering, and to use in all weathers, in darkness as well as 

in light. The poignancy of badly weathered monuments of nrdern 

architecture arises from just this confrontation of abstract timeless 

ideal with concrete temporal reality. Van Eyck uentions two examples of 

the absurdity which arises out of such confrontations of architecture with 

natural elements - (OCA p 141) 

Buildings and open city spaces usually look as silly in the rain as a 
man in 'smoking' looks, dripping wet. 

and - (CCA p 142) 

White buildings ... cannot stand the pirity of snow - they look 
dirty and make the snow look too white. 

Since all real buildings exist in time, the problems which arise mist 

always be solved. Aspects which are not solved within the scope of the 

architectural intentions are therefore solved at a subsidiary 'functional' 

level. It is technology which makes this possible, which is used to rule 

out the contingent elements, the uncertainty and uncontrollability, which 

are inseparable from the time dimension. The practical problems 

associated with darkness are thus counteracted with artificial light, but 

the architecture fails to embrace the positive quality of night - 

(OCA p 135) 

To switch on artificial light merely in order to counteract the 
inconvenience of the sun's absence is an attention accorded to-the 
phenomenon darkness, but not to the phenomenon night. 

Such exclusions from architectural intentions can be seen to further 

accentuate the false division between 'aesthetic' aspects on one side and 
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'functional' aspects on the other, so that architecture risks irrelevance 

as either autonomous 'art' or limited functionalism. Van Eyck on the 

other hand is comffdtted to an architecture whose artistic intentions 

include all levels of functioning - (Lotus 28,1981, p 19) 

What is needed is better functioning - on far more levels this time. 
Just that - just better functionalism. 

Just as the element of abstraction in n-odern architecture is a mDre or 

less logical consequence of a clockwork linear tirm view, so Van Eyck's 

alternative approach is inherent in his nx)dernist time sensibility. He 

seeks to shift the architect's attention from instantaneous or consecutive 

visual impression to simultaneous experience, from contemplating spectator 

to involved inhabitant. fie therefore brings architecture out of abstract 

timelessness and perpetual clear light, precariously created by 

technology, and into the temporal present of everyday experience and 

natural cycles. For, he writes: - (VIA p 127; OCA p 138) 

Cities are not life-size models on a huge air-conditioned stage 
without actors. 

And calls for architects to: - (VIA p 125; CCA p 131) 

Switch on the stars before the fuses go! 

Van Eyck shows that the materials at the disposal of architecture in 

articulating this world go far beyond the normally accepted arcbitectural 

palette - (VIA p 127; cf OCA p 138), 

Not just geometry and the pretty shadows sunlight casts - not just 
abstract space notions and demonstrative construction - nor just 
concrete, steel, glass bricks, and whatever the catalogue suggests 
**. but rain, storm, snow, spring, stars, winter, sun, clouds,. ice, 
moon, child, and the aged: these also and the greater rest are the 
vnrLterials of architecture' corre to terms with them, architects, 
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Natural Cycles and Multimeaning 

Van Eyck believes that if places are made to dramatize seasonal and 

diurnal changes, and to exploit the varying functional and experience 

potential they offer, that the sinultaneous mental iffage of particular 

place will be intensified through a layering of impressions. He 

therefore writes - (VIA p 127; cf OCA pp 138-39) 

Instead of striving to level the varying properties which belong to 
physical existence through phenomena such as the cycles and the 
elements, instead of annihilating both the alleged inherent 
disadvantages and disconforts by means of technology (discounting the 
exhilarating properties also represented), these phenomena should be 
gratefully embraced and allowed to 'enter' what can only then be 
rightfully called envirommmt. For the salco of their great rnetic 
meaning; for the sake of the way they can positively transform the 
nature and purpose of the places within the city's over-all 
configuration. 

also includes "childhood and old age" alongside day/night and the 

seasons ammg his natural cycles, and refers to this as "the longest and 

most crucial" among them (CCA p 140). As with the other cycles he is 

also concerned to exploit the potential for 'multimeaning' represented by 

the different images and functional potential of a place in different 

perspectives, at the saffe tiffe as establisbing coberent place or city 

identity through links of similarity between different images. Thus an 

old person's image of a particular city will have a different structure 

than a child's image of that city, and both will differ from that of a 

adddle-aged person. A particular child's image will be different from 

another child's image, but share key similarities, just as a particular 

individual's image will change as they pass through different ages, but 

retain key constants. 
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Van Eyck therefore sumrmrizes the potential layering of perspectives on a 

particular city made possible tbrougb exploitation of all these natural 

cycles, as follows - (VIA p 127; OCA p 139) 

There is infinite scope for multimeaning implicit here: the 
conceived night city, day city, summer city, snow city, star city, 
rain city, falling leaf city, child city, old people's city, each man 
-all men's city - the real city. 

A particular place becoms more fully appreciated, according to this 

argument,, the mre perspectives are simultaneously present in the mental 

image of it - once more the 'simultaneity' of modernism. The problem 

facing the designer is how to create the significant differences and 

similarities between various images of the created place, building, city, 

so that each contains the potential, in Van Eyck's words, to "change face 

without losing their face" (OCA p 141). 

imagination is the key to this process. 

Van Eyck believes the 

What he seems to be derruLnding is 

an imaginative exploration of the particular environment, in the different 

perspectives of various inhabitants - old, young (driver, pedestrian., day- 

worker, night-worker) and various circumstances - rain, snow, sun, wind. 

The goal of this exploration is to ffaximize the potential experience value 

and to condense it into a coherent image. The imagination imitates, in 

this way, the fine-tuning of particular place through its history, or 

particular type (whether elemnt, place, house) in traditional 

architectures through repeated mnifestations, as it becomes accommodated 

to multiple circumstances and to a variety of users and uses. 
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Tajiri Exhibition (see Van Eyck's sketch, P168 ) 

The exhibition of sculptures by Shinkicbi Tajiri at the Stedelijk museum 

in Amsterdam in 1967, designed by Aldo van Eyck, illustrates the 

dramatization of the day/night cycle which he proposes, as well as of the 

'temporal inbetween realm' of twilight. Here he created two large 

cylinders of translucent paper in the exhibition space, containing sorm of 

the large pieces, permnently lit by yellowish spots, "giving no 

noticeable increase of light during daytime" (Domus 460,1968, p 10) - 

But towards evening - as it gets darker outside (pity it won't be 
winter! ) - the diffused daylight inside the paper cylinders will 
dirrdnish. Ultimately the spots will take over entirely. The drums 
will gradually become like enormDus lamps (accessible ones! ) in an 
otherwise nightlike environment ..... And think of the twilight 
situation! Blueish remaining daylight shining through the paper 
inwards. At the same time yellowish electric light beginning to 
shine outwards from the drums. 

Orphanage Rain Pools 

In one of the sheltered patios of the Amsterdam Orphanage, Van Eyck 

designed a circular sand-pit, with four circular depressions in the 

concrete around it. When it rains, water collects in these depressions, 

creating for a short time a new dimension to play there. Rain rmy thus 

be anticipated with pleasure and leaves a reminder of its passing. 
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Imagine a Square 

In the text 'The Child, the City and the Artist' Van Eyck gives an exazple 

of the way a place might be nRde to exploit the seasons and the elements, 

though he suggests that the potential is better divided among the places 

of a city than concentrated to quite this extent in one place - 

(CCA p 142) 

Imagine a square covered court with a large circular opening in the 
middle, its diameter approximately half the size of the square 
across. The court has shops all around., places where you can sit 
outside for a drink or just rest and talk, and a recessed smaller 
square in the middle under the circular opening, but larger than this 
opening so that a covered walk results between the edge of the 
recession and the shor)-front. Inngine yourself In winter after 
dark, enjoying the shop-windows all around or doing some shopping. 
It is cold and rain is pouring down torrentially ..... Of 
course you can run across the court, dive through the cylinder of 
rain if you are inclined to do such things. If you are not, it is 
wonderful to be the f irst to cross the gleaming court as soon as the 
rain stops and look upwards towards the circular sky and watch the 
sun breaking through, while the clouds pass. You may think all 
sorts of things, for instance, this will be great for the children 
the coming summer when they have turned it into a bathing pool, or,, 
should it start freezing this winter, prepared it for skating. YOU 
my also think of the enormous Christmasý-tree illuminating the great 
court; the castle of fallen leaves the children mde - for there are 
several huge trees --- 

He thus illustrates the extended appreciation of a place which makes 

memDrable occasions of seasonal changes. 

Natur cles and Twinp enomena - Tyclocosm and MetamDrphosis" 

'Day and night' was the title of an early 'Forum number' (1959/60, no 12), 

with a text by the poet Lucebert. The day/nigbt cycle offers an elegant 

critique of the ideal abstraction of modern architecture, not least 

because of the association of light and dark with complementary aspects of 
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ffan. The enphasis on the whole cycle, by Van Eyck, further reinforces 

his comnitment to a wre inclusive view of the nature of man - just as he 

includes the changing 'moods' of the seasons. The principle of the cycle 

is closely related to the concept of 'twinphenornenon', implying as it does 

a reconciliation of contrasting aspects through time -a system passing a 

series of contrasting states. He stresses his concern with the natural 

cycles as illustations of a way of thinking based on twinphenomena, rather 

than for their 'naturalness', and introduces the term 'eyclocosm and 

metamorphosis' to indicate a view of reality based on continuous cyclic 

transformation - (CCA pp 140-41) 

The concept of twinphenomna ... is by itR very nature a cyclic 
concept ..... I am concerned with what I call cyclocosm and 
metamorphosis. 

Through the creation of places which 'contain' the natural cycles, an 

imge is established of this view of nature and the associated way of 

thinking. 

Similarly, a particular place, house or city which brings together a 

reflection of all ages of man, thereby embodies an inclusive view of human 

life. Van Eyck has always been very critical of the contemporary 

isolation of the child f rom the rmahing of the city, "edged away towards 

the fringes of collective attention, an emotional and unproductive 

quanturd' (VIA p 126; OCA p 15). He criticizes the way the child is 

treated as "not yet grown up" (CCA p 10)., suggesting comparison with the 

I myth of progress' whereby the significance of the present is sucked dry 

by the anticipated future. A parallel critique mLght also be offered of 

the treatment of old people. Yet there is a fundamental human need to 

come to terms with the temporality of human life, which is perhaps the 

ultimate motivation for the desire to structure the time dimension, to 
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imagine significant beginnings and ends, to experience continuity and 

stable identity through change. This temporality is effbodied in 

architecture, and thus ffade tangible, by including childhood and old age 

in the meaning of the city. Thus Van Eyck writes - (OCA p 140; 

cf VIA p 127) 

This longest natural cycle embraces the meaning of many twinphenomena 
- beginning and end, mDvement and rest, change and constancy, 
transience and inmtability and, ultimately, life and death. 

All these basic realities are thus given tangible form in the city. 

Natural Rhythms Structuring Tl-rw, 

The part played by architecture in giving concrete structure and ffeaning 

to amrphous quantity - whether of space, time., urban dwellings or 

constructional components - is a recurring theme in Van Eyck's writing. 

The 'myth of progress' might appear to create this necessary structure in 

the time dimension, with the jnrticular moment a step towards a desired 

goal, but it raises as unny difficulties as it resolves. Apart from the 

arbitrary faith it demands, it also creates an oppressive dynandsm in the 

present - what Van Eyck calls "the piercing thrust of each passing 

instant" (OCA p 88), so that each moment is compressed by the urgency of 

the next. An awareness of the multiple rhythms of overlaid natural 

cycles., on the other band, breaks, down the absoluteness of linear time, 

and creates a qualitative articulation which permits the imagination to 

grasp the time dimension. A network of association is established 

through time - the present is linked to other occasions at the 

corresponding point in various cycles, or to contrasting occasions in the 

same place - which creates involvement beyond the particular rmment. The 
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present thereby opens up and is experienced without 'piercing thrust'. 

Van Eyck's exploitation of the natural cycles to emphasize temporality and 

relativity is a typically modernist project. In discussing Joyce's 

variation of form and style within Ulysses, Edramd Wilson writes - (Wilson 

1976, p 168) 

Joyce has achieved here, by different methods, a relativism like that 
of Proust: he is reproducing in literature the different aspects, 
the different proportions and textures, which things and people take 
on at different times and under different circumstances. 

Van Eyck's exploitation of the natural cycles is an exanple of his 

introduction of the same relativity into architecture, in order to 

multiply impression of particular place and thus establish Imultimeaning'. 

At the sume time lie gives tangible form to natural forces, as the origin 

of the changes, and enhances the comprehensibility of the tim dinension 

in which change takes place. 

s 



CHAPM EIGHT 'MULTIMEANING' - GATHERING HUMAN EXPERIENCE 

Van Eyck's demands for 'multimeaning' and 'temporal depth'. which are 

essentially demands for particular place or rmmnt to include content 

beyond their limited scope, lead him to require the designer to become 

aware of nnn's whole cultural experience and to telescope it into created 

place or object - (CCA pp 158-59) 

The body of human experience gathered into the temporal span of the 
present must be transferred frorn the interior of the mind into 
architecture, so that it my 'interiorize' space, give it multiple 
place meaning, and hence occasion potential ..... What man has 
thought, done and ffade - the sum of human experience in time and 
space - is contained in the temporal span of the present (the present 
would have no span otherwise), regardless of location in time and 
space. This means that the body of human experience must be there 
in the mind's interior - 'there' in so far as one is at least 
conscious of its presence - before it can be transferred into 
architecture. It is for this reason that I think the time has come 
to absorb and re-experience solutions found, wherever and whenever, 
for what they are worth in term of their intranscient human 
validity; for together they form the total body of man's building 
experience, gathered into the present. It is our task to transfer 
this experience as far as possible into what we, in turn, build. 
Adding our own experience to it, we thereby transfer it into the 
future. 

In this way architecture embodies 'interiorized' space and time as the 

designer telescopes bis awareness of otber solutions tbrougb transparent 

space and time into the present. Such an architecture would support the 

inhabitant's enlarged experience of the present by containing all space 

and time. It is an approach ffade possible by the time sensibility Van 

Eyck discovers in modernism, which sustains 'built homecoffdng' as an 

enlargement of 'presence' in particular place and leads to a reinforcement 

of 'relation' to it. The more human qualities contained in created 

place, the more likely it is to find a response in the inhabitant. 

173 
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This is contrasted by Van Eyck with the approach of nx)dern architecture 

and its 'closed' concept of tirm and space - (OCA pp 151-52) 

We have seen enough of what happens when the closed mind 'works', 
especially when it works with accumulative impetus: the past is 
severed from the present and the future becomes both a paradise of 
perfection and a nightmare of absurdity, oscillating perpetually 
between redemption and damnation; the present remains a hard-edged 
instant between past and future; memory remains a mental 
encyclopedia; the future is rendered as inaccessible as the past; 
cause and effect become subject to false mechanics producing the 
tormenting lie of causality ... and change is falsely deterrrdned in 
a single temporal direction from instant to instant. 

In this way the experience of presence, diminished by being cut off from 

past and future, is further squeezed by the headlong flight of tiim from 

or towards some perfect state., and 'built homecorrdng' cannot be achieved - 

(OCA p 159) 

To keep the mind closed is to sever architecture from both pftst and 
future, rendering it dimensionless, without temporal span, and hence 
utterly abstract. What is thus dimensionless and utterly abstract 
excludes man and can never sustain his perpetual homecoming. 

This chapter shows how Van Eyck proposes to achieve miltimeaning by 

gathering hurmn experience into created place, and discusses the further 

value of such inclusive hurmn content in architecture. In tracing these 

themes, the contribution of Van Eyck's younger Forum colleague Herman 

Hertzberger is also introduced. Hertzberger had recently graduated when 

he joined the Forum editorial group in 1959, and his writing and building 

has developed wre explicitly Van Eyck's notion of nultimeaning. In 

particular he has made a valuable contribution in discussing the nature of 

the design process through which 'nultimeaning' is to be achieved, and its 

consequences in terms of the space created for the inhabitant's creativity 

and for change within a stable environmental structure. 
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Man as a Constant 

Van Eyck's claim for the continuing validity of past man's experience to 

nun in the present depends upon his assumption that essential hurrELn needs 

arise out of the nature of man's fundamentally unchanging mental 

structure. He supports this belief in mn as a constant throughout space 

and tim with an extended quotation from the anthropologist Franz Boas, 

which appears twice in the text 'The Child, the City and the Artist' 

(p 149 and pp 299-300). The following is an extract - (Boas 1955, p 1) 

There must have been a time when man's mental equipment was different 
from what it is now., when it was evolving from a condition similar to 
that found azmng the higher ages. That period lies far behind us 
and no trace of a lower mental organization is found in any of the 
extant races of man. So far as my personal experience goes and so 
far as I feel competent to judge ethnographic data on the basis of 
this experience, the mental processes of man are the same everywhere, 
regardless of race and culture, and regardless of the apparent 
absurdity of beliefs and customs ..... The behaviour of everybody, no matter to what culture he may belong, 
is determined by the traditional material he handles, and man the 
world over handles material transmitted to him according to the same 
methods. 

Van Eyck, viewing architecture as a reflection of these constant hurmn 

qualities, contrasts this attitude with the one he finds embodied in 

modern architecture - (Newman ed, 1961, p 27; cf CCA p 166) 

Architecture is a constant rediscovery of constant human proportions 
translated into space. Man is always and everywhere essentially the 
same. He bas the same mental equipment though he uses it 
differently according to his cultural or social background, according 
to the particular life pattern of which he happens to be a part. 
Modern architecture has been harping continually on what is different 
in our time to such an extent even that it has lost touch with what 
is not different, with what is always essentially thea same. This 
grave mistake was not made by the poets, painters and sculptors. On 
the contrary they never narrowed down experience. They enlarged and 
intensified it. 
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If man is a constant, it follows that the architecture of all cultures 

of fers a vast store of man's experience of making himself at horre in space 

and time, which the contemporary architect seeking to establish 'built 

homecoming' would be foolish to ignore. Van Eyck therefore writes - (CCA 

p 50; ef Forum 1967x, p 28) 

Man, after all, has been accommodating himself physically and 
spiritually to the environment for thousands of years ..... it 
is obvious that the full scope of this enormous environmental 
experience cannot be contained in the present unless we telescope the 
past, ie the entire human effort, into it. 

In gathering this human experience into present creation , Van Eyck aims to 

achieve Imultimeaning' and an awareness of 'temporal depth' - (VIA p 93; 

ef OCA p 49) 

It seem to ffe that past, present, and future must be active in the 
mind's interior as a continuum. If they are not, the artifacts we 
make will be without temporal depth or associative perspective. My 
concern with the ultimate human validity of divergent, often 
seemingly incompatible, concepts of space and incidental or 
circumstantial solutions found during past ages in different corners 
of the world is to be understood in the light of the above. The 
time has come to reconcile them; to gather together the neaning 
divided among them. 

Design as Gathering Perspectives 

Van Eyck might appear to be making extraordinary demands of the architect, 

in his project to achieve built homecoming in the absence of a coherent 

and humane social and cultural framework. Previous chapters have traced 

his demand that the architect accomrnodate the greatest possible potential 

for concrete human occasions, and that he create multimeaning by exploring 

the changing perspectives of the natural cycles. This can only be 

achieved through a long imaginative process, in which the architect 

attempts to adopt and gather together the perspectives of the widest 
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possible range of inhabitants in the widest possible range of 

circumstances. Now he appears to be adding a vast new task for the 

imagination - to become aware of as much as possible of man's 

architectural experience and gather together the perspectives it offers on 

the particular 'design problem'; it is almost as if the absence of 

culture is to be replaced by a complete awareness of all cultures. 

Finding parallels between the design situation and other situations in 

experience or knowledge is another task requiring imagination, dermnding 

as it does the capacity to ffake associatiqns between apparently 

unconnected elements, beyond the limitations of space, tiffe or object 

category. However these associative parallels are not merely another 

piece of data to integrate into the design, but rather provide precedents 

which assist the creative process, and above all nuke it possible to 

answer a wide range of 'imponderable' human needs inaccessible to strictly 

functionalist design approaches. 

This section investigates the design process proposed by Aldo van Eyck and 

Herman Hertzberger, but begins with a simple example to illustrate the 

fundamental contrast between the imaginative design process discussed here 

on the one hand, and a strictly functionalist one on the other. 

In designing the Amsterdam Orphanage, Van Eyck was inevitably faced with 

creating spaces which linked the various elements required by the 

programme. A strictly functionalist approach to these 'circulation 

spaces'. working from first principles and free of past precedent, would 

presumably have begun by asking questions about intended flow rates or the 

levels of even illumination required. Van Eyck, on the other hand, 

appears to have started f rom an imagined pattern of experience and 
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behaviour for the space - that it was to be a space commn to various 

'family' groups, in which the association between them took place, which 

would "invite the children to mix and ffove as they wish from one 

department to another" - (Forum 1960/61, p, 238) 

I wanted the child's behaviour and mcývement to remain as vigorous as 
they are outside. No sudden curbing of spontaneity this side of a 
narrow doorstep; no living room manners here. 

Out of such considerations arose an association with the idea 'street'. 

and immediately a whole range of design decisions made themselves - (ibid) 

The materials used in this interior street differ in no way from 
those used outside. The constructional elements have not changed 
face or put on soft delicate slippers. The child is inside here - 
the same outside child - with a roof over its bead instead of the 
sky. The electric lighting, moreover, is like street-Ilghting in 
the sense that the child moves from illuminated place to illuminated 
place via comparative darkness. 

In this way the associative image becomes a decisive aid in design. 

In order to make such associative images the basis of the design process, 

Van Eyck and Hertzberger do not, of course, begin by asking the designer 

to clear his mind, but rather ask that he build up as far as possible his 

personal experience of past solutions in order to provide himself with a 

large potential store of images and thus a greater variety of likely 

parallels with particular design situations. Thus Van Eyck writes - (CCA 

159) 

The time has come today to absorb and rer-experience solutions found, 
wherever and whenever, for what they are worth in term of their 
intransient human validity., for together they form the total body of 
man's building experience., gathered into the present. It is our 
task to transfer this experience as far as possible into what we, in 
turn, build. 
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Hertzberger borrows the term 'musee imaginaire' from Malraux 1 
to 

describe what Van Eyck calls 'the gathering body of experience'. He 

argues that a particular built solution draws on this 'misee imaginaire', 

this collective language of dwelling, just as individual speech ('parole') 

draws on the collective language ('langue') - (Hertzberger 1973, para 9.2) 

We assim*e an underlying I objective' structure of forms - which we 
will call arch-forms -a derivative of which is what we get to see in 
a given situation. The whole 'musee imaginaire' of forms in 
situations whatever their time and place can then be conceived of as 
an infinite variety out of which people help themselves, in 
constantly changing variety, to forms which in the end refer back to 
the fundamentally unchangeable and underlying reservoir of arch- 
forms. 

Architects have to learn this language,, just as native speakers learn 

their langijage, by experiencing pa. rti-cular examples of 'speech' . 

Hertzberger, like Van Eyck, therefore believes that designers rmist have 

wide experience of particular built solutions in order to huild up their 

*I knowledge of the musee imaginaire for use in particular design situations 

- (Hertzberger 1973, para 9.3) 

In designing, apart from the usual information, by association we can 
try to dig up from memory as many images as possible of situations 
relating to our problem, and gather these around us. The farther 
the images are separated from each other in time and place, and the 
more characteristic they are for the situation at hand, the more our 
collection of images will gain in depth. By referring Each one back 
to its fundamentally unchangeable ingredients, we then try to 
discover what the images haye in common, and thus find the 'cross- 
section of the collection'. the unchangeable, underlying element 
of all the examples, which in its plurality can be an evocative form- 
starting-point. The richer our collection of images, the more 
precise we can be in indicating the most plural and most evocative 
solution, and the more objective our solution becomes, in the sense 
that it will hold a meaning for, and be given a meaning by, a greater 
variety of people. 

Hertzberger thus demonstrates the process through which forms with. 

multimeaning - containing what he refers to as "the greatest possible 

variety of evocative propositions" - can be created. Working in týis way 
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the architect is not manipulating second-hand solutions or 'dead' signs. 

New meaning is created by the juxtaposition established with other signs 

in a particular situation so that both sign and context are revitalized by 

imaginative design acts. Hertzberger nukes an irq)ortant point when he 

argues that a collection of images has depth through their mutual distance 

in space and time. It-is this distance, brought into the present, which 

expands the present mc)mnt to give it what Van Eyck calls 'temporal 

depth'. The form of Hertzberger's argument emphasizes the Surrealist 

roots of this associative process in its striking recollection of the 

words of poet Paul Reverdy, quoted by Breton in his Surrealist Manifesto 

of 1924 - (Breton 1972, p 20) 

The image is a pure creation of the mind. It cannot be born from a 
comparison but from a juxtaposition of two mc)re or less distinct 
realities. The more the relationship between the juxtaposed 
realities is distant and true, the stronger the image will be - the 
greater its emotional power and poetic reality. 

The design process proposed by Van Eyck and Hertzberger, as well as 

creating temporal depth in the present and stimulating association (or 

'evoking propositions), simltaneously allows architecture to embody an 

inclusive image of man and respond to those 'imponderable' human demands 

which Van Eyck shows to be fundawntal to ? built homecomingf. By 

gathering together human experience f rom the 'musee imaginalre' the 

individual designer overcomes the inevitable limits to his ability to 

identify possible future requirements of all possible inhabitants - 

(Hertzberger 1973, para 9.2) 

The only available escape from the fundamental limitations of our 
imaginative faculty lies in directing our attention more to the 
experiences we all have in common, the collective mewry, some of it 
innate (! ), some of it transmitted and acquired, which in one way or 
another must be at the base of our cormn experiential world, 
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Literal functionalism is unable to accommodate 'imponderable' human 

demands because of the fundamental weakness of the bridge it constructs 

between functions and meanings, on the one hand, and forms on the other. 

The dictum 'form follows function' implies a mecbanical relation of cause 

and effect between these two sides. The nature of this relation demnds 

a radical reduction of the 'design problem' to expression in terms of a 

simple mechanical function, excluding 'imponderables' of experience and 

meaning. Furthermore, the functional potential of the resulting form is 

strictly determined and forever fixed as whatever was defined in the 

progranne. While such an approach would be ideally suited to acconmodate 

predictable automated production processes, it is less likely to ffake 

human inhabitants feel at home. The immediate response of many designers 

to the experienced hollowness of this approach would be to create 

arbitrary formal 'interest'. but this hardly advances the solution, except 

in so far as the designer's share of human experience and imagination 

covers that of future inhabitants. 

Van Eyck and ITertzberger suggest a -quite different type of relation 

between form and function. The images which they borrow from existing 

environments are not mrely form, but rather a gathering of human 

experience and behaviour, meaning and function, around form. When faced 

with a design 'problem' -a mismatch between functional needs and existing 

forms - they can be imagined searching their experience for parallels in 

characteristic humn situations, and then telescoping the mst essential 

associated formal qualities together into their 'solution'. This 

approach thus implies a broadening of the initial 'problem definition' by 

association, rather than a narrowing, and since each of the paralle. Is 

found in the nusee imaginaire' contains formal qualities, the newly 
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created form directly reflects this breadth in the potential it offers for 

human experience. 

The account presented here conflicts with Lýchingerls discussion in his 

study centred on the work of Van Eyck and Hertzberger - (Luchinger 1981, 

19) 

A work of architecture or urban planning is the personal 
interpretation on the part of the designer or 'forn-r-giver' of two 
collective fields of knowledge -a material and an immaterial field. 
On the one hand it is an interpretation of the archetypal behaviour 
of man in society; on the other, it is the interpretation of an 
infinite 'nusee imaginaire'; ie the sum of built experience of human 
existence. The interpretations of these two fields of knowledge 
should ideally culminate in a congruence between the two, in the 
sense of the 'relationshiM between social and built structures'. 

This account does not seem consistent with the examples given by 

Hertzberger himself, which do not involve borrowings from separate realm 

of built form and huiTan behaviour - he even refers to the elements of the 

.4 lmusee imaginaire' as "form in situations" (Hertzberger 1973, para 9.2). 

Just as in language, there are basic units - the signs - including both 

signifier and signified, form and meaning. Human experience and 

behaviour (Luchinger concentrates here, for some reason, on behaviour 

alone) in the environment are not presented in isolation but in relation 

to particular environmental forms. The elements of the 'nusee 

imaginaire' are not therefore mere 'arch forms' but rather characteristic 

clusters of archetypal humn experience and behaviour around form, and as 

such are very similar to Christopher Alexander's 'patterns' (Alexander et 

al p 1977). In this view there is no duality of ideal form and 

cirumstantial functional requirements, but a coming together of the two in 

gathered human experience. 
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Identity and Change 

The 'irultimeaning' which is achieved through the design process outlined 

above has considerable consequences, beyond the increase in experienced 

depth of particular place or moment, in terms of the response of 

architecture to change. Van Eyck speaks of the need for "enduring and- 

dynamic identityll (Forum 1962, p 82; OCA p 218), implying the need for 

stable environmental structure at the same time as the openness to future 

change and choice without which stability becomes rigidity. 

Functionalist architecture, based on the direct translation of intended 

function into form, is faced with logical difficulties in the face of 

functional requirements which change during the life of a building. The 

mechanical aspects of this problem have been considered by ffnny architects 

in the post-war period who have proposed the creation of 'flexibility' 

through changeable structures and spatial homogeneity. The open plan 

office is a typical creation of this approach, with its open space as far 

as possible uninterrupted by columns.. and a standard level of illumination 

at all points in the plan. The associated space concept is summed up in 

the title of a typical presentation of this approach - 'Equipotential 

Space' (Severino 1970). The call for spatial neutrality runs absolutely 

counter to Van Eyck's call for multimeaning and for an articulate 

environmental structure with enduring identity. It is therefore hardly 

surprising 'to find both Van Eyck and Hertzberger totally rejecting this 

approach. Van Eyck writes - (Forum 1962, p 93; cf OCA pp 229-30) 

Flexibility as such should not be overemphasized or turned into yet 
another abstract whim. The prevailing tendency to desire great 
neutrality for the sake of extreme transmtability is as dangerous as 
the existing urban rigidity from which it springs as a reaction 
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We rrust beware of the glove that fits no hand and 
therefore becoms no hand. 

and Hertzberger - (19671 p 6) 

Flexibility as a matter of fact will for no single given situation 
offer the most fitting solution. 

Hertzberger suggests, furthermore, that absolute freedom of choice may be 

experienced negatively - (Hertzberger 1973, para 4.4) 

One might assume that in fact we have only to make unemphatic empty 
cartridges, as neutral as possible, so as to allow the occupants 
optimal freedom to fulfil their specific wants. However paradoxical 
it may seem, it is very questionable whether such a degree of freedom 
might not have a paralyzing effect, since although in theory very 
many possibilities then present themselves, you will still not be 
able to make the choice that is most appropriate for you. It is 
like the sort of menu that offers such an endless array of dishes 
that instead of rraking you hungry it dulls your appetite. 

Multimeaning offers an alternative to rigidly determined function or 

spatial neutrality, by containing a sufficient density of potential 

meaning to offer alternative interpretations. Thus Van Eyck writes - 

(Forum 1962, p 93; OCA p 229) 

Significant archetypal structures should have enough scope for 
multimeaning without having to be continually altered. 

This approach aims at offering the nuximum of choice with the rdnimum of 

physical change, thereby maintaining stable environmental identity. 

Hertzberger writes - (1967, p 6) 

An enlarging of choice only becomes possible when we in the first 
instance make the things in such a way that they can fulfil a 
diversity of roles, able to take on a diversity of colours and at the 
same time remain themselves. 

Thus forrn is to be created in response to a particular programme of human 

needs but, beyond this, takes on archetypal hurran significance through the 

condensation of hurmn rrp. aning into it, In this way fom is able to 

suggest different interpretations - different uses - when circunstances %; P 
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change. Hertzberger writes of this reciprocal relationship between form 

and programne, which contrasts with functionalism's irreversible causal 

link - (Hertzberger 1977, pp 5-6) 

'We must constantly try to f ind forms which by containing a plurality 
of implications can not only assimilate a progranvy but also launch 
one; form and programm are reciprocally evocative. The 
amphitheatre at Arles was used during the middle ages as a fort., and 
was later built up and inhabited until the nineteenth century as a 
complete town. The amphitheatre of Lucca was in contrast absorbed 
by the town and at the same time retained as an open space ..... The original function has been forgotten; the amphitheatre form 
remains significant because it is multi-suggestive, thus forever 
inciting a new destiny. 

His seductive examples (see illustration, P1B6 ) show the dramatic and 

evocative juxtaposition of times which might be achieved through this 

approach, creating temporal depth in the experience of the environment. 

Multimeaning further implies an extension of the inhabitant's role, in 

creating meaning in the environment through the act of making his own 

interpretations. Such an involvement supports attachment to the 

enviromnent., and contrasts with the lirdted role of the inhabitant in 

strict functionalist architecture, as a cog in a deterffdned rmchine. Van 

Eyck argues the importance of this extension beyond determined meaning and 

function - (CCA p 105) 

It is important that each individual place should acquire specific 
identity not only through set waning and function - the kind that is 
preordained - but beyond that., through extended meaning and purpose. 

Hertzberger considers this process of interpretation by the inhabitant to 

be an absolutely crucial one, wbereby the identity of environment and 

inhabitant are developed reciprocally - (Hertzberger 1967, p 6) 

Designing in such a way that several 
should ffean not only that the things 
but also that the users themselves 
mre roles -*##@ Everything we 
stimlate the individual to play the 
will be enlarged. 

interpretations are possible 
we nke can play several roles 

are thereby encouraged to play 
make nist be the catalyst to 
roles through which his identity 
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Structure and Infil 

Van Eyck's 'multimeaning', in which the architect provides a fraffework of 

meaning with freedom for individual interpretation, is extended by 

Hertzberger into his mDre literal approach to 'structure and infill. 

Here the architect creates a physical frmnework whose m1timeaning 

stimulates the involvement of the inhabitant to the extent of physical 

mdification of the built fabric. It is only in this way, Hertzberger 

believes, that diverse individual needs will be closely matched and 

sufficient involvement will be initiated to establish a genuine attachment 

- (Hertzberger 1973, para 7.1) 

The more somebody is able to influence his surroundings the mDre 
involved and attentive he becomes ..... Affectionate ties can 
only arise with things in which you can project yourself, where your 
own action and devotion enables you to put so much of yourself into 
them that they become yours, incorporated into your world .... 
However devotedly we nay carry out our work, we can never match 
objects with people as exactly as they can do it themselves and for 
each other, by way of the love and care which can arise between them. 
What we are able to do is provide a basis on which affectionate ties 
can be formed by offering each person the incentives to nRke his own 
efforts to do something with it, according to his own point of view. 

Thus Hertzberger, in his prototype carcase houses in Delft, has proposed a 

structure which the inhabitant is encouraged to m)dify and extend - 

(Hertzberger 1973, para 4.1) 

Wbat bas been designed sbould be seen as an incomplete framework. 
The carcase is a balf product wbicb everyone can corrplete according 
to his own needs. % 

This approach to ffass housing recalls Corbusier's plan for Algiers (1930- 

34) and Habraken's proposal for 'support structures' (Habraken 1961), but 

it is also a wre or less logical extension of therres in Van Eyck's work. 
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The structure which Hertzberger calls for has two ffain qualities; 

firstly, it contains multimeaning to stinulate a wide range of 

associations and rmdifications, and to maintain potential for use through 

changing circumstances; secondly it is a stable framework to nuintain 

urban identity through change,, to bring coherence to diversity. The 

second quality, like the first, was already explored by Van Eyck who has, 

for example, often quoted the following passage from 'Urbanism and the 

Tim Factor', a paper presented to a CIAM interim meeting at Sigtuna in 

1952 by Van Bodengraven, 'a member of the Dutch CIAM group - (Forum 1959 y 

p 216; trans OCA p 292) 

We are confronted with the necessity of evolving structures and forms 
which can develop in time; which can remain a whole and maintain 
coherence at all stages of development. The absence of this must 
lead to self-destruction. 

Van Eyck also took up the Smithsons' call for 'identifying devices' at all 

levels of the city to give structure to the urban image. For the 

Sndthsons this idea soon became linked to their belief in the potential of 

clearly expressed movement systems, and especially urban motorway 

networks,, to structure the city. They referred to these systems as 

'infrastructures I. a naming approved by Van Eyck since - (Forum 1962, 

p 91; CCA p 226) 

The minor objects are always the end, in that they appertain to daily 
living, whilst the I=jor structures' ... are the mans (the 
servant), in that they are conceived to help the end accord with the 
means. 

The interest in larger structures giving identity to groups of dwellings 

is illustrated in the Forum studies of Split and the Indian Pueblos (Forum 

nos 2 and 3., 1962), while Van Eyck's Amsterdam Orphanage demonstrates a 

sintilar reconciliation of unity with diversity, but here through a varying 

infil in a repeated structural system* 
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Despite all these parallels there is a significant difference between the 

'structures' proposed by Van Eyck and Hertzberger, in that the latter 

radically relaxes the extent of his artistic control over the final result 

-a tendency found in the work of other twentieth century artists, such as 

those coqposers who give considerable space in their nusic to chance or 

improvized elements. It may be argued that Van Eyck's Peruvian low-cost 

housing design (1969-72) allows for considerable extension, but in this 

case it was a stated requirement of the progranm. It is not possible to 

determine Van Eyck's wider approach to housing, since the Peruvian project 

is his only such design, though he has written - (CCA p 164) 

How are people to participate In fashioning their own Immediate 
environw, nt within a conceived overall framework? 

There remains a difference of emphasis between the two architects, with 

Hertzberger apparently prepared to delight in the ffK)st tasteless 

modifications by inhabitants, as signs of their involvement. 

The later history of Van Eyck's orphanage building offers a distressing 

commentary on this issue. Van Eyck himself seems to have foreseen 

difficulties or have already experienced them very soon after completion, 

for he wrote - (Forum 1960/61, p 237; OCA p 261) 

Since the pattern structure of the house derives from, covers and 
thus also sustains specifically the particular daily life pattern 
evolved for its inmates, it follows thaat its flexibility or 
adaptability, whilst. permitting development of this pattern, is such 
that it cannot adequately cover and sustain a daily life pattern or 
structure of the group that varies fundamentally from the one the 
pattern-structure of the house derives from. Extreme flexibility of 
this kind would have led to false neutrality, like a glove that 
becomes no hand because it fits all hands. 

Recently he has written of the destructive changes which have taken place, 

in the course of which the building has become a short-stay children's 
3 

psychiatric unit - (Stichting Wonen - forthcoming, d) 
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The building was realized as intended, but has been from the very 
beginning the victim of a rapid succession of pedagogic trends. 
Furthermore its function within the framework of child welfare has 
often been changed, as if cubic metres: of building can be put to any 
use! Where this appeared impossible, that was taken care of, often 
in the most ad-hoe manner. The slightest apparent obstruction was 
simply swept aside and the most casual apparent need - which soon 
enough seemed superfluous - promptly satisfied. Absolutely 
essential elements were changed - even outside - like the covered 
loggias alongside the Amstelveenseweg,, which were recklessly filled- 
up without notifying me or asking ny advice, and without (or with? ) 
local authority approval, thus making the building hard, solid and 
closed on its most visible side. An outdoor gaffe or siesta for the 
young children ... is now only possible if the weather is fine. 
As an instrument the Orphanage was never played expressively, hence 
never carefully tuned. Instead it has been irresponsibly 
mishandled. It was a pearl for people who were, with painful 
certainty, no birds of paradise. Today it mirrors this gloony truth 
in an equally painful way. 

A visit to this building today, despite the obvious qualities which 

remain, confirms this conflict between. architecture and uncaring users, 

and the tragic vulnerability of architectural intentions. It seerm as if 

its administrators nust have agreed with the 'functionalist' architect Van 

Tijen who argued - (Van Tijen 1961, p 318) 

In my opinion this building proves that it is impossible to pre- 
arrange spontaneity. Van Eyck has here built furniture in brickwork 
and cast children's games in reinforced concrete. That his 
architecture may thereby be more hindrance than stimilus to real 
life, Van Eyck has himself discovered ..... Nevertheless I find 
the orphanage an especially interesting building, just because it 

shows so clearly where the boundaries of building lie., even for the 
most passionate builder. 

There is some truth, though perhaps not in the sense intended, in Van 

Tijen's somewhat patronizing remarks, when be refers here to the 

'boundaries of building'. Van Eyck has succeeded through his work in 

establisbing the importance of arcbitecture as, an imaginative art, to 

fundamental human needs. He undermines the banal but widespread debate 

as to whether quality in architecture is an 'aesthetict or a 'functional' 

mtter, by demonstrating the absolute irrelevance of the duality. 
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Nevertheless, at the very highest level, and without diffdnishing the worth 

of the attempt, the most dedicated and inclusive human imagination cannot 

extend itself to cover every requirement of future inhabitants; a srmll 

margin will always remin for potential conflict between inhabitant and 

architecture. It is this boundary area which is explored by Van Eyck and 

Hertzberger. Beyond the extraordinay inclusiveness of their siTdlar 

design approaches, the two architects offer two alternative strategies to 

cover the remaining difficulty. Hertzberger investigates the potential of 

an approach to diMll nish the remaining chances of conf lict between 

inhabitant and architecture by including even the inhabitants' future 

modifications within his architectural intentions. Beyond this, the 

attitudes of these two architects seem to be somwhat as follows: that 

where Hertzberger is ultimately prepared for architecture to take second 

place to the inhabitants' demands, Van Eyck hopes that architectural 

quality will awaken sufficient respect for the inhabitants to be prepared 

to accommodate their demands. 

Reciprocal Impact of Multimaning 

This chapter has shown haw Van Eyck's proposal to concentrate meaning from 

all times and places into particular place gives it temporal depth and 

content beyond its lirrdted scope, and thus how it supports 'built 

homecoming' by stimulating the involvement of the inhabitant in a process 

of multiple mental association and by expanding the sense of presence; 

also that this density of meaning, and the inclusive image of rrELn implied, 

acconmodate a wider range of potential perspectives among future. 

inhabitants and a flexibility to accommodate change. 
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However this approach has consequences not only for attachment to 

Particular place, by gathering in meaning from beyond its boundaries, but 

also leads to a reciprocal opening out of attachment beyond particular 

place,, through the links of association established across space and tim. 

These reciprocal consequences, leading to a 'general place affinity' are 

considered in chapter ten. The following chapter first investigates how 

Van Eyck proposes to establish attachment to particular 'bunches of 

places' - house or city - through a similar network of multiple 

association. 



CHAPTER NINE IABYRINTHIAN CLARITY 

Van Eyck's approach may appear to lead towards total chaos in both 

building and city, since he demands a disruption of distinct boundaries 

through his concept of 'inbetween', a disruption of the absolute 

distinction between openness and enclosure, a disruption of absolute 

hierarchies of scale by identifying large with small, part with whole; 

he further proposes a multiplication of appearance, waning and use in 

particular place through the exploitation of natural cycles and the 

diverse perspectives of various users, as well as a condensation of 

reference and association from all time and space. 

- All these tendencies indeed threaten any conventional notion of 

architectural or urban order, and contrast particularly strongly with the 

CIAM approach, as embodied in the Charte d'Athenes. Within CIAM, the 

emphasis was placed on clear distinction between tightly defined 

functions, based on a concept of order which Van Eyck claim is false. 

Such clarity in the city can only be achieved, he implies, by a rigorous 

exclusion of essential human needs and a mechanical conception of the 

relation between elements; the result, he claims, will be rigidity and 

ultimately confusion - (Forum 1962, p 89; CCA p 219) 

Sooner or later it will dawn upon the mind that what it mistook for 

order is not really order, but the very thing that causes the 

stagnation, paralysis, and distress attributed to chaos. It will 
also dawn upon the ffdnd that what such order is supposed to dispel - 
chaos - is quite a different thing from the negative effects brought 

about in trying to do anything so foolish. 

Van Eyck's own conception of urban order therefore differs radically from 

that found in minstream mAern architecture. He argues that order and 
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chaos should be considered as a twinphenomenon and that "chaos is as 

positive as its twinsister order" - (Forum 1962, p 89) 

A city is chaotic and necessarily so. One can no mre rule out this 
truth than one can rule out the eternally incongruous desires of man. 

He therefore demands a much rmre inclusive order which will accomm)date 

complex and changing human demands, and claims that "order means nothing 

**. unless it imkes chaos possible". 

This inclusive order is required not for appreciation through detached 

contemplation, but to support the attachment of the inhabitant (in the 

context of the city, Van Eyck of ten refers here to the 'citizen', as a 

person who carries the city in his mind and is himself piart of the reality 

of the city) - (VIA p 131; OCA p 124) 

City and house are, after all, not conceived for single, short, 
accidental visits. 

In contrasting these two roles - observer and inhabitant - in relation to 

house or city, it is possible to distinguish three 'temporal levels' of 

architectural appreciation. Firstly, a particular space or nuss has an 

instantaneous perceptual impact on the contemplating observer. Secondly, 

such instantaneous impacts my be considered in terms of sequence, as an 

orchestration of consecutive experience. The dimension of tiffe thus 

enters in , in terms of the observer's movement or a process of change in 

the observed. These elements both play a role in Van Eyck's thinking 

about architecture, but chief ly in as mch as they contribute to a third 

level, namely the simultaneous mental image of an environment, which is 

built up by the inhabitant through repeated experience and which, coloured 

by emotional association, constitutes the relation of inhabitant t. o 

environment. A reciprocal relation exists between this image and the 
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other temporal levels of experience. On the one hand the image is built 

up through sequential/ instantaneous experience, while on the other the 

image's presence in the mind has an impact on instantaneous/sequential 

experience. 

Van Eyck argues that contemporary concepts of architectural and urban 

order are based on the level of instantaneous appreciation - (CCA p 99) 

Most buildings seem to have been conceived with complete disregard 
for what is not simultaneously ascertainable. The saim is true of 
cities. 

He argues instead for an order which evokes a complex yet structured 

simultaneous image in the rydnd of the inhabitant through repeated 

experience - (CCA pp 103-34) 

The total place configuration I call city must be such that it evokes 
an articulated image-compound, simultaneously and kaleidoscopically, 
in the mind of each citizen through the humanity it offers to all 
citizens. The articulated image-compound is a kind of 'interiorized 
city' each citizen carries with him as he goes from place to place in 
the actual city. 

Van Eyck calls this coffplex order 'labyrintbian clarity' - (CCA p 124) 

Labyrinthian clarity implies consecutive impression simultaneously 
sensed through repeated experience. It implies that clarity of 
place articulation grows - should grow at least - in tim. This 
kind of labyrinthian clarity is quite different from overall 
instantaneous clarity. 

The difference between CIAM's conception of order and that of Van Eyck can 

be seen as a difference between instantaneous clarity for contemplation 

and smooth functioning on the one hand, and a corrplex kaleidoscopic order 

for an articulated mental image and 'built homecoming' on the other. 

While the former is a direct consequence of a mechanistic conception, Van 

Eyck's approach can be seen as arising equally directly out of his 

modernist sensibility. The densely structured and kaleidoscopic ffental 
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image of the city which is the goal of 'labyrinthian clarity' is a direct 

reflection of the concept of 'simltaneityl in modernism. Van Eyck can 

thus be seen as participating in a general modernist exploration of 

inclusive forms of order, bringing together apparently unconnected 

everyday or chance elements, and replacing coffwn-sense categories and 

connections with a network of unexpected imaginative association. It is 

this same sensibility which established the compositional principles of 

collage in the 'visual arts' and montage in film, and which is essential 

to the Surrealist idea of the 'imge'. 

This chapter discusses Van Eyck's investigation of the mental image of the 

environment and his approach to the establishment of a kaleidoscopic yet 

structured image through the relative order of 'labyrinthian clarity', 

which is illustrated with examples from among his own buildings. 

Mental Imge of House or City 

In order to be able to design for the right 'imgeability, it is 

necessary first to appreciate how the imge is built-up. Van Eyck has 

investigated the action of ueffr)ry, anticipation and association on place 

and occasion, under the title 'Beyond Visibility' (OCA pp 97-108). 

Places are remembered, he argues, either because of concrete occasions 

which have taken place there, or because of a special quality they hold. 

Different remembered places become associated one with another through 

their proximity in consecutive experience. However the imagination is 

not tied to closed linear time - 'interiorized time' is transparent - so 
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that mmory and association establish a complex structure of other 

linkages between experienced places and occasions - (CCA p 91) 

In terms of memory and anticipation consecutive and simultaneous 
experience dovetail in time's transparency ..... In so far as 
real experience, simultaneous and consecutive, constitutes a network 
of emotional and intellectual association, it links, through the 
interaction of memory., actuality and anticipation, places and 
occasions in time and space far beyond the scope of immediate 
visibility and sensory perception. 

Not only are different places associated by the imagination by virtue of 

similarities, but the image takes on a further dynamism as impressions of 

the same place under different circumstances, or from a different point of 

view, are layered one upon another - (CCA p 97) 

Circumstances ... can make the impression of different places as 
similar as they can make the repeated impression of the same place 
dissimilar. A place is never the same place - what Heraclitean 
fire! 

The dynamic and densely layered image acquires a further dimension of 

colour through emotional association - (CCA p 98) 

The impact of emotional association will ... intensify the impact 
of memory and anticipation, though more unconsciously., and blend the 
images of former place experiences, carried in memory, with those 
that take place and still will - or will again - take place, 
colouring them with undertones and extra tones ..... The 
articulated place panorama, mapped in the mind, will acquire 
emotional panorama. 

From his writing about the inhabitant's image of the city - the 

'interiorized city' - it becows clear why Van Eyck claim that I'to 

interiorize is to render kaleidoscopic" (CCA p 156). In this frental 

image of the environment, places, coloured by emotional association, move 

into ever new relationships and patterns, and are thereby transformed. 

The dynamism of these processes, as Van Eyck suggests, invites comparison 

with the world view of the Greek Heraclitus who wrote - 

You cannot step twice in the saw river. 
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In order to nFLke possible a sharp image in the mind of the inhabitant, Van 

Eyck argues, city or house should be articulated as bunches of significant 

places, in which every space and element should participate - (CCA p 101) 

The real city ... is a rmrvellous bunch of places, marvellously 
configurated, with every door, window, room, house, garden, building., 
street, square, park, and highway a real place - with each interior 
and exterior space a rmrvellous place. 

The image is thus articulated by identifiable and remorable places, and 

ermtional attachment is established - (CCA p 103) 

Each place should possess an immediately comprehensible identifying 
image. I say 'immediately comprehensible' and 'image' because it is 
this image which, if immediately comprehensible (not to be confused 
with instantaneously visible) in term of human meaning acquiring 
form, articulates the sequential impact in the mind of all the places 
that, together, should constittite the total sirmiltaneously 
appreciated image-compound; the city's emotional impact. 

Van Eyck admits that places may be remembered, however neutral, through 

some special event which has taken place there. However this does not 

diminish the place-making role of the architect, since places of 

particular individual significance must be integrated into an articulated 

structure of places of quality - (CCA p 100) 

The overall impact of all the innumerable places and objects 
encountered from day to day over the years is articulated in memory 
not only by those which for personal or circumstantial reasons left a 
mark, in spite of their intrinsic neutrality, but also by those which 
for their specific nature and quality - this is where the architect- 
urbanist enters the picture - remain present in the rrind regardless 
of time. 

Significant places which "articulate rmmory and stimulate longing" should 

not, he continues, remain "rare jewels embedded in an indifferent mass" 

but should be sufficiently numerous to make the city a dense network of 

meaning - (CCA p 101) 

Cities ... should not contain a few such places - usually inherited 

- they should contain nothing else. The fact that some places --- 
have the power to draw people towards them continually, to absorb 
events, to evoke occasions, acquire new meaning, points either. to 
inherent unpremedidated qualities or to qualities imparted to them 
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consciously through creative insight on the part of those who created them or contributed towards their formation. 

A dense and coherent iffage of city or house requires mc)re, however, than 

mewrable places. Relationships ffust be established to create the 

required coherence. Thus, although nultimeaning gives potential to 

I, - particular place to take on concrete meaning for all citizens, Van Eyck 

argues that the human meaning should also be divided among the places 

making up house or city, so that the whole can become a significant 

'bunch' - (OCA p 104) 

As soon as each place provides for a different humn function or 
desire, or provides for the same function or desire in quite a 
different way, the citizen will discover affinity to all of them, 
because he will then need them all - want them all - and thus inhabit 
not a few places in the city but the whole city. 

Beyond this he argues that since the inhabitant's mental image is not 

limited by the structure of three-dimensional space or linear tim, 

architecture mist establish relationships outside the limits of 

instantaneous or consecutive visibility - (CCA p 99) 

Architecture must reach beyond ... a limited consecutive sequence 
of place impressions. Places at great distance from each other 
should be conceived in terms of each other, in close relatioship, no 
less than those which are close together, since memory, anticipation, 
emotional and intellectual association transcend the limitations of 
temporal and spatial distance. 

By creating nultiple links of similarity between the different places 

which make up house or city, a dense network of association is stimulated, 

which unites them into a singIcs simultaneous rrental image and thus 

provides the basis for emotional attachment - (CCA p 99) 

Unrelated and dissociated places cannot really fferge in the ffind, 
whilst place affinity cannot draw them together. They remin 
distant - distant in the negative sense. 
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This association process is essential to the relativity of Van Eyck's 

notion of architectural order. It is in the nature of association that 

is is capable of linking elements whatever their category or location in 

space and time; but without environmental cues only incidental personal 

associations will arise within architectural totalities. By providing 

these cues the architect initiates a process which establishes a dense 

associative structure in city or house, and at the same time breaks 

through divisions and hierarchies of places or objects to realize a 

dynamic equivalence which is fundamental to Van Eyck's world view, as 

expressed in his image 'the spiral of reality'. He discusses this power 

of association - (CCA p 95) 

In so far as the network of emotional and intellectual association is 
opened up -. - it will lift the harrier between one reality and 
another, whether external or internal, between the meaning of one 
thing and the meaning of another thing (what is here and what is 
there) and ultimately also break through the impregnable frontiers 
that hold each thing within the confines of its definition and 
dismantle the hitherto invincible hierarchy within which the self- 
contained identity of each object-category resisted the 
transformative impact of the other ..... As all things pass 
through the continuum of unn's mind - the continuum of interiorized 
reality - they merge, become permeable and are recreated, 
transformed. 

Association thus creates both the dense network of relations in the mental 

image, which establish coherence in city or house-, and the dynamic quality 

which Van Eyck demands. The importance to Van Eyck of the equivalence of 

all things in the world of the imagination is indicated by his repeated 

quotation from Picasso - (in Lotus 28,1981, p 19; OCA p 96; f 

The artist is a receptacle for emotions, no ffatter from where they 
come; from the sky,, from the earth, from a scrap of paper, from a 
passing shape, from a spider's web. That is why we must not 
discriminate between things. Among them, there are no class 
distinctions. 

Van Eyck often opposes two images - the spiral and the pyramid; the 

former representing a dynamic an equivalent relationship of elements in a 
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whole, the latter a rigid hierarchial organization. The goal of his 

concept of urban and architectural order is to approach the spiral and 

break dawn the pyramid. 

Relative Urban and Architectural Order 

Conventional notions of order,, relying on hierarchies of scales and 

elements, and categorical divisions between functions and components, tend 

towards the rigid structure wbicb Van Eyck rejects. His alternative 

fluid order Is achieved through the relativity of scale containM In his 

concept 'right-size' 
. the ambiguous definition of particular elements 

contained in his concept 'multimeaning'; and the overlap and dialogue 

contained in his concept 'inbetween realm' which softens the divisions 

among spaces and components. 

In addition to these he introduces a general distinction between 

'vertical' and 'multilateral' hierarchies. In a vertical hierarchy all 

elements are fixed In a determined relation to other elements and at a 

particular level, whereas a multilateral hierarchy permits a richer 

pattern of changing relations. The hierarchy of scale in a conventional 

planned city is generally of this 'vertical' type, in that particular 

houses are conceived as parts of 'a particular group, particular groups as 

parts of particular neighbourhoods, particular neigbbourhoods as parts of 

particular quarters, and all quarters as sharing a centre. Such a city 

may tend to give a determined role to the individual among all citizens, 

as a nember of particular groups and sub-groups. Van Eyck regrets this 

tendency and believes it can only serve to eryphasize damging social and 
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ethnic divisions - (CCA p 186) 

Each individual's place affinity with the city at best covers the 
entire hierarchy vertically, but it hardly covers the city horizontally - multilaterally. The latter, it seems to me., is 
essential ..... (for it suggests that the citizens become )a 
single highly differentiated reasonably equated and integrated lot 
which implies in social and human term that there is a real 
ambivalence between all social and ethnic groups and sub-groups. I 
wish to point out that even if the total body of citizens do not to a 
reasonable extent yet form such a single lot, all urban concepts 
should still be conceived on the assumption that this is so or one day will be so. 

He offers a specific example of how an alternative 'multilateral' 

hierarchy can be established in the city, and thus a broader base created 

to the individual citizen's attachment, by proposing to share the 

significant city-scale functions among the neighhourhoods, rather than 

concentrating them in the centre. In this way the citizen participates 

in many neighbourboods, and a greater equivalence of parts is achieved - 

(OCA p 185) 

One highly differentiated reasonably integrated and equated lot 
inhabiting a real city in complex humn association immediately 
suggests that each sub-area within the city should possess beyond its 
specific identity tuned to those that live there added identity which 
makes it valid for all citizens ... I maintain that large 
structural elements with specific and general urban meaning should be 
distributed among the sub-areas to impart differentiated urban 
identity to all areas within the city thereby inviting all citizens 
to participate in one way or another in as many such areas as 
possible. 

It is interesting to compare Van Eyck's discussion of vertical and 

multilateral hierarchies with the argurwnt of Cbristopher Alexander's 'A 

City is not a Tree' (Alexander 1965). The two seem to have much in 

common despite the fact that Alexander's essay may have been written in 

specific opposition to a presentation by Van Eyck, and certainly drew an 

equally negative reaction from him. At a Team 10 meting in Royaumnt in 

1962, Van Eyck presented his house-city, leaf-tree identification 
I 

(see 
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illustration, P204 ) as a comment on the popular analogy of city with 

tree .4 which is based on the conception that city and tree are both 

built up as hierarchical groupings of similar elements. He challenged 
the hierarchical aspect with his mutual identification of part with whole 

- leaf with tree, house with city - (in Sn-dthson ed . 1975, p 679) 

In order to illustrate the idea of ascending dimensions and degree of 
complexity from house to city, as a natural sequence towards 
integrated entity, the tree analogy is sometimes put forward .... The real problem of ascending and descending dimension, of numbers 
and degree of complexity, lies obviously far beyond the limited 
meaning of part-whole, which this hopeless analogy performs. The 
tree is a tree ... from leaf to root across the seasons, from seed 
to lifeless trunk. 

Van Eyck's image, as well as mutually identifying part with whole, also 

identifies the tree/city with the life it shelters, and with changing 

manifestation through growth and the changing seasons. 

Alexander was invited to Royaumont and is reported as having responded to 

Van Eyck's presentation as follows - (ed Srrdthson 1975, p 679) 

You know damn well that a tree is not a big leaf - that it is useless 
in that respect to bring the parallel image. 

Three years later, in 1965, his essay 'A City is not a Tree' was 

published, and Van Eyck responded to it - (VIA p 134; Smithson ed, 1974, 

98) 

I brought forward the leaf-tree, house-city identification at the 
Team X Royaunrmt meeting in 1964 (sic). Christopher Alexander was 
present at the meeting as a guest and joined the discussion. His 
subsequently published thesis that a city is not a tree but a semi- 
lattice is, in my opinion, neither a valid negation nor a valuable 
affirmation of the truth in nuthenutical terms. 

Nevertheless there is much in commn between the two arguments, behind 

this battle of words. Thus Alexander writes that designed cities-tend to 

take on a hierarchial tree structure, and that this is not conducive to 

urban life, since 'living cities' have the network of cross-connections 
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which modify the hierarchy into what he calls a 'serrd- lattice'. This 

parallels very closely Van Eyck's distinction between vertical and 

nultilateral hierarchies. Alexander's concluding remrks recollect Van 

Eyck's argument about the destructive impact on human experience of 

arbitrary and sharp divisions in city life - (Alexander 1966,, p 55) 

The city is a receptacle for life. If the receptacle severs the 
overlap of the strands of life within it, because it is a tree, it 
will be like a bowl full of razor blades on edge, ready to cut up 
whatever is entrusted to it. In such a receptacle life will be cut 
to pieces. If we mke cities which are trees, they will cut our 
life within to pieces. 

A small difference arises here in that Alexander appears content with the 

rather mechanical notion of the city as a 'receptacle' into which life is 

placed, while Van Eyck directly identifies the reality of the city with 

its 'life-reality'. 

Alexander demonstrates that the hierarchical nature of designed cities 

arises out of the nature of thought, by showing the impossibility of 

conceiving a semi-lattice in a 'single mental act' - (Alexander 1966, 

54) 

You cannot bring the semi-lattice structure into a visualizable form 
for a single mental act. In a single mental act you can only 
visualize a tree. This is the problem we face as designers. While 

we are not, perhaps,, necessarily occupied with the problem of total 

visualization in a single mental act, the principle is still the 

Sam. The tree is accessible mentally, and easy to deal with. The 

send-lattice is hard to keep before the mind's eye, and therefore 
hard to deal with. 

This suggests a comparison with other elements in designed environments 

which are criticized by Van Eyck - the categorical divisions between 

elements and functions, and the splitting of twinphenomenon into polar 

absolutes. All these aspects reflect habits of the intellect in 

attempting to rapidly grasp and analyse probleffs but tend, as V" Eyck 
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suggests, to be dangerously weak approximations when dealing with complex 

humn realities. 

Van Eyck shows a way forward, however, out of these liffdtations, through 

the power of the imagination. While Alexander, in his essay, shows only 

that 'living cities' - and presumably 'living houses' as well - are very 

difficult to create, Van Eyck demonstrates, in his work, how it is 

possible through a long and intense imaginative design process to develop 

a basic organization with 'instantaneous clarity' into a living 

organization with 'labyrinthian clarity', establishing 'twinphenomena' in 

place of 'false polarities' and 'multilateral' in place of 'vertical' 

hierarchies. He demonstrates how the imagination must shift attention 

continuously up and down scale levels, always entering the experience of 

future inhabitants and drawing parallels from past experience, while 

gradually building up - through cross-reference, multiple association and 

overlap - that "thicker., tougher, more subtle and rmre complex" structure 

which Alexander demands in his essay (Alexander 1966, p 47). 

Labyrinthian Clarity 

The relative order which Van Eyck proposes so as to mke the humn 

imagination feel at home in city or house, achieved through an intense 

imaginative design process, appears to take on the kaleidoscopic logic of 

the imagination itself, or of the dream. Elements, emotionally coloured, 

shift in relation one to another, overlap, blend, merge, are overlaid, and 

subject to continuous transformtione At first Pxquitintance, Yan Fyck, 

agrees, such an order may be confusing, but this is not its ultimte 
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intention - (OCA p 124) 

Labyrinthian clarityp this ffust be stressed, is ... not a quality 
which relies on confusion, disorientation or amorphousness. It 
represents ultimately none of these negatives, though during first 
encounter with a configuration that possesses labyrinthian clarity 
the impression may be imparted that they are present. 

But this labyrinthian clarity is provided in the service of emotional 

attachment through repeated experience, rather than casual contemplation, 

and Van Eyck arugues that clarity wi 11 grow through repeated experience - 

(CCA p 123) 

I have spoken of labyrinthian clarity, conscious of the fact that 
this may sound paradoxical. The junction of the two words, however, 
demands re-interpretation of each in terms of the other, thereby 
disqualifying the negative meaning that, used separately, can adhere 
to either. As soon as the labyrinthian impact is articulated by the 
instantaneous impact of places of real quality during the temporal 
span implied, rendering it comprehensible as a single complex 
impression when experienced several times, one can justly speak of 
labyrinthian clarity. 

Thus clarity, coherence, comprehensibility, arise through a network of 

association between ffemorable places, linked by cross-reference. 

Van Eyck uses the examples of a walk through Venice to demonstrate the 

impact of labyrinthian clarity - (CCA pp 122-23) 

The variety of impressions - the nature of the route - between St 
Mark's Square and San Giovanni renders the distance a long one, 
whereas the walk is appreciated as a short one, provided you have 
learned to find your way having taken the walk before ..... 
Remembered inbetween places and iteffs will articulate the distance ie 
the temporal span. The route's comprehensibility will become 

greater the more such iteffs are discovered and remembered each time, 

whilst the temporal span will be charged with meaning - and further 

articulated - as occasions, %which take place en route, make you 
remember these ones and anticipate others. The labyrinthian impact 
the distance first gave, makes way by degrees for a rich variety of 
size qualities, all of which confound the limited quantitative 
meaning of small and large, many and few, far and near. The 
diversity and complexity of the experience will increase as the 

comprehensibility increases, but also the unity and simplicity. 
This is the temporal meaning of labyrinthian clarity. 

He thus argues that the image built up through repeated experience of a 
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configuration Possessing labyrinthian clarity leads to a reconciliation of 

opposing aspects - simplicity and complexity, large and small, many and 

few, far and near, unity and diversity, order and chaos. In his essay on 

the architecture of the Dogon people he writes of labyrinthian clarity - 

(VIA p 114) 

In its inclusive ambiguity and scope for multimeaning, it is 
nourished by, and nourishes, all twinphenomena together. 
Labyrinthian clarity exemplifies a frame of mind as well as what 
issues from it, a climate in which all false partitions inevitably 
fall down. 

Similarly the free association of impressions through time and space, 

implied in labyrinthian clarity, abolishes distance in these dimensions 

and gives depth to present experience - (VIA pp 91-92) 

Labyrinthian clarity (ally of significant ambiguity) softens the 
edges of time and space and transcends visibility (allows spaces to 
enter each other and occasions to encounter each other in the mind's 
interior) 

This 'seamless' quality in the experience of labyrinthian clarity arises 

out of the dreamlike logic it embodies, and is a basic precondition for 

imaginative/emtional attachwnt. 

The ambiguity which characterises labyrinthian clarityv in complete 

contrast to the unequivocal nature of 'overall instantaneous clarity', 

offers the creative opportunity to the individual to build up bis own 

'interiorized city' image, through individual and shared experience, 

ordered according to changing conceptions and intentions. A particular 

city (or building) is thus a multiple reality - (VIA p 122) 

A village (town or city) is not just one bunch of places, it is mny 
bunches at the same time, because it is a different bunch for each 
inhabitant. 

But not only are the various imges of different inhabitants different one 

from another, as individual conceptions and intentions differ; they also 
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remain linked as individual perspectives on a shared reality - (VIA p 122) 

There are as many Londons as there are Londoners, as rmny Parises as 
there are Parisians (as ffany too as there are Londoners going to 
Paris! ) yet London is not Paris. 

This space for creativity, and thus for 'personal self-realization' within 

a coherent shared reality is a basic element in Van Eyck's whole approach 

- (VIA p 121) 

I can visualize a culture which is not negatively indeterminate but 
positively so, because it strives primarily to stimulate the personal 
self-realization of the individual according to his own personal 
idea. This in turn would provide the true ingredient that goes to 
the fulfilment of the multicoloured entity that society - hence the 
city - should be. The houselike city with citylike houses 
(buildings) gratifyingly comprehensible and chaotic; homogeneous and 
kaleidoscopic at the same time. 

Va. n Eyck's buildings provide numerous exwrples of elements of his 

'labyrinthian clarity', of how he proposes to achieve buildings and cities 

with a coherent and articulate structure, which retain fluidity and 

relativity. 

Colour in the Amterdam Orphanage 

Van Eyck uses colour in the Amsterdam orphanage to articulate ffemorable 

places. He specifically rejects the use of colour for merely 

instantaneous and abstract visual effects - (CCA p 266) 

There has been so much palaver about the spatial impact of colour 
that there is little colour to it and no space left for the impact! 

It is as though reason can no longer cope with vision and our eyes no 
longer perceive what eludes reason. The impact of colour, of 

course,, does not depend on visibility. 

Here colours are therefore used for their impact on experience through 

time, rather than for instantaneous ef fect or, as Van Eyck writes, "not 
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for their spatial inpact in the lirdted sense, but for their consecutive 

inpact in time" (OCA p 266), though his own discussion in fact suggests 

instead an impact on the simultaneous mental image built up through time. 

The main surfaces of the interior are white and grey, with sparing use of 

a limited palette of colours to rmrk out particular places - (CCA p, 266) 

The child discovers isolated patches of red and violet, some small 
and some large but always in recessions or in the inside of some 
intimate small enveloping space - as it moves from place to place. 
Violet was chosen because violet somehow hardly takes part in daily 
life and thus persists as an essential attribute to the building, and 
red in order to render the violet more violet. Small bits of pale 
pink glass set between concrete elements here and there serve the 
same purpose along with the little mirrors. Colour-signs 
encountered and remembered, colour symbols without subsidiary me. a. ning 
effecting interplace cohesion. 

Active exploration of this building is thus rewarded by discovery of 

special places, wbose emotional colour is rmrked by the special "colour- 

sign". Remembered coloured places throughout the building provide 

cohesion by becoming associated as ffembers of a 'family' of such places in 

the image built up by the child through daily experience of the building,, 

thus articulating that image. When the child has established a 

particular emotional attachment to one of the coloured places, af irst 

encounter with a similar one rmy awaken recognition and even the beginning 

of an attachment to the new place. 

Mirrors are used in an equally sparing way, like tiny windows through the 

solid material into another world - the same but different. Mirrors are 

more commonly used in building for their spatial inpact, for which purpose 

they need to be large and as near perfect as possible. Here tbey. are 

small, and some are even deliberately distorting, since the impact sought 
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is like that of the colours - to provide places which are rmmrable, even 

magical. 

Amsterdam Playgrounds 

Like the coloured places in the orphanage, the playgrounds designed by Van 

Eyck throughout Amsterdam (some 700 in number, though ffany have been 

destroyed, or changed beyond recognition) establish a network of 

significant landmarks, the same yet different, in the child's image of the 

city - The use of the same elements in different combinations, or similar 

elements with small differences, between different playgrounds, allows 

each to develop its own identity while together they remin linked in the 

ndnd as wmbers of a 'family'. This also gives the opportunity for 

differences to respond imaginatively to, or to dramatize, particular 

qualities of the location. Through this network of playgrounds the child 

is given a place in the city as a whole. This is an exa-qple of Van 

Eyck's use of his 'twinphenomenon same--different' in the creation of a 

totality which stimulates a richly layered image - (OCA p 115) 

It is always a great thing to discovet similarity in different ways 
and to recognize real differences as variations of the same - as 
great as it is to experience a similar kind of occasion repeated in 
different places and different kinds of occasions occurring in the 

same place. 

Mothers' Home - colour (see illustration, p 212 ) 

Van Eyck distinguishes between the three min parts of the Amsterd. am 

Mothers' home in the discussion of his use of colour there. In the three 
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upper ground floor plan 

key 
1. entrance 
2. hall 
3. cafeteria 
4. kitchen 
S. guest room 
6. night assistant 
7. playing niches 
S. central co -ordination 
9. meeting room 

10, administration 

lower ground f loor plan 

key 
1, bicycles. prams 
2. laundry 
3. larder 
4. ch0dren I to 6 
5, bedroom 
6. playroom 
7. hobby 
S. store 

1 9, hillock 
10. sand 
11. space for Hubertu Association 

Mothers' how, plans: upper and lower ground floors 

(Colour illustration, p212 , sbows view from rear of hAlding) 
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third floor plan 

key 
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6, bamroom 
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8. terrace 
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sacond floor plan 

key 
1, hall 
2, workrocrns 
3, L)ab! es 
4, kitchen 
5. tableware 
6. parents'living foorn 
7, parents* bedrooms 
8. bathroom 
9, loggia 

10, terrace 

first floor plan 

key 
1, hall 
2. workrriom 
3, doctor 
4, children I to 6 
5. loggia 
6, caretaker 

Mothers' hom, plans: floors 1.21 3 
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parts - the new building at the front, the low building at the rear (also 

new) and the newly converted old buildings - colours fulfil different 

functions. 

In the rather transparent new building at the front, housing the min 

stair, colour provides the definition required to articulate the 

continuity of spaces divided only by glazed panels, and thus to achieve a 

linked network of distinct places. Otherwise the transparency could 

threaten to become an amc)rphous spatial continuity, while the panels, 

lacking 'presence', would not provide enclosure. Van Eyck therefore 

applied strong colours to the panel frames, including those dividing 

inside from out, and achieved a relativity of enclosure and transparency. 

Views through the building thus unite different spaces (including external 

ones),, which nevertheless remin distinct, the colour dramtizing the 

5 
dimension of depth - (Stichting Wonen, forthcoming, d) 

It was the lack of spatial definition, which transparency can also 
bring with it, when effected purely through dimensional 
dematerialization, which I wanted the active colours to oppose, for 
it was 'transparency' I wanted to achieve, for the sake of spatial 
definition - definition of depth. 

The ef fect is therefore achieved of a series of overlaid transparent 

planes of colour. 

In the f ront elevation the saw reduction to planes is achieved. The 

colours are not used to pick out particular three- di mensiona I elements of 

the building, but to reduce them to planes, in a rainbow sequence - (ibido 

6 d) 

The three-dimensionality of the exterior was reduced (or even 
partialy suppressed) through the fragmentation of elements 
distinguishable as volwres, Something in the nature of a tWqP- 

dimensional configuration of coloured planes ensued. Seen from 

some distance, the colours appear almc)st siffultaneously, as if 
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brought together and composed on af lat surface, though the picture changes as soon as one moves ..... The strengthening of the two-dimensional ity, by reducing the three-dimensional tangibility (volumetric plasticity) heightened the spatial quality, or rather the variable appearance in space (for four-dimensionality, perhaps! ). 
The kaleidoscopic inpact Van Eyck describes here involves a simultaneous 

process of fragmentation and re-ordering. Three dimensional volumes are 
broken up into patterns of two dimensional planes. At the same tiue the 
'equal' colour treatment of all planes creates a homogeneity and 

equivalence of status among them, allowing new relations to be 

established, and nuking them comprehensible together as different parts of 

one and the sarm house. This application of colour thus illustrates the 

reconciliation. of same-different, unftyý-diversity, part-whole, identity- 

equivalence. At the sam time, the pattern of coloured planes changes as 

one moves, thus demonstrating the three-sided impact of changing 

perspectives., so often exploited by Van Eyck - to increase awareness of 

that which changes by mitliplying the manifestations of it (nultimaning), 

to dramatize that which creates the changes (in this case ffovement about 

the house) and to allow the time dimension to enter in. 

In the low building at the rear, on the other hand, colours were not 

required primarily to establish comprehensibility and enclosure in an 

otherwise amrphous: transparency, but rather to create appropriate 

articulation through difference between otherwise sindlar, and equivalent, 

7 
elements - (ibid ,d 

The tall new building at the front displays its colours more or less 
simultaneously - the low one at the rear, sequentially. The colours 
here, for the gayness they bring ... and for a clear 
differentiation between the five departments, certainly formed a more 
light-hearted exercise ... though no less difficult for all that, 
since I wanted each of them to be equally cheerful, equally 
different, and equally attractive. 

The euphasis here is on the creation of identity amc)ng five siffdlar 
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elements, though colour differentiation. 

In the building as a whole, including the adjacent, newlyý-converted old 

buildings, the ubiquitous presence of a complete spectrum of (twelve) 

colours, in sequences based on the spectral sequence, has the power of 

uniting different elements as parts of a complete whole. This extends 

the potential Van Eyck demonstrated in the one fully realized Nagele 

school , where the glazed panels at the entrance to the six classrooms were 

originally each painted one of six spectral colours. The rainbow holds a 

particlar fascination for Van Eyck as a single yet multiple phenomenon, 

simultaneously cyclical and linear., which celebrates the simultaneous 

presence of two natural elements - rain and sun. 

Mothers' Home - Anticipations and Detours 

Anticipation and detours created in the layout of the mthers' home 

illustrate the multiplication of perspectives on a particular place, and 

the creation of cross-references (in this case visual links) which cut 

through hierarchies and divisions to create a riebly interwoven image. 8 

An arcade-like corridor at first f loor level links together the five 

children's departments which constitute the low building at the rear. 

Each department consists of a living space and kitchen, a bathroom and, in 

the most enclosed position, a bedroom hidden away against the party wall. 

The bedrooms are the end-point of the 'hierarchy' of privacy and enclosure 

in the sequence of experience. However this chain of experience. is 

I relativized I by the way the space of the bedroom rises up in a glazed 
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shaft beside the a-rcade. The shaft creates a relation betweeen otherwise 

distant places, increasing the interconnectedness of the whole in the 

inhabitant's mental image, and breaking the rigidity of established 

hierarchies. 

A similar effect is achieved through the detours between the rmin vertical 

space and the adjoining rooms. None of the rooms are entered directly 

from the staircase, but direct visual contact is offered through glazed 

panels. On one side are the room which are built as extensions of the 

old building. These are entered by first passing into the old building 

through a central opening in the wall between old and new, and then back 

through into the space of the new building. In the case of the rooms on 

the other side of the stair, the route of entry passes first alongside the 

room, with a view into it, before entering it from the rear. In this way 

those already in the room and the new arrival have the opportunity to 

prepare for each other. A further gain is achieved in term of the 

crossý-linkage through sequential experience, though in this last example 

anticipation is close enough to entry to rmke it an example of a special 

case, the extended doorstep - the extension of the momnt of entry into a 

gradual acconnodation. 

In this way different elements of the building are juxtaposed one with 

another during mvement, encour: kging their combination into an inclusive 

total image and spatial divisions are relativized. 
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Mothers' Horm - Relativity of Old and New Orders 

The conversion of the adjacent old buildings to becoffe part of the new 

Mothers' home offered Van Eyck the opportunity to create a relativity of 

two orders - old and new - within the converted buildings. The original 

organization of these buildings was characterized by a series of load- 

b)earing cross-walls, perpendicular to the street. This order was 

undesirable in term of the desired new direction of movement parallel to 

the street, uniting the three buildings. At the saffe time, it was 

inconceivable that the final order could neglect the historical fact of 

these walls. The constitution of the completed home as a unification of 

three buildings could not be denied - it was in any case bound to be 

clearly embodied in the street elevation. Furthermre the reconciliation 

of these aspects presented a challenge which could not fail to stimulate 

Van Eyck, as became clear during construction when it emerged that the 

internal walls would have to be demolished. They were nevertheless 

rebuilt in wre or less the original positions. 

The two mitually contradictory directions had therefore to be reconciled 

by opening up the dividing walls in such a way that a connection was 

established -a transformation of division into link. In the result the 

two directions are both experienced, yet neither is appreciated as 

absolute or negative. They are 1aid one over the other and autually 

relativized. Awareness of the old order is maintained but the new 

demands are also satisfied. Herman Hertzberger has discussed this 

achievement in glowing terms - (Hertzberger 19822 p 18, trans Van 

Bladeren) 
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What a result! Openings so placed and formed that they link the 
spaces on either side of the walls mDre strongly then the much more 
extensive remaining wall planes are able to separate them. We see how a relatively small opening is able to unite two spaces situated 
on either side of the wall so that they form a single - articulated - 
room. At the same time the doorway in the middle of this twin room 
becomes both passage and centre. A thin steel column in the rdddle 
of this passage further accentuates its character as place. 

This placing of a colurm in the centre of an enclosure or opening is also 

found repeatedly in the Amsterdam Orphanage, and invites further 

comparison with the placing of roof lights in the Pastoor van Ars Kerk 

bridging the main beams. In all these cases Van Eyck achieves a striking 

relativity and a dynamically articulated continuity through the 

superimposition of af ocus of mass and enclosure upon a focus of space and 

openness. 

*#Ovation to Plantage Midderifann 

1 

Mothers' How - Relativity of Old and New Parts 

The unequivocal division of the Mothers' home into two parts - old and new 

- would be inconsistent with Van Eyck's labyrinthian clarity, which 

demands that such divisions be relativized to allow the establishment of a 
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coherent whole, so that the inhabitant can build up a dynamic imge in 

which multiple overlaid divisions shift and merge. Yet, without having 

seen Van Eyck's solution, it would be almost inconceivable that an 

uncorrpromi singly modern 'extension' and an existing nineteenth century 

building could be combined into a single coherent organization. 

The wall dividing old and new, like those within the conversion, has been 

opened up to become a link - (Stichting Wonen, forthcoming, d9) 

The high flanking wall (fire wall) between old and new is ... 
perforated twelve times ..... The twelve openings, arranged 
symmetrically about the central axis, ensure that what once were 
divisions have now become links. The 'cross-arched lintels', above 
the three openings at entrance level, contribute, with other 
decoration, to the 'independence' of this five storey wall of 
internal doors, which unites two epochs. 

The symmetry of the openings further contributes to the 'independence' of 

the wall, referred to by Van Eyck. The wall indeed has a degree of 

autonomy rare in his work, with the consequence that its presence, through 

its very strength, is almost illusory. Its autonomy means that it is not 

held in the mind by a network of relation with other elements and is 

Partially dissolved out of experience. At the saffe time its strength 

means that it reads as a massive given element, against which activities 

have clustered on both sides. 

The wall., in its central position between old and new, ffffght also be 

appreciated as the centre of the building. However Van Eyck has built 

Part of the new building as an extension of the old - the floor levels are 

carried through, and access to these roorm and roof-terraces is via the 

old. The centre is thus shifted to coincide with the staircase, 

focussing the building on a unifying rather than a dividing elemený, 

This new centre is emphasized by the recess in the front elevation - 
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across the recess the bay windows of the new extension to the old part 

look out at the bay windows of the new Part - and by the fact that the 

width of the main new part corresponds to the width of the old. 

The fact that access to sorm parts of the new building can only be 

achieved via the old, increases the ambiguity of the division. The 

mDvement of access, remembered, links the two parts in the inhabitant's 

image. 

Mothers' Home - Entrance 

Van Eyck's design for the Mothers' home entrance demonstrates with supreme 

virtuousity the orchestration of simultaneous awareness in intermediary 

places, and remembered ffovement, in order to reconcile apparently opposed 

elements in a coherent environmental image and relativize the categorical 

divisions between old and new, inside and outside. 

The crucial relationship remains, for Van Eyck, that between house and 

city, institution and society, inside and outside. The security of an 

interior would be precarious if it was set against a hostile exterior. 

The entrance is the crucial point at which this relation is established 

and became here, as always with Van Eyck, the focus of considerable 

attention. 

Although the stairs are located at the new centre, behind the recess in 

the front elevation, the entry is not mde directly at this point. Such 

a solution would link the new part alone to the street and establish an 

unequivocal centre - thus subordinating other parts. Instead Van Eyck 
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has extended the entry route, weaving together old and new, inside and 

outside. 

The route begins on the street in two places - in front of the recess in 

the new building and in front of the former entrance to the old building. 

From these two places steps rise to a single space created above pavement 

level in both old and new parts, behind the building line but open to the 

street - an 'inbetween realm'. The new part of this space is created 

beneath the bayýwindow rooffs which are built as extensions of the old 

building. This space is linked., via an opening in the wall which 

separates old and new, to a space created in the old part by moving the 

entrance door back behind the original facade. This space is also 

entered directly from the street through the former front door opening - 

one of two openings connecting the space to the street. 

From this space between old and new, inside and outside, the route passes 

through a door into this old building. The hall within is also a twin 

space which spans the wall separating old and new. Passing through an 

opening located centrally in this wall, the route arrives at the staircase 

in the new centre. 

Not only does this route establish an extended doorstep linking house and 

city, but it simultaneously li6ks old and new, weaving them together with 

remembered mvement - Strauven discusses this pattern in the latest 

version of his extensive text on this building 
10 

- (Stichting Wonen, 

forthcoffdng, d 11 
) 

It is a pattern which seems to contain the unspoken expectation that 

the winding mvement of residents and visitors, in the course of 
time, will mentally knit old and new closely together; that the 
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accunulated spiral mcmement of the ffdnd., through the passage of 
years, will unite two incongruous epochs into a twinphenomenon. 

This account seems, however, to contain two rather abstract aspects; for 

in term of the concrete experience of the individual inhabitant it is the 

repeated proxirrdty of the two realities in own sequential experience which 

leads to their association in the simultaneous mental image of the whole. 

The repeated movement of others - "residents and visitors" - is only 

relevant here in as much as interaction awng users may lead to some 

interaction between their images. The suggestion that it is the epochs 

themselves which are united as a twinphenomenon, rather than just the two 

parts of this particular building, or even Ioldness' and 'newness' as 

such, depends on abstraction by the observer of the two elements as in 

some way I standing for' their periods of construction. 

Mothers' Home - House and City 

The relation between house and city is established by Van Eyck on rrany 

levels simultaneously: the house is identified with the city through its 

articulation as a 'bunch of places', the entrance softens the transition 

between house and city, the building both addresses the street and 

participates in the definition of it in the traditional way. Furthermre 

the front elevation is not only literally highly transparent - with direct 
N 

visual contact between street and imin stair - but it is also cut awaY 

above and below in such a way that outside and inside space interlock in a 

changing pattern of balconies, roof terraces, etc at all levels. Through 

mirrors at pavement level the passing pedestrian even 'enters' into the 

fabric of the building. 
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Nevertheless this highly colourful building reffains essentially 

'different' from the city, and as such can be seen as a ConMent on the 

city's greyness. Van Eyck bas always empbasized the creative role of the 

artist in going beyond the negative aspects of the context within which he 

works - The colour here also stimulates awareness of those elements of 

the city which are indeed colourful (like the yellow traus which pass the 

building every few ffdnutes and take their colour throughout the city) thus 

strengthening this dimension in the articulation of the urban picture. 

In this way this building recollects the comments by the Smitbsons at 

Dubrovnik (1956) on Van Eyck's Amsterdam playgrounds, as an example of the 

"irritant principle of renewal" (after Van Eyck, Forum 1959, p 232; OCA 

pp 308-309) - an architectural intervention becoming a stimulus to renewal 

of the city as a whole. 



CHAPTER TEN BUILT FMBCOMING AND ME 70OLS CF ANOTHER LOGIC 

Aldo van Eyck's approach has wider intentions than the establishment of 

attachment to particular house or city, on the one hand, or the embodiment 

of a general statement on, the other. He participates in a general 

mDdernist project to establish meaning in a relativistic context. 

His interpretation of 'built homecoming' thus embraces wre than this 

limited form of attachment , which would be insufficient, not only because 

the wider world would maintain a threatening presence beyond, but also 

because of the need to come to terms with mobility and change, both as 

contemporary realities and as fundamental human needs. Mobility and 

change demonstrate the relativity of the experience of I home' and the need 

for a broader base to attachment. Van Eyck's response to this situation 

is anticipated in two aspects already discussed. Firstly in his extension 

of that dense network of association which establishes attachment to the 

house or city with 'labyrinthian clarity' beyond the boundaries of the 

Particular city to embrace the environment as a whole. Secondly in the 

gathering of human experience from all space and time into particular 

place, which not only establishes a dense layering of rmaning in the 

particular place and occasion, but reciprocally extends association and 

attachment outwards from the particular. This dual movement - inwards 

from the general and outwards from the particular- exemplifies the 

reciprocal relationship of general and particular essential to Van Eyck's 

approach. 

226 
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It is the intention of this chapter to discuss these wider aspects of Van 

Eyck's 'built homecoffdng' and shcw that they exemplify a tendency in his 

work to develop a basis for general significance without abstraction out 

of individual concrete experience, by layering particular perspectives 

from all space and time in simultaneous presence. He thus participates 

in the modernist exploration of an inclusive logic of the imagination, 

offering ways of thinking and a basis for meaning in a relativistic 

context, and develops the architectural tools of this logic. 

General Place Affinity 

It is increasingly rare for people to remain throughout their lives in a 

particular house or city, and particular environment is also subject to 

increasingly rapid and radical change. Both these contenW. rary realities 

appear to challenge humn affinity to place. However Van Eyck believes 

that the attachment of man to place is a fundajwntal need and therefore 

sees its creation in the contemporary context as an example of the 

artist's responsibility to resist those elements of contemporary reality 

which have negative consequences. This saw claim for a degree of 

artistic autonomy with respect to society's demands is demonstrated 

elsewhere in his borrowing from Giedion of the example of Michelangelo's 

Capitolina. Working in the repressive context of Counter-Reformation 

Dr% 
Home, Michelangelo realized here, according to Van Eyck, a "symbol of the 

vanished liberties of the mediaeval city republic he had in his heart" 

(OCA p 102). 
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Van Eyck does not seek to mintain place af f inity at the expense of 

mobility and change, and could not do so were it a practical proposition, 

committed as he is to an inclusive view of rmn which mist acconrx)date the 

humn need for change as well as for continuity., for freedom to change 

place as well as for attachrmnt to place. He. seeks instead to establish 

a mre deeply rooted place affinity - (CCA p 104) 

The citizen takes his own interiorized city with him wherever he goes 
- He may live in one city but rmny cities live in him. ihIs*isO 
what I call place affinity in its right - future - dimnsion. 

His alternative place affinity is based on his dynandc view of place 

experience, rejecting the simple opposition between place affinity and 

mobility - (OCA p 106) 

One place experience merges in memory and anticipation with another 
place experience. It seems to me that this shows up the falsity of 
the supposition that, because affinity to a single city or region is 
declining, place affinity in general - place allegiance - must 
therefore also decline. 

and - (OCA p 99) 

In memory places shift ... with reference to each other; they also 
merge with other places. One place is therefore always present in 
another., one occasion experienced in the clinRte of a previous one, 
similarly one object charged with the meaning of another. Each 
place, each occasion, each object, is as it were transformed by other 
places, other occasions, and other objects in our appreciation. 

But when he claims that this wrging suggests the possibility of a 

'general place affinity' Van Eyck is presumably not so much referring to 

the consequent increase in depth and dynamism of particular place 

experience, as to the way the absolute particularity of place attachment 

is transcended. The potential density of layered attachment to place is 

illustrated in Van Eyck's discussion of his own attachment to rivers - 

(OCA p 199) 

I have a particularly strong affinity to all the great rivers f have 

ever experienced (physically or intellectually, thus either in 
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actuality or not) the mment I encounter one of them. I think of the far-away mountains where its source is, of its estuary: of the 
great city there or others along it - seen or unseen and perhaps even 
no longer in existence. Yes, when I cross the Thames I am crossing 
the Danube, the Mississippi, the Niger, the Guadalquivir, but also 
those rivers I have never actually crossed. 

He mLght equally have added those rivers, real, imagined or mythical, 

which all contribute to the image of 'river' carried in the ffdnd. 

The potential for this dense layering of attachment is to be created, 

according to Van Eyck, througb the saffe processes of mental association 

which establish a coherent image of city or house, and nultimeaning in 

particular place, somewhat as follows. Just. as association is stimulated 

to link places within a city into a densely related network, so these same 

links are established beyond the boundaries of the city to create 

attachment to the environment as a whole. And the gathering of hunan 

content into a place, giving density of meaning to the experience of 

particular place and occasion, also encourages the association of 

unfamiliar place with known places, thus spreading attachmnt out of the 

known into the previously unknown. As layers of treaning are gathered 

into the present from all space and time, so attachment spreads out 

reciprocally from the present throughout space and tirne. Ultimately, 

through the gathering of archetypal qualities into particular place, it 

becomes what Van Eyck calls a "token of humanity" (CCA p 103). 

S 

In Van Eyck's approach buman qualities thus becone the basis for qualities 

Of place in the absence of external ahsolutps, which explains his interest 

in Rykwert's 'The Idea of a City' (Rykwert 1963), first published with an 

introduction by Van Eyck as an issue of Forum. 
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Rykwert's essay shows how the Roman town was established as an image of 

the cosmic structure, thus giving meaning to everyday action in the city 

and giving the citizen a place in the universe. In this way a part-whole 

identification (city-universe) is achieved, with a similar impact in term 

of 'built homecoming' to that discussed by Van Eyck in his study of the 

Dogon people. Rykwert compares the antique and contemporary situations, 

and suggests an alternative basis for significance in the environment - 

(Rykwert 1963, p 143) 

The whole universe and its meaning could be spelt out of (the 
Roman's) civic institutions - so he was at how in it. We have lost 
all the beautiful certainty about the way the world works 0000" This does not absolve us from looking for some ground of certainty in 
our attempts to give form to human environni-nt. It Is no longer 
likely that we shall find this ground in the world which the 
cosmologists are continuously reshaping around us and so we rrust look 
for it inside ourselves: in the constitution and structure of the 
human person. 

Van Eyck has shown great interest in Rykwert's identification of city with 

dream - (VIA p 102) 

Those who agree with Joseph Rykwert that the "ground of certainty", 
without which no inner equipoise is possible, mst now be discovered 
within the "structure and constitution of the hurmn person" ie within 
the interior of the uind and no longer outside it, will probably find 
it more meaningful to identify the city with the dream than to 
identify it with the exterior universe. 

Rykwert's argument about city and dream also belps explain the 

significance of Van Eyck's 'labyrinthian clarity', which establishes an 

urban order based on the order found in man's imaginative processes - most 

strikingly embodied in the dream. The imagination also enters the 

argument in two other aspects: it is the faculty needed to create this 

order, through a long and intense design process requiring the full 

humanity and imagination of the architect; it is also the faculty for 

which this order mkes a place, encouraging the inhabitant to acfiieve 
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emDtional attachment to the environment through his own imaginative 

activity. The architect's imagination creates a city with the 

collaboration, and for the benefit, of the inhabitant's imagination, based 

on the logic of the human imagination itself. Van Eyck's central 

contribution is to have illuminated the nature of this 'other logic' and 
to have developed tools for its realization in architecture. 

The Tools of Another Logic 

Complex natural and human systems - ecosystems, cities, the imagination - 

appear to be particularly vulnerable to nisunderstanding by a narrow 

analytic approach and associated abstract logic, seeking clear and 

distinct categories, simple causal relations, locating these in a 

mechanical space and time. Van Eyck's writing seeffs to continuously seek 

to contribute to a mDre inclusive logic, accepting shifting dynamic 

identity, a space and tim which are transparent, relations of 

reciprocity, and seeking to mke such realities comprehensible rather than 

rejecting them as merely chaotic or imponderable. The f luid laws of this 

logic are suggested in his writing about Rykwert's essay - (VIA p 103) 

Rykwert's suggestion that a town, if it looks like anything 
physiological at all, looks mre like a dream than anything else is 
suggestive in many ways. For it is in the nature of dream that 
things - all things - escape from the rigid meanings assigned to 
them, cross their own frontier, merge, and are significantly 
preshuffled, that absolutes and quantitative antonyms (false 
polarities) - this concerns me especially - are deflated and rendered 
meaningless; and finally, that order and chaos, continuity and 
discontinuity, the determinate and the indeterminate, are 
gratifyingly united. 

There is an inplication in his repeated use of concepts of relativity, 

reciprocity, equivalence, transformtion, twinphenomena, nultimean ing, and 
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in his hints about 'cyclocosm and mtamorphosis' , that nature, the city, 

and the human imagination are similar dynamic patterns of reciprocal 

processes, accessible to a similar imaginative logic. 

It is his systematic introduction into architecture of a 'perspectival' 

approach to identity and general validity which forms Van Eyck's ffain 

contribution to the tools of this other logic. Both a delight in the 

Lýn 
. 1eidoscope of changing perspectives and an exploitation of layered 

perspectives to achieve dynaffdc identity and general hwnan validity are 

recurring elements in his writing. He reveals this delight in the 

dynamic reality of different perspectives, for example, when discussing 

Palladio's San Giorgio Maggiore - (unpublished text) 

The 'faults' which Rudolf Wittkower reads into the facade and James 
Ackerman partially confirms, correspond exactly with what to rre are 
not faults, but signs of genius. Thus, already San Giorgio has lots 
of facades: the readers' , each of the historians', and mine! 

This recalls his statement about the dynamic identity of cities - (VIA 

p 122) 

There are as many Londons as there are Londoners, as many Parises as 
there are Parisians (as m. ny as there are Londoners going to Paris! ) 
yet London is not Paris. 

His demand for architects to exploit the changing appearance and ffeaning 

which places take on for dif f erent inhabitants (young or old), and at 

different times (day, night, sun, rain) can also be seen in this light. 

A place thus comes to embody a statement of relativity, its identity takes 

on a dynamic and living quality,, and different times are drarmtized and 

take their place as architectural materials. The saue basic conception 

can be found at the centre of Van Eyck's 'gathering body of experience' 

I-- 1), viewing the particular (and Hertzberger's rrusee imaginalre 

constructional solutions and space conceptions of different cultures as 
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dynamic transformation of archetypal human realities in particular 

cultural perspectives. Thus Van FYCk writes - (()CA p 154) 

The same aspect may have a different meaning in several different 
cultural contexts. It is thus that each aspect, acquiring a 
multitude of meanings when interculturally interpreted and hence 
greater depth, becomes more illuminative and relevant in terffs of human nature - through the greater perspective and extended horizon 
its transformations effect. 

It is by layering these perspectives together and making imaginative 

connections between them, therefore, that an architect is to give his own 

solution general human validity., as implied in Hertzberger's 'objectivity' 

here - (Hertzberger 1973, para 9.3) 

The richer our collection of images, the rrore precise we can be in 
indicating the mc)st plural and mc). st evocative solution, and the mc)re 
objective our solution belcomes, in the sense that it will hold a 
meaning for, and be given a meaning by, a greater variety of people. 

Whereas objectivity is conventionally achieved by abstraction from 

everyday experience,, Van Eyck plunges into the interior of concrete 

experience. It might be argued that this 'interiorization' leads to 

I mre subjectivity'., but Van Eyck's work suggests that the irrplied 

limitation can be overcome by gathering together particular perspectives 

and forming them into a coherent whole. Tn the same way, McLuhan has 

argued that the simultaneous presence of multiple perspectives in TS 

Eliot's poetry is an inevitable consequence of his 'interior' approachp 

and seen this as a general technique of mdernism - (af ter Davie 1975, 

p 203) 

The interior landscape ... moves naturally towards the principle of 
multiple perspectives as in the first two lines of The Waste Land 

where the Christian Chaucer, Sir Jams Frazer and Jessie Weston are 
simltaneously present. This is 'cubist perspective', which-renders, 
at once, a diversity of views with the spectator always in the centre 
of the picture, whereas in picturesque art the spectator is always 
outside@ I 

Perspectival layering can thus be seen as the essential counterpart of 
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relativity and 'interiorization'.. with potential to overcome the 

limitations of subjectivity, and the nihilism to which relativity might 

lead if allawed to become, in its turn, another absolute. 

Van Eyck thus contributes to a wider investigation of modernist art , 

seeking to achieve general human validity despite the different colours 

taken on by reality in changing perspectives, seeking to overcome the 

dif f iculties created by the loss of absolute concepts and values which 

turned artists towards individual consciousness as a source of knowledge. 

For despite the roots of his understanding in the 'interior of 

consciousness', the ffK)dernist is also committed to transcending the 

limitations of his own particular perspective. Thus TS Eliot, in his 

'Tradition and the Individual Talent' (1919, see Eliot 1975, pp 31-36), 

was concerned to show how the poet., by bringing traditional ffaterial to 

life in the present., could free his work from 'personality' - from merely 

personal significance- by concentrating a great density and variety of 

human experience into it. Other modernists explored technical devices 

whereby particular I subjective' perspectives could be combined into a 

-densely interwoven picture of particular characters, objects, places or 

events. Thus Virginia Woolf in 'The Waves' (1931), like James Joyce in 

'Ulysses' (1932), builds up a Picture by gathering together the 'streaffs 

of consciousness' of various characters. In paintingp the Cubists 

layered viewpoints on an object'to escape the limitations of the view from 

a particular chosen point in time and space. This element in ffodernism 

was observed by Ortega y Gasset as early as 1916, and given the nalne 

Perspectivism'. He argued that, in the absence of an absolute observer 

or an absolute space and time, the changing perspective itself becomes an 
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essential coryponent of reality (Ortega Y Gasset 1961, see also Quinones 

1975). 

The gathering together of perspectives through all space and time is found 

in much modernist art, but in Joyce's 'Finnegans Wake' (1939) becomes the 

essence of the whole work. The importance of Joyce's contribution is 

acknowledged by Van Eyck in his discussion of the terrPoral and spatial 

depth he seeks in architecture - (VIA p 93; OCA p 50) 

Who knows., perbaps Anna Livia Plurabelle ffay yet preside over 
architecture. 

Anna Livia Plurabelle, a key figure in 'Finnegans Wake', represents a 

telescoping of all time and space by being -simultaneously all worren and 

all rivers. Carola Giedion-Welcker wrote about this aspect of Joyce's 

work in 'Transition' in 1929 (after the prelimdnary publication of part of 

Tinnegans Wake' as 'Work in Progress'). and pointed to the influence on 

him of the eighteenth century historian Giambattista Vico,, who sought a 

form of timeless history, simultaneously containing the history of all 

peoples at all times - (in Giedion-Welcker ed, 1979, pp 38-39) 

The intellectual program of Giambattista Vico, with whose ideology 
Joyce has intensely occupied himself in the last few years "to write 
an eternal, ideal history, in accordance with which the history of 
all peoples runs" - one would like to place as a motto over the whole 
work. The Joycean history of humanity does not, of course, develop 
at one time, in a chronological sequence, but is composed of unny 
motleyý--coloured mosaics and projected onto an ideal plane where only 
intellectual and linguistic relations are valid -0*00 This 
means: Temporal strata and spatial frontiers are eliminated: 
Neither beginning nor end. ' A great circular course ..... TO 
uncover the essential identity of everything hurran under the variety 
of external phenomena is the basic point He delves into 
the great vessel of history, saga, poetry, and finds there, in spite 
of different time and space illumination, basic characteristics of 
human existence ..... Ever-recurring ideas dipped into 

eternally changing, changeable husks, and projected into an 
absolutely unreal sphere - an all-time, an all-space "Put 

allspace in a notshall" says Joyce, 
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It is the same telescoping of all space and time into particular place and 

occasion, and the same preoccupation with both changing manifestations and 

stable identityt which are at the centre of Van Eyck's approach. It might 

be imagined that architecture must choose between, on the one hand, the 

'objective' value of an abstract general order and, on the other, the 

'subjective' value of particular places for emDtional attachment. But 

Aldo van Eyck's writing draws on the mDdernist investigation of an 

alternative logic in which past and present, far and near, objective and 

subjective, general and particular, are not mutually exclusive; and he 

goes on to develop tools by which this logic may be applied to 

architecture. In this way his writing makes a unique contribution to 

twentieth century architecture. He shows how it may be possible, through 

a demanding imaginative design process, to achieve an environment 

"gratifyingly comprehensible and chaotic, homogeneous and kaleidoscopic" 

(VIA p 121), which' invites emotional attachment by being ordered according 

to the logic of the mind itself. 



NOTES TO ALL CHAPTERS 

Introduction 

1. For example, his opposition to the monumental town hall/opera house 
now under construction in Amsterdam's Waterlooplein,, to the creation of 
satellite towns in the new polders, and to successive plans by Amsterdam 
city council and property speculators vkbich threatened inner city hcusing 
neighbourhoods. See reports in, for example, successive issues of the 
Dutch magazine 'Wonen/TABK'. 

2. The other editors were: DC Apon, C Boon, Joop Hardy, Herman 
Hertzberger, Jurriaan Schrofer and Van Eyck's Team 10 colleague Jaap 
Bakema. This particular editorial group of the magazine are generally 
referred to as the 'Forum Group'. 

3. See for example Luchinger 1976 ('Struk-turalismus - eine neue stro*mung 
ýn der architektur') and Bohigas 1977 ('Aldo van Eyck or a New Amsterdam 
School') - 

4. For exaHple: Jocp van Stigt, Piet Blom, Jan Verhoeven. 

5. Another example follows soon af ter - (Forum 1962, p 92) "1 am prone to 
suggest ..... because it is so blatantly obvious". 

6. The problems of the term 'modernist' here are increased by Van Eyck's 
specific rejection of the term. However it is argued in the appendix 
that its use here follows generally accepted practice. 

7. Also in an article about the SniLthsons (Eisenmn 1973) and in a 
discussion at the 1976 Venice Biennale (Raggi ed, 1978 p 180). 

8. Strauven has contradicted this suggestion as follows - (Lotus 28 1981, 

p 39) "Sow authors like C van de Ven ... and P Eisenmann .*. take it 
for granted that Van Eyck was decisively influenced by Kahn at the end of 
the fifties. A pretty rash assuuption if one knows that Van Eyck 
finished the conceptual drawings of the orphanage in May 1955, a time when 
Kahn was completely unknown, in the USA as well as in Europe. " 

9. See, for exanple, Norberg-Schulz in his I Intentions in Architecture 
(1961). % 

Chapter One - no notes 

Chapter Two - no notes 
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Chapter Three 

1. Van Eyck's 'sentimental naturalism' should not be confused with literary naturalism -a nineteenth century ffovement concerned with the 'objective' rendering of reality as a supposed antidote (and counter- 
reaction) to the romantic sentimentality and idealization of nature. 

2. Van Eyck's use of the term "mdernism" here is intended to refer to 
the mDdern architecture of which he is critical, rather than the broad 
mvement in twentieth century thought generally described by this term 
(see Appendix 4). 

3. Van Eyck's use of the term "dual phenoffenon" at Otterlo in 1959, gave 
way during the course of 1961 (between Forum 6/7,1960/61 and Architects' 
Yearbook 10,1961) to the single word "twinphenormnon". 

4. Te mens huivert omdat hij went het ene voor het andere prijs te 
mceten geven: het bijzondere voor het elementaire, het individuele voor 
het collectieve, rust voor beweging: mar rust kan ook verstarring zijn,, 
en beweging ... behoeft geen chaos te zijn. " 

5. "Alleen de eenparigheid van een mchanistisch-causale denkwijze 1-*eft 
het kunnen kla-arspelen de eenheid te verbrijzelen tot geforceerde 
alternatieven, tot frustrerende polariteiten., koud gepaard: object- 
subject; individueel-collectief; geheel-onderdeel; mssa-ruinte; geest- 
lichaam; goed-kwaad ... Het zijn steeds anbivalente fenomenen. " 

6. Brian Brace Taylor in his article on Team Ten (1975), erected an 
elaborate discussion around the incorrect belief that CIAM had a meeting 
in Bridgewater, Connecticut USA in 1948. 

7. 'De trionph van het verstand heef t stelselmatig iedere relatie 
verbroken, ieder evenwicht verstoord. Tussen de natuur en de mens is met 
dwaze volharding een wig geslagen. " 

8. This translation follows Van Eyck's practice of rendering the Dutch' 
'het verstand' with the English 'common sense". However the choice here 
is somewhat puzzling. A uDre usual rendering would be 'the intellect' 
which would surely be more appropriate, with its implications of abstract 
reasoning, than 'common sense., with its suggestion of practical good 
sense. His opposition of 'het verstand' to 'de verbeelding' - the 
imagination - supports this argumnt. This study therefore refers to Van 
Eyck's concept interchangeably as 'common sense' (mintaining inverted 
coams) and the intellect. 

9. 'Ve wendt je af van iets , van de natuur . Er is al een splitsing 
tussen ik - het subject, en de natuur - het object. En daar is de ellende 
begonnen 

, op de mmnt dat de natuur geen Gij was - dus gewoon ffateriaal. 

10. "dat ordening niets betekent -.. als het niet het chaotische 
mDgelijk makt. " 
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Notes to Chapter Four 

1. See 'Tribute to Carola Giedion-Welcker' (Forum 1959, pp 321-22) which 
was based on an introduction to a talk by Carola Giedion about Paul Klee in Amsterdam in 1957; also the dedication of the Amsterdam Mothers' home 
to her "and the Great Gang she understood so well" (Wonen/TABK 8 1980p 
p 11). article 'Ex Turico Aliquid Novuml (Archithese 5 1981t pp 35-38p 
62-63). and NOS television programm IDe Vuurvogell (The Firebird, 1978). 

2. "Via Carola Giedion is het net alsof je Joyce voor je ziet, als je met baar praat" (N(LS television 1978). 

3. 'Die Arbeit an der 'Neugestaltung des Raum-Zeitsproblems ist ein durchgehendes Phänown innerhalb der ffodernen Wissenschaft und Kunst. " 

4. 'Tlastiker wie Constantin Brancusi und Jean Arp, Maler wie Picassc) und Joan Miro, sogar komplizierte Geister wie James Joyce - um hier nur einige herauszugreifen - lassen Mythos, Legende, Kindheit, Trawn als ewige 
wirkende Grundsubstanz, als irrationale Dominante der Menschheits- 
geschichte spurbar werden. " 

5. "Zij zeggen, dat wij staatsgevaarlijk zijn. Nu, zij hebben gelijk. 
Wie het wonder van de realiteit verkiest boven de banaliteit van de 
illusie; het natuurlijke boven het surrogaat; de gezonde vitaliteit boven 
de aarzelende impotentie; de hartstochtelijke greep boven de verdrongen 
tie; de grilligheid van wat groiende is boven de starheid van het eens 
volbrachte; het elementaire boven de frateriele perfectie; wie zijn 
verbeelding gebruikt ter verjonging van ziebzelf en de gemeenschap; 
kortem, wie de mDed en het vermgen bezit vrij te zijn, is staats- 
gevaarlijk. " 

6. "Zij zijn voor de dingen die jij tot een verbeelde eenheid hebt 
gemaakt zo ontvankelijk als gruis. Zij hebben een zintuig verloren, een 
hormDonsoort te weinig. Ga van plaats tot plaats de wereld door en je 
zult zien, dat het overal hetzelfde is, dat overal juist deze mensen tot 
onheil van de gemenschap, hun laatste kansen in de politiek zoeken, deze 
universele vergaarbak der verbeeldingslozen Zij verwijten het 
kind zijn kinderlijkheid en de mens zijn bartstocht. Terwijl de kringloop 
van de natuur hen zo beklenrend hoog zit, dat zij ee n eigen kringloop, een 
contra-kringlocp fabriceren: de vicieuze cirkel. Uit angst voor de 
vrijheid kloven zij het volk en zijn eigen vernieuwende kracht uit elkaar, 
omdat zij weten, dat het ene het andere rmt zich ffee brengt ..... Ja, 
Karel, het zijn de helden van een oagekeerde wereld, die je werk 
vernietigen. " 

A 
7. "seine anarchistische Revolte gegen den erstarrten Bon GouV' 

8. "Wenn die Dadaisten und Surrealisten 
dürren, verengenden Rationalisffus mit 
Imagination entgegenstellen und gegen die 
COffmn sense protestierten, so begingen 
eroberte Wege. " 

zwanzig Jahre späher sich einem 
der Kraf t ihrer spontanen 

Vorherrschaft eines bourgeoisen 
sie damit auch Jarrys einsam 

go 'Daar bmnder A hem erg om: hij pat echt van kinderen uit; Hij 
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7. akt letterlijk door de kniee"n om. te zien hoe een kind een ruimte beleef t, 
wat het ziet, hoe het tegen raajrroedes aankijkt. Op een dag trof ik hem 
op de bouw aan, zittend, mt jas en hoed, in een van de speelbaden, een bedauste tiamrmn aan zijn zijde. " 

10. Read has a view, similar to that expressed by Van Eyck, that lack of irm. gination should be viewed as a disease, of horrmnal origin. Having 
pointed to the widespread 'insensibility' he observed in society, he wrote (in 1943). "1 believe that insensibility is a disease - literally a 
schlerosis - of endocrine origin .. -" (Read 1970, p 303). 

81 11. .o. een belichaming van het rorrantische verlangen de verbroken 
eenheid te herstellen tussen kunst en maatschappij, ffens en natuur en 
, tussen geest en ffaterie. " 

12. "Fragmenten und Abfällen des aglichen Lebens. " 

13. "Zowel de Austerdamse als de Luikse expesitie� juist door (de) 
uiterst strakke wijze waarop zij werden gecomponeerd, een bijna te 
geordende enigzins lege indruk hebben gemakt, wat een nerkwaardige 
tegenstelling vorrrde tot de bruisende spontaniteit van Cobra. " 

14. 'ter Aldo isch ebe--n-en halbe Hollander und en halbe Spanier - wiage 
dem, weisch. " 

15. Van Eyck's u-se of the word 'interiorization' appears to be based on 
Max Ernst's expression "L'interieur de la vue" - the interior of vision - 
which he gave as title to several paintings in the 1920s and to a book of 
collages illustrated by Paul Eluard poems, published in 1947. (Quinn 1977) 

16. Phenomnologists have carried further the investigation of 'tine' as 
it arises in hunRn consciousness. See, for exaffple: Husserl - Lectures 
on the Phenomnology of Internal Time-Consciousness (1905-11); Heidegger 
- Being and Time (1926); Minkowski - Lived Tirre (1933). 

17. It was William Jaffes who, in his 'Principles of Psychology I (189O)s 
coined the term I stream of consciousness' - His work ran strikingly 
parallel to that of Bergson (Passrmre 1968, p 104). 

18. See, for example: Dresden et al - ITijd en Werkelijkheid in de 
Moderne Literatuur'(1974); Hollington - ISvevo, Joyce and Modernist Tim 
(1976); Kermode - 'The Sense of an Ending'(1967); Kumar - 'Bergson and 
the Stream of Consciousness Novel'(1962); Mendilaw - 'Time and the Novel 
(1952); Quinones - 'Four Phases of Time and Literary Modernism' (1975). 

19. This constitution of rmLn"s mental images of space has been 
investigated by, for example Lynch(1960) and Norberg-Schulz(1971). 

20. "Wirklichkeit ist 0 nicht mehr eine den Subject 

gegenübergestellte Welt von Objekten im Raum, sondern eine komplexe 
Durchdringing innerer und *äussere Vor Unge. Dieser Komplex ist sichtbar ga 
zu rachen durch die Bildform der Simultaneität, die das Nacheinander in 
Nebeneinander� in überlagerung und Durchdringung verwandelt. " 
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21. "In den Still-leben der Sakralen Fische (1916) wird eine 
'Sanktifaktion der Realit*a*tl vollzogen, indem das Sakrale aus der 
ZUfalligkeit des Profanen hervorschinnert und den banalen Dingen jene 
andere geistige Transparenz Verleiht, die in dichterischen Werk- von Jams 
Joyce, imer wieder zu den 'Epiphanien' des Alltags FÜhrt. 11 

Chapter Five 

1. Jencks seem to have considered Van Eyck's influence decisive. In a 
footnote to a discussion of Van Eyck's 'place' and 'Occasion' in his 
'Modern Movements in Architecture' he wrote: "It is interesting to note 
that the concept of 'place' diffused so quickly that it spread all over 
the globe without any acknowledgement of the sources" (Jencks 1973, note 
to p 316). He mentions works by Moore, Lasdun, Karmi, de Carlo and Utzon 
arising out of this concept. 

2. Van Eyck specifically rejects any association of his ideas with the 
nam of Heidegger despite obvious parallels with his analysis of concrete 
place experience, and of relation with things (see Heidegger 1975). 

3. lAijn genegenheid voor de besloten ruimten - koel en donker - binnen 
ffdlden lemen wanden die ik in de Sahara betrad, hebben nüjn verlangen naar 
de ijle transparantie van Duiker, Van der Vlugt en Rietveld aangevuld mar 
nooit tegengesproken. " 

4. Tat die plekken allermal plekjes zouden worden voorzag A niet (van 
het kale ffeteen naar het kleffe, dat hoeft toch niet? ) [mar het laat wel 
zien hoe ook 'plek' al gauw een toverwoord ffet een scheve werking werd. " 

5@ @Un)dat construeren in de ruimte in prineipe reeds begrenzen., 
afbakenen, omsluiten, verkleinen, inperken inhoudt, heb ik de laatste tijd 
de nadruk willen leggen op hetgeen niet zonder reer, aldus ijverig doende, 
Overblijft: - openheid. Openheid is daarom een qualiteit die cm onze zorg 
vraagt en dus - toch - bezorgd met worden. " 

6. "Als ruimte verdwijnt houdt ffen leegte over. En als dat gebeurt is er 
geen sprake mer van interieurwaarde en dus ook niet van beslotenheid. 
Als juist deze waarden wegvallen valt er inia--rs niets te 'openen'. Kan 
een gebouw wel open zijn, zich naar buiten richten, als er van ruimte geen 
Sprake is, geen binnen, geen interieur, en dus geen beslotenheid? " 

7. This appears in the form of four diagrams in I Progressive 
Architecture'. September 1962, p 158; and with additional Dutch text and 
analytical diagrams in 'Bouwkundig Weekblad' 2 1963, p 30. 

Chapter Six - no notes 
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Cbapter Seven - no notes 
W- 

Chapter Eight 

'OF 1. Malraux coined the term 'musee imaginaire' (variously translated as 1maseum without walls' and 'imaginary museum'. though 'museum of images' 
rdght be mDre suitable for Hertzberger's use), in his 'Psychologie de 
VArt (1947), to describe the impact of reproduction techniques in 
bringing art out of the museum (see Malraux 1974). 

2, The selection and combination Of perspectives should not be viewed as 
mechanical processes through which a hunELn 'highest coamn factor' is 
established, but rather as requiring the full huflanity and imagination of 
the architect. Hertzberger's choice of words is therefore unfortunate, 
perhaps, when he writes of finding the "cross-section" of a collection of 
images ("de doorsnede van de verzameling"). 

'*roeb is het gebouw gekormn zoals het ont-worpen werd, mar is zoals te 
verwachten was vanaf het eerst begin slachtoffer geweest van allerlei 
elkaar snel opvolgende sociaal-pedagogische trends. Ook werd de functie 
ervan binnen het kader van de kinderbescherträng vaak verlegd alsof eubieke 
meters gebouw overal goed voor zijn! Waren ze dat niet, dan werd er wel 
ad hoc voor gezorgd. Eenieder haalde alles wat mar even in de weg leek 
te staan neer of voeg er prompt aan toe wat even nodig leek - mar al gauw 
weer overbodig bleek! Zeer essentieel bestaandelen waren gewijzigd - ook 
buiten 

, zoals bijvoorbeeld de grote overdekte loggias la ngs de 
Amstelveenseweg die zonder fräj te verwittigen of om advies te vragen en 
zonder (of met? ) goedkeuring van de Welstandsconmüssie roekeloos werden 
opgevuld, waardoor het gebouw aan deze meest zichtbare zijde hard, riassief 
en dicht is geworden. Spelen of siesta voor de kleinen buiten ... is nu 
allen bij goed weer mDgelijk. Het lVeeshuis werd nooit als instrument 
zinrijk bespeeld en dus ook nooit zorgvuldig bijgesteffd. Integendeel, er 
is verwoestend me offgesprongen. Het was een parel voor lieden die mt 
pijnlijke stelligheid geen paradijsvogels waren. Nu, vandaag, spiegelt 
het dan ook op even pijnlijke wijze dit groezelige feit. " 

Chapter Nine 

OF 'Vartiste est un receptacle d'emtions venues de n'importe o'u"; du 
ciel, de la terre, d'un n-orceau dq papier, d'une figure qui passev d'une 
toile d'araignee. Vest pourquoi il ne faut pas distinguer entre les 
Choses. Pour elles il nly a pas de quartiers de noblesse. " 

2. The words printed in the text 'The Child, the City and the Artist' are 
"for it precludes that they become". However the context implies that 
this contradicts Van Eyck's intentions, hence the substitution rmde here. 

3. The leaf-tree, house-citY presentation appears in the report of the 
Royaumont rreeting (Sffdthson ed, 1975, p 679). The diagram appears in 
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'Team 10 Primer' (Smithson ed, 1974, P 99) dated 'St Louis 19621. It was further published in: Donus May 1965; Donat ed, 1966, p 120; Forum 
1967x, pp 51-53; VIA pp 90-92; and also appears in OCA Pp 126-27. 

4. See, for exanple,, Tange at Otterlo (Newrmn ed, p 184) and Bakerm 
discussing work of Candilis, Josic, Woods (Carre Bleu 1961, also Sn'dthson 
ed, 1974, p 30). 

5. Iliet was (de) ruirntelijke onbepaaldheid die louter door 
demterialisatie ontstane doorzichtigheid helaas zo vaak rret zieh 
meebrengt, die ik door aetieve kleuren wilde tegengaan, want 
Itransparantiev is wat ik wilde bereiken - ruinte en diepte bepalende 
transparantie -tv 

6. 'De driedimensionaal plastische verschijning van het exterieur werd 
sterk verminderd (of zelfs vrijwel opgeheven) door fragmentarisering van 
de herkenbare voluffe elementen tot tweedirmnsionale kleurvlakken. Van 
enige afstand bekeken worden de kleuren, als waren ze in een plat vlak 
geeomponeerd en verenigd, vrijwel gelijktijdig waargenomen, al verandert 
het beeld zodra men zieh verplaatst Versterking juist van het 
tweedirrensionale tastbare verschijning (voluffe Plastiek) verhoogde het 
rulmtelijke - de variabele verschijning in de ruimte (zo rren wil het 
vierdiffensionale! ). 

7. "Voor de tioge verticale nieuwbouw voor, geldt oa een aän of meer 
gelijktijdige verschijnirig der kleuren buiten. Voor de lage horizontale 
nieuwbouw achter een verschijning na elkaar. De kleuren terwille van 
vrolijkheid ... en een duidelijk verschil tussen de 5 kinderverblijven, 
vornide een lichtzinnigere ... opgave, nuar was daarom ook lastiger, want 
ik wilde ze beslist alle vijf even blijmc)edig, even verschillend en ock 
even mooi hebben. " 

8. Van Eyck's Team 10 colleague Giancarlo de Carlo has discussed the 
relation of very similar architectural 'techniques' to a contemporary time 
sensibility arising out of the film. He raises a number of ideas parallel 
to Van Eyck's modernist sensibility as discussed in this study, and in 
particular to his 'labyrinthian clarity' - (in Loach 1979, p 214) 
'You can jump backwards and forwards,, you can see one thing and then see 
it again from another point of view; you can see people from afar or cow 
close to them. These techniques are inherent in movie-nRking but not in 
architecture. Our consciousness, however, conceives of such possibilities 
because movie-making has changed our imaginations The state of 
Our imaginations now has always intrigued me, but it is never expressed in 

architecture, .9#. So ... I have tried to show that transparency is 

not just 'see-through'. but that there can be super- imposi t ions of 
transparency or mixtures of transparency and reflection. You can 

.. 
211ddenly see a place you have already seen from a different point of view; 
You can see many levels at once, and thus see movement and life at many 
levels, life with different purposes. The building becorrxýs a sort of 
kaleidoscope. The generality of buildings bears no correspondence to our 
ifliaginations. Everyone is used to being offered a multiplicity of images 

at the cinema or the stadium. But architecture is reluctant to accept the 

Multiplicity of things. -. You are working on a knife-edge when you try 
to Mke more complex buildings, ones which correspond to the present, 
because it is very easy to create confusion; you have to take care always 
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to introduce complexity at the right point. " 

9. 'De hoge zijwand (brandýmur) tussen oud en nieuw is .-- twaalf keer 
synnetrisch geperforeerd ..... Deze twaalf deuropeningen, symetrisch 
om de centrale as geordend, zorgen ervoor dat wat eerst scheidingen waren, 
nu schakels zijn geworden. De 'dwarstoog'-lateien boven de drie openingen 
. op entree niveau en overige decoraties dragen tot de 'zelfstandigheid' van 
deze vijf-verdiepingen-hoge 'binnenpoortmuur', die twee tijdperken 
veren igt, bij -" 

10. First published in Dutch with English suffnary only (Strauven 1980), 
then in a second version in English and Italian (Strauven 1981) before 
substantial revision for Stichting Wonen (forthcoming). 

11. liet is een patroon dat de onuitgesproken verwachting lijkt in te 
houden dat het lusvornüge verkeer van bewoners en bezoekers ffettertijd oud 
en nieuw ffentaal nauw zal saffenbinden, dat de geaccumuleerde 
spiraalbeweging van het gemc)ed hier in de loop de r jaren twee incongruente 
tijdperken tot 'tweelingfenorrL-nen' zal verenigen. " 
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APPENDIX 1 LIST OF PUBLISHED WRITINGS 13Y ALDO vAN EyCK 

'Wij ontdekken stijll (d; cf. Bridgwater Text) in Forum 1949, pp 115-16 

'Bij het 'teken' van de tentoonstelling' (d; on Ahoy entry arch) in Forum 
1950, pp 202-203 

Ten appel aan de verbeelding' (d; An appeal to the iffagination, pun 
Karel Appel, an open letter/poster) Nederlandse Experirrentele 
Groep, Amsterdam 1950 

Bridgwater Text (e; 1947) in A Decade of New Architecture. ed. GiedionS. 
Editions Girsberger, Zurich 1951, p 37 

IR P Lohse' (d) in Forum 1952, p 186 

TW en de kinderen van Amsterdam' (d; on playgrounds) in Forum 1952, 
pp 194-98 

'Bouwen in de Zuidelijke Oasen' (d; Building in the southern oases) in 
Forum 1 1953, pp 28-37 

'Eeuwenlang waren kunstenaars dienaren van koningen, pausen en rijke 
kopplieden' (d; For centuries artists have been servants of kings, 
popes and rich merchants) in Forum 1953, pp 90-91 

'Over binnen en buitenruiffte' (d; On inside and outside space) in Forum 
1956, p 133 

'Het kind en de stad' (d; The child and the city) in Goed Wonen 1957, 
pp 207-12 

'Scholen te Nagele' (d; on Nagele schools) in Forum 1957, pp 242-48 

'Het bal kaatst terug' (d; The ball bounces back; Rietveld and the 
stalemte of functionalism) in Forum 1958, pp 104-111 

'The Child and the City' (e/g) in Playgrounds and Recreation Spaces. 
Verlag Arthur Niggli, Teufen 1959 

'Het verhaal van een andere gedacbte' (d, but translated as 'The Story of 
Another Idea' in CCA, pp 269-312; History of CIAM/Team 10 develop- 

ment) in Forum 1959, pp 195-248 

'Constantin Brancusi' (d; book review) in Forum 1959, p. 321 

'A Tribute to Carola Giedion-Welcker' (e; 1957) in Forum 1959 0 pp 321-22 

'Hello Shinkichi' (e) in ShinkiChi Tajiri. Stedelijk t1useurn; Amsterdam 
1960 (exhibition 2/3/60-2/4/60) 
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'Three schools in Nagele' (e) in Architects' Yearbook 9 (1960) pp 140-46 

'There is a garden in her face' (d/e sumirary) in Forum 1960, pp 107-117 
(trans p 121) 

'Overwegend vuile was' (d; answer to Forum critics) in Forum 1960/61, 
pp 150-56 

'The Medecine of Reciprocity Tentatively Illustrated' (d/e; on Amsterdam 
Orphanage) in Forum 1960/61, pp 197-235 

'Is Architecture Going to Reconcile Basic Values? ' (e; 1959) in CIMI '59 
in Otterlo. ed. Newman . 0. Alec Tiranti , London 1961, pp 26-35 

'Talk at the Conclusion of the Otterlo Congress' (e; 1959) in Newrmn ed. 
1961, pp 216-17 

'The Medecine of Reciprocity Tentatively Illustrated' (e; on Amsterdam 
Orphanage) in Architects' Yearbook 10 (1961) pp 172-195 

'The Fake Client and the Great Word NO' (d/e) in Forum 1962, pp 79-80 

'Steps towards a Configurative Discipline' (d/e) in Forum 1962, pp 81-94 

'The Pueblos' (d/e) in Forum 1962,, pp 95-114 

Various fragnvents (e; Team 10 Primer) in Architectural Design 12 1962, 
passim 

'Een appel aan de verbeelding' (d; 1950, see above) in Vinkenoog, S. Het 
verhaal van Karel 

_Appel. 
Bruna en zoon, Utrecht 1963, pp 65-67 

Introduction to 'The Idea of a Town' (Rykwert, J. ) in Forum 1963, black 
pages preceding p 99 

'Het interieur van de ruimte' (d; The interior of space) in Wijsgerig 
Perspektief 5 (1964) pp 16-23 

'Tree-leaf, House-city' (e; triple sketch) in Domus 426 (1965) preceding 

p 

'The Wheels of Heaven; Project for a Church' (e) in Domus 426 (1965) 

pp 1-6 

'University College in Urbino by Giancarlo de Carlo' (e) in Zodiac 16 

(1966) pp 170-187 

'Tree-leaf 
. House-city' (e) in World Architecture 3. ed. Donat J. 

Studio Vista, London 1966, p 120 

'Labyrinthian Clarity' (e) in Donat ed. 1966, pp 121-22 

Introduction (d/e) to Forum vol 17 (1963/67) extra nunber, pp 1-2 
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'Anna was,, Livia is, Plurabelle's to be' (e) in For= vol 17 (1963/67) 
extra nunber, p 28 

'Call it Labyrinthian Clarity' (e; dated 1963) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) 
extra nunber, p 51 

'Raadsel van de tijd' (d; dated 1963, The riddle of time) in Forum vol 17 
(1963/67) extra number, p 51 

'The Sailor's Nostalgia' (e; dated 1960) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) extra 
nunber, p 52 

'Otterlo circles' (e; dated 1959) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) extra number, 
p 52 

'Tree-leaf, House-city' (e) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) extra nunber, p 53 

'Two ways of being together - or alone? ' (e) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) 
extra number, p 53 

'Het interieur van de ruinte' (d; dated 1965, The interior of space) in 
Forum vol 17 (1963/67) extra ntimber, p 54 

'De Spiegelmester' (d; on Joost van Roojen) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) 
extra nunber, pp 55-59 

'A Place for Sculpture and People' (d/e) in Forum vol 17 (1963/67) extra 
number, pp 24-27 (trans supp, p 7) 

'Dogon - miracle of moderation' (d/e/g; dated 1963) in Forum Vol 17 
(1963/67) extra nunber, pp 29-50 (trans supp p 7); with Parin, P. 
and Morgentbaler, F. 

'Pavilion, Arnhem; a place for sculpture and people' (e) in World 
Architecture 4. ed Donat, J. Studio Vista, London 1967, pp 59-65 

'Kaleidoscope of the Mind, Miracle of Moderation, Inage of Ourselves' (e) 
in VIA 1 Ecology in Design. Graduate School of Fine Arts, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 1968, pp 90-129,134-35; 

with Parin, P; and Morgenthaler, F. Reprinted as: van Eyck, A. 
Miracles of Moderation. Eidgen*ossische Technische Hochschule, 
Zurich 1976 

'Il Padiglione Sonsbeek -a place for sculpture and people' (i/e) in 
Dows 426 (1968) pp 2-9 

'Per Tajiri - un ambiente di carta' (i/e; on Tajiri exhibition) in Domus 
460 (1968) pp 10-13 

Various fragrwnts (e) in Team 10 Primer (revised ed). ed Sffdthson, A. 

Studio Vista, London 1968, passim 

'The Interior of Tim' (e; dated 1962,1966) in Meaning in Architecture. 

eds. Jencks, C; and Baird, G. Barrie and Jenkins, London 1969., 

pp 170-71 
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'-A Miracle of Moderation' (e; 1968) in Jencks and Baird eds. 1969 
pp 172-213; with Parin, P; and Morgenthaler. F. 

'The Enigm of Vast Multiplicity, (e) in Harvard Educational Review. 
vol 39,4 (1969) pp 126-43 

'The Child, the City, the Artist' (e) in Byggekunst. vol 51,1 (1969) 
pp 16-17 

IM; aison pour meres celibataires, Amsterdam (avant-projet)' (f/e; on Mothers' home, sketch scheme) in L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 
(1975) pp 27-30 

'The Singular Effbracing the Plural' (g/e; on Driebergen church design) in 
Bauen und Wohnen 1 1976, pp 36-37 

'Romn Catholic Church in The Hague' (e/i) in Lotus 11 (1976) pp 109-115 

'Hauser fur die Amen in Lima, Peru' (g) in Deutsche Bauzeitung 11 1978, 
pp 44-45 

'Come Valtro dono' (1; 1976) in Europa/America; architetture urbane, 
alternative suburbane. ed. Raggi, F. Edizioni La Biennale di 
Venezia, Electa, Milan 1978, p 86 

'Per Jan Duiker, Charles Rennie Mackintosh e Mario Codussi' (i; tribute) 
in Raggi ed. 1978, p 88 

Venigma della. misura e del nurrero' (i; The enigma of size and number) in 
Raggi. ed. 1978, pp 88-89 

'Guarda papa., un pezzo della teiera. della nonna! ' (i; on Watts Towers) in 
Raggi ed. 1978, p 89 

'Lemento anche per tutte le farfalle' (i; Mourn also for all butterf lies) 
in Raggi ed. 1978, p 90 

'What is and isn't Architecture; a propos of Rats, Posts and other Pests' 
(e/i) in Lotus 28 (1981) pp 15-19 

'Rats, Posts and Pests' (e) in RIBA Journal 4 1981p pp 47-50 (but see Van 
Eyck's remarks on 'ediiiFn-g-r- in Architectural Design 7 1981) 

'R. P. P. (Rats, Posts and other Pests)' (e; RIBA Annual Discourse 1981) in 
Architectural 7 1981, supp pp 14-16 

'Jaap Bakerna 1914-1981' (d/e) in Forum 3 1980/81, p3 

'Omtrent de R. P. P. ' (d; RIM Annual Discourse 1981 translation) in Forum 3 

1980/81, pp 25-29 

'Ex Turico Aliquid Novum' (e) in Archithese 5 1981, pp 35-389 62-63 

'En wel per definitie' (d/e extract only; on the work of Lucien Lafour) 

in Forum 4 1980/81/820 pp 27-41 (e, p 1) 



APPENDICK 2 LIST OF BUILDINGS AND PROJECTS DESIGNED BY ALDO vAN EyCK 

(works by Van Eyck and Bosch office excluded); with selected references 

1946 Tower room, Zurich 
Forum 1949, pp 90-91 
Giedion, ed. 1951, p 77 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 14 

1946-77 Children's playgrounds, Amsterdam (c 700, nRny destroyed) 
Forum 1952, pp 194-98 
Forum 1953, pp 358-360 
Architects' Yearbook 6 (1955), pp 89-94 

1948 Directors' offices, Heldring and Pierson Bank, The Hague 
Forum 1953, pp 105-7 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 14 

1949 Cobra exhibition, Stedelijk Museum 
Stokvis 1980, pp 111-27 , Affsterdam 

1949-52 

Own appartment, Binnenkant, AnEterdam 
Hardy et al, 1959, pp 90,92,119,121 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 14 

Village plan, Nagele (with grouP from 'de 8') 
Forum 1952, pp 172-78 

1950 Entry arch, 'Ahoy' exhibition, Rotterdam 
Forum 1950, pp 202-203 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 14 

1951 Dutch exhibit, Milan Triennale (with J Rietveld) 
Forum 1951, pp 244-45 

Cobra exhibition, Palais des Beaux Arts, 
_Li Stokvis 1980, pp 127-3 

1952-54 Old people's housing, Amsterdam (with J Rietveld) 
Forum 1956, pp 130-33 

1952 Blue and violet room, Stedelijk miseum, Amsterdam 
Forum 19b3, pp 92-93 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 19 
(sketch upside down) 

1953 Furniture Layout, Bijenkorf departffent store, Amsterdam 
Forum 1953, p 380 

1955 Private house, Austerdam (with J Rietveld) 
Forum 1956, -pp 118-19 
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1955-56 3 schools, Nagele (with HPD van Ginkel) 
Forum 1957, pp 242-48 
Architects' Yearbook 9 (1960) pp 140-46 

1956 Open air school, Amterdam (unbuilt project) 
Bouwkundig Weekblad 1958, pp 442-43 

1957 Cultural centre, Jerusalem (unbuilt project) 
Newffan, ed . 1961 vp 35 
L'Architecture dlaujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 15 

'Charles' record 

Four-tower howse 
ý 9. . 

Weteringsc 
J Design 5 

Amterdam 

p map guide) 

1957-60 Orphanage, Amsterdam 
Architectural Design 5 1960, pp 179-80 
Forum 1.0060/61, pp 197-235 
Newmn, ed. 19161, pp 26-34 
Architects' Yearbook 10 (1961) pp 172-95 
Progressive Architecture Sept 1962, pp 154-61 
Bouwkundig Weekblad 2 1963, pp 25-30 

1958 

1960 

own house 
tecture 

Ba" ambrugge (unbuilt project) 
ourd'hui 177 (1975) p 15 

Design of war mn-orial, Parliawnt building, The Hague 

1964 'Wheels of Heaven' church, Driebergen (unbuilt competition 
winner) 

Domus 426 (1965) pre p1-p6 
Architectural Review 8 1965, pp 81-82 
Donat, ed. 1966, pp 123-29 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 (1976) no pp 

Own house, Loenen a/d Vecht 

1964-69 Pastoor van Ars church, e Hague 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) pp 22-25 
Bauen + Wohnen 1 1976, pp 38-40 
Lotus 11 (1976) pp 109-115 
Architectural Design 1976, pp 344-50 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 (1976) 

1966 Scul 

Architectura 

pavi lion , 
Forum 1967 
Donat, ed. 
I)omus 460 
Dortmunder 

Sonsbeek park, Arnhem (denr)lished) 
x, pp 24-27 

1967, pp 58-65 
(1968) pp 2-9 
Architekturhefte 3 (1976) 

Set design for opera 'Labyrinth', Holland festival 

Sonorum Speculum 27 (1966) p 19 
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1967 Shinkichi Taj iri exhibition, Stedelijk museum, Amsterdam Donus 465-(1968) pp 10-13 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 16 Dortmunder Arch i tekturhef te 3 (1976) 

Town hall for Deventer (unbuilt conpetition winner) L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 16 

1968 Triennale exhibit, Milan (destroyed before cpening) Architectural design 1968, pp 298-99 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) pp 16,30 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 (1976) 
Raggi, ed. 1978, pp 90-91 

1968 Camp site sanitary installations, Loenen a/d Vecht 
LrA-rchitecture ujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 21 
Lotus 11 (1976) pp 118-19 
Dortmunder Architeckturhefte 3 (1976) no pp 

1969 

1969-71 

1969-72 

1970 

Extension to private house (py_Rietveld 
Donis 491 (1970) pp 16-20 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 

Art gallery and private 
mis 515 (197 

L'Architecture 

Be 

(1976) 

house, Dusseldorf 
2) pp 30-34 

d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 17 

Housing design, Liffa, Peru (competition entry and pilot 
construction) 

Architectural Design 1970, pp 187-205 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 17 
Deutsche Bauzeitung 11 1978, pp 44-45 

Joost van Roojen exhibition, Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 19 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 (1976) 

Private house, Venlo 
L'Architecture dAujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 17 
Lotus 11 (1976) p 116 

1971 Private house, Saint Paul de Vence (unbuilt project) 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 (1976) 

1972 Historical museum., Zwolle (unbuilt competition winner, 
with Hannie van Eyck) 

L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) p 18 
Dortmunder Architekturhefte 3 (1976) 

1974-76 Private house, Retie, Belgium 
L'Architecture d'Tu-jourd'hui 177 (1975) pp 26-27 
Lotus 11 (1976) p 117 
Dortmunder Arch i tekturhef te 3 (1976) 
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1975-81 'Hubertus House' for unmrried mothers and their children,. 
Austerdam 

L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 177 (1975) pp 27-30 
Lotus 11 (1976) pp 107-108 
Dortmunder Architekturhef te 3 (1976) 
Wonen/TABK 8 1980, pp 11-31 
Lotus 28 (1981) pp 20-39 
L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui 217 (1981), pp 72-79 
Architectural Review 3 1982, pp 22-33 

1981- 'Padua' psychiatric clinic, Boekel 



APPENDIX 3 ALDO VAN EYCK: BIOGRAPHICAL summy 

1918 Born Driebergen, Holland, son of PN van Eyck, poet and journalist 

1920 Family mc)ve to London following appointffent of father 
as London correspondent of newspaper 'De Nieuwe 
Rotterdamse Courant' 

1924-32 King Alfred school, London 

1932-35 Sideot school, Winscoffbe, Somerset 

1935 Fandly return to Holland, following appointment of father as Professor of Dutch language and literature 
at Leiden University 

1938 Diploma, Technical college, The Hague 

1939-43 Studying at EidgenOolssische Technische Ilochschule, 
Zurich, Diploffa in Architecture 

1943 Marries fellow student, Hannie van Roojen 

1943-46 Working for various architects in Zurich; 
mets critic Carola Giedion-Welcker (and, through her, 
imny artists in Zurich and Paris) 

1945 Birth of daughter, Tess 

1946-51 Back in Holland, working for Public works departffent 
of Amsterdam city council under Van Eesteren; 
member of Dutch CIAM group 'De 8 en Opbouw' 

1947 Attends CIAM meeting 6 at Bridgwater, Somerset 

1948 Birth of son, Quinten 

1948-51 Involvement with Cobra artists 

1949-65 Living 'Binnenkant', Affsterdam 

1949 Hangs 
-f 

irst RRjor Cobra exhibition , in Affsterdam 

1950 Dutch editor of Cobra magazine 7; 
writes open letter of protest against covering of Appel 

mural in An-sterdam city hall canteen 

1951-77 Continues to work for Anterdam city council as 
outside consultant 
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1951-53 Teadbing history of art at Enschede school of art 
1951 First visit to Saharan villages (spring); 

hangs second nujor Cobra exhibition in Liýge 

1952-present Private architectural practice 

1952 Second visit to Saharan villages (spring); 
CIAM interim meeting at Sigtuna, Sweden 

1953 Attends CIAM meeting (9) at Aix en Provence, wets 
Alison and Peter Sffdthson, beginning of Team 10 

1954 First weting of Team 10 at Doorn, Holland (Jan/feb) 

1955 Sketch schem for Armterdam orphanage 

1956 Attends CIAM meting (10) at Dubrovnik 

1957-60 Construction, Affsterdam oxphanage 

1959-67 Editor of Forum magazine with DC Apon, J Bakeffa, 
G Boon, J Hardy, li Ifertzberger, J Schrofer 

1959 Attends Team 10/post CIAM meeting at Otterlo, Holland 

1960 Study visit to Dogon people in Mali, meets Paul Parin 
and Fritz Morgenthaler (Swiss psychoanalysts 
/anthropologists); 
visiting professor, University of Pennsylvania; 
awarded Sikkens prize (with Constant) 

1961 Visiting professor Washington University, St Louis; 
visits pueblos (winter) 

1962 Visiting critic Ilarvard University; 
Team 10 rreeting at RoyaumDnt 

1963 Teaching in New Zealand; 
visits Tokyo to advise on playgrounds 

1964 Architecture prize of the city of Amsterdam 

1965-present Living in Loenen a/d Vecht 

1965 -Winner, 'Wheels of Heaven' church competition; 
Visiting teaching posts at Amrican Academy in Rome, 
Yale University and Tulane University, New Orleans 

1967-present Professor at Technische Hogeschool Delft 

1967 Winner, Deventer town hall competition 
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1968 Exhibit at Milan Triennale (which was destroyed by 
protesting students before the opening, together with 
all other exhibits) 

1970 Winner,, Amsterdam NieuwnRarkt district competition (with 
Theo Bosch) 

1971 Winner, Zwolle historical museum -competition 
(with Hannie 

van Eyck) 

1971-present Partnership with Theo Bosch in AmSterdam 

1973-75 Scheme design, Affsterdam Mothers' Home 

1976 Exhibit at Venice Biennale, participated in associated 
debate 

1976-78 Visiting professor, Eidgeno"ssische Technische Hochschule, 
Zurich 

1976-81 Construction, Arrsterdam Mothers' Horre 

1979-present Professor at University of Pennsylvania 

1979 Honorary doctorates of New Jersey Institute of 
Technology and Tulane University, New Orleans 

1981 Awarded Maaskant prize 



APPENDIX 4 'MODERNISM' -A PROBLLIA OF NomcLATuRE 

The terms 'modernism' and 'mcdernist' are unfortunately problemtic. 

Even Van Eyck's own use of the term fails to support its use here. In 

his text from the CIAM meting at Otterlo in 1959 he argues that - 

(Newmn ed, 1961, p 27) 

The time has cone ..... to avoid the pitfalls of eclecticism, 
regionalism, and modernism, for these are utterly false alternatives 
- three kinds of shortsightedness that continually alternate. 

It will nevertheless be argued here that Van Eyck's 'great riot' in which 

'the gang' engaged, is what is generally described as mxIernism. 

Bradbury and IdeFarlane, in their essay '7he Nam and Nature of Modernism", 

begin by discussing the widespread disagreemnt about the historical 

significance of dramatic changes in art in the early twentieth century. 

But about one thing they find general agreerrent - the naffe - (Bradbury and 

McFarlane 1976, p 21) 

Clearly the world' of criticism has settled for sorre variant or 
collocation of the word Inudern' to identify the arts of its time, 
or if not all of them, then son-e part of them. 

They regret the mobility of the term, the way it resists location in a 

. 
particular historical period, but adffit a certain force in the assc)ciation 

with - (ibid, p 22) 

.. a characteristic feeling ..... that we live in totally novel 

times, that contemporary history is the source of our significance, 
that we are derivatives not of the past but of the surrounding or 

enfolding environment or scenario, that mDdernity is a new 

consciousness, a fresh condition of the mind -a condition v; bich 

mDdern art has explored, felt through, sometimes reacted against. 

Despite the suggestion here of arrbivalence in the approach of mDdernism 

(in art) to modernity (in society). the general tone does perhaps' imply a 
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break with the past more complete than Van Eyck' ideas suggest, for 
instance in his 'gathering body of experience'. It is this imPlication 

of the word 'modernism' which makes it Possible for him to give it a 
negative charge - implying a total break with the past and an obsession 

with "what is different in our tim" at the expense of '%vhat is 

essentially the same" (CCA p 166). However Bradbury and McFarlane 

themselves go on to use 'modernism' to include Joyce "compacting 

contemporaneity and antiquity in Ulysses" (p 50) - suggesting that we may 
be to some degree "derivatives of the past" and that the times nay not be 

"totally novel". 

Furbank, in his introduction to Modernism also discusses the question of 

its nam. He begins - (Furbank and Kettle 1975,, p 5) 

There was a ffajor revolution in English verse just before the 
1914-18 war., which is now generally called by the name 'nDdernism'. 

But immediately adds - 

It is a narre to be used with caution as it is rather misleading. 
In the f irst place it was not used at the time, but was coined much 
later by scholars .... Secondly 'nx>dernism' does not ffean the same 
as 'mc)dern'. The inplication of the word ..... is that the 
mDvemnt is now over and may be seen as part of history. Thirdly 
the name, of course, does not apply only to poetry. If we are to 
use the term at all, we mst bear in aind that there was 'mDdernism' 
in prose fiction, and in uusic, and in painting, sculpture and 
architecture. 

Nevertheless Purbank uses the term 'mDdernism' in his title, and 

throughout the essay, though lie rraintains the inverted comms 

consistently. From the point of 'view of this study his objections do not 

seem to carry much weight, indeed his third objection is actually an 

advantage - since it includes the broad spread of ffWernism throughout the 

various arts and even into other disciplines. 
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The 'Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought' states that - (Bullock and 

Stalybrass eds, 1977, p 395) 

Modernism ..... has by now acquired Stability as the comprehensive term for an international tendency arising in the poetry, fiction, 
drama, music, painting, architecture and other arts of the West in 
the last years of the 19th century, and subsequently affecting the 
character of most 20th century art. The tendency is usually held 
to have reached its peak just before or soon after World War 1. 

The peak of creative activity of ffany great innovators of twentieth 

century art carre within these years around the first world war. A 

selection might include the poets: Eliot, Rilke, Apollinaire; the 

composers: Stravinsky, Bartok, Schoenberg; the novelists: Kafka, Joyce, 

Proust; the painters: Picasso, Klee, Mondrian; the sculptors: Brancusi, 

Arp, Picasso; as well as the art mveffents Futurism, Dadaism, Cubism, 

Constructivism, de Stijl. This sensational creative outburst has led 

mny conTnentators to seek for a particular period to which the 'rmdernist' 

label could be attached - Yet even the mst concentrated creative period 

- say 1905-21 - was certainly not exclusively mcLernist, nor does it by 

any rmans include all the significant nudernist works. 

Bullock's essay 'the Double Image' (Bullock 1976) juxtaposes two aspects 

of the pre-1914 period -a street scene f rom Edwardian London and 

Picasso's Demisel les d'Avignon (1907). A great distance separates these 

two: on the one hand a world whiCh belongs firmly to the past and on the 

other the world of uDdernist. art which rerrains a vital part of today's 

culture. He thus illustrates one danger of definitions which rely on a 

'Mxlernist period'. 

Equally, no definition of nDdernism could be acceptable which excluded 
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Finnegans Wake (1939) or Broadway BOOgie-Woogie (1942-43). and it would be 
difficult, on the other hand, to deny the mxIernist qualities of Ce"zanne's 

Sainte-Victoire paintings of the 1890s. 

The approach of Ellnann and Feidelson, in their 'Modern Tradition' is 

therefore far mDre sympathetic. Their preface argues (Ellmn and 
Feidelson eds, 1965, p v) 

It is clear that 'modern' amounts to more than a chronological description. The term designates a distinctive kind of imagination 
- themes and forus, conditions and modes of creation, that are inter-related and comprise an imaginative whole. 

Their book is a collection of "discursive statements by writers, artists, 

philosophers and scientists" through which they illustrate the tradition 

out of which ffodern art has grown. They discuss the paradox of modernism 

as a break with the past which at the saw time has a "sense of an 

ancestral line" (ibid, p vi). Their collection goes back as far as Vico 

in tracing this ancestry, and includes writing from Rorranticism, 

Naturalism, Symbolism, Existentialism, as well as unarguably wdernist 

sources. 

All these commentators, despite their reservations, continue to use the 

term 'mxlernism' while at the sarm tiffe avoiding direct definition. The 

difficulty of the term is seen as a funcition of the complexity of the 

material. Thus Ellmann and Feidelson - (ibid, p v) 

We have postponed the task of defining it for ; the same reason we 
feel it to be important - it refers to soffething intiffate and 

elusive, not objective and easily analysed. The mAern is not like 

the reassuring landscape of the past, open and invadable everywhere. 
It is at once more immediate and n-ore obscure: a blur of book 

titles, a wod of inpatience with anachronism, a diffuse feeling of 
difference. 

They divide their book into a series of topics, yet point out the fluid 
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nature of the material within them - (ibid Ip viii) 

They have presented themselves as centres around vhich mDdern thinking whirls or clings. While each is a kind of spectrum of 
possibilities, the work spectrum itself is too prescriptive. The 
ideas jut out of their confines; they blend into each other in the 
way of nDntage, or come round upon each other# or otherwise intersect and parallel. 

The nature of ffodernism itself is wDre, clearly revealed in these rerrarks 

than in many attempts at definition. 

Bradbury and McFarlane also preface their collection of essays under the 

title 'Modernism' with some apologetic reaarks - (Bradbury and McFarlane 

1976, p 13) 

This is not, nor in the nature of things could it ever 
satisfactorily be, a comprehensive survey, a tidily finished 
account. To suppose that one could open up for composed inspection 
- like some fully excavated monurrent, trimly grassed and paved, 
confidently signposted, labelled and docketed - the kind of site 
that Modernism represents, is to misunderstand the very nature of 
the phenomenon. 

In any case despite its dif f iculties, I mdernism' has becone accepted as 

the term to describe the focus of twentieth century art - which received 

its most dramtic expression in the early decades of the century, in what 

Van Eyck calls the" great riot", centred on the idea he calls 

I relativity'. 

N 



APPENDIX 5 'SPACE, THE AND ARCHITECrUREI 

Van Eyck's suggestion that mdern architecture failed in its revaluation 

of space and tine seems like a direct challenge to Sigfried Giedion's 

thesis, in 'Space, Time and Architecture', that just this revaluation 

unites wdern art and architecture. In this context the comparison of 

Van Eyck's ideas with those of Giedion is of great interest. Both are 

concerned with the relationship between mDdern art and architecture, yet 

their conclusions are in ffany respects diarmtrically opposed. A 

consideration of this apparent contradiction sharpens the comparison 

between Van Eyck and mainstream mxlern architecture, and serves as a test 

of his thesis. 

The accounts of mdern art presented by Giedion and Van Eyck have much in 

Comm, which is hardly surprising since Van Eyck's understanding of 

modernism owes much to Giedion's wife - Carola Giedion-Welcker. However 

it should be eirphasized that Van Eyck did not meet Giedion in the period 

of his regular visits to the Doldertal house since the latter was absent, 

teaching at Harvard. Aldo van Eyck recollects (interview 5/2/80) perhaps 

one brief meting with Giedion (in 1946, with Van Eesteren also present) 

before the Bridgwater meeting of CIAM in 1947. 

In his account of CIMI history, Van Eyck mkes it clear that Giedion vas 

one of the few who always appreciated the importance of mDdern art - (CCA 

p 292, but not in Forum 1959 in equivalent location) 

He spoke about matters of the aind in the light of relativity again 

and again m to all but a few deaf ears, 
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That a familiar list of nx)dern artists took a Place in Giedion' s teaching 

is testified by Andre Studer, in his discussion of his seffinars in Zurich 

- (Hofer and Stucky eds, 1971, p 140P 

In (Giedions) Senünarien lernten wir kennen, was Kuins ' tler wie Klee, 
Kandinsky, Braque, Leger, Picasso, Arp, Brancusi, und rranch andere Wegbereiter der mDdernen kunst zu deren Gestaltungen fuhrte. 
(In (Giedion's) seminars we were introduced to the contribution ffade by artists like Kandinsky, Braque, Leo'ger, Picasso, Arp, Brancusi, and 
mny other pioneers of wdern art, to its forms of expression. ) 

A few quotations serve to show the mny parallels with Van Eyck's 

mcdernism. 

Like Van Eyck, who talks about 'relativity' as an escape from the 

'Euclidean groove', Giedion believed that ffodern art and science were 

destroying mechanistic nineteenth century patterns of thought - (Giedion 

1969, p 717) 

(Since the beginning of the century) ... In every sphere a 
revolution, arising from the depths of our mind, has shattered the 
mechanistic conception of the world. (1948) 

and - (Giedion ed , 1951 pp 34) 

Modern science no longer recognized the split between objects 
independent of mind,, and niLnd independent of objects. In mcdern 
physics experiments and experimenter are regarded as interdependent 

a.... We are on the turning point. The period of rationalism is 

nearing its end. (1951) 

He also seems to have developed a concept closely related to Van Eyck's 

'twinphenorrena' - (Giedion 1969, p 720) 

We need a new tYPe 
process of balancing 
equipoise. (1948) 

and - (ibid p 721) 

of imn who can control his own existence by the 

forces often regarded as irreconcilable: rmn in 

Equipoise is lacking between the rational and the irrational; 

between the past - tradition - and the future - exploration of the 

unknown; between the temporal and the eternal. (1948) 
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Giedion was also interested in 'Simultaneity' and the dynamic nature of 
reality as it appears in consciousness - (Giedion 1969, p 29) 

Almost simultaneously with Lurdere's cinermtograph (1895-96), Henri Bergson was lecturing to the Coll'ege de France on the 'rinermtograpic Mechanism of Thought" (1900). And later James Joyce split words open like oysters, showing them in rmtion. (19-48) 

But a significant difference is that the dimension of consciousness never 

seems to be developed further, and certainly not to the extent of 

constructing an approach parallel to Van Eyck's 'interiorization'. 

Giedions's attitude to the past is similar to that expressed in Van Eyck's 

concept of nan's gathering body of experience'. Like Van Eyck he sees 

the creed of progress as forffing no part of twentieth century thought - 

(Giedion 1969, p 30) 

In the nineteenth centry the creed of progress was raised into a 
dognR. (1948) 

and - (ibid, p 717) 

The idea of progress presupposes a final state of perfection ..... Finality implies an approaching state of static equilibrium. This 
contradicts what the scientists have shown to be the essence of the 
universe, motion and unending change. (1948) 

Like Van Eyck, he believes in the continuing validity of past hurmn 

experience, though this idea seeus to make its first appearance in 1950,, 

in the second edition of 'Space, Time and Architecture' (see below). In 

'The Eternal Present' he wrote - (Giedion 1962, pp xix-xx) 

The interrelation between continuity and change cuts increasingly 
into the very marrow of this century. It involves our attitude 
towards the past, that neasureless container of human experience 

****a For a short period at the beginning of this century it may have 

seemed necessary to cut all bonds with the past, to assume a hostile 

attitude towards it (the futurists) Since then the 

situation has changed If one opens Finnegans Wake, listens to a 

quartet by Bela Bart&,, or looks at a picture by Joan Miro, each of 
them tells us that present, past, and future are not chopped off from 

one another but merge into one uninterrupted fabric. (1962) 

and - (Giedion 1969, p 723) 
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The man in equipoise we mist achieve is new only in contrast to a distorted period. He revives age-old derrands which must be fulfilled in our own way if our civilization is not to collapse. (1948) 

But Giedion seems happier than Van Eyck to tolerate one-sidedness in the 

swings of fashion - (ibid p 722) 

History does not produce repetiti, 
fixed rules for the domLnance of 
or collectives specialistic or 
prevalence of one over the other 
It too is bound up with the 
existence. (1948) 

ve patterns Neither are there 
rational or irrational, individual 

universal conception ..... The 
is not necessarily bad in itself. 
incalculable diversity of hurmn 

Compare this with Van Eyck - (OCA pp 166-67) 

In each culture there are very specific aspects ..... that are 
universally valid but which for various reasons .... . are emphasized 
whilst other, -, are subdued. Ultirmtely nan suffers frcm these 
limitations Now, today, what is peculiar in culture, what gives 
it colour, does not necessarily have to depend on what is omitted and 
what is not. It can depend on how these specific aspects are 
combined intead of on how they are omitted or overstressed. 

The difference is significant, since Giedion's easy-going tolerance of 

one-sided views of man - rational or irrational,, individualist or 

collectivist - obstructs the 'equipoise' he demands. It is just Van 

Eyck's ef fort at reconciliation which brings together the eleuents 

essential to his modernism. 

Despite differences of enphasis it is clear that Giedion attaches a very 

similar significance to wdernism as does Van Eyck, although it should be 

noted that Giedion's published consideration of the subject is liMited to 

short discussions by way of introduction and conclusion to his historical 

studies. The quotations given here virtually exhaust the mterial he 

offers, showing that he never developed these themes in detail, as has Van 

Eyck. But the differences pointed out here are not such that a widely 

different perspective on aWern architecture would be expected. 
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The book 'Space, Time and Architecture I, however., does show a great 

contrast with Van Eyck's views. First published in 1941jit develcps this 

key aspect of nWernism - space-time - and aims to show it as the ruling 

idea behind mDdern architecture - hence the title of part VI of the work - 
'Space-time in Art, Architecture and Construction'. 

Despite this title (covering pages 426-608 in 1954 edition), the 

references to 'space-time' in Giedion's book are remarkably few. He 

introduces the concept by discussing Cubist paintings (pp 430-39), in 

which the dimension of time entered through the maltiplication of points 

of vision, and explains their essential formal quality to be the 

interpenetration of transparent planes. To this he adds the Futurists' 

"research into moveffent"(pp 439-44) and discusses the way "objects in 

motion nultiply and distort themselves in passing through space", taking 

the example (from outside Futurism) of Marcel Duchanp's 'Nude Descending a 

Staircase' (1911-12) -a literal representation of this nultiplication. 

His examples of space-tine seem thus to be concerned mDre with 

simultaneity in perception than simultaneity in consciousness, and 

therefore have a rather visual and analytic quality. 

He describes the realization of space-time in architecture through a 

nunber of very general renRrks, such as - (Giedion 1954, p 492) 

The generation of Le Corbu, ýier, Gropiusp Mies Van der Rohe, and the 

others knew the work of the artistic explorers and the new spatial 
feelings which they discovered. Finally they were able to select 
from the accumulated developrrents in engineeering just the rreans that 

were needed to give architectural expression to this new space sense. 

and - (ibid p 510) 

The spirit of Le Corbusier's houses shows an absolute identity 

with the spirit that anirmtes: mxIern painting. The -floating 

transparency ..... 
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Beyond such remarks, four specific examples are discussed as expressions 

of space-tim in architecture: 

1) Gropius - Cologne Werkbund Fabrik - 1914 (ibid p 480) 

Here there were spiral staircases entirely encased in glass. They 
seem like a movement seized and immobilised in space ..... The new 
conception of space, with its urge towards freely hovering parts and 
surfaces . .... seeks the kind of aesthetic sensation that results 
when the relation between load and support is no longer traditionally 
obvious. 

2) Gropius - Bauhaus, Dessau - 1926 (ibid, p 489) 

Two major endeavours of modern architecture are fulfilled here, not 
as unconscious outgrowths of advances in engineering, but as the 
conscious realisation of the artist's intent; there is the hovering 
vertical grouping of planes which satisfies our feeling for a 
relational space, and there is the extreme transparency that perwdts 
interior and exterior to be seen simultaneously, en face and en 
profile, like Picasso's 'Arlesienne' of 1911-12 : variety of levels 
of reference, or points of reference, and simultaneity - the 
conception of space-time., in short. 

3) Le Corbusier - Villa Savoie - 1929-31 (ibid, p 518) 

It is impossible to comprehend the Savoie house by a view from a 
single point, quite literally, it is a construction in space-time. 
The body of the house has been hollowed out in every direction: from 

above and below,, within and without. A cross-section at any point 
shows inner and outer space penetrating each other inextricably. 

4) Rockefeller Center, New York - (ibid pp 752-3) 

The mDment one begins moving in the midst of the buildings through 

Rockefeller Plaza, where the three largest structures rise in 

different directions and to different heights, one becomes 

conscious of new and unaccustomed interrelations betwen them 

Out of these well-calculated rrasses one becomes aware of a new 
fantastic element inherent in the space-time conception of our 

period. The interrelations which the eye achieves between the 

dif ferent planes give the clearly curcumscribecl vo lu mes an 

extraordinary new effect ..... 
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The abstract spatial effects described by Giedion seem to have little in 

commn with Van Eyck's concrete 'built hoffecordngi. The contrast is mDst 

dramatically revealed in Giedion's statement - (ibido p 730) 

The space-time feeling of our time can seldcm be felt as keenly as 
when driving, the wheel under one's hand, up and down hills, beneath 
overpasses, up and down ranps, and over great bridges. 

FurthermDre Giedion's attitude to the chaos of the city seems rather close 

to the CIAM view criticised by Van Eyck. In discussing New York, Giedion 

refers to "the chaotic interirdngling of functions which should clearly be 

separated" (ibid, p 757). 

There are hints of something nearer Van Eyck's ur)dernism in the discussion 

of Aalto's architecture which was added to the second edition of 'Space, 

Time and Architecture' (1950). Here Giedion empares Aalto's 

introduction of "organic and irrational eleffents" with the work of Klee 

and Miro, and introduces the notion of the presence of all places and all 

times. He states of present day art - (Giedion 1954, p 567) 

It is also part of its essence that barriers between space and time, 
barriers between future and past are torn down and with a bc)ld sweep 
our own period, the whole world and the whole of history are 
embraced. 

Giedion's interpretation of space-time seems to be developing here away 

from mere abstract visual effects and the rational ordering of functions. 

However the mve is a slight one - the presence of different tims and 

places is seen as a cultural phenorrenon but not as a fact of 

consciousness. The overall iffpression given by Giedion is that the 

space-time of nx)dern art is concerned with perceptual effects, associated 

with negotiating a mtorway interchange. 

Giedion seem to view the approach of Aalto, Klee, Miro"', Joyce as an 
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rrational I alternative to the I rational' frainstream, its presence 

justified by the desire to do justice to the "incalculable diversity of 

human existence" (Giedion 1969 9p 722), whereas Van Eyck demonstrates the 

power of a reconciliation of these apparent alternatives. By introducing 

the dimension of time , Giedion has gone beyond the static image on the 

retina, but his observer seems to be a casual visitor, uninvolved, rather 

than an inhabitant with individual as well as collective intentions, 

building up personal as well as cultural associations. Van Eyck, on the 

other hando is concerened with providing an environwnt for concrete 

everyday experience and considers the inpact of architecture 

('interiorized') in consciousness. 
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